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Abstract
This is the first such study of Operation Banner: taking three Battalions as case studies,
drawing upon extensive interviews with former soldiers, primary archival sources
including unpublished diaries, this thesis closely examines soldiers’ behaviour at the
small infantry-unit level (Battalion downwards), including the leadership, cohesion,
orientation and motivation that sustained, restrained and occasionally obstructed soldiers
in Northern Ireland. It contends that there are aspects of wider scholarly literatures - from
sociology, anthropology, criminology, and psychology - that can throw new light on our
understanding of the British Army in Northern Ireland. The thesis will also contribute
fresh insights and analysis of important events during the early years of Operation Banner,
including the murders of two men in County Fermanagh, Michael Naan and Andrew
Murray, and that of Warrenpoint hotel owner Edmund Woolsey in South Armagh in the
autumn of 1972.

The central argument of this thesis is that British Army small infantry units enjoyed
considerable autonomy during the early years of Operation Banner and could behave in
a vengeful, highly aggressive or benign and conciliatory way as their local commanders
saw fit. The strain of civil-military relations at a senior level was replicated operationally
– as soldiers came to resent the limitations of waging war in the UK. The unwillingness
of the Army’s senior leadership to thoroughly investigate and punish serious
transgressions of standard operating procedures in Northern Ireland created uncertainty
among soldiers over expected behaviour and desired outcomes. Mid-ranking officers and
NCOs often played important roles in restraining soldiers in Northern Ireland. The degree
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of violence used in Northern was much less that that seen in the colonial wars fought
since the end of World War II. But overly aggressive groups of soldiers could also be
mistaken for high-functioning units – with negative consequences for the Army’s overall
strategy in Northern Ireland.
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-

National Archives of Scotland
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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-
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Special Boat Squadron
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-
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Introduction

“The aim is not to show how the decisions of a few generals affected thousands of soldiers
but, rather, how the decisions of thousands of soldiers affected a few generals…”1

Michael Howard, one of Britain’s leading thinkers on military affairs and strategy, was
reluctant to describe the conflict in Northern Ireland as ‘a war’, preferring to see it as ‘an
emergency’. Howard’s limited definition was politically motivated. He wished to
minimize IRA violence as a domestic ‘law and order’ issue; Howard was understandably
concerned that if the public was told that logically Britain was ‘at war’ in Northern
Ireland, an expectation would grow for either an all-out victory, meaning an escalation of
State violence, or withdrawal – exactly the type of short-term duality that played into the
hands of the IRA.2 Moreover, war, with all its horrors, is also not something that should
be contemplated within one’s own country, against one’s own people. The author
Elizabeth Bowen, writing about the earlier Anglo-Irish conflict of 1919-1921, captured a
similar hesitancy to apply language reserved for colonial or international wars to an
insurgency within the borders of the United Kingdom - “Oh but one wouldn’t call it a
war… If anyone would, we would clean these beggars out in a week.’”3

Britain, at least, had a short memory when it came to conflict within the British Isles. The
Vice Chief of the General Staff of the Army during the early years of Operation Banner,
Lieutenant-General Sir Cecil ‘Monkey’ Blacker, recalled the profound shock of the death

1

T. Ashworth, Trench warfare 1914-1918: The Live and Let Live System (London: Macmillan, 1980), 13.
M. Howard, “‘Mistake to declare this “a war”’, RUSI Journal, 146 (6), 1-4.
3
E. Bowen, The Last September, (London: Vintage, 1998), 38.
2
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of a soldier in Londonderry had on the British military (and wider society) in early 1971:
“Looking back over more than twenty years, across the gulf which has since swallowed
thousands of lives to the point when such news hardly earns a comment, I still remember
the cold chill of horror which struck me – here, unbelievably, here in Great Britain, in
one of our streets in our own country, a British soldier had been killed in action.”4

Despite a general distaste for waging war at home, the conflict in Northern Ireland during
1971-1972 does meet the minimal criteria to be described as a war. Carl von Clausewitz
described war, in its bare essence, as “an act of force to compel our enemy to do our
will”. 5 Martin Edmonds later provided a useful expansion of Clausewitz’s original
definition: “War … may be defined as the use of violence, or physical coercion, by a
state, society or a group against another to achieve a desired objective. It is a physical
means employed by one group or society against another and, as such, it is not, nor ever
can be, independent of their internal affairs.”6

Clausewitz argued that war leads to a natural escalation and that “to introduce the
principle of moderation into the theory of war itself would always lead to a logical
absurdity”.7 But in reality Clausewitz admits that natural theory is usually trumped by
political reality; a state will normally be unwilling to expend more resources than it
believes the objective is worth and will limit its efforts or sue for peace instead of

4

Blacker had served as Commander of 39 Infantry Brigade in Northern Ireland in the early 1960s; he was also a former
Commanding Officer of an Irish Cavalry Regiment, the 5th Inniskilling Dragoon Guards. General Blacker enjoyed Ireland (fishing at
Colebrooke in County Fermanagh, hunting all over the Province and beyond – during his time as CO 39 Brigade he wintered one
year in County Limerick to avail of the excellent hunting in the South of Ireland). Nevertheless, he was also capable of being
profoundly surprised by the place. C. Blacker, Monkey Business: The Memoirs of General Sir Cecil Blacker (London: Quiller Press,
1993), 171.
5
Carl Von Clausewitz, On War, edited and translated by M. Howard and P. Paret, (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press,
1989), 75.
75.
6
M. Edmonds, Armed Services and Society (Leicester: Leicester University Press, 1988), 1.
7
Clausewitz, On War, 76.
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unquestioningly escalating its efforts until war becomes total or all-consuming.
Clausewitz counsels that, “If we were to think purely in absolute terms, we could avoid
every difficulty by a stroke of the pen and proclaim with inflexible logic that, since the
extreme must always be the goal, the greatest effort must always be exerted. Any such
pronouncement would be an abstraction and would leave the real world unaffected”.8

The lowest-end of Clausewitz’s definition of ‘war’ was what he called a “a threatening
attitude meant to support negotiations, a mild attempt to gain some small advantage
before sitting back and letting matters take their course, or a disagreeable obligation
imposed by an alliance, to be discharged with as little effort as possible”.9 Moreover, the
more limited the military intervention, the more political the conflict, in that “war will be
driven further from its natural course”. 10 Guerilla tactics and wars of insurgency
fascinated Clausewitz. He studied and lectured on insurgency in Spain during the
Napoleonic occupation. Nor did he restrict his definition of war as only occurring between
states (although, given his experience of the Napoleonic wars, this is what takes up much
of the focus on operational manoeuvres in On War). But he found the ‘free play of
intelligence, which operates in the small wars’ to be ‘extraordinarily interesting’. 11
Clausewitz’s trinity of policy (or politics), ‘the play of chance and probability within
which the creative spirit is free to roam’ and passion or ‘primordial hatred’ are at their
most magnetic during wars of insurgency. Asymmetry – the subversion and opportunism
of insurgent forces – increases the likelihood that the army, government and people will

8

Clausewitz, On War, 78.
Clausewitz, On War, 218.
10
Clausewitz, On War, 88.
11
P. Paret, Clausewitz and the State: The Man, His Theories, and His Times (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2007),
237-239.
9
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each be affected by different components of the trinity.12 Clausewitz believed that this
‘swaying’ effect of the trinity, so pronounced during wars of insurgency, made such
conflicts fascinating to study. 13 ‘Small wars’, Clausewitz concluded, occurred more
frequently than ‘major wars’. He observed that, “the preferred method of war judging
from the frequency of its use, is to wear down the enemy … Wearing down the enemy in
a conflict means using the duration of the war to bring about a gradual exhaustion of his
physical and moral resistance”.14

Even a cursory glance at the scale of the violence reveals that Northern Ireland during the
1970s more than meets our modern-day definitions of war . Gradually ‘wearing down the
enemy’, particularly his ‘moral resistance’, would have eloquently served to describe the
IRA’s war aims in Northern Ireland. The British Army also described the conflict in
Northern Ireland as ‘a war’, privately and later publicly.15 The Army’s own Operation
Banner ‘end of mission’ report acknowledged that soldiers in the 1970s were confronted
by a war of insurgency. In 1972, 134 British soldiers were killed (108 regular, 26 parttime Ulster Defence Regiment) - more than in any year during recent operations in
Afghanistan. The Army recorded over 3,500 explosions or bomb incidents carried out by
paramilitaries in that year alone. In early 1970, 2,500 British soldiers were deployed on
operations in Northern Ireland. By 1972 this number had increased to over 22,000, briefly
rising to more than 27,000 during Operation Motorman in the summer of that year.16 It is

12

Christopher Daase has developed this logic further, arguing that insurgencies see a breakdown in normative political and military
structures. Asymmetric conflict leads to political, military and moral confusion: “States, fighting small wars strategically in the
offence, tactically in the defence, are forced to increase pressure constantly. In this process they undermine their own state
institutions and normative standards as well as the rules of the international system. Non-state actors in turn, fighting strategically in
the defence, but tactically in the offence, have no incentive to wage war according to any rules.” C. Daase, ‘Clausewitz and Small
Wars’, in H. Strachan & A. Herberg-Rothe (eds.), Clausewitz in the 21st Century (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 194.
13
Paret, Clausewitz and the State, 190.
14
Clausewitz, On War, 93.
15
British Army, Operation Banner: An analysis of military operations in Northern Ireland (London: Ministry of Defence, 2006), 210.
16
The National Archives [hereafter TNA]: CJ 4/1764 Shooting Statistics.
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this thesis’s objective to study the behaviour and motivations of soldiers during the early
and most violent period of this static and social war within the United Kingdom.

Clausewitz also observed that the study of war is incomplete if the scholar focuses only
on the plans and thoughts expressed by a commander over time. A true comprehension
of the very essence of war meant looking at the ‘tremendous friction’ that occurred
between the formulation of a plan in military headquarters and those at the front doing
the actual fighting,

In theory it sounds reasonable enough: a Battalion commander’s duty is to carry
out his orders; discipline welds the Battalion together, its commander must be a
man of tested capacity, and so the great beam turns on its iron pivot with a
minimum of friction. In fact, it is different, and every fault and exaggeration of
the theory is instantly exposed in war. A Battalion is made up of individuals, the
least important of whom may chance to delay things or somehow make them go
wrong.17

By recalling the soldier’s capacity for individual autonomy, intense emotion such as
hatred and balancing it against the rationalized interests of policy, weight and power of
hierarchical structures and institutions, we can come to a better understanding of how
wars are fought. Here I will examine the behaviour of British soldiers in the early stages
of the war in Northern Ireland (August 1971 - December 1972) by applying a ‘bottom
up’ study of the Northern Irish war. By focusing on the conduct of small groups of

17

Von Clausewitz, On War, 119.
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soldiers in a brief period of time it is possible to capture soldiers’ orientation, loyalties,
rationale, confusion and ethos.

The central argument of this thesis is that British Army small infantry units enjoyed
considerable autonomy during the early years of Operation Banner and could behave in
a vengeful, highly aggressive or benign and conciliatory way as their local commanders
saw fit. The strain of civil-military relations at a senior level was replicated operationally
– as soldiers came to resent the limitations of waging war in the UK. The unwillingness
of the Army’s senior leadership to thoroughly investigate and punish serious
transgressions of standard operating procedures in Northern Ireland created uncertainty
among soldiers over expected behaviour and desired outcomes. Mid-ranking officers and
NCOs often played important roles in restraining soldiers in Northern Ireland. The degree
of violence used in Northern was much less that that seen in the colonial wars fought
since the end of World War II. But overly aggressive groups of soldiers could also be
mistaken for high-functioning units – with negative consequences for the Army’s overall
strategy in Northern Ireland.

This thesis aims to make four original contributions to the study of the British Army and
the Northern Ireland conflict. First, the literature on the British Army and Northern
Ireland is less extensive than the subject deserves, and the existing work (though very
valuable) does not sufficiently exploit the vast array of first-hand sources currently
available for scholarly scrutiny of the topic. This thesis, through the extensive use of
interviews and newly available archive material, will go some way towards addressing
that deficit. It will also contribute fresh insights and analysis of important events during

17

Operation Banner, including in relation to the murders of two men in County Fermanagh,
Michael Naan and Andrew Murray, and that of Warrenpoint hotel owner Edmund
Woolsey in a VBIED explosion in South Armagh in the autumn of 1972.

In drawing on new material the thesis seeks to add to the valuable contributions already
made by scholars on counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism in Northern Ireland.
Christopher Andrew, Keith Jeffery and Andrew Sanders have all provided accounts of
the intelligence and operational environment of Northern Ireland. Andrew has written
that both the Security Service and, to a lesser degree, the Secret Intelligence Service were
under-resourced and poorly informed during the early years of Operation. It took some
years for the Security Service to gain operational momentum in Northern Ireland. 18
Meanwhile, despite a paucity of literature relative to that on paramilitary groups, there
have also been some illuminating studies of the Army in Northern Ireland. Alistair Irwin,
Mike Mahoney, Richard Iron and Peter Neumann have examined British strategy,
allowing for a better understanding of the decision-making and logic of top British
political and military leaders. However, the analysis of military operations is less than
comprehensive: Irwin, Mahoney and Iron provide a brief overview of the British Army’s
campaign over more than thirty years, while Neumann does not delve into operational
detail, being more concerned with politics and diplomacy.19

18

C. Andrew, Defence of the Realm: The Authorized History of MI5, (London: Allen Lane, 2009), 645; M. Kirk-Smith and J.
Dingley, ‘Countering Terrorism in Northern Ireland: The Role of Intelligence’ Small Wars and Insurgencies 20, (3–4), (2009), 551573; K. Jeffery, ‘Security Policy in Northern Ireland: Some Reflections on the Management of Violent Conflict’, Terrorism and
Political Violence, 2 (1), (1990), 21-34; A. Sanders, ‘Northern Ireland: The Intelligence War 1969-1975’, British Journal of Politics
and
International Relations, 13 (2), (2011), 230-248.
19
See R. Iron, ‘Britain’s Longest War: Northern Ireland 1967-2007 in D. Marston and C. Malkasian (eds.), Counterinsurgency in
Modern Warfare (London: Osprey Publishing, 2008), 167-185; P. Neumann, Britain’s Long War: British Strategy in the Northern
Ireland Conflict, 1968-98 (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003); P. Dixon, ‘Hearts and Minds? British Counter-insurgency from
Malaya to Iraq’, Journal of Strategic Studies 32 (3), (2009), 353–81; A. Irwin and M. Mahoney, ‘The Military Response’, in J.
Dingley (ed.) Combating Terrorism in Northern Ireland (London: Routledge, 2009), 198-226.
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Michael Dewar, a former Royal Green Jackets officer, has written a vivid and sympathetic
account of the Army’s operations in Northern Ireland during the 1970s. Dewar observes
that the Army acted with great restraint and probity, albeit taking some time to acquire
situational awareness and actionable intelligence.20 Dewar’s work echoes some of the
earlier conclusions of Robin Evelegh who, following his retirement from the Army in
1977, wrote a book castigating the British government for forcing the Army to adhere to
peacetime legislation during a time of military emergency.21

Andrew Sanders and Ian Wood have contributed a highly original historical account of
the experiences of British soldiers in the early years of Operation Banner. Dipping into
the experiences of individual soldiers across a wide range of different units, they capture
the confusion and complexity of operations when violence was at its height in Northern
Ireland. Sanders and Wood’s work is similar to that of Desmond Hamill who conducted
many interviews of soldiers who served on Operation Banner, collating Army voices and
experiences. 22 However, these works do not systematically examine different unit
experiences – the chapters follow Northern Irish events rather than the Battalions
themselves, plucking apt military participant accounts as the narrative progresses.

Much has been made of specific incidents in the British Army’s campaign in Northern
Ireland, investigations into alleged ‘shoot-to-kill’ policies and atrocities such as Bloody
Sunday. 23 British Army interrogation methods in the early 1970s have been closely

20

M. Dewar, The British Army in Northern Ireland (London: Arms and Armour, 1985), 60.
R. Evelegh, Peace Keeping in a Democratic Society: The Lessons of Northern Ireland (London: McGill-Queen’s University
Press, 1978).
22
D. Hamill, Pig in the Middle – the Army in Northern Ireland 1969-1984 (London: Methuen, 1985); A. Sanders and I. Wood,
Times of Troubles: Britain’s War In Northern Ireland (Edinburgh: Edinburgh University Press, 2012).
23
See N. O’ Dochartaigh, ‘Bloody Sunday: Error or Design?’, Contemporary British History, 24 (2010), 89-108; D. Benest, ‘Aden
to Northern Ireland, 1966–76’, in H. Strachan, ed., Big Wars and Small Wars: The British Army and the Lessons of War in the
21
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examined by scholars: for example, Huw Bennett has provided a rigorous study of
allegations of British Army mistreatment of prisoners during the early 1970s, concluding
that there were more incidents of soldiers committing criminal acts against the local
population that the Army was prepared to admit at the time.24

Relatively little scholarly attention has been focused on soldiers’ cultural perceptions of
Northern Ireland, despite frequent Republican assertions about Scottish soldiers’ inherent
‘Orange bias’.25

More broadly, Graham Walker and Ian Wood, among others, have

valuably explored the ties and tensions between Scotland and Ulster during the 20th
century, concluding that Loyalist paramilitary groups had a very modest impact in Britain
during the 1970s.26 By probing into the working lives of Scottish soldiers, drawing on
unpublished diaries and other contemporaneous sources, it is possible to test claims of
sectarian behaviour among Scottish soldiers.

The second area where this thesis will make a significant contribution is in the analysis
of the vital role played by small unit culture during Operation Banner, an area that has
been overlooked by scholars to date. Eyal Ben-Ari has written of his regret at not being
able to contrast the Israeli Defence Forces’ small unit culture and experiences of
asymmetric warfare with an equivalent study of the British Army in Northern Ireland.27
Ben Ari observes that an understanding of formal and informal education in the Army -

Twentieth Century (London: Routledge, 2006) 115-45; F. Ní Aoláin, The Politics of Force: Conflict Management and State
Violence in Northern Ireland (Belfast: Blackstaff Press, 2000), 76-83.
24
H. Bennett, ‘‘Smoke Without Fire”? Allegations Against the British Army in Northern Ireland, 1972-5’, Twentieth Century
British History, 24 (2), (2013), 280.
25
G. Adams, Before the Dawn: An Autobiography (London: William Heinemann, 1996), 136-137.
26
See I. Wood (ed.), Scotland and Ulster, (Edinburgh: Mercat Press, 1993); G. Walker, Intimate Strangers, Political and Cultural
Interaction between Scotland and Ulster in Modern Times (Edinburgh: John Donald, 1995).
27
E. Ben-Ari, Mastering Soldiers, (New York: Bergahn, 1998), 2.
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how group norms and loyalties are inculcated - is critical to explaining soldiers’
behaviour, including how group norms are inculcated.28

In a highly influential article published shortly after the end of World War II, Morris
Janowitz and Edward Shils argued that high levels of social cohesion within the German
Werhmacht are critical to explaining why German soldiers fought so tenaciously until
near the end of the war. 29 In recent years Leonard Wong et al. have reasserted the
emphasis of Janowitz and Shils on social cohesion as a determinant of battlefield
behaviour.30 By contrast Anthony King has emphasized the primacy of professional or
task cohesion in all-volunteer forces as a key determinant in battle performance. Soldiers
take professional pride in their training and skills; they want to achieve goals in order to
demonstrate that capability. Friendship between soldiers was not a decisive factor. 31 It is
my contention that, although King is right to stress professional training, pride and
combat craft as a key determinant in soldiers’ behaviour under fire, soldiers in Ulster
were also strongly motivated by their emotions – feelings of fear, isolation and, above all,
a desire to avenge the fallen were also important influences on their operational
behaviour.

Third, this thesis will also argue that existing literature contains some erroneous
assumptions or orthodoxies that require correction. Aaron Edwards has recently teased
out some of the strategic and operational dilemmas that faced the British Army in a

28

Ibid.
E. Shils and M. Janowitz, ‘Cohesion and Disintegration in the Wehrmacht in World War II’, The Public Opinion Quarterly, 12,
(2), (1948), 280-315.
30
L. Wong, R. Millen, and T. Potten, Why They Fight: Combat Motivation (Carlisle, Pennsylvania: US Army War College, 2003).
31
A. King, The Combat Soldier: Infantry Tactics and Cohesion in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2013), 352.
29
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concise guide to the main events and players in the Northern Ireland conflict.32 Edwards
contends that, “Perhaps the biggest stimulant in the Army’s lesson-learning process was
the decision by senior military commanders to take steps to admits its mistakes.”33 I come
to a very different conclusion, namely that HQNI and relevant Brigade Headquarters were
often slow to investigate abuses of local civilians by soldiers – which in turn fuelled IRA
propaganda – and rotating Battalions failed to share information about IRA tactics in their
areas of operation. The Army’s own ‘End of Mission’ report for Operation Banner also
concludes that the relationship between Brigades and Battalions was too ‘laissez faire’.34

A casual disregard and contempt for the civilian populace at the top was replicated and
exacerbated by soldiers on the ground: instead of correcting prejudices, senior
commanders occasionally fuelled them. I will conclude that senior officers in HQNI did
not quickly learn from its mistakes in 1971 and 1972 – an imperative characteristic of any
successful counterinsurgency campaign.35 It was often up to pivotal civilian leaders such
as SSNI William Whitelaw to learn lessons for them, pressing for a more judicious use
of force and oversight.

Fionnuala Ní Aoláin uses the terms ‘set piece deaths’ and ‘pre-planned operations’ to
suggest an inevitability around the more controversial killings of civilians by British
soldiers. She argues that because elite soldiers are trained to set ambushes and kill people,
they will inevitably use maximum, lethal force in a situation where they are confronting
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potentially armed IRA Volunteers. 36 Such an analysis is simplistic – it removes the
autonomy of decision making from soldiers in particular circumstances. 37 Army units
self-evidently have officers and NCOs with different personalities, desires and
experiences. They, in turn, operate under different commanders at various times during
the conflict, who may demonstrate alternative levels of competence, encouragement and
oversight. These distinguishing characteristics are critical to understanding why
individual units, occasionally even within the same Battalion, may interpret an order and
execute it differently. It is important to suspend judgement, not to over-generalize but to
examine each incident in terms of the protagonists; their command structure, unit culture
and recent operational history, local circumstances and specific orders. Such a process is
laborious but it is necessary in order to draw accurate, incident-specific conclusions.
Moreover, as this thesis will make clear, soldiers in Northern Ireland found it more
difficult to take life than in other conflicts. Highly trained soldiers, including those from
elite Regiments, often froze when confronted with a legitimate opportunity to kill.

Fourth, this thesis also contends that there are aspects of wider scholarly literatures that
can yield original – and multi-disciplinary – light on our understanding of the British
Army in Northern Ireland. This thesis will look at works in sociology, anthropology,
psychology and criminology, including on gang culture and gang violence, and apply
findings from these disciplines to help explain the behaviour of soldiers in Northern
Ireland.
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Among the relevant studies cited in this thesis is that by sociologist Ruth Horowitz on
Chicano street gangs in Chicago. Horowitz observed that groups of young men in gangs
establish narratives of collective group violence or toughness and strive to maintain that
reputation.38 Narratives of ‘mythic violence’ - ‘the legends and stories shared by gang
members about their participation in violence’ - increases group cohesion but also leads
to expectations that the group will react in a highly aggressive, uncompromising manner
if challenged.39 Psychiatrist Gwen Adshead, in responding to the summary execution of
a wounded Taliban prisoner on September 15 2011 by Royal Marine Sergeant Alexander
Blackman, noted that the incident had “more in common with gang violence in a way
than it does with regular homicide… knowing that it may be wrong in the eyes of others
but from their own perspective, from the code of the gang warfare, there is a type of
honour to it.”40

Other scholars have also observed a trend of self-tasking among small groups of soldier
during insurgencies. Michael Ignatieff has written about the need to study the ‘micro
ethics’ in military groups to understand the actions of soldiers in complex, low intensity
operations. Ignatieff argues that the evolving social interactions of soldiers with a local
population - the deconstruction of grievance narratives and justifications for actions – is
vital to understand the trajectory of a conflict in key pressure point areas. Ignatieff
suggests that ‘all conflict is local’. As soldiers in small units came to know a relatively
limited geographical area during a counter-insurgency campaign, grievances against the
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local population may become important triggers for group actions. In other words, local
wars develop their own local grammar.41 To better analyse such a trend requires the close
study of small units of soldiers deployed to these areas, including their formal/informal
leaders, their desires, past experiences and fears, and not simply the orders they had been
given.42

Modern military institutions are understandably reluctant to acknowledge that their
soldiers can come to hate a civilian population and/or their enemies. Their work is
supposed to be that of a science; soldiers use violence professionally according to cold
calculations. Erella Grassiani points out how frequently militaries and governments seek
to immediately explain away military atrocities as the result of one or a very few ‘rotten
apples’, thereby refusing to examine the wider group processes at play – effectively
isolating a guilty individual from the small, constant group of individuals whom he
influences and is, in turn, influenced by. 43 Grassiani, drawing upon Arne Johan
Vetlesen’s research on concepts of morality, has also argued that, “Physical
proximity/distance is not enough to explain immoral behaviour or the avoidance of it; it
is also important to look at the way we perceive this person and at our relationship with
them.”44

Donna Winslow has described ‘hyper-investment’ in the military, a situation where, “unit
pride can become so exaggerated that one only respects the members of one’s unit,
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ignoring and sometimes resenting those outside the group. What is clearly an effective
and necessary attitude [small unit cohesion] for the battlefield can then become an
exaggerated force which undermines good order and discipline.”45 These same responses
or instincts can also lead to excessive cohesion if a unit’s desire to assert its absolute
physical dominance area of operations and/or over rival groups of young men is not
contained or tempered by the wider institution, the Army, to which they belong. Fuelled
by resentment and consumed by an immediate threat, a group could construct their own
‘micro-ethics’ or justification for ‘hitting back’, beyond the role and rules to which they
were expected to adhere. In short, the military seeks to foster cohesion in small units but
then fails to limit its growth to a state of group hyper-investment, resulting in deviant
behaviour that works against the institution’s interests.46

According to Keith Jeffery, hyper-investment among small groups of counter-insurgents
can be further exacerbated where there is an apparent political deadlock and a shortage
of actionable intelligence, leading to physical inertia on the part of the security forces.
Soldiers, trained according to norms demanding positive action, look for unconventional
means to overcome an asymmetric enemy, using methods that are often politically
disastrous.47 David Charters has pointed out that “special operations by their very nature
are conducted in a legal and moral twilight zone; if control or discipline fails, they become
merely a guise for counter-terror which reduces the government and the security forces
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to the status of criminals.”48 As I will later observe, ‘counter-terror’ was exactly what
soldiers from D Company, 1 Argylls, visited upon County Fermanagh in October 1972.

Charles Moskos and Laura Miller have questioned the suitability of sending soldiers with
a hyper-masculine and aggressive, warrior ethos to fulfil complex roles requiring tact and
restraint. In the case of US soldiers and marines in Somalia on Operation Restore Hope –
initially a humanitarian mission, Moskos and Miller observed how combat troops, under
occasional attack from rebel groups, came to collectively view the entire Somali
population as their enemies.49 Managing soldiers’ expectations, including their desire for
combat, is complicated in any overseas operation situation. It is even more difficult at
home in the UK, under the full glare of public scrutiny. Meanwhile, the military tendency
to demonize and dehumanize irregular fighters, who normally seek to avoid sustained,
direct confrontation, has been carefully elucidated by Sibylle Scheipers and will be
analysed in the case of Northern Ireland.50

The Case Studies: The Scots Guards and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders
This study is part micro-history and part ethnography. It seeks to fill a gap in the academic
literature of the British Army in Northern Ireland by exploring the motivations,
orientation and decision-making of small Army units that experienced relatively high
levels of casualties at a uniquely dangerous period during the Army’s long campaign in
Northern Ireland. In studies such as Sanders and Wood, soldiers are introduced, cited in
a single few lines before the authors move on to the next account of a historical event,
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ranging across the decades of the Northern Irish conflict. Here I take a more in-depth and
focused approach; I follow two Regiments and their sub-units before, during and after
their initial deployment to Northern Ireland. I will explore how the death or injury of
soldiers affected these units’ outlook and their behaviour towards the local population.
This is not to criticize Sanders and Wood or Hamill – whose wide-ranging narratives
provide rich source-material and first hand accounts of key events – but is instead meant
to be a complementary extension of their work.

Taking illustrative events that occurred during the exceptionally violent tours of 1st
Battalion - Scots Guards (1 Scots Guards: West Belfast – Area of Operations: Part of the
Lower Falls, St. James', parts of Beechmount, Ballymurphy, parts of Turf Lodge, August
to December 1971), 2nd Battalion, Scots Guards (2 Scots Guards: Derry – Area of
Operations: City/Bogside and Brandywell – July to November 1972) and 1st Battalion,
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (1 Argylls – Area of Operations: RUC H Division,
South Down and South Armagh, July to November 1972; D Company South Fermanagh,
October 21-26 1972) - I will examine the political, social and operational context that
informed soldiers’ actions and responses. This study is interested primarily in the combat
side of military professionalism, as opposed to the administrative or technical side. It will
provide a bottom-up analysis of military life in a hostile environment but will also cover
what Ben-Ari has described as the “little explored areas such as socialization into military
life, the different criteria by which soldiers appraise themselves and their service, or the
creation within the armed forces of certain folk images and stereotypes.”51
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Given the scale of interviews and archival research required to conduct an in-depth
analysis of Regimental/Battalion and sub-unit culture (a Battalion in 1971 was composed
of approximately 500 to 700 men) I narrowed my focus down to two Regiments, the Scots
Guards and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. There are some similarities between
the two. Both are Scottish infantry Regiments, infused with pride in their combat
readiness, unit cohesion and toughness. They were deployed on active service during the
‘End of Empire’ counter-insurgency and internal security campaigns from the 1940s to
the end of the 1960s. Both Regiments were seriously affected by the Labour government’s
defence cuts at the outset of Operation Banner (2 Scots Guards was effectively
mothballed for a period in 1971 - its companies scattered among other units of the
Household Division. Meanwhile, the Argylls’ single Battalion in the Scottish Division
was very briefly reduced to a reinforced Company in that same year). By 1972 both
Regiments were back to their pre-1969 strength – the Argylls were back up to full
Battalion strength and 2nd Battalion, Scots Guards had also been reformed. The two
Regiments saw regular deployments to Northern Ireland in the early years of Operation
Banner, in the most violent areas of Northern Ireland, and saw some of the heaviest
casualties among the Battalions deployed to Northern Ireland in the early years of
Operation Banner. Eight soldiers serving under Argyll command were killed by the IRA
on one tour of Northern Ireland in 1972 and 12 Scots Guardsmen lost their lives in IRA
attacks between 1971 and 1974.52 This study will focus on the three most violent and
deadly of the Scots Guards and Argylls’ tours of Northern Ireland between 1971 and
1972.
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Both Regiments enjoyed strong political connections in the early 1970s: the former
Commanding Officer of 1 Argylls during its 1967 tour of Aden, Colonel Colin Mitchell,
successfully campaigned as a Conservative MP to save his Regiment from disbandment.
Another former Argyll officer, George Younger, 4th Viscount Younger of Leckie, was an
MP for Ayr and would later go on to become Secretary of State for Defence between
1986 to 1989.53 Major William Whitelaw - the first Secretary of State for Northern Ireland
after the suspension of the Northern Irish executive in March 1972 - was a decorated
Scots Guards officer, winning a Military Cross as a tank commander during the
Normandy campaign.54

However there are also clear differences between the two Regiments. The Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders was the most junior (most recently founded) Regiment in the
Scottish Division and recruited from a counties base that comprised the counties to the
immediate west and east of Glasgow (but notably did not recruit from Glasgow itself).55
By contrast the Scots Guards was a Regiment of the Foot Guards and Household Division
– officered by a close-knit social elite, including senior members of the Scottish
aristocracy. Scots Guards officers were socially upper class - almost all public school
educated and many with English rather than Scottish backgrounds. One prospective
candidate for the Scots Guards in the early 1960s recalled that he was deeply concerned
about the prohibitive costs of being a Guards officer, not least the tailoring bills. 56
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Whereas many Scots Guards officers would have been educated at Eton, Wellington or
Winchester, the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders often recruited officers from schools
that were prestigious only within their local county, such as Dollar Academy in
Clackmannanshire.57

The Challenge of Source Material
In his account of the war in Vietnam, the historian Bernd Greiner observed the limitations
of only studying military history through the use of archives. Such files, he noted,
“contain painstaking entries about supposedly stolen bags of rice or the numbers of
chickens requisitioned, but where little is to be found about the ‘command climate’, apart
from stereotypical records of successes.”58 These relatively pristine reports, written in a
spare military lexicon, did not reflect the true experience of soldiers at the front but rather
“the professional fears of their authors”.59 An Argyll officer warned, “You put into it what
you are going to admit to”.60 Shouting matches between a Battalion Commanding Officer
and his Company Commanders are unlikely to be recorded in any official records.
However, the careful scrutiny of Battalion log books, Commanders’ War diaries,
adjutants’ reports and soldiers’ journals does occasionally hint at challenges or events not
later recorded in official Regimental histories. So too does the trawling of local material,
including newspapers, court documents, police reports and memoirs. Then the best course
of action is to simply ask key individuals - military and civilian - what happened and
compare accounts, using extant information from other witnesses to the events in
question. Here I have tried not to rely upon single interview sources but have examined
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other evidence to corroborate or refute interviewee testimony. In the case of allegations
of misconduct made by civilians against soldiers or by soldiers against other soldiers that
are uncorroborated by court proceedings, I have been careful to cite them as such, and
have left out material that could not be confirmed by more than one participant/witness
or by material available in archival sources.

Fortunately, in the case of the Scots Guards and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders – the
significant majority of participants and witnesses to operations in Northern Ireland in
1971 and 1972 are alive and many are willing to speak about their experiences. Such
interviews are central to the following discussion about formal and informal leadership
structures, attitudes towards the local population, intelligence, cohesion, definitions of
success and combat experiences. Almost all of those interviewed had not been consulted
before about their experiences. This study set out to address this research deficit,
interviewing officers and soldiers who served in Northern Ireland during the most violent
months in its history.

Soldiers described six-hour gun battles in West Belfast, cross-border operations into the
Republic of Ireland and the murder by soldiers of two farmers in County Fermanagh in
1972. They also talked about more mundane but significant interactions, such as the
hardening of attitudes towards the local populace, boredom and the long-term effects of
serving in Northern Ireland. 34 former British military personnel were interviewed in
total, some on more than one occasion. 13 former Argylls were interviewed (all ranks),
18 former Scots Guards (all ranks) were interviewed between 2013 and 2015. One fulltime Ulster Defence Regiment (the largely part-time, local Army unit in Northern Ireland)
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officer attached to 4th Battalion (Fermanagh), UDR, one former Military Intelligence
officer (attached to HQNI in Lisburn) and one former Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
officer were also interviewed. A number of soldiers also sent personal correspondence,
permitted access to personal diaries, photographs and other material relating to their
military service. I also interviewed two US Navy sailors who, in 1972, were based at the
U.S. Naval Communications Station (NAVCOMMSTA) in Derry by phone and email. It
was more straightforward to contact former officers and senior NCOs, rather than
ordinary Private soldiers – many of whom only spent a relatively short time in the Army.
Officers and NCOs make up the bulk of interviewees – which obviously impacts upon
the research results. Much of the discussion in the thesis is focused on senior and junior
leaders’ experiences within a Battalion, but wherever possible I have tried to contrast
such views with those of Private soldiers interviewed. A number of key civilian witnesses
were also consulted; two granted interviews - Bishop Edward Daly, Roman Catholic
Bishop Emeritus of Derry. I also interviewed a legal professional involved in the trial of
Argyll soldiers for murder, who preferred not to be named.

It became clear early in this research that, for a variety of reasons including personal
security, military interviewees did not wish to be quoted by name and granted interviews
only on the condition that their identities would not be made readily available. Instead of
using pseudonyms I have simply employed interview reference numbers and rank
identification – for example ‘Interview with Argyll Soldier 2 (officer), Scotland,
November 2013’. To further obscure a soldier’s true identity, I have occasionally given a
soldier more than one number. I have also been deliberately vague about the place and
dates of interviews. The ranks given here correspond to those which interviewees held
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while serving in Northern Ireland between 1971 and 1972. Sanders and Wood have
employed a similar approach in their work on the Army in Northern Ireland.61 All the
soldiers interviewed are now retired, but here I continue to refer to them as soldiers (not
ex-soldiers).

All interviews were semi-structured, designed to allow sufficient flexibility to observe
group dynamics or to explore themes that appear to be of particular focus or interest to
the interviewee – itself an insight into experience. 62 Highly structured interviews risk
formulaic, or generic, responses – and can obscure valuable clues to group values and
individual experience and character.63 Interviews were mostly conducted with individual
soldiers – with the exception of one group interview (in which 5 Guardsmen took part) –
and normally lasted between two and four hours. Most interviews were conducted in
soldiers’ homes, where interviewees appeared to be most comfortable. During individual,
and particularly group interviews, I was conscious of the dangers of prompting memories
by leading questions or overwhelming interviewees with details of events they had taken
part in but might have mostly forgotten.

A loose, semi-structured style of interviewing consequently suited this research; during a
general conversation about the nature of soldiering in Northern Ireland, I would ask
soldiers for examples from their experiences. The results were often highly illuminating
and unprompted. During a group interview with five Scots Guardsmen I was surprised
that individual soldiers generally stuck to original accounts, even when challenged by
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other members of the group. They related events according to their own perceptions, and
were less susceptible to group narrative pressures than I had expected from a reading of
literature on social sciences’ interview techniques.64 Former rank structures did resurface
to an extent; some interviewees in the group session were occasionally interrupted and
corrected by the most senior former NCO in the room – but individuals did not change
their version of events. However, I have remained conscious of the limitations of
interviews conducted more than forty years after events; hence my emphasis on using
extensive archival sources to corroborate accounts. Soldiers interviewed could generally
recall the details of specific operations in Northern Ireland – major events, such as fire
fights, that occurred during their tours there – but often could not remember local detail
such as the names of RUC officers and civilians they dealt with during their separate
tours. Interviewees’ ability to recollect also differed: some interviewees could recall
remarkable amounts of vivid detail that proved to be accurate upon corroboration by
contemporaneous written sources. At the other end of the scale there were two
interviewees who could only offer generalities. Some interviewees were simply better
communicators – several were published writers. For every wordsmith, there was a plain
soldier – the latter’s insights could be told with a laconic candour, also highly revealing
in its unadorned simplicity and bluntness. Nevertheless, the very subjective nature of
perception and memory, the capacity for exaggeration and invention mean that I have
treated single source interviewee accounts of incidents with a lot of caution.

Finally, some former soldiers were very suspicious of my motives: why would an
Irishman, from the Republic of Ireland, want to study the British Army, if not to malign
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its reputation? My contacts with, and admiration for, the British Army in Afghanistan,
where I worked as Deputy Head of the International Police Coordination Board, did help
to alleviate some, but not all, of these concerns. Some interviewees were willing to give
me the benefit of the doubt; others were not. My own experience of conflict in my
previous professional life has given me a lot of sympathy for the complexity of
counterinsurgency operations and the capacity of soldiers for remarkable acts of kindness
and, much more rarely, cruelty. I did not forget this lesson when listening to the accounts
given by former soldiers who served in Northern Ireland, who were unfailingly hospitable
and generous during my encounters with them. My aim has not been to eulogize or
demonize but to better understand their motives, behaviour and actions. The Scots Guards
Association and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Association have never sought to
control my research conclusions, even though they granted me access to their Regimental
Archives and informed interested veterans about my research. They have their own
accounts of what happened in Northern Ireland during their tours in 1971-1972. This is
mine – they will likely approve of some parts and strongly disagree with others.

I have made extensive use of government, museum, military and newspaper archives from
across the UK and Ireland. On several occasions the Public Record Office of Northern
Ireland (PRONI) kindly acceded to Freedom of Information requests. The
Crown Office and Procurator Fiscal Service (COPFS) of Scotland refused my request for
partial access to records pertaining to the investigation by the Procurator Fiscal of
Scotland of accounts of murder and other atrocities made by former soldiers of the Argyll
and Sutherland Highlanders who served in Aden, South Yemen during 1967. 65 My
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efforts to access parts of military files relating to HQNI and respective Brigade
Headquarters held by the National Archives at Kew and closed for at least another 50
years were also unsuccessful (I was able to access one open 39 Brigade file for July 1971,
but none for 3 Brigade and 8 Brigade). Consequently, my conclusions dwell more heavily
on the Battalions’ view of the relations with Brigade and HQNI than vice versa. But there
is sufficient evidence available from open PRONI/TNA files on HQNI, other government
departments in London, through the Conservative Party Archives in the Bodleian Library
at Oxford University and interviewees who worked in HQNI/ respective Brigade
Headquarters to gain some insights on the thoughts and plans of senior Army
commanders in Northern Ireland in 1971 and 1972. In the case of the court documents
relating to the murders of Michael Naan and Andrew Murray near Newtownbutler, on
October 23 1972 and the Coroner’s Inquest into the death of Edmund Woolsey on
September 18 1972 (all held by PRONI), I agreed not to use the real names of any of the
persons identified in the files who are not already in the public record (via newspaper
reports or other publications). Consequently, in parts of the text where I have exclusively
relied upon such files for information, soldiers and other witnesses’ names are concealed.
The journalist Martin Dillon in his book The Dirty War has already reproduced many of
the police witness statements (including names) relating to the murders of Naan and
Murray. 66 Dillon occasionally gives information on who took witness statements,
conducted interviews; in other places this information is not included. I have had the
opportunity to compare Dillon’s reproductions with the original documents in PRONI –
but have relied upon Dillon in the citations so as to honour my agreement with PRONI.
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In the case of 2 Scots Guards, all the Battalion war diaries from the Londonderry 1972
tour have been released by the National Archives in recent years (with a few redacted
names). These files are very useful – providing contemporaneous minute by minute
accounts through Battalion Watchkeepers’ log books, intelligence summaries, situation
reports, Commanding Officer’s diaries, adjutant reports, communications with HQNI and
8 Brigade HQ etc. on the security situation in the Bogside, Creggan and other areas of
Londonderry from July to November 1972 – a hint of the rich material that lies in wait
for future historians once other files are released (the bulk of The UK National Archives
WO 305 series for Operation Banner remain closed). Other files, including official war
diaries for 1 Scots Guards and 1 Argylls, do not appear to be held by the National
Archives and could not be traced in the respective Regimental Museums and Archives.
However, both Regimental Associations made available a wealth of material including
Battalion diaries and correspondence relating to Operational Banner deployments.
Moreover, material held by other Regiments that served alongside the Scots Guards and
Argylls also proved very useful – including Battalion war diaries and other material from
the 16th/5th The Queen’s Royal Lancers and the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards. Such files
provided helpful timelines, intelligence and operational reports. Reference will also be
made to archival sources dealing with other British Army post-World War II
counterinsurgency campaigns, particularly in Borneo and Aden during the 1960s. These
experiences shaped the Army and its Regiments and it would be a mistake not to study
their features and effects so as to understand the similarities and deviations between Army
operations in the colonies and those in Northern Ireland during this period at the outset
of Operation Banner. Although Regiments are generally careful not to record internal
disputes in such documents, one could occasionally read between the lines and ask a
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pertinent question of an interviewee. For example the Regimental diaries of 1 Scots
Guards in Northern Ireland during 1971 recorded an unusual number of incidents of
soldiers shooting themselves in the foot.67

Personal accounts, such as the unpublished memoirs of Private Scott Strichen of the Royal
Regiment of Fusiliers held at the National Army Museum and the diary of a young Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards Intelligence Officer, Lieutenant Colin Mitchell (not to be confused
with Argyll Commanding Officer Colin Mitchell), also provide insights into the
frustrations of individual soldiers – although diaries are prone to exaggeration borne out
of a desire to vent frustrations, often at the end of a long, sleep-deprived day. Strichen is
intelligent and eloquent but clearly holds a sceptical view of the Army’s record in
Northern Ireland. Mitchell kept a diary throughout his 1971 and 1972 tour of Northern
Ireland. He is young, outspoken and impatient – his views are politically conservative but
he strongly criticizes his superiors in the Army for not taking a stronger line against the
IRA. He is also critical of those soldiers who seek to punish the wider populace for the
crimes of a small number of terrorists. Finally, I also made extensive use of the primary
sources – including contemporary Republican and Loyalist pamphlets/newspapers –
available at the Political Collection at the Linen Hall Library in Belfast and at the British
Library in London.

Chapter Description
The following text – minus this Introduction and Conclusion - is divided into four
chapters. Chapter 1 looks at the legacy of empire. It suggests that, although the Army
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emphasised a hyper-masculine group identity and employed a training programme that
had changed its aims for many years, its values and prejudices were at least partially
reflected in wider British society. I will also examine the assimilation of new recruits into
Army life, the inculcation of automatism and status honour. I will argue that the degree
of violence that could be (and was) employed in Malaya, Kenya, Cyprus and Aden was
generally much greater than that seen in Northern Ireland – even if the language and
tactics employed could occasionally sound similar to the colonial experience. I will then
examine the different motivations and leaders that sustained soldiers in combat in Aden,
Borneo and elsewhere. I contend that the precise details of Regimental histories or
symbols matter little and can be easily reinvented. The function is the same; what is
important is that these items symbolize a compact between individuals who are asserting
primacy over other groups that may seek to challenge them. Finally, I will explore the
experiences of the Scots Guards and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in Borneo
and Aden during the 1960s.

Both Scots Guards Battalions, compared to 1 Argylls, had relatively scant combat
experience. The Argylls prided themselves on their combat effectiveness – and were
quick to get rid of ‘dead wood’, officers or NCOs who were not performing to an expected
standard. The Argylls’ experiences of insurgency varied considerably: Argyll soldiers
showed little animosity towards the local population in Borneo. Meanwhile, the minority
ethnic Chinese population, from whom the Borneo insurgents principally drew their
support, was forcibly moved from certain areas. In Cyprus and Aden, however, the
Argylls came to deeply resent the local population, whom they suspected of harbouring
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or supporting insurgents. Revenge became an increasingly powerful and occasionally
dangerous stimulus for action.

Chapter 2 will examine the political, social, strategic and operational environment in
which 1 Scots Guards, 2 Scots Guards and 1 Argylls deployed during 1971 and 1972. In
this chapter I will provide examples where military leaders put the blame on their civilian
counterparts for failing to capitalize on alleged military gains – I argue that many of these
gains were in fact illusory and that the detrimental effects of measures such as the Falls
Road Curfew, internment, the over-indulgence of Loyalist paramilitary organisations,
including the still-legal Ulster Defence Association, and the methods occasionally
employed by the Army in the early years of Operation Banner adversely hardened
relations between the Army and civilians. I will also analyse the Army’s lack of
actionable intelligence, the defensiveness, inability or unwillingness of the military to
police itself effectively and the lack of a civilian corrective or alternative to address this
institutional defect in the Army.

After Operation Motorman (Carcan in Derry) the Army’s increasing ascendancy in urban
areas in late 1972 came at a time of rising insurgency in the rural, border regions.
Nevertheless, 1973 saw considerable progress: although the number of house searches
remained very high, the Army was more selective in its operations and intelligence was
beginning to improve. Moreover, a change in government south of the border in the
Republic of Ireland saw better security cooperation between London and Dublin. The
Secretary of State for Northern Ireland, William Whitelaw, was the key architect of
London’s more sophisticated approach to Northern Ireland; Whitelaw believed the Army
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was too optimistic, short-termist and prone to an overly punitive approach that would
squander any political momentum.

In Chapter 2 I will also go on to examine sectarian attitudes in Britain and in the Army. I
will demonstrate that senior officers such as General Harry Tuzo could draw on crude,
contemporary stereotypes to denigrate ‘the Irish race’. Nevertheless, despite the currency
such stereotypes enjoyed in Britain, I argue that soldiers used derogatory terms, not
necessarily out of long-held prejudice, but primarily as a transient means of ‘getting at’
the local population. Sectarian abuse towards outsiders did not significantly affect
relations between Catholic and Protestant soldiers. I will show that the use of racial and/or
sectarian taunts escalated commensurate with casualties - Unable to locate an individual
enemy, soldiers started to blame the population as a whole. Finally, I will argue that group
cohesion was primarily conditioned by internal norms focused on military competency.
All ranks of leadership were important in Northern Ireland – but particularly the role of
Company Commanders and Section Commanders – the two ranks that had the most
constant and decisive influence over the planning and execution of operations.

Chapter 3 examines the autonomy, or agency, enjoyed by Battalion and sub-unit
Commanders in the case of 1 and 2 Scots Guards and 1 Argylls. Autonomy was indeed
considerable for both these Regiments and the behaviour of sub-units such as Companies
could also be strikingly different, depending on the respective Company Commander in
charge. The Commander of 39 Brigade had relatively more direct control over his
Battalions than was the case for 8 Brigade and 3 Brigade. The remote, disparate location
of 3 Brigade units – spread across the Southern border – meant that 3 Infantry Brigade
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headquarters had the least direct influence of the three long-standing Brigades that were
based in Northern Ireland.

Chapter 3 will also investigate the roles of junior officers and NCOs on operations –
including responses under fire. Fatigue, fear and a raw desire to identify an enemy led to
occasional fire indiscipline – including the firing at large targets such as St. Eugene’s
Cathedral in Derry and the taking of enemy ‘trophies’. I will discuss self-inflicted wounds
and ‘skiving’, or deviation from duty, and evidence of a descent into ‘gang behaviour’ by
some units. Group enmities could easily be remade, even within a Battalion during
training exercises, if a group felt that its superiority or survival was being threatened. The
chapter illustrates the internal rivalries within 1 Argylls and in the case of 2 Scots Guards
and the US Navy in Londonderry.

Chapter 3 observes the hardening of attitudes towards the IRA and the local population
in some areas. Soldiers found IRA actions repugnant; they also frequently did not want
to put the lives of potentially friendly locals in danger by socializing with them, leading
to a corrosive distancing of soldiers from the local population (Soldiers were less likely
to sympathize with people with whom they had little contact, except to inflict punitive or
precautionary measures). Chapter 3 also looks at instances where soldiers engaged in acts
of collective punishment against the local population and examine evidence of respect
for, and opinions of, the capability of the IRA.

Chapter 4 describes how a County Fermanagh farmer, Michael Naan, went from being a
suspect, to a known IRA operative, to murder victim (along with farm labourer Andrew
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Murray) at the hands of a patrol of Argylls. I will conclude that Naan and Murray died as
a result of a breakdown in command and intelligence structures, fatigue, and a desire by
an aggressive unit to go on the offensive, to exact revenge for previous casualties. The
chapter demonstrates how a number of key weaknesses in the Army’s operations in
Northern Ireland, weak command and control, deviancy and the poor grading of
intelligence, contributed to the deaths of Michael Naan and Andrew Murray. The chapter
will also chart how local atrocities committed by the IRA created an additional pressure
on security forces to patrol more aggressively in South Fermanagh. Finally the chapter
considers soldiers’ narratives that continue to justify, at least indirectly, the murders.

Where the word terrorism is used, it refers to the nomenclature employed by the British
Army during the early years of Operation Banner. This is not an attempt to diminish IRA
responsibility for their crimes but is simply to avoid an on-going, hotly contested debate
about definitions of terrorism that is not central to the aims of this study.68 ‘The IRA’
refers to the Provisional IRA as opposed to the Marxist Official IRA. ‘The Army’ refers
to the British Army. I have used Londonderry/Derry interchangeably to describe
the city, similarly for County Derry/Londonderry.

For example, Alex Schmid has analyzed more than 100 individual definitions of terrorism – and has produced his own. See A.P.
Schmid and A.J. Jongman, Political Terrorism, (New Brunswick, N.J; Transaction Publishers, 2012).
68
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Chapter 1: The Enduring Corporate Values and Experiences of the Scots Guards
and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Regiments Prior to their Deployment to
Northern Ireland

Chapter Structure
i. The British Army Before 1971
ii. The Regimental System in the British Army
iii. Training and Preparing for War Before Operation Banner
iv. The Scots Guards (1963-1970)
v. The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (1963-1970)
vi. Conclusion

“Many of us who grew up used to seeing the map painted red and thinking a quarter of
the globe as ‘our Empire,’ find it hard to adjust ourselves to Britain’s loss of material
power and diminished status… We shudder at references to ‘mini’ Britain, and are
appalled at the apathy which has grown as our power has waned.”69

In this chapter I will set out the wider political, social and military context in which the
Scots Guards and Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders operated prior to their deployment
to Northern Ireland on Operation Banner. In the early 1970s the Army was still an
institution heavily influenced by its experiences of imperial soldiering – the last imperial
military campaign, in Aden Colony, had ended less than two years before the Army was
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deployed on the streets of Northern Ireland in August of 1969. In order to understand the
Army in Ulster, it is necessary to examine its formative experiences, its modes of
organisation and learning prior to 1969. In the case of the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders in Aden, I will also argue that the desire for vengeance and ‘kill counts’ were
overriding combat motivations. The chapter contends that proven efficiency in combat
superseded the respect accorded by soldiers to rank or efficiency in other areas. It goes
on to trace the inculcation of group values such as obedience, hostility to outsiders and
aggression. Finally, I will begin to examine the merits and dangers of unit cohesion.

i. The British Army Before 1971
An Imperial Institution in a Domestic Setting: Purpose and Identity
In the 1960s the British Army came home: following the withdrawal from Singapore,
Aden, Uganda, Sudan, Nigeria etc., there was precious little to garrison in Asia and Africa
and an escalating threat to Europe from the Soviet Union. Britain was experiencing major
cultural and social changes, including rapid rates of immigration and the growth of
pacifist movements linked to demands for gender equality. The Army had deployed on
64 different campaigns, of varying duration and scale, between 1945 and 1970 – 1,800
soldiers were killed and 5,200 wounded during this period. But the ‘successes’ of Malaya
and Kenya were generally uninteresting to the general public since the result was the same
– withdrawal, albeit a better ordered one. The empire was all but finished; overseas career
opportunities were greatly reduced and the Army struggled to recruit enough young
officers to fill vacancies. The years of peacetime conscription or National Service (19491963) meant that many in Britain came to view the Army as something to be avoided, or
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endured, instead of a desirable career choice or a public institution accorded a high level
of social prestige.70

The implosion of Northern Ireland during 1969 to 1971 focused military minds – and
gave them an immediate task. A declining empire had meant a declining military - the
total number of personnel in the Armed Forces had been reduced by more than a third in
just over a decade (down from 703,900 in 1967 to 383,000 in 1969. The Army had been
whittled down to fifty British and five Gurkha Battalions).71 The conflict in Northern
Ireland also fed a sense of post-imperial insecurity among senior officers. To some senior
officers, such as Major-General Robert Goldsmith, Northern Ireland was just another
Cold War theatre. International communism was gaining momentum and, by extension,
the Soviet Union:

Their hand is observable behind the programmes of terrorism followed by the
I.R.A. Provisionals in Northern Ireland. It is for present and future British
governments to ensure that similar accidents do not produce equally favourable
conditions anywhere else in these islands, as they might do, for example, if the
populations of our big cities come to be segregated on racial lines.72

In hindsight such views appear to be a simplistic way of looking at the Provisional IRA,
many of whose leading members had split from the IRA (later the Official IRA)
leadership in 1969 because of the intense international Socialist sympathies of some of
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its leaders.73 But they do reflect the sense of decline, suspicion and social tension that
affected Britain during the late 1960s and 1970s.

The British Army, with its long history of garrisoning multi-ethnic colonies, was
particularly prone to reproducing racial stereotypes. Phrases like ‘the British race’ was
commonly used in military journals in the 1960s and 1970s – as does a latent belief in,
and respect for, the ‘martial races’ including Scottish Highlanders and Gurkhas.
According to Antony Beevor, Scottish Regiments ‘had a reputation for loathing blacks.’74
The Gurkhas were the exception for an informal 2 per cent ‘colour bar’ on blacks and
Asians that operated in many Regiments until the 1980s. 75 The Irish were also
occasionally included in the ‘martial race’ category. Indeed the Army was an
exceptionally welcoming place for Irishmen, including from the Republic of Ireland. 40
out of every hundred recruits to Irish Regiments were from the South and the majority of
Irish soldiers recruited from the whole island of Ireland were Catholic. A widespread
view of Ireland in the British Army was of ‘an island with a centuries-old tradition of
producing fine soldiers.’ 76 Catholic Irishmen, from North and South, also made up a
sizeable number of non-officer recruits to the Scots Guards and the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders.77

The Foot Guards, particularly the Irish and Scots Guards, recruited a high number of
Catholic officers in the early and mid-20th century; the Lieutenant-Colonel Commanding
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the Scots Guards Regiment in 1970, Colonel Archie Fletcher, was a devout Catholic.78 In
the Scots Guards there was very little evidence of anti-Catholic discrimination. In
contrast, the Argylls had an informal, but persistently effective, ban on Catholic officers
that endured until 1973. The reason for the ban dated back to the Anglo-Irish War of
1919-1921, when 2 Argylls had been stationed in County Mayo in the West of Ireland
and the CO of 2 Argylls, a Catholic, had court-martialled a fellow Argyll officer for
excessive violence towards the local population.79 The position of Regimental Sergeant
Major was also out of bounds for a Catholic, but there were some, more junior Catholic
NCOs in the Regiment.80 However, the ban did not endure because of a casual dislike of
Catholics, but rather because of a belief that an informal military covenant of absolute
loyalty between officers in the Regiment had been broken.

Officership and the British Army: A Hereditary Profession
The military of the late 1960s and early 1970s was, to a degree, a hereditary profession,
its senior ranks officered by Britain’s social elite. C.B. Otley’s investigation of the social
origins of Army officers in 1970s observed that, although there had been a notable decline
in propertied backgrounds, thirty-nine per cent of officers were the sons of soldiers
(almost all of whom were also officers).81 Meanwhile, eighty-four per cent of generals
were educated at public schools; of which 24.4 per cent went to three schools (Eton,
Harrow and Winchester).82
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In the 1960s, even officers who were not from a propertied background or did not go to
a public school, tended to adopt the characteristics of those that did. Max Weber has
described such pressures as being linked to “status honour…a style of life can be expected
from all those who wish to belong to the circle. Linked with this expectation are
restrictions on ‘social intercourse’”83 Officers had to meet not only professional (combat
proficiency) but also social criteria – formal and informal rules about how they should
conduct themselves.

Colonel Colin Mitchell – ‘Mad Mitch’, the Commanding Officer of 1 Argylls in Aden
during 1967, provides a useful example of this ‘chameleon effect’ on young officers.
Colonel Mitchell became famous for his sometime brutal remarks about how to deal with
the insurgency in the British colony of Aden in 1967: "It was like shooting grouse, a brace
here and a brace there."84 Mitchell appeared to be the epitome of an upper-class military
caste that enjoyed its shooting, both for sport and on operations. But Mitchell was not
born to grouse shooting – he even served as a Private soldier for a period. Rather he was
taught to shoot grouse by officers of his Regiment, being slowly ‘introduced to the
mysteries of ornithology and shotgun shooting’. Another officer instructed him on what
clothes to wear when not in uniform and other social etiquette expected of officers.85 Such
conditioning or conformity continued into the early 1990s – Beevor relates how officers
and soldiers could be easily spotted in civilian clothes coming through Belfast’s
Aldergrove airport. 86

Officers and soldiers were fitting in with the Weberian status
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honour of their groups and the social expectations that came with membership. Soldiering
was a job; it was also a way of life.

The British Army in the 1960s and 1970s perpetuated a strict divide between officers,
non-commissioned officers and other ranks. Non-commissioned-officers (particularly
those who had been promoted to Sergeant) maintained a distinct sense of pride –
frequently describing themselves as being in the ‘engine room’ of a Battalion. To some
outsiders the Army, and especially the socially elite Household Division (of which the
Foot Guards are part), appeared to be a feudal relic, or ‘a semi-feudal Squirearchy which
somehow worked’.87 But there was (and is) an underlying professional reason for rigid
rank separation; Regiments did not merely reflect an archaic feudal system out of habit
alone. Combat was the reason: an officer, and/or a senior NCO, may have to send men to
their deaths – he cannot be their friend; soldiers are not supposed to question superiors as
they might their friends.88

The British Army and Counterinsurgency before Northern Ireland
In 1969 the British Army was an institution confident in its ability to confront insurgents.
Aden had been a disaster, at least in many Army officers’ minds, but only because
Britain’s political leaders had got cold feet and unilaterally ripped up mutual defence
agreements with the Sultanates of South Arabia. 89 Malaya, under the ‘dual-hatted’
civilian-military leadership of General Sir Gerald Templer (who was in charge of both
civil government and military operations) and the similar arrangement in Borneo in the
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mid-1960s established under General Sir Walter Walker, were regarded as exceptional
successes. However, critical to victory in Malaya in the 1950s and again in Borneo in the
1960s had been the ability to isolate the ‘Chinese squatter population’ – from whom the
Communist insurgency drew much of its support. As one Army officer noted: “This
ethnic division helped the large-scale resettlement plans which contributed so much to
the success of British efforts to isolate their enemy. Chinese squatters had little traditional
claim to the land they occupied…”90

Repeating this successful approach in Northern Ireland was not possible. Political leaders
baulked at the idea of a military ‘supremo’ operating within the UK’s borders, while the
forced resettlement of populations in a British context was simply unthinkable.91 General
Walker would later admonish the ‘flabby way’ in which the government countered a
threat in Northern Ireland that, in his mind, clearly emanated from the Soviet Union.92
The British Army’s concepts of counterinsurgency and internal security operations would
have to be rewritten for a domestic context.

ii. The Regimental System in the British Army
Joining Up: Recruitment and Initiation into the Regiment
Soldiers (excluding officers) in the late 1960s and early 1970s joined the Army for a
variety of reasons: a few were attracted to romance of a military career and wanted to join
up from an early age. However, the most pressing motivation was disillusionment with
prospects in their civilian lives. A large proportion came from working class backgrounds
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in areas experiencing significant unemployment. One Argyll Private soldier recalled
walking about the Clydeside town of Paisley looking for a job, when he came upon a
recruiting parade of 1st Battalion, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, his local Regiment:

The martial atmosphere that they had about them… They looked like tough guys
and you wanted to be a part of that. The Sergeant said, ‘Look, you look like a fit
young man. You want to get into the Argylls, I can put a word in for ye’, which
is a recruiting sergeant’s job anyway. A couple of the boys [Argyll soldiers] that
were there were all round about me giving me encouragement saying ‘Come in’
and so I went and did it. I was unemployed, had been for three weeks about this
point and it was getting me down.93

The trainee or junior soldier is taught to view his Regiment in quasi-religious terms; its
symbols – the flags that make up its ‘Colours’ for example – are sacred. Frank Richardson
is in his study on morale in the military describes the Regimental colours as ‘the ark of
their [the soldiers’] covenant … King and Queens come and go; the Regiment lives
forever.’ 94 In the trooping of the colour for the Foot Guards, for example, it is the
Regimental colour, not the Sovereign’s that is the focus of the soldiers’ loyalty. 95 By
making the Regiment appear so powerful it seems impossible for the individual to
countenance going against it; the Regiment becomes a living Leviathan.96
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Soldiering may have offered some sense of ‘family’ in the 1960s and 1970s but soldiers
for the most part remained poor, even after joining the Army. Problems with alcohol
abuse and domestic violence were common. In some areas infant mortality remained
twice as high in Army families as in the rest of society. Army salaries rarely kept up with
inflation – in the late 1970s more than 8,000 families of serving soldiers were receiving
social welfare benefits. Officers enjoyed much better wages; a strict social hierarchy
prevailed. The wives of NCOs and other ranks were often expected to formally address
officers’ wives as Ma’am.97

Regiments were, for the most part, still a very regional affair in the late 1960s and early
1970s. The Household Division, Regiments with a specific, rather than a technical task
(Royal Artillery, Royal Signals etc.) and some larger, new amalgamated Regiments such
as the Royal Regiment of Fusiliers were the exceptions. The Foot Guards Regiments were
also spread out over large regions: the Coldstream Guards generally recruited from the
north and middle of England, the Grenadiers from London and the south, and the Scots,
Irish and Welsh Guards from each of these nations with a good sprinkling of others who
were ‘taught’ how to be sufficiently Scottish, Irish and Welsh. Their lack of specifically
local roots, i.e. from a county, meant their identity was more clearly vested in being
‘Guards’ to the Monarch (belonging as they did to the Household Division).98

Regimental Traditions and Loyalties
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The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders by contrast were a local Regiment – recruiting
from Argyllshire, Dunbartonshire, Renfrewshire, Stirlingshire, Clackmannanshire and
Kinross-shire.99 The Argylls continued to be very much a ‘Clan Campbell Regiment’ –
Princess Louise, the daughter of Queen Victoria and wife of the 9th Duke of Argyll,
designed the Regimental logo (the Campbell boar’s head and the Sutherland wild cat
linked together by the Princess’s cyphers).100 Although much of the Argyll recruiting area
was outside the Highlands, the Regiment nevertheless followed a looser approach to
discipline typical to many Highland Regiments. Communications between the ranks were
generally less rigid and more fluent than was the case in the Scots Guards.101

Household Division NCOs were widely regarded as among the best in the British Army
– and they tended to occupy the most important NCO training positions, at Sandhurst and
elsewhere. The pride or prestige of being a Foot Guards Sergeant was uniquely high –
moreover a full Corporal in a Guards Regiment is known as a Lance-Sergeant, and is a
member of the Sergeants’ Mess, where he quickly learns the strict and rigorous
expectations of dress and discipline, formal and informal, from more senior NCOs.102

Initial promotion was almost invariably the hardest jump for a young infantryman – as a
fresh-minted junior officer or as a junior NCO. It was harder for a Lance-Corporal,
promoted from among other Private soldiers: “Lance-Corporal is the most difficult rank
in the Army. There is no break. One day you were promoted over your buddies but you
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stayed in the same section. And when you are asked to pull rank it is very hard. They are
as likely to tell you to ‘fuck off’’ if they don’t like the order.”103 An officer who had
served through the era of national service recalled that the emergence of the professional,
career NCO saw a huge improvement in standards. These men were ‘proud of their trade,
handling their weapons and specialized skills.’104

Soldiers were often obsessively loyal to their Regiments, to the point where rivalry could
get away in the way of function. One officer recalled that the programming of soldiers to
believe in the tribal loyalty to their Regiment meant that Regimental amalgamations were
extremely difficult. The best way to unite such a fractured Regiment – busy fighting over
contested symbols and music was to “stick them into a conflict where then they have to
forget all about their differences and get on with it. And then suddenly they realize,
actually, everybody is pretty damn good.”105 Combat, as King observes, is a great leveller
– soldiers who had been through combat together soon forged new group loyalties based
on those experiences.106

More important was not what symbols were venerated, but rather how soldiers were
brought to believe in their value and whether such rituals had real operational value in
case of Northern Ireland. Regimental symbols were the totems of investment in the
primacy of one group over outsiders – and security of the individual within the group was
the reward of such unconditional loyalty. But, as will be seen in Chapters 3 and 4, the
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Company was the critical unit when it came to giving soldiers day-to-day operational
orientation and guidance.

iii. Training and Preparing for War Before Operation Banner
The Army is a total institution. Gottman has defined total institutions as places “of
residence and work where a large number of like-situated individuals, cut off from the
wider society for an appreciable period of time, together lead an enclosed, formally
administered round of life.”107 Entrants must adapt their behaviour in radical ways upon
entering ‘total institutions’ such as a monastery, a prison or, in this case, the British Army.
Most British soldiers in the 1960s and 1970s joined the Army when they were very young
– the average age was 17.5, young enough to still absorb strong impressions similar to
those experienced in childhood. Firm, almost humiliating, control is immediately exerted
over recruits. Recruits were given demeaning names – ‘red-arses’, ‘trogs’ or ‘crows’ at
the Guards depot at Caterham (adult recruits) or Waterloo and Pirbright (junior
guardsmen). Recruit training is designed “to break down the system of supports and
values that the recruit had before entry, and to replace them with those of the
institution.”108 To survive an entrant must learn to obey immediately, without question.
Upon being accepted into the Regiment, however, the soldier learns that there is usually
some room for divergence away from nominal rank structures. Depending on the rank,
circumstance and/or the personalities of those in positions of group power, the balance of
importance between formal and informal rules can shift.109
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An aggressive attitude is carefully cultivated – but one that accepts the immediate
discipline of superiors. This also applied to their general behaviour off-duty: “The
collective goal of their R & R was to outdrink, out-fuck, and if necessary out-fight all
those with whom they came in to contact.”110 Officers often approved of such conduct:
“You expect them [recruits] to behave like soldiers, to get involved in fights and to get
drunk and so on. In a way you are disappointed if some of them don’t, but of course you
can’t acknowledge it, or inform them.” 111 Homosexuals were routinely mocked and
despised.

Many NCOs interviewed - from both the Scots Guards and the Argylls - frowned upon
their peers who had to resort to formal discipline, imposed by the Commanding Officer
of the Battalion, except in the most serious of offences. Argyll NCOs, less so in the in the
case of the Scots Guards, were known for administering ‘a few thumps’ in place of formal
charges – the offending soldier could choose between the two.112 Hockey also wrote of
the informal threat of violence against a soldier violating group norms. The worst offence,
according to one senior NCO, was to “steal off your mates … If we catch you it’s gaol
for sure. And when you get out, well you can see blokes walking around their fingers in
plaster. Where they’ve caught them in doors, if you get my meaning?”113

Few soldiers enjoyed drill practice; marching around a square or endlessly performing
synchronized motions with rifles did not seem like ‘real soldiering’. However, there was
a clear operational logic to drill, as explained by one senior Scots Guards NCO:
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Drill and discipline form the basis on which success of all other training depends.
The object being to make you physically and mentally alert at all times and under
all circumstances. Your brain, receiving messages from the eyes and ears,
immediately transmits its signals to the muscles and limbs. The response of these
being instantaneous by reason of exercise and training.114

The aim, in short, was automatism under stress. Marching around a barrack square
established the introduction to a process aimed at inculcating collective, automatic
battlefield responses.

The Strengths and Risks of Group Cohesion
Anthony King has questioned the true value of ‘mateship’ or dying for the ‘family’ values
of the Regiment. King argues that a common ethnic, social and cultural background is not
important – as was put forward in the classic paper on military unit cohesion in the
German Wehrmacht by Morris Janowitz and Edward Shils.115 Instead King puts much
more weight on professionalism and task cohesion than the social network of the
Regiment as the underlying motivational force behind soldiering in dangerous
environments:

Friendship follows function, comradeship performance. Although it potentially
disturbs western notions of friendship as authentic lasting relationships, the
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evidence seems to suggest that, in the all-volunteer force, comradeship is not some
everlasting union of souls but, on the contrary, a contingent product of
institutional assignment and function. The better the training and the higher the
levels of performance, the more intense this feeling of solidarity becomes.116

In other words bonds have been formed through the job – the task and a sense of
professional pride – rather than through social empathy or cohesion. Friendship follows
competence rather than the other way around. 117 In Chapter 3 I will examine
professionalism and other motivations in the case of the Scots Guards and the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders.

As will also be seen in subsequent chapters, the perception of ‘who was the enemy?’
could rapidly be redefined if a group of soldiers felt they were under threat. They were
not trained to back down in the face of violence but to quickly close ranks and repel or
go on the offensive – even if faced by people they knew in a training exercise. According
to the Israeli psychologist Ben Shalit: “All that is needed is for the opposing troops to be
seen as upsetting the soldier’s personal equilibrium, either by direct threat to himself or
his peers.”118 Army trainers carefully construct “a common account of orders”, rehearsing
again and again what soldiers are to do when they come under fire. A common
understanding of expected behaviour leads to increased cohesion and social pressure – as
long as everybody does what is expected of them in an operation, they will survive and
even prosper.119
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A common understanding of group expectations, combined with ‘routinized charisma’
and an emphasis on aggressive dominance, can lead to the blocking out of external voices.
The craving for certainty in complex environments also can overwhelm legitimate doubts
over a course of action. Excessive cohesion must be constantly guarded against lest it
establish group norms that are not shared by the wider Army and the State to whom
soldiers owe their service.120

Breaking with a group, even if an individual soldier has his doubts about the morality of
a course of action, is far from straightforward. The soldier has been thoroughly imbued
with a sense of loyalty to the soldiers in his Section, Platoon, and Battalion. He is bound
to an implicit compact with his unit: “… the soldier’s natural fear of loneliness and death,
as well as his disinclination to take life, is less than his fear of losing those who provide
him safety, security, a firm sense of belonging, affection status and prestige, order, system
and structure.” 121 A very young soldier may literally owe his life to his Section
commander or Platoon Sergeant, a man who he has come to see initially as a ‘God’ and
later as a father-figure. Ostracism from such a group is a painful betrayal of bonds that
many soldiers simply cannot contemplate.

Soldiers, especially young soldiers, need a frame of reference, or what Durkheim called
‘a skeleton of thought’, in which they can make sense of a complex area of operations,
such as operating in a low-intensity environment against a largely invisible enemy.122 A
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frame of reference requires a basic knowledge and orientation. Moreover, soldiers need
to understand what ‘what consequences a decision can have’.123 Who gives soldiers such
frames of reference? There are many different contributors to soldiers’ frame of reference,
before and during operations. First, training plays a role – soldiers are taught to rely upon
their nearest superiors, non-commissioned officers, including Lance-Corporal, Corporal
and their platoon sergeant, for almost absolute guidance. Winslow, in her study of a
Canadian Paratroop Regiment that murdered a Somali prisoner, argues that soldiers
become so enthralled to NCOs, that they will usually emulate their behaviour even if they
sense that is wrong or do not agree. Winslow cites the account of a Canadian paratrooper:

We’re so connected physically and mentally, that if there’s one person that we
admire … if he incites his group to racist behaviour, they’ll follow, even if they
don’t agree, because they won’t distinguish themselves from the group. Because
the group’s all you’ve got. If you’re in battle, no one else is looking out for you.124

In a recent study Anthony King has drawn attention to the importance of the pre-operation
briefing or ‘rehearsal of concept’ – that each group of soldiers go through prior to going
on patrol. Above all, King describes a ‘moral commitment’, a common understanding of
the situation and a pact to see through the operation that will take place. 125 Professional
competence and adherence to the common plan of action are everything. Soldiers do not
think of deviating from a shared understanding of their mission and will look to key
charismatic individuals to provide a lead in putting plans into action: “Each soldier is
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under constant and mutual surveillance to ensure that everyone fulfils their duties
competently.”126 Once the soldier commits to a course of action, it is extremely difficult
to go against the group, for a soldier to admit that he did not know what was expected of
him.

iv. The Scots Guards (1963 – 1970)
In the 1960s the Scots Guards were faced, as always, with the competing commitments
of public duties and operational tours. The Guards, together with other Regiments of the
Foot Guards (Grenadier Guards, Coldstream Guards, Irish and Welsh Guards) and the
Household Cavalry (the Life Guards, the Blues and the Royals), make up the Household
Division, the Queen’s own personal bodyguards. The Foot Guards were instrumental in
the forming of both the Parachute Regiment and the SAS - and a sizeable proportion of
Guardsmen, particularly NCOs, spent periods with both during the 1950s and 1960s. The
Scots Guards could expect to regularly form one of the five public service Battalions
operating out of Wellington Barracks, Chelsea, Hounslow, Pirbright and Caterham under
the command of a Major General, General-Officer-Commanding (GOC) for London
District and the Household Division. Operationally the Scots Guards would often fall
under a Brigade made up of Foot Guards Battalions, but, increasingly during the 1950s,
1960s and into the 1970s, served in a diverse range of Brigades and Divisions.127

Borneo
In October 1964 1 Scots Guards moved to South-East Asia as part of Commonwealth
Brigade and were headquartered in Terendak Camp outside Malacca in peninsular
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Malaysia. The Battalion deployed twice on active operations in Borneo: beginning in
January 1965 when the Battalion was based for 4 months in Semanago Camp, outside
Kuching in Sarawak state on the western side of Malaysian Borneo, taking charge of
Western Sector, Western Brigade. From September 1965 to January 1966 the Battalion
served for almost five months in the eastern part of Borneo, operating out of Kalabakan
Camp, Tawau, Sabah. At the time ‘a confrontation’ was taking place between a volatile
Indonesia under the leadership of President Sukarno who refused to accept Malaysia’s
borders, including Kuala Lumpur’s partial control of the island of Borneo.128

Police intelligence reports in Borneo confirmed that the Borneo Chinese Clandestine
Organisation (CCO) – with alleged communist and pro-Sukarno sympathies – drew its
principal support from the Chinese rural population and had infiltrated a number of
villages.129 However, the Scots Guards were soon to discover that police intelligence was
not as reliable as they had hoped – interrogators were using methods ‘to get the results
they wanted’ but such information led to wasted patrols and arrests on the part of the
military.130

The overwhelming task of British Army units in Borneo was to keep their area of
operations clear of enemy, both from regular Indonesian troops and local insurgents, and
to gather intelligence that would make that job easier. The interior of Borneo is
mountainous, with outcrops of limestone rock rising up to 4,000 feet with sheer cliffs on
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both sides. Patrols encountered both primary and secondary rainforest – the former with
its towering trees easier to penetrate than the ‘impenetrable scrub’ of the latter. Patrols
often followed streams as easily navigational tools – although many became lost, despite
use of map and compass, and occasionally had to call in Howitzer fire to identify their
location.131 But radio communications were also notoriously difficult – sometimes patrols
could not communicate with their own Company Headquarters even though on occasion
they could pick up US military radio chatter emanating from Vietnam. Leeches and
scorpions were a constant risk, as were water-borne diseases – the CO, LieutenantColonel Archie Fletcher very nearly died after swimming in a river, being invalided back
to Singapore in March 1965.132

The first tour of 1 Scots Guards was uneventful – with almost no contacts with insurgents.
The second tour provided a few incidents to test junior patrol commanders. They were
occasionally expected to operate across the border inside the Indonesian part of Borneo
– sometimes up to 5 miles across as part of Operation Claret, cross border raids targeting
Indonesian regulars and insurgents. On November 25 1965 one such patrol, led by
Lieutenant Michael Nurton, surprised a large encampment of Indonesian regular and
irregular forces, inflicting a large number of casualties before escaping back across the
border.133 It was the singular event of another relatively quiet operational tour.

The tedium of constant jungle patrolling took its toll on 1 Scots Guards. A number of
courts martial were held during the tour in Borneo: in November 1965 one Guardsman
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was convicted to 84 days detention for striking an officer and another was sentenced to 9
months detention for sleeping while on sentry duty. Striking an officer was one offence,
but letting down basic, professional standards of soldiering was altogether more
serious.134 Meanwhile, the CO was increasingly concerned about poor fire discipline on
the part of his troops, warning that frequent accidental discharges would eventually lead
result in the accidental death of British soldiers or local civilians.135

From 1961 to 1964, 2 Scots Guards witnessed the end of British imperial rule in Zanzibar
and Kenya. They did so with some nostalgia and a lot of goodwill towards those newly
born countries. Many of the officers in the newly minted armies of East African had
served as NCOs in the in the King’s African Rifles, including under Scots Guards officers
on detachment.136 In 1964 2 Scots Guards helped the Ugandan government put down a
mutiny in 1964, surrounding a military camp of mutineers at Jinja, but despite the
potential for violence in Kenya, Uganda and Zanzibar, 2 Scots Guards saw no significant
action during their more than two years in East Africa.137

At the beginning of 1970 1 Scots Guards deployed to Sharjah for a nine-month tour in
what was then part of the British Protectorate of the Trucial States before becoming the
United Arab Emirates in 1971. The Battalion’s new commander, former SAS Squadron
Commander, Lieutenant-Colonel Murray de Klee imposed a tough regime of long desert
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marches and exercises in the sand dunes of the Rub’ al Khali. De Klee’s Adjutant and
Quartermaster were also former members of the SAS: ‘fitness and more fitness’ became
the mantra of the Battalion. De Klee is frequently described as a ‘tough, no-nonsense
soldier’ and, according to Naylor; the Battalion left the Arabian desert ‘with its tail up
and at a peak of efficiency.’138 However, the Battalion’s extensive desert training was
very different to the skills that would be required on the streets of West Belfast. The Scots
Guards were training for jungle and desert warfare – nobody predicted that the
overwhelming number of operational tours for the next decade would be in the UK.

v. The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (1963 – 1970)
In 1967 2nd Lieutenant Dick Parata from 1st Battalion, the Black Watch, was temporarily
attached to the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders and was deployed on the latter’s four
month tour of Aden. Parata was asked by The Thin Red Line, the Regimental magazine
of the Argylls, to write an article on the differences between the two Regiments. The
young Black Watch officer wrote that the principal difference between the two Regiments
was ‘active service’ – the Argylls had been on almost constant active service since the
Second World War. By contrast the Black Watch had only deployed overseas on handful
of occasions. 139 Active service had given the Argylls a keener sense of professional
soldiering. It had also loosened formal discipline between the ranks. Meanwhile, the
Argylls’ formal training structures had been complemented by realistic scenario
rehearsals, including methods ‘not entirely in the book’.140
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Parata was also impressed by the rather brutal fashion in which “the Argylls have been
able to prune out the old lags at each level of seniority who have proved of no use on
active service. Many soldiers, a nuisance in barracks, have risen to considerable heights
in Borneo and Aden. It is apparent that the good, well-behaved barrack room soldier may
be quite useless in the field while the reverse also applies.” Combat, “the surprising jolt
of bullets passing very close… quickly induces a professional outlook” and makes the
soldier value his training.141 Parata concluded that the great divide between Regiments
was not ancient customs or inherited NCO culture: it was who had the opportunity to
learn from coming under fire and who had not. The Argylls, although an infamously tough
Regiment when it came to punishing ‘shirking’ - dereliction of duty, permitted a certain
amount of ‘banter’ between the ranks. Officers were gently mocked in Regimental
publications.142

Borneo
The Argylls deployed to Borneo on three operational tours: April - September 1964,
February - May 1965 and November 1965 - April 1966. Many of the ‘infiltrated’ Chinese
villages had been relocated; the Argylls showed little or no animosity towards the
remaining inhabitants. Instead their officers thought that the local indigenous population
were on the whole generally cooperative – comparisons were drawn with Cyprus where
the Argylls had faced a profoundly hostile reception in 1958 and responded in kind.143
But soldiers needed to endure almost unbearable heat – temperatures frequently reached
close to 40 degrees Celsius and extreme humidity was the norm. Each Argyll carried at
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least 70-80 pounds on their backs. On the second tour in 1965 the soldiers had been issued
with American Carbine .223 inch “Armalite” rifles, weapons the Argylls would later face
in Northern Ireland, instead of the heavier 7.62 mm Self Loading Rifle (SLR).144 The
Argylls were also issued with lighter uniforms. But better equipment came with
consequences – longer patrols became the norm.
Soldiers would frequently walk for 8-10 hours a day. A platoon commander would
normally establish a base camp in his patrol area so that they could dump some equipment
– which his platoon would occupy for a maximum of two nights.145

The major contact of 1 Argylls tour in Borneo occurred when a patrol led by Lieutenant
David Thomson was mortared at their border base in Pa Lungan in Sarawak on the night
of the 2nd August 1964. A quick follow up, including the use of helicopters, enabled a
party led by Lieutenant Thomson and Sergeant Brian Baty to ambush the Indonesian-led
group, resulting in the death of six insurgents.146 Sergeant Brian Baty was awarded the
military medal for his actions. The then second-in-command of the Battalion, Major Colin
Mitchell, wrote: “NCOs did the work of officers and platoon commanders were given
wide geographical areas which in any campaign would have fallen to the lot of a Battalion
commander. It bred self-sufficiency and confidence to an astonishing degree…”147 Baty
would go on to be commissioned, command an SAS Squadron and face trial in Dublin in
1977 for an incursion into the Republic of Ireland.
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Discipline began to fray on the second and third tours – in April 1965 two soldiers (LanceCorporal Grant and Private Allan) were court-martialled; meanwhile, in the same month
the Commanding Officer, Colonel Malcolm Wallace had to apologise to the civilian
authorities in Lundu for an accidental shooting incident at Kuala Brunei involving his
soldiers.148 On December 8 1965 – during the third and final tour - when the Argylls were
based in the area around Serian in Sarawak, a soldier refused to go on patrol.149

In June 1965 the Argylls were involved in the most significant fire fight of their Borneo
tours. Again, Lieutenant Thomson was in command – winning the Military Cross during
an encounter in which his platoon ambushed and killed 11 insurgents.150 Thomson’s wellset ambush against superior enemy numbers and his subsequent extraction of his platoon
by ‘fire and manoeuvre’ became a textbook example of platoon commander leadership
for future Sandhurst students. 151 Borneo made Thomson’s reputation – and he was a
widely respected combat officer when he arrived to command a company in Newry in
July 1972.

Aden
In 1967 The Thin Red Line reflected on its wealth of operational experiences over two
decades: “Not only can we claim to be the ‘most travelled Regiment in the British
Army’… but it would also be very fair to say that ‘where there is trouble you will find
the Argylls … HAVE GUN … STILL TRAVELLING’.”152 However, if the Argylls are
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recalled in the public conscience today, it is often for their tour of Aden in 1967 and
particularly their outspoken Commanding Officer, Lieutenant-Colonel Colin Mitchell,
whose blunt interviews to the world’s press earned him the sobriquet of ‘Mad Mitch’.
Sinn Féin leader Gerry Adams would later try to draw a direct continuum between
operations in Aden and Northern Ireland, part of a concerted attempt to portray Operation
Banner as simply another rear-guard ‘colonial’ war.153

Colonel Colin Mitchell took over command of 1 Argylls on January 12 1967. Major
Paddy Palmer – who would later command 1st Battalion in Northern Ireland in 1972 –
was appointed as OC of B Company.154 Mitchell was a proven soldier – not only had he
seen action in World War II but he had also commanded B Company in Korea and taken
part in some hard fighting. His headstrong reputation and dislike of compromise were
well known.155

Aden was due to be handed over to a new South Yemeni government at the end of 1967.
The only task left was for the British Army to try to contain violence in the Colony and
the outlying Protectorates in advance of the final withdrawal – to leave as much as
possible to a new, politically and militarily inchoate government made up of a brittle
tribal alliance. Mitchell meticulously trained his Battalion for their Aden deployment; he
turned Seaton Barracks in Cornwall, where the Argylls were based, into an innovative
training ground for the type of colonial internal security operations he expected to face in
Aden. But just a week before the Argylls were due to arrive en masse in Aden to take
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over security duties from the 5th Royal Northumberland Fusiliers in the Crater district of
the city, the situation in Aden took a dramatic turn for the worse – the Aden Armed Police,
long suspected of being infiltrated by the Yemeni Socialist National Liberation Front
(NLF) and the Front for the Liberation of South Yemen (FLOSY), mutinied. On June 20
1967 the mutineers ambushed a convoy carrying the OC of Y Company, Major John
Moncur of the 5th Northumberland Fusiliers. Moncur had decided to drive into the centre
of the Crater district to assess the extent of the mutiny for himself and was accompanied
by Major Bryan Malcolm and two Private soldiers who were part of the Argyll advance
party. All three Argylls were killed – in total 22 British soldiers lost their lives in a
carefully planned ambush of Moncur’s convoy.156

The Argylls had a deep sense of foreboding upon arriving in Aden at the end of June
1967, a feeling of being alone and exposed: “… the first impressions gained are of
choking humidity, barbed wire, watchfulness, and a rather sinister deserted air about the
buildings.”157 Many soldiers recall their extreme dislike of the Adeni women who they
found to be covered in unattractive abayas and did not seem to enjoy the occasional
encounters they had with them: “Some of the women try out their few English words on
the Jocks at the road blocks, cackling shrilly at their own cleverness and temerity.”158
Unattractive, ‘cackling’ women – a dislike or disdain for local women was also to feature
as a theme of the Argylls’ experience of Northern Ireland.
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Colonel Mitchell was not the type of Commanding Officer to sit back and leave
provocation and attacks upon his men go unpunished. An assault was called for: “The
plan was … to enter by Marine Drive and establish ourselves by phases in the Business
and Banking sector, then exploit to the Crater Police Station and form up in the Central
and Southern Parts of the town with a view to move northwards towards the Armed Police
Barracks [the effective command post of the mutiny].” 159 Mitchell addressed the
Battalion before they went into Aden: “If you have no ammunition you are to go in with
the bayonet. It is better the whole Battalion dies in Crater to rescue one Jock than any one
of us come out alive.”160

Whether Mitchell exceeded his orders has become a topic of persistent debate – his
immediate superiors clearly felt that he had done so. 161 What is not in doubt is that
Mitchell achieved what he wanted to achieve on July 3 1967; he took Crater and he got
revenge for the death of Major Malcolm. Wielding Bryan Malcolm’s Cromach 162 ,
Mitchell ordered Pipe Major Robson to play the Regimental Charge, the Regimental
Marches and Glendaruel Highlanders, the B Company March Past. A lot of bloodshed
was avoided by two factors: firstly the rapidity of the Argyll advance into Crater and
secondly the Arabic skills of Mitchell’s second in command, Major Nigel Crowe, who
persuaded several units of the mutinying Aden Armed Police to stand down and cooperate
with the Argylls. Mitchell applied his own personal touch, telling the commander of the
mutinous Aden Armed Police “… that if, when we advanced again, there was any trouble,
I was prepared to wipe out the Armed Police to a man. I told him that my soldiers were
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fresh from the Indonesian War and we were ‘hillmen’ like many of his armed policemen,
who believed in deeds rather than words. He got the point!”163

The following days saw the consolidation of the Argylls’ control over the Crater district.
Mitchell imposed what he called “Argyll law”:

... if an act of terrorism were committed I would give the order, ‘Portcullis!’
‘Portcullis’ was a code-word I chose with care. It implied strength and security.
This one word was an order that brought down the full weight of the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders. With a crash like the descent of a portcullis at the gates
of a castle Crater was sealed …The Jocks spread out in the streets rounding up all
terrorist suspects – usually males between the ages of 15 and 35 – herding them
into the compound we had erected for their reception.164

There was nothing very complex about such an approach: the Argylls simply chased after
and captured all the men of military age they could find in area, detaining them until they
felt they could be safely released. The Argylls were out for revenge against the population
writ large: “We didn’t like the Arabs. To us Jocks they were just smelly, dirty people.
And we treated them like smelly, dirty people.”165

In a BBC documentary broadcast in 2004, soldiers from both the Royal Northumberland
Fusiliers and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders described acts of ‘murder’ and ‘war
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crimes’ perpetrated by British soldiers in Aden. 166 These allegations echoed accounts
given by several former Argylls to the Sunday Herald of the indiscriminate firing on
civilians including local Adenis queuing for water, men who were sitting at a café, the
summary execution of a taxi driver by an Argyll officer who wanted to ‘try out his pistol’
and the bayoneting of an unarmed Arab teenager. 167 Private Brian Roy of the Royal
Northumberland Fusiliers described to the BBC how soldiers in Aden ‘shot innocent
people to gain glory.’ 168 An Argyll account described escalating inter-Platoon rivalry
over ‘kill-counts’ and that, to encourage his men, one officer awarded a ‘Golliwog’
sticker, taken from Robertson jam jars, for each ‘kill’ during the Argylls’ ‘Gollyhunt’.169
Such allegations have refused to go away over the decades and have been made by a
succession of Argyll soldiers who served in Aden.

Interrogation by the Army in Aden often meant torture – using methods far more brutal
than would be seen in Northern Ireland. Major Joe Starling, Second-in-Command of 1
Parachute Regiment and later a Brigadier and Deputy Commander of 3rd Infantry Brigade
in Northern Ireland in 1972, was also deployed with his Battalion to Aden in 1967. He
described ‘Player’ Battalions’ in Aden – units who were tough, knew how to get the job
done and did not care for legal niceties. Starling recalled that when prisoners were
interrogated in Aden, frequently in the basement of the Chartered Bank building, they
were often tortured and occasionally summarily executed. According to Starling, Aden
Brigade Headquarters were determined to clamp down this behaviour by ‘Player’
Battalions, including 1 Parachute Regiment: “It was made quite clear that if any more
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prisoners were shot ‘trying to escape’ or damaged by ‘accidentally falling downstairs’ a
full investigation would be initiated, from which, it was hinted, dire consequences would
follow.” Eventually Starling’s Battalion resorted to simulating torture, threatening
prisoners with medical sterilization – a process that Starling believed yielded excellent
results.170

The Argylls were to suffer a total of 29 casualties (five dead and twenty-four wounded)
during their four-month Aden tour. Mitchell was particularly disgusted with the Labour
government’s acceptance of the NLF as the de facto rulers of Aden, and their willingness
to negotiate the colony’s handover to them. Mitchell’s disdain for the British political and
military hierarchy trickled down to the Argyll NCOs and Private soldiers; one Argyll
ended a poem to the five Argylls killed in Aden with, “In this fight there is no glory, and
death comes by the rules. The lives of Highland soldiers in the hands of senseless
fools.”171

The experience of Aden and Mitchell’s leadership divided the Argylls. One Argylls
officer was concerned that the Argylls now had a reputation as a ‘slightly rogue’ Battalion
in the British Army. Another officer from the Queen’s Dragoon Guards recalled his
experience of the Argylls in Aden: “They were accused of robbing people. They did. I
saw it! I was told mind my own business. All the accusations against the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders were always pooh-poohed by Colonel Mitchell as ‘They’re trying
to blacken our name’. And that’s all he put it down to. They were extremely violent.”172
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The future editor of The Times and a nephew of a former Conservative Prime Minister,
Charles Douglas-Home, met with senior officials at the Ministry of Defence to express
his concern over abuses perpetrated by Argyll soldiers in Aden. Some brief enquiries
were made, but no Argyll soldier was interviewed. The Ministry of Defence findings were
inconclusive; the Under-Secretary of State for the Army, James Boyden, was at pains to
keep such enquiries secret from the Argylls and especially Colonel Mitchell who was
popular with much of the Conservative Party and the media.173

Events during an exercise in Cyprus in the summer of 1968 did nothing to dispel
suspicions about Argyll misconduct in Aden – four Argylls were convicted of looting
watches from a shop owned by a retired Major from the Cameron Highlanders. The
Argylls were already mistrusted in Cyprus over their alleged abuses committed in the
village of Kathykas on September 13-14 1958. These included allegations of rape, the
mistreatment of an Orthodox priest and the shooting of a local man who, according to the
Argylls, failed to stop at a checkpoint – all which occurred in or near the village of
Kathykas within 24 hours of an insurgent (EOKA) ambush in which one Argyll was killed
and several were wounded.174 Before going to Cyprus, the Argylls had also drawn more
negative attention to themselves in the spring of that year when a number of Chinese
residents of Plymouth (where the Argylls were based at Seaton Barracks) were
hospitalized after ‘a violent encounter’ with off-duty Argyll soldiers.175

Disbandment and Rebirth
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The threatened disbandment of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders prompted a
massive public relations campaign to save the Regiment. The ‘Save the Argylls’
campaign became a badge of mutually reinforcing Scottish national pride and British
patriotism. The campaign gathered more than a million signatures – a compromise was
reached whereby a single company was retained, Balaklava Company. Most Argylls were
sent to join other Highland Regiments, including the Gordon Highlanders and the Royal
Highland Fusiliers. Then, in response to public pressure, Conservative attempts to shore
up their vote in Scotland for the 1970 election and a sudden increase in operational
requirements in Northern Ireland, Prime Minister Ted Heath reversed the decision to
disband the Argylls. The Regiment and its single Battalion were reconstituted on January
17 1972, a few months before its first tour to Northern Ireland. 176 Meanwhile, the Scots
Guards was also threatened by the defence cuts – its 2nd Battalion was due for
disbandment. Scots Guards officers played a very different hand to the confrontational
approach of the Argylls. Lieutenant-Colonel John Swinton, the Scots Guards’ Lieutenant
Colonel Commanding, knew his way around Whitehall considerably better than Colonel
Mitchell. Swinton knew from his contacts in the Conservative Party that 2nd Battalion
would likely be re-established if there was a change of government. He succeeded in
persuading the Ministry of Defence to place 2 Scots Guards in ‘suspended animation’ –
meaning that its soldiers would be sent to other Guards Battalions on a temporary basis.
The Labour government did not object.177 The Scots Guards approach, unlike the Argylls,
was to work the corridors of power, not to seek mass public support.

vi. Conclusion
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Senior officers of the British Army in the 1960s and early 1970s retained a faith in old
training standards and attitudes, not only because these reflected their instinctive
preference in preserving the rituals and instruction they had gone through as young men,
but also because they believed that such methods were indispensable to combat
effectiveness. The Army was convinced that drills and rank structures familiar to soldiers
from the 19th century had operational merit. These encouraged automatism – other tactics
could be learned later, whether for jungle warfare in Borneo or laying ambushes in the
ditches and hedgerows of South Armagh. Rehearsing training concepts was also a ritual
– one in which each soldier would commit his professional skills as a soldier to further
the interests of the group. If he failed, he risked exclusion and/or contempt from his peers
– his sense of professional and social worth was at stake. Both in training and on
operations a young, Private soldier would look to a ‘reality constructor’ – often a junior
NCO - to set the professional and social norms that he should emulate.

Although public-school officers were expected to, and often did, go further in the
promotion stakes at the top of the Army, the institution also exhibited a ‘chameleon
effect’ on the sons of even the lower-middle classes. All soldiers – but particularly NCOs
and other ranks – were expected to conform to a hyper-masculine norm. The Argylls had
more recent combat experiences than most British Army Regiments before their
deployment to Northern Ireland, including the Scots Guards. But in Aden the Argylls
appear to have treated the local Arab population with considerable contempt and brutality.
As we will see in Chapter 4 the Argylls did not behave in such a generally cruel and
violent manner towards the Northern Irish population, largely due to the restraint of
Colonel Paddy Palmer and other key leaders. Colonel Palmer, as a Company Commander
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in Aden (B Company, 1 Argylls), allegedly had several bitter arguments with Colonel
Colin Mitchell, his Battalion Commanding Officer, over what he perceived to be an
overly aggressive approach to operations in the Crater district of the city. As 1 Argylls
CO, Palmer knew that the use of such tactics in the UK would be disastrous.178

The Scots Guards exhibited a more rigid separation of rank than the Argylls. However,
each Guards officer in the early 1970s was expected to go through the same basic recruit
training at Pirbright prior to going on to officer training at Sandhurst – a humbling
experience for the more privileged recruits.179 The Argylls were extremely proud of the
leadership calibre of their NCOs, reporting that they occasionally fulfilled the tasks of
officers when called upon. The exceptionally talented NCOs were made full, operational
officers, a rare occurrence but more possible in the Argylls - partly due to a shortage of
officer recruits - than the Scots Guards, where late commission entries (former senior
NCOs) were often expected to fill administrative rather than combat roles.180 Combat
proved to be a great leveller. Officers such as Lieutenant David Thomson enjoyed a
special ‘honour status’ due to his professional combat success in Borneo; in Northern
Ireland he could relax rank structures and occasionally demand that his soldiers ‘throttle
back’ without a fear of losing respect. Until professional accomplishment had been
attained, however, it was better for junior officers to keep some social distance from the
rest of his Platoon – and the gap should never be closed completely.
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Both the Scots Guards and the Argylls were severely affected by the Labour
government’s decision to cut the number of infantry Regiments in 1968 – in the Argylls’
case the decision marked the demise of their Regiment. The Argylls retained a single
Company, while 2 Scots Guards was put into ‘suspended animation’. Interviewees would
later recall the detrimental effect this would have upon operational readiness in 1972 – as
both Regiments re-assembled two Battalions weeks before deploying to Northern Ireland.
The Argylls had a particularly acute sense of wounded betrayal. 181 Moreover in 1971,
upon its return from desert training, 1 Scots Guards lost precious weeks of training for
their West Belfast deployment due to the insistence of the Duke of Edinburgh that they
take part in the re-enactment of a Napoleonic battle – to the immense frustration of their
CO, Lieutenant-Colonel Murray de Klee.182
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Chapter 2: The Political and Operational Environment in Northern Ireland: 1971
to 1972

Chapter Structure
i. The Political and Operational Context
ii. The Social Environment: Soldiers’ Interactions with the Local Population
iii. Conclusion

“Soldiers are frustrated by the politicians’ failure to combat the terrorists with strength.
What can you say to one of your men when he asks, ‘Which side are the politicians on
sir?’”183

The aim of this chapter is to provide the wider i) political, operational and ii) social
context that set the conditions for the Regiments and the three operational tours of duty
that are the focus of this thesis (1 Scots Guards – August to December 1971, West Belfast;
2 Scots Guards, Londonderry, July to November 1972; and 1 Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders, South Down, South Armagh, East Tyrone and South Fermanagh, July to
November 1972). In reviewing the military and political environment of Northern Ireland
during 1969 to 1972 I will also build upon the work of such scholars as William BeattieSmith184, Thomas Hennessey185, Ian Wood and Andrew Sanders,186 Richard English187
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and Henry Patterson188 by making use of new archival sources in addition to interviews
with protagonists and witnesses to the events described. This chapter also aims to provide
a social or cultural benchmark or prism through which it is possible to examine the
behaviour and attitudes of soldiers from small British Army infantry units. I will go on to
analyse soldiers’ interactions with the local population, including allegations of
wrongdoing. As well as making reference to the Army in Northern Ireland, I will also
place soldiers’ attitudes within the wider social context of Britain in the early 1970s.

i. The Political and Operational Context
In 1969 Defence Secretary Denis Healey looked back with satisfaction upon his part in
reforming the military for a new, post-imperial era. Healey had cut defence spending by
a third since 1964, making savings in the defence budget of £5 billion over five years. He
had also brought the Army home; more than half of the UK’s 59 infantry Battalions now
served in the UK, including 10 in Northern Ireland on the newly constituted Operation
Banner. Britain now had a military “fit for a different era”.189 But, within the senior ranks
of the Army, a change in location did not mean a shift in values and tactics. In 1969 a
police officer, who worked closely with the Army, described the military ethos as he
knew it,

The basic duty of an infantry soldier is to seek out the enemy and destroy him.
From the day he joins he has the offensive spirit drummed into him. ‘Law’, as far
as he is concerned, is a matter of army regulations. He is a fighter, and when he
strikes he does so with devastating force and preferably without warning… The
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most narrow-minded type of soldier thinks of guerrillas as a purely military force,
and measures success in terms of the ‘bag’ recorded in the Battalion game book.190

This chapter contends that it took key senior officers a considerable time to adjust to the
operational limitations of war at home in the UK. In Northern Ireland ‘the offensive spirit’
had to be contained. The enemy was not to be shot on sight, unless he was imminently
preparing an attack – he was to be arrested and tried by civilian courts. Discord between
military and civilian leaders and dissent within Battalions over the right type of tactics to
pursue led to an inconsistent approach by the Army in Northern Ireland. Soldiers also
found that military operations in Northern Ireland were open to unprecedented levels of
public scrutiny and criticism. It was up to political leaders, including the Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland, William Whitelaw, to help focus and limit the Army’s
approach in Ulster so that it conformed to the policies, laws and values of the United
Kingdom.

The Origins of the Troubles
In the aftermath of the devastating border explosions near Narrow Water that killed 18
British soldiers on August 27 1979, Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher commissioned a
review of counter-terrorism operations in South Armagh, headed up by the former head
of SIS (MI6), Sir Maurice Oldfield. In a joint submission to the review, senior RUC and
Army representatives reported that that the sudden escalation of violence in South
Armagh in 1972 had been due to a culmination of a number of factors:
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… the 1960s Civil Rights Campaign, the exodus of displaced Belfast Catholics
across the border arising out of the street disorders in 1969, internment, terrorists
on the ‘run’ North and South of the border; the closing of border roads and the
accidental shooting dead in 1971 by the Army in Belfast of a local Crossmaglen
man, Henry Thornton, shaped and hardened attitudes not seen to the same extent
during the last IRA campaign – 1956 – 1962 – during which the police coped
alone with just 3 losses in the area and an indifferent attitude on the part of the
local community.191

The death of Henry Thornton was the moment when rising resentment mutated into
violent and persistent insurgency. According to an IRA volunteer interviewed by
journalist Toby Harnden: “That night Mickey McVerry [a future leading member of the
Provisional IRA] and a group of other fellows almost took Crossmaglen [police] barracks
over with their bare hands and a couple of nail bombs.” There was a surge in the number
of recruits to the IRA.192

Remarkably, 11 years after the start of Operation Banner and despite the presence of 734
soldiers (six Companies and one Close Observation Platoon), Oldfield’s team in South
Armagh reported that, “…we have no forward intelligence whatsoever. We react to
PIRAs activities and our planned offensive operations are to a greater or lesser degree
speculative.”193 The material gathered by Oldfield clearly demonstrated an almost total
lack of cooperation between the local population and the Army/RUC in South Armagh.
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However, Oldfield also argued that there was nothing inevitable about support for the
IRA, even in an area with a long history of antipathy to the Union like South Armagh. A
hardening of attitudes had taken place in response to the perceived brutality of the
Security Forces.194

Reading the reports of the 1980 Security Review helps contextualize and magnify the
challenges faced by units in the earlier, much more violent days of Operation Banner in
1971 and 1972 – when just over 100 men from Bravo Company, 1st Battalion Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders, took on responsibility for the same area of operations in South
Armagh. The RUC/Army diagnosis of the causes of the most recent Northern Irish
conflict as a combination of logical grievances, misguided tactics and chance events
(what Clausewitz called friction) is worth remembering.195 The small geographical area
of South Armagh was affected by wider events in Northern Ireland, but local ones tended
to be decisive (such as the death of Henry Thornton in disputed circumstances). Soldiers
played their part in fostering an escalation of conflict as well as reducing it – depending
on the tactics employed at the time. Or, as Richard English has put it, “The actions of the
British Army at times stimulated precisely that subversion against which they were often
clumsily and lethally deployed. Each of these actions made internal sense to their
practitioners; each contributed to the emergent war; and between them they led to the
birth of the Provisional IRA.”196

Army Doctrine and Military Aid to the Civil Power
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Once basic training – physical fitness, discipline, familiarisation with rifle drills – had
been completed, soldiers could expect to receive instruction, mostly within their
Battalions, for specific operations. Internal security operations or Military Aid to the Civil
Power (MACP) was one such contingency. MACP training in the late 1960s and early
1970s, until the development of the Northern Ireland Training and Advisory Teams
(NITATs), leaned heavily on the British colonial experience. Indeed there is a discernible
continuation of principles espoused by the influential Major-General Sir Charles Gwynn
in Imperial Policing, written during the 1930s, and internal security and MACP doctrine
published by the Army in 1969. Army doctrine continued to emphasise ‘minimum force’
but also ‘firm and timely action’ to arrest or shoot ‘ring-leaders’ and mutual
understanding between the security forces (including the police).197

British Army MACP doctrine firmly underlined that operations in the UK must adhere to
the limitations imposed by British civil law. 198 Training was recommended in small
convoy movements, urban patrols, counter-improvised explosive devices techniques,
covert observation posts, setting and evading ambushes and manning road-blocks and
vehicle check points. Special training was also suggested in intelligence, psychological
operations and community relations. Army doctrine carefully expounded the various
options available to commanders to disperse hostile crowds or illegal demonstrations,
including verbal persuasion, a ‘show of force’ and more positive actions such as water
cannon and baton rounds. Hong Kong crowd control techniques were seen as a useful
model: soldiers were drawn up in four lines of eight, beginning with the arrest section,
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followed by eight men armed with CS gas, who were in turn succeeded by eight other
soldiers with baton rounds and finally by a firearms Section. A soldier was detailed to
take pictures of the crowd for later use in identifying potential criminals. Soldiers were
also taught tactics such as ‘assaults from an unexpected direction’. Soldiers were only to
open fire when “the situation is so dangerous that other means … are ineffective and that
it is necessary and reasonable to do so”. Fire was only to be aimed against those
instigating the most serious and potentially deadly violence against soldiers. Wherever
possible police force was recommended instead of military force.199

Soldiers deployed to Northern Ireland were also instructed on ‘Yellow Card’ restrictions,
a short document issued to each soldier offering guidance on when to open fire. The
Yellow Card succeeded the more permissive ‘Blue Card’ that had been used in Aden and
other colonial conflicts during the 1960s. Yellow Card restrictions were continuously
revised during the early years of Operation Banner. In 1972 they stressed that soldiers
should use all other means first before opening fire. No ammunition was to be carried in
the breech of a rifle. Only company commanders and above could order weapons to be
cocked and automatic fire used. The Yellow Card went on to say that, ‘Wherever
possible a warning should be given before you open fire.’ A warning could be dispensed
with only in circumstances where soldiers first came under direct fire and against a person
carrying a weapon about to be used for offensive purposes. The same guidance applied
to individuals who appeared to be about to throw a bomb at soldiers and, more vaguely,
on occasions where, “There is no other way to protect yourself or those whom it is your
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duty to protect from the danger of being killed.” 200 In every instance, soldiers were
expected to follow clear orders and drills. Operationally, in ‘a blackened, burning city
filled with gas and smoke’, baited, bewildered and exhausted soldiers struggled to
implement such guidelines.201

The Trouble with Northern Ireland
Senior Army officers generally understood the logic of the conflict in Northern Ireland,
reaching back to the tumultuous 17th century when the Stuart Kings had seized large
amounts of land from the native Catholic Irish aristocracy and given it to Protestant
settlers from Britain. In discussing the origin of ‘the Troubles’ senior Army officers
understood, and often sympathized with, the enduring grievances of the large Catholic
minority in Northern Ireland since the partition of Ireland in 1922. The gerrymandering
of electoral boundaries, unfair allocation of housing and discriminatory employment
practices by local authorities, particularly west of the Bann River, fostered alienation
among many Catholics. 202 The, overwhelmingly Protestant, Ulster Unionist Party had
dominated the government of Northern Ireland since its creation – there was little
prospect of the political parties supported by most Catholics entering government at any
stage.203

Prior to the 1960s Catholics were disaffected but poorly mobilized. And despite a general
unhappiness with Protestant dominated local government in Northern Ireland, most
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Catholics wanted to retain a British connection – for many the quarrel was primarily with
local Unionist misgovernment; a reformed UK was a potentially attractive place for
Catholics. Catholics identified with being ‘Irish’ (as opposed to ‘Northern Irish’ or simply
‘British’), but this did not automatically mean allegiance to a government in Dublin.204
Indeed the tentative reforms of Northern Irish Prime Minister Terence O’ Neill in the
mid-1960s, including a curtailment of sectarian bias in the allocation of houses, the
provision of other public services and promises of local government reform, hinted that
Catholic grievances in Northern Ireland might be resolved peacefully. It took the violent
response to the Civil Rights movement for communal tensions to erupt in an
unprecedented manner. 205 The Civil Rights movement was a broad coalition, from
conservative Nationalist Party leaders, to left-wing students, to members of the IRA,
energized by the example of political protest movements elsewhere during the 1960s and
willing to test the boundaries of the Northern Ireland government in a more liberal era for
the UK as a whole. The banning and severe police crackdown on marches, the failure by
the RUC to prevent Loyalist violence against peaceful demonstrators, served as tinder to
the Civil Rights flame.206

Rioting on the streets of Belfast and Derry significantly worsened during the summer of
1969. The RUC and the part-time Ulster Special Constabulary’s reputation among
Catholics for sectarian bias and excessive violence had steadily worsened during the
preceding year. On August 15 1969 Prime Minister Harold Wilson acceded to a request
by the Northern Irish government to deploy troops on the streets of Belfast and
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Londonderry to assist in dealing with the sectarian riots. Reinforcements were deployed
to bolster the 2,500 soldiers already stationed in Northern Ireland. Soldiers fixed bayonets
and formed squares, as was standard practice for dealing with riots in the colonies.207

The Beginning of Operation Banner
The arrival of troops on the streets of Belfast was already too late for the hundreds of
people, mainly Catholics, who had been burned out of their homes in Belfast. Downing
Street issued a communiqué on August 19 1969 stating that the new GOC Northern
Ireland, Lieutenant-General Ian Freeland would have overall command for ‘security
operations’ (but not more conventional crime prevention and investigation – the line
between the two was hard to draw), including authority over 3,200 RUC personnel, and
would be accountable to the Ministry of Defence rather than the Northern Irish
government. The GOC would also assume full command over the almost exclusively
Protestant USC. In subsequent months the RUC would be disarmed and the USC
disbanded. Plans for a new Ulster Defence Regiment – a part-time local defence force led
by regular British Army officers and NCOs – were also announced. The decision to
disband the USC caused serious rioting in Protestant areas of Belfast in October 1969,
the firing of approximately 1,000 rounds by Loyalist paramilitaries at the Army and the
wounding of 22 soldiers. In response the Army shot a number of Loyalists, killing two.208

Writing in an Army journal a young Grenadier Guards Company Commander captured
the confusion and shock of these initial days of Operation Banner. His unit was deployed
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on the night of the September 13 1969 to prevent rioting between Catholics and
Protestants at the interface of Tiger’s Bay in North Belfast.

As I set up Company TAC Headquarters, innumerable lawyers, clergymen, local
leaders, vigilantes and drunks in turn clutched my elbow explaining how the
incident had started. As all explanations inevitably differed in most respects, they
merely added to the confusion. Soon reports came in that schools and churches in
the mixed areas were being threatened. Sections were redeployed accordingly. We
stood there. The crowd stood there. Everyone glowered at everyone. The sky
gradually lightened. The stars gently faded. Another day dawned. As I thinned out
the Company I was too tired to sense any relief or elation that bloodshed had been
avoided. (In any event it hadn’t been. That night, within the Brigade, one soldier
had taken his life and another had accidentally shot dead his friend in a telephone
box.)209

Northern Ireland Headquarters in Lisburn during the early days of Operation Banner was
a small, increasingly crowded and rather chaotic place. One former officer recalled that,
“Everybody was struggling because nobody knew their way around the Province. There
would be an incident in the Kashmir Road and we would all be pouring over the map to
find Kashmir Road. It was a steep learning curve for everybody.”210 The Catholic Bishop
of Derry, Edward Daly, recalled a very ‘colonial’ attitude during his occasional visits to
8 Infantry Brigade Headquarters in Ebrington, Londonderry – with officers playing
croquet over drinks beside the helipad. Some of the officers, he observed, knew more
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about India than Ireland. Later very different, savvy and ‘modern’ officer would emerge
but the years between 1969 and 1972 were a time of flux.211

The GOC in 1969, Lieutenant-General Ian Freeland, had apparently come to Northern
Ireland as an end-of-career ‘sinecure’ – nobody predicted the outbreak of such levels of
violence. His successor, Lieutenant-General Vernon Erskine-Crum, a Scots Guards
officer who had served as a trusted adviser to Lord Mountbatten during negotiations over
Indian independence in 1948, was regarded as one of the most outstanding officers of his
generation, exceptionally intelligent and well briefed, but died of heart failure weeks after
assuming command in February 1971. To the surprise of many, Erskine-Crum was
replaced by Lieutenant-General Harry Tuzo, who had not been expected to rise above his
post as Director of Artillery at the Ministry of Defence. Tuzo, recalled one officer who
served in HQNI, was ‘not in the same class’ as Erskine-Crum. His views on counterinsurgency operations had been cemented in Borneo, where he served as Brigadier under
General Sir Walter Walker. Tuzo was sceptical of the efficacy of civilian authority during
an ‘emergency’ such as that in Northern Ireland, preferring the ‘military supremo’
approach adopted by Templer in Malaya and Walker in Borneo. He found it difficult to
adapt to war in the UK.212

The Labour government in London was desperate to avoid getting ‘sucked into the Irish
bog’.213 There was a lull in the violence in the first months of 1970, which followed the
announcement by Northern Ireland’s new Prime Minister, James Chichester-Clark - who
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had replaced the embattled Terence O’ Neill in May 1969 - of a package of local
government reforms and an economic stimulus from London. The worst was yet to come:
another round of sectarian rioting was triggered by contested Orange Order marches in
Belfast - an early challenge for the new Conservative government in London under Prime
Minister Ted Heath that took office in June 1970. A prolonged gun battle on June 27 1970
in the Catholic Short Strand enclave of predominantly Protestant East Belfast saw IRA
volunteers defending St. Matthew’s church and the surrounding area from a Loyalist mob.
Irish diplomats visiting Belfast reported that this was a critical watershed - for the IRA
and the British Army. The IRA had now emerged as the principal defenders of
beleaguered Catholic areas from Loyalist violence - after months of sectarian riots in
which Catholics had suffered most.214

From Peacekeeping to Counter-Insurgency
Instead of focusing on why the Army had failed to protect the Short Strand, a decision
was taken by senior political and military leaders to go on the offensive against those who
were now newly-seen as that area’s defenders. According to a report by the Irish
Department of Foreign Affairs, “The policy followed between August 1969 and July 1970
was one clearly designed to conciliate the minority. For example barricades were ‘talked
down’ not ‘smashed down’ and there was considerable contact at local level between
army officers and community leaders.”215 Irish diplomats reported that a new Minster of
State for Defence, Lord Balniel (a former officer in the Grenadier Guards and the future
Earl of Crawford), and the Chief of the General Staff, General Michael Carver, who were
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in Belfast on a visit at the end of June ordered a shift to the offensive. The IRA would
have to be defeated and disarmed. 216 A curfew and search of the Falls Road was the first
major step in this departure from more conciliatory tactics. It was a disaster: the Army
found 106 weapons and 250 lbs. of explosives, but the rough tactics of the Army, “the
destruction of homes and sacred objects, and acts of abuse and intimidation”217, had a
devastating effect on local attitudes. Many residents were angry at the weapons seizures,
claiming these were necessary to defend vulnerable Catholic areas that the Army had
proved incapable of protecting.218

Some Army officers welcomed a chance to take on the IRA, including both the Officials
and the Provisionals. They found the barricades and deal-making with Republicans too
much to bear, an offence to UK sovereignty. The Commanding Officer of the Royal
Scots, Lieutenant-Colonel Richardson, recalled his arrival in Belfast in early 1970 and a
meeting with Jim Sullivan, an Official IRA member and leader of the Central Citizens’
Defence Committee on the Lower Falls Road, that had put up barricades in response to
Loyalist, RUC and USC incursions in the area. Sullivan claimed he wanted to avoid
confrontation with the Army:

[Sullivan] came up the road to see me in Springfield Road RUC station, where we
had set up our Battalion HQ. He sat down and told me of an agreement that had
been operating with our predecessors, the Royal Horse Artillery. They, he said,
when on street patrols either on foot or in their vehicles, moved in and out of the
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area and past barricades at times agreed with him and his committee. My reply to
him was “I’m sorry. We don’t work that way. You take the barricades down or
we will. We’re the Royal Scots. Our job is to see that the Queen’s writ runs here.’
He wasn’t very happy with that reply, I’m afraid.219

Sullivan, according to the Scots Guards, would go on to become one of the Army’s most
dangerous enemies in 1971 and early 1972.220 Lieutenant Colonel Richardson’s views
were understandable – only the State should provide protection for its citizens, the
monopoly on the use of violence was under threat – but insensitive given the recent
failures of the RUC to act impartially and the Army’s inability to prevent the sectarian
burning of houses. Heath baulked at the Catholic reaction, and that of the Irish
government to the Falls Road Curfew, and insisted that the Army seek Cabinet approval
for such operations in the future.221 Chichester-Clark subsequently resigned early 1971 –
disappointed by the ‘half-hearted’ approach of Heath to resolving the security threats to
Northern Ireland and concerned for his deteriorating health.222

The previous Labour government had been determined to keep a firm grip on Army
strategy for Northern Ireland. Labour also had a natural mistrust of the Ulster Unionist
Party, which was politically close to the Conservative Party. A Joint Security Committee
(JSC) had been created at Stormont to coordinate operations between the police and the
Army. However, the power of veto over new, tougher security operations resided with
London. Home Secretary Jim Callaghan showed a keen interest in the workings of the
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JSC. However, with a change in government in June 1970, the new Home Secretary
Reginald Maudling and the Defence Secretary, Lord Carrington, allowed the Northern
Irish government greater discretion over security policy. Senior Army officers became
much more responsive to the new Northern Irish Prime Minister, Brian Faulkner, who
oversaw the drawing up internment lists and supervised the activities of RUC Special
Branch.223 Faulkner was born into an upper-middle class family with large commercial
interests in Northern Ireland. Although educated in a private school in Dublin, he
connected far better with Unionist rank and file than either of his two, rather patrician,
predecessors. But he was under serious pressure from those on the right of his party who
demanded much harsher security measures, including demanding the return of the USC
and the imposition of ‘martial law’ in areas seen as sympathetic to Republicans.224

Operation Demetrius
Faulkner’s increasingly urgent appeals to the British government to put internment
without trial into effect eventually paid off. The subsequent operation, Operation
Demetrius, began on August 5 1971. The overwhelming majority of internees were
suspected Catholic members of paramilitary groups. In early 1971 there were only seven
soldiers (including three officers) working in the Military Intelligence unit in HQNI. One
officer recalled a chaotic scene in Military Intelligence at HQNI on the eve of Operation
Demetrius,

… 7 o clock in the morning, [a] telephone call comes into the officer and they told
me, ‘Internment starts tomorrow.’ The RUC have asked if you can produce
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pictures of all the people we want to pick up. But what they had were pictures of
maybe 20 people – and trying to blow up the pictures in that limited time ... We
lacked technical capabilities and so did the RUC. Between us we did what we
could but it really wasn’t sufficient. I was given 48 hours in which to produce a
whole pile of photographs. I didn’t even know who the people were. There was
nothing more. To try to collate intelligence and cross-reference everything was a
real labour.225

By March 1972, 2,989 people had been arrested under the Internment Act, of whom 732
were eventually interned. According to a later Northern Ireland Office report, internment,
and the manner in which people were arrested (often in the middle of the night, doors
smashed in and homes upended) severely ruptured relations between the Catholic
community and the Army. Interrogation techniques were often brutal, involving ‘stress
positions’, later condemned as ‘inhumane’ by the UK courts. Although some intelligence
was undoubtedly gained from questioning suspects, many mistaken arrests were made
due to a lack of good intelligence.226

Sectarian attacks also escalated during this time and in six weeks more than 2,000 families
abandoned their houses as a direct result of the violence that began on August 9 1971. A
campaign of civil disobedience began on August 16 1971 and approximately 200
Catholics resigned from the already overwhelmingly Protestant UDR. Internment and
Bloody Sunday - the fatal shooting of 14 unarmed civilians on January 30 1972 - had a
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catastrophic effect on the public image of the Army among Northern Ireland’s Catholic
population.227

The IRA’s Tactics Against the British Army in 1971 and 1972
On October 4 1971, General Carver sent a memorandum to Ted Heath updating him on
military strategy in Northern Ireland. In it he explained that the IRA were conducting an
effective campaign, spreading fear through its bombing campaign and inflicting damage
on the security forces through its active service unit raids and ambushes. “In short”,
Carver wrote, “the IRA has the initiative and is causing disruption out of all proportion
to the relatively small numbers engaged.” 228 According to Carver, the IRA knew it could
not win a military victory; its primary target was public opinion in Britain. The more
British soldiers it killed, the more the British public would demand a withdrawal from
Northern Ireland.229

The summer of 1971 saw a major escalation in IRA attacks on the Army. Army officers
were concerned by the IRA’s rapidly escalating rate of success: targeting mostly vehicle
and foot patrols (70 per cent of attacks) or bases and sangars (25 per cent). IRA attacks
were normally launched by one or two gunmen and had a one in nine ‘partial success
rate’ (wounding a soldier) and a one in 40 ‘kill rate’. Most firing points were in the open,
albeit with some cover (80 per cent), while for other attacks mostly occupied houses were
chosen. IRA shooting was reasonably accurate for an irregular force made up of mostly
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very young and inexperienced recruits – over 50 per cent of attacks on the Army were at
ranges greater than 300m; relatively few were initiated at ranges under 200m. According
to the Army, the IRA knew that it was difficult to respond with highly accurate fire with
a standard SLR beyond 300m, “Fire fights at this distance would be generally ineffective
without the deployment of heavier weapons such as machine guns.” The IRA would take
a carefully planned single shot or two and then withdraw before accurate fire could be
brought to bear against the sniper.230

60 per cent of IRA shooting incidents occurred in Belfast, compared to thirty per cent in
rural areas and ten per cent in Londonderry. Attacks normally occurred in the afternoon
or the late evening – the Army observed that 1700 to 1900 seemed to be an IRA tea break
of sorts. 231 The vast majority of IRA weapons were World War II (and occasionally
World War I) origin. Common among these were the .30 Garand and .303 Lee Enfield
rifles – some versions of the Garand rifle acquired by the IRA could fire armour-piercing
rounds. The principal modern weapons recovered by the Army in late 1971 were
Armalites (237) and M1 Carbines (309) – mostly had been imported from the US during
1970 and 1971. 80 Thompson SMG’s and 140 9mm SMG (Sterling or Sten type) were
also seized by the Army from 1970 to 1971. The IRA possessed a variety of handguns –
70 .357 Magnums, 163 Lugers and 78 Brownings were recovered by the Army from
1970-1971. However, despite regular ‘finds’ of these weapons, senior officers reported
that IRA re-supply was easily outstripping any losses.232
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By late autumn 1971 the security situation was rapidly deteriorating: on October 6 1971
Brian Faulkner announced, with prior approval from London, the sending of three more
Battalions to Northern Ireland, bringing the total number of British military forces to
13,600. The majority of Battalions were on four-month tours, looking after a designated
‘patch’ of troubled areas. According to the Army whole areas of Belfast were now under
the effective control of the IRA. This was particularly the case in Andersonstown in West
Belfast, “where the IRA almost completely control the movement of people. In certain
roads they decide who shall live in which house and who shall go to work and who shall
not.”233 Meanwhile, the Army reported, any major operation in the Divis Flats (high rise
local authority flats where approximately 2,500 Catholics lived and from where IRA
snipers operated) would require would require 2 and a half Battalions. Even though Army
estimates for total IRA membership was between 2-3000 men, the hostility of Catholic
areas to any Army incursion was at an all-time high. In Derry 200 ‘extremists’ were now
in control of the Bogside and Creggan areas. IRA men were generally very young – it
was estimated that, of the 48 key IRA volunteers in the North Belfast area of Ardoyne,
only ten were over the age of 20.234

In his memorandum of October 1971 General Carver presented three strategic options to
Prime Minister Ted Heath. The first was to keep operations at a low intensity, not seeking
to go on the offensive against the IRA in ‘hard’ areas. The danger inherent to this option
was Protestant opposition which could “find practical expression in the formation of a
third force and which might make the imposition of Direct Rule inevitable.” 235 The
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second option was to cease political engagement with the minority population and clamp
down hard and unrelentingly on Catholic areas. The third option was to remain politically
engaged with Catholic leaders but increase the tempo of military operations against the
IRA, satisfying Protestant concerns about excessive Army passivity. This third option,
which Heath adopted, meant “the intensification of border operations, including humping
and cratering of roads, and an operation in Londonderry [the much delayed Operation
Motorman].”236

Cooperation and Discord: The Army, the RUC and the UDR
Although the RUC’s strength reached 4,193 (plus 2,190 reservists) by late 1972, the Army
viewed the police as disarmed, demoralized and incapable of dealing with the terrorist
threat - “its attitude is passive and its contribution to the security situation minimal.”237
According to General Carver, writing in late 1971, only Special Branch offered any
meaningful assistance to the Army’s operations.238 Personal dislike and recrimination at
the highest levels of military command and policing in Northern Ireland festered
throughout 1971 and into 1972.239 A lack of communication and trust had a negative
effect upon intelligence: a senior Security Service (MI5) officer in Northern Ireland
recalled that, “The scene was chaotic. With mutual distrust between the Police and the
Army, the Home Office was responsible but not in effective political control.” 240
Moreover, as Keith Jeffery, has observed, the police intelligence required to secure
convictions under UK civil law was often of greater quality than the information used by
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military intelligence officers for operational purposes. Military officers often thought they
‘knew’ who was guilty of terrorism; a perceived lack of subsequent positive police action
and judicial convictions created a significant strain on the police-army relationship.241

The Ulster Defence Regiment was created in the early 1970s as a means of channelling
the local Unionist desire to protect the integrity of the UK from an IRA threat into a legal
and constructive part-time force. UDR recruitment numbers were set at approximately
9,000; the Regiment would operate mainly in rural areas, guarding key installations,
establishing checkpoints and roadblocks and patrolling. It was not supposed to deal with
riots or crowd control due to the risk of sectarian confrontation.242 Most of its senior ranks
were made up of officers and NCOs from regular British Army units. However, Army
officers were concerned that the UDR would simply be regarded as the same as the USC
in all but name – it was vital, according to its Commanding Officer, to recruit from the
minority community: “Unless there was Catholic support for the UDR it would in due
course come to be seen as sectarian.”243

Negative perceptions of the UDR among the Catholic population of Northern Ireland did
become a persistent problem.244 Meanwhile, a fear of a Protestant backlash prevented the
Northern Irish and UK governments from banning the Loyalist paramilitary group, the
Ulster Defence Association, despite the involvement of its members in a number of
sectarian murders. In late 1972 the Commanding Officer of the UDR acknowledged that
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he could do little to prevent members of the UDA from joining the UDR.245 John Potter,
in his history of the UDR, concluded that the reasons for paramilitaries joining the
Regiment were self-evident: “Why did Loyalist paramilitaries join the UDR? According
to a Loyalist source, they did so to obtain ‘free training, plus access to weapons,
ammunition and intelligence.’246 Loyalist paramilitary recruiting numbers dwindled as
the 1970s went on and IRA violence subsided; meanwhile, regular British officer and
NCOs began to weed out ‘undesirable elements’ of the UDR. But there were occasional
instances of UDR involvement in sectarian, paramilitary murders, which in turn
exacerbated Catholic suspicion of the Regiment and the wider Army.247

Border Operations
The porous border between the UK the Republic of Ireland was a constant operational
and logistical problem for the Army – one that would occupy 1 Argylls during their 1972
tour. The border is 303 miles long - A NIO paper warned that in addition to the difficulty
of sealing off roads, “… there are 30 miles of water, numerous lanes and smugglers’ pads,
and border lands which are easily negotiable on foot.” 248 By early 1973 101 border
crossings had been blocked or ‘cratered’. On January 19 1972, the Army received an
intelligence briefing from RUC Special Branch warning that the IRA was going to
intensify operations along the border in 1972. ASUs made up of ‘on the run’ IRA fugitives
based themselves in Southern counties along with local units, moving across the border
for brief periods in order to attack the security forces and intimidate the local
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population.249 The harassment, killing or wounding of Protestant farmers along the border
- many of whom were members of the UDR and RUC reserve - prompted some to
abandon their farms and move closer to the main towns.250

In the wake of mounting cross-border attacks in late 1972, MPs and other public
representatives demanded that the border be ‘sealed’. In response an exasperated NIO
official wrote a report “to bring home to Members of Parliament and the public what
‘sealing’ of the Border really implies”. 251 29 Battalions would be required along the
border to monitor all traffic. In early 1972, border checks were made on only one in 33
vehicles entering Northern Ireland, although this had improved slightly. Meanwhile, a
total closure of the border would be ‘enormously costly in time, money, manpower and
Britain’s standing in the EEC.’252 The Army wanted to continue to focus its existing
resources on securing the more populated cities and towns. Meanwhile, the government
wanted to avoid significantly increasing troops levels. ‘Sealing the border’ was simply
not an option.253 Existing efforts to restrict movements across the border were already
having a very adverse effect on public opinion in those counties in the South that bordered
Northern Ireland.254

The Southern Dimension: Anglo-Irish Security Cooperation and the Border
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Passions were running high in the South – many people were outraged at what they saw
as the brutal and highly partial behaviour of the British Army and the RUC. The Irish
State had never renounced its constitutional claim over the northern ‘six counties’ – its
rhetorical ambition for the unification of Ireland was now sorely tested by the actions of
the IRA who claimed to be defending Catholics under attack by the British Army and the
RUC. In April 1972 Irish Military Intelligence concluded that public opinion in the
southern border counties was shifting dangerously in favour of the IRA. An Irish Army
Intelligence Officer, writing from the border town of Letterkenny, offered a bleak
assessment of the situation along the border near Londonderry:

The leadership in Derry Provos and Official IRA are mainly young men in their
early twenties and teens. They are in the sanctuary of the Bogside and can operate
freely from there. They have fairly free access to the Republic… In spite of what
is said otherwise the main portion of the RCs [Roman Catholics] on the Donegal
side of the Lough Foyle still support the IRA.255

The Chief of Staff of the Irish Defence Forces, Lieutenant-General Thomas O’ Carroll,
could not convince his political masters to reinforce the border area. On December 6 1972
Lieutenant-General Thomas O’ Carroll sent a stark warning to the Irish Minister for
Defence in Dublin, Jerry Cronin; he went on to make an uncompromising case for
reinforcing the border area. General O’ Carroll pointed out that, since World War II, no
permanent posts of Battalion size or more had operated north of the town of Mullingar, a
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very long way from the border. Tellingly, O’ Carroll’s request for major reinforcements
on the border was denied.256

The Fianna Fáil government of Taoiseach Jack Lynch did not want to be too helpful to
the British Army, the UDR and the RUC on the border – limited cooperation was mostly
confined to Garda-RUC contacts. IRA suspects launching attacks on UK security
personnel were to be ‘energetically pursued’ but only fired upon if they directly attacked
Irish soldiers or members of An Garda Síochána, the Irish police force.257 Military to
military contacts were further complicated by a refusal by the Irish government to allow
a direct dialogue between senior British officers and their Irish counterparts – claiming
that the Minister for Justice was solely responsible for all security matters. The Garda
Síochána had neither the numbers nor the equipment to mount operations of a similar
efficiency to those on the UK side of the border.258

Political reluctance on the Irish side to seriously disrupt IRA operations from south of the
border focused minds in London on the need for better equipment for the British Army
and the RUC to detect arms and explosives smuggling. More radar kits, night observation
devices, weapons sights, 2-ray AERE vehicle search devices and hand held metal detector
devices were purchased at the end of 1971. 259 1 Argylls were to discover the severe
limitations of Garda and Irish military assistance in the latter part of 1972. As will be
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explored in Chapter 3, frustrated units of 1 Argylls were to embark on ‘visits’ south of
the border as pressure mounted in their area of operations.

Direct Rule: Heath’s Gamble
In early March 1972, following the further decline of the security situation in the wake of
the Bloody Sunday shootings, Heath decided to act, telling Northern Ireland’s Prime
Minister Brian Faulkner that London would pass a bill to cede powers over law and order
to London. Faulkner “made clear his view that a transfer of law-and-order powers would
leave no credible basis of viable government…” 260 At the end of the month Heath
introduced direct rule, dissolved Northern Ireland’s government and appointed William
Whitelaw as Secretary of State for Northern Ireland. Heath, a naturally suspicious and
prickly man, trusted Whitelaw, calling him “one of the most skilful and dependable men
in politics.”261 Many Unionists, not least Faulkner, were appalled that Heath had stripped
Stormont of its powers. Others were more optimistic believing that Whitelaw, an ex-Scots
Guards officer, who had won the MC for bravery in Normandy during World War II and
served on counter-insurgency operations in Palestine in the late 1940s, would now
introduce a more conventional internal security campaign such as had been seen in the
colonies. The Earl of Enniskillen - an influential peer who had been a senior officer in the
Kenya Police Reserve during the Mau Mau rebellion and helped negotiate Kenyan
independence before returning to County Fermanagh and serving as a Major in the UDR
(4th Battalion) - wrote a memorandum for Whitelaw. In it he congratulated the new SSNI
on his appointment, before urging him to look to colonial tactics, including allowing the
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RUC to take their place in “the total war machine … a system of integration such as we
had abroad and which proved very efficient and effective.”262

The IRA believed that the introduction of direct rule was a clear indication that they had
the Army on the back foot. Encouraged, the IRA’s campaign of violence escalated further.
In the four months after March 1972, 600 bombs were detonated, 2,057 people injured,
and 192 murdered. In the month of March security forces recorded 399 shooting
incidents. By July this figure had risen to 2,718.263 Despite the increasing violence and
the intense pressure from Unionists to mount a forceful response, Whitelaw, ex-Scots
Guards and ‘booming with bonhomie’, adopted a more low-key approach. He began
releasing large numbers of internees over the protests of senior Army officers. He opened
negotiations with both the Official IRA and the Provisional IRA – the former announcing
a ceasefire that effectively ended their military operations.264

Negotiations with the Provisional IRA fared badly – during a short ceasefire in late
June/early July 1972, key leaders including Seán MacStiofáin, Ivor Bell, Gerry Adams
and Martin McGuinness were flown to London on an RAF plane to meet with Minister
of State for Northern Ireland Paul Channon at his house in Bayswater in London. The
Provisional leadership tried to negotiate the terms of British withdrawal from Northern
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Ireland – when no such break up of the UK was being seriously considered on the British
side.

Provisional over-reach and the political damage of such fruitless negotiations

convinced Whitelaw that a tougher approach would have to be taken. The events of
Bloody Friday on July 21, a series of IRA bombs in the city centre of Belfast that killed
11 and seriously injured 130, also had a profound effect on Whitelaw, as Ken Bloomfield,
a senior Northern Irish civil servant recalled:

That evening, after Whitelaw flew back to Belfast, I sat in on an emergency
meeting at Stormont Castle where he was joined by Lord Carrington, the Secretary
of State for Defence. A man of equable temperament, Carrington was at first
inclined to argue the line ‘steady as she goes’, but Whitelaw had had enough and
was incandescent with rage. From that moment debate about alternative methods
to restore no-go areas to ordinary authority ceased: a military strike it would be
and as soon as possible.265

Whitelaw was deeply angry but he also saw a political opportunity, “It was important to
achieve as much as possible by military action while the feelings of revulsion caused by
Friday’s explosions remained.” 266 The Army believed that such action was long
overdue.267 But Whitelaw, the consummate political operator, understood that timing is
everything.

Operation Motorman
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Operation Motorman (Operation Carcan in Derry) began on July 24 1972 in Belfast and
on the morning of July 31 1972 in Londonderry. Motorman was the largest single
operation by the British Army in Northern Ireland and successfully brought to an end the
IRA ‘No-Go’ areas, inserting an Army presence into Republican areas that allowed for
the better collection of intelligence and monitoring of terrorist suspects. The operation
saw Army force levels rise to over 28,000. Infantry soldiers were supported by armour
including Armoured Fighting Vehicles and a troop of AVREs to dismantle the barricades
in Derry and elsewhere. The Derry Journal described how local residents in Moville,
County Donegal (across the border) gathered to watch the operation: “On Sunday night
hundreds of people watched as launching barges carrying equipment including the
Centurion tanks [AVREs] sped up the [Lough] Foyle towards Derry, taking their cargo
through Irish territorial waters to launch an assault on Irish people.”268 All areas were
secured within hours of the commencement of operations. The IRA had decided not to
fight - although two Volunteers in Derry were shot in disputed circumstances during
Operation Carcan (Ted Heath had been prepared to accept 100 deaths if necessary).269

At a minimum, Motorman gave the impression that the British government was willing
to stay the course against the IRA. According to the Derry political activist, Eamon
McCann, Operation Motorman (Carcan) was successful, in part, due to a wave of
revulsion over IRA attacks and because the Stormont government was gone: “Had the
Army moved in before direct rule it is certain that thousands of people would have come
out to face them, guns or no guns. Now, however, the detested Stormont was gone.”270 In
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its official 2006 ‘end of mission’ report on Operation Banner the Army concluded that
Motorman had removed the IRA’s safe havens and could be seen as “a turning point in
the campaign, changing it from a counter insurgency to a counter terrorist operation.”271
Such a conclusion is neat, but inaccurate. Violence was significantly reduced but would
remain considerable during the successive months of 1972. Nevertheless, by 1973 the
security situation had significantly improved: the daily average of shooting incidents
showed a drop from 92 in July 1972 to just nine 12 months later.272

Fixing the Intelligence Deficit
In the two months after Motorman, 85 people were charged with offences under the
Firearms Act, 53 under the Explosives Act, one person was charged with murder and
eleven with attempted murder. This was a relatively limited number given that the Army
made 1410 arrests (the RUC made 913) on suspicion of terrorism related offences during
this same period – 65 ‘known’ IRA men were arrested. However, arms finds were
significant – 24 machine guns and 217 rifles were seized during finds in Catholic areas,
while 4 machine guns and 44 rifles were found during searches of Protestant homes.
Soldiers poured into areas like the Creggan and the Bogside and began building platoon
bases and observation posts. In the weeks after Motorman troop levels were maintained
at 21,000 before settling closer to 16,000 in mid-1973. Searches increased to
unprecedented levels. In one week - October 5-11 1972 - 147,345 vehicles and more than
1,100 houses were searched by the Army, but only one machine gun and 11 rifles were
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found. The sheer weight of the Army presence was having an effect; intelligence was still
a problem.273

Intelligence gathering in the early days of Operation Banner could be a clumsy affair:
homes were turned upside down, whole neighbourhoods sealed off - local people were
generally outraged by the aggressive approach of the soldiers involved. The relationship
with the RUC was difficult - the intelligence product that the RUC chose to share with
the Army failed to impress. Steps were taken to bolster Army intelligence capabilities in
late 1971, particularly in Belfast where an energetic Brigade Commander, Brigadier
Frank Kitson began to forensically ‘map’ hard Republican areas to discover who the new
young leading figures of the IRA were and how the organization worked. 274 Kitson
already had a public reputation for some of his more controversial writings on colonial
counter-insurgency operations (Gerry Adams and other Republican leaders would later
assert that he employed such tactics in Northern Ireland).275

Kitson’s approach was relatively simple – getting in a position to watch and listen
(through signals intelligence). Communication was in writing or by word of mouth – the
IRA was listening in on their relatively insecure radio communications. Whereas the
approach of other senior officers was to immediately break the door down of any
suspected IRA terrorist, Kitson preferred to watch and wait. 276 Soldiers watched for
patterns and opportunities - locals fed up with IRA intimidation, money problems or
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extra-marital affairs. A trickle of information eventually became a flow; the saturation of
Republican areas began to pay dividends. A Scots Guards Company Commander later
recalled, “In the early days they watched us and had the initiative. They knew all the
territory and knew our movements. Later on we watched them. We would cover every
street and knew every house.” 277 But improvements in intelligence were uneven: in late
1971 HQNI in Lisburn concluded that accurate intelligence outside of Belfast was
‘virtually non-existent.’ 278 Army ‘kill’ statistics for Northern Ireland also remained
notoriously unclear: “Troops tended to assume that when they fired their weapons, and
saw targets move that they had hit them. When no evidence emerged of a body, they
assume that they had hit the person and that the body had been spirited away across the
border.”279

Civil-Military Tensions After Motorman
Leading Conservative Party and Ulster Unionist Party members applauded Operation
Motorman. Within the Army the Operation came as welcome relief; an opportunity to get
on the front foot after months of military inertia against the IRA due to political
considerations many could not fathom or agree with. But what was to come next? British
political representatives and an older generation of soldiers – such as General Harry Tuzo
- who had served in ‘internal security’ operations in the colonies now wanted a return to
‘tried and tested tactics’ such as had been seen in the colonies. The Army had proposed
introducing some form of ‘martial law’ in early July 1972.280 At a meeting on August 29
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1972 there was a terse discussion between the GOC, General Tuzo, and the Secretary of
State for Northern Ireland, William Whitelaw:

… the GOC said that the Army was suffering casualties which compared
unfavourably with other internal security operations such as those in Borneo and
Kenya but without the special processes of law which had enabled effective action
to be taken against terrorists in those theatres. Accurate sniper fire was particularly
worrying as his troops felt that they were presenting sitting targets without the
will on the part of the authorities to retaliate against the known enemy.281

Tuzo accused Whitelaw of putting his troops in danger by winding down internment too
quickly. According to the GOC, at least 64 former internees released by Whitelaw had
returned to active service with the IRA whose ranks now contained between 800 to 1000
active members. Post-Motorman he should reverse this policy. Army morale would
deteriorate sharply if new legal powers were not granted the Army to arrest and detain
suspected terrorists. He concluded by saying “that it was essential for a soldier to have
faith in the organization which he served and the time had come to cease acting in a
civilised way against an uncivilised enemy”.282

Instead of using Motorman as a springboard to a more aggressive military approach,
Whitelaw insisted on ‘throttling back’. 283 The former Scots Guards officer infuriated
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military leaders by telling them not to arrest any Provisional IRA members on sight during
the months after Motorman, with the exception of suspected IRA Battalion commanders
and above – any other ‘special cases’ had to be cleared by him personally before action
could be taken.284 Tuzo’s deputy and CLFNI, Major-General Robert Ford, pushed back:

The Army was used to known and active IRA volunteers being able to do this
[avoid arrest], but IRA officers were in quite a different category. They included
Adjutants who planned the bombing and shooting; explosives Officers who
prepared bombs; Quartermasters who alone knew the sites of all Company arms
and ammunition; and Training officers responsible for recruitment … If the IRA
was ever to be neutralized, these key men had to be removed from the scene.285

Eventually Whitelaw relented and did allow a greater number of suspected IRA officers
to be arrested on sight by the Army. Meanwhile, he actively sought out solutions to the
problem of jury and witness intimidation that eventually led to the introduction of the
Diplock Courts in 1973. But the Secretary of State’s message was clear – no arrests of
IRA members unless they were actively and demonstrably engaged in plotting an attack
or they were known to be at the top levels of the organization. Under Whitelaw, Army
discretion over arrests was considerably circumscribed. Meanwhile, to the chagrin of the
Army, the Secretary of State continued his policy of releasing the vast majority of
internees.286
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Some in the Army agreed with Whitelaw that the days of colonial tactics were over.
Writing in 1973 an RMP SIB officer concluded that, “Tactics learnt in other theatres
further afield, when imported by the Army into Northern Ireland, have often proved of
acute political embarrassment and left a long trail of litigation, for every military
operation and incident is subjected to close political scrutiny…”287 Whitelaw realised that
a military response to IRA violence was not the primary means of victory but it was the
main way to lose if implemented incorrectly. Political power sharing and agreement over
policing were the main solutions. In the absence of such an accord between Northern
Ireland’s main political parties, careful monitoring, clever intelligence work and selective
arrests were the best approach. Whitelaw was increasingly critical of the Army in late
1972, complaining to Conservative Party colleagues that the Army was ‘over-optimistic’
in seeking short-term military fixes to a long-term political problem. The Defence
Secretary, Lord Carrington, and the Home Secretary, Reginald Maudling, were also
concerned about ‘over-optimism’ on the part of the GOC that he could ‘finish off’ the
IRA in a matter of months. Both men, like Whitelaw, thought violence would continue to
fester in Northern Ireland for many years, even if at reduced levels. They were embarked
on a long-term and painful project.288

Confused about policy and strategy, the Army became obsessed about coordination. In
the ‘End of Mission: Lessons Learned’ report for Operation Banner published in 2006,
the Army complained that during the 1970s,
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There was no single authority in overall charge of the direction of the campaign,
but rather three agencies, often poorly coordinated: Stormont followed by the
NIO; the MOD; and the RUC. From a military perspective, for most of the
campaign there was little coherence and synergy. There was little evidence of a
strategic vision and no long-term plan … It was not important that the ‘supremo’
should be military; but rather there be a single figure of authority.289

Such criticism is misplaced. The introduction of direct rule saw much better coordination
among UK security agencies and Ministries in London. William Whitelaw wrested
control of policy in Northern Ireland from a confusing conglomerate of Northern Irish
politicians, military leaders and Westminster civil servants. He appointed a Director for
Intelligence and a better system of liaison between the Army and local government. Home
Secretary Reginald Maudling was relieved to hand over Cabinet responsibility for
Northern Ireland to Whitelaw. General Blacker, the Vice-Chief of the General Staff,
recalled the ‘cumbersome ritual’ in the days before direct rule of trying to reach to the
Secretary of Defence, and then the Home Secretary, in order to get the government in
London “to remonstrate with [Northern Ireland Prime Minister] Chichester-Clark for
insisting on operations the Army did not want to implement”. Willie Whitelaw, by
contrast, was ‘a powerful Minister’, one who ‘…took all such decisions by himself.’290
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Northern Ireland had ‘a Supremo’ – but the Army did not always like the decisions that
he made.291 Whitelaw preferred to err on the side of exposing the Army to more danger at least until the Diplock courts could be introduced and the Sunningdale Agreement
negotiated - rather than continuing the politically damaging policy of internment without
trial. For a Conservative, and a former Scots Guards officer, that took courage. But, as
will become clear in subsequent chapters, Whitelaw’s approach would cause deep
resentment among many soldiers who could not understand why many terrorists and their
supporters were not being interned or given lengthy prison sentences.

ii. The Social Environment: Soldiers’ Interactions with the Local Population
Group Solidary, Leadership and Micro-Conflicts
Even in peacetime military units turn inwards when confronted by an external threat - and
will use language to demonize those perceived to be the enemy or the community from
which the enemy draws its support. Although regular Irish Regiments in the British Army
did not serve in Northern Ireland in the early days of the Troubles, an account of a 1980
riot in Hampshire by soldiers of 2nd Battalion, the Royal Irish Rangers provides an
interesting account of this phenomenon. 60 Rangers went on a drunken rampage after an
altercation at a Chinese restaurant in the town Tidworth in the picturesque English county
of Wiltshire. After getting the upper hand against the Military Police reinforcements were
called from both the Wiltshire and Hampshire Constabularies. During the fighting the
Rangers – most of whom were Protestant Ulstermen – began to sing Irish rebel songs as
a means of taunting, or ‘getting at’, the police. When confronted by baton-wielding
English policemen, loyal sons of Ulster became Fenian rebels.292
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The only side to be on was that of other soldiers. The fear of being killed set a soldier’s
priorities; urgency brought the unit closer together: “It was no longer the spectre of
superior authority but the fear of being mined, sniped, rocketed, mortared and boobytrapped that was the private’s main concern. In the face of this threat, the Company and
all who comprised it, regardless of rank, were resources which aided privates in
surviving.” 293 Soldiers were predominantly focused on their respective ‘patch’ during
their four-month tours of Northern Ireland. A Major in charge of a Company’s area of
operations would occasionally refer up to the Commanding Officer of the Battalion for
guidance or logistical support. But because there were few offensives and scarcely any
Battalion-sized operations, Commanding Officers usually let their Company
Commanders get on with their tasks – searches, cordons, surveillance or sniper operations
etc. The Major would principally look downwards – at his ‘patch’ – and was too busy to
consider the wider strategic or operational picture. A narrowing of view or focus ran ever
downwards to the Private soldier who would never consider much more than his
immediate surroundings (often just a small neighbourhood in West Belfast) and what/who
would best keep him safe in it.294 Local Republican or IRA units were also consumed by
their small ‘patches’, waging their own micro-wars in their respective areas - future Sinn
Féin president Gerry Adams recalled that during his initial years as a Republican, the
wider context of the IRA’s campaign “went over my head. To a large extent, my political
world was Ballymurphy. I was busy enough there without worrying about the rest of the
struggle.”295
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Unnecessary risks or self-initiative were not welcome: according to Hockey, ‘Hero’
became a term of abuse in dangerous areas for an officer or NCO who exposed themselves
and other soldiers recklessly to danger without any obvious benefit. 296 Private soldiers
looked most frequently to a Lance-Corporal, Corporal – half-Section or Section
Commander - for professional and emotional support. But the Company Commander set
the operational tempo and tone in both urban and rural operations. The Company was the
largest unit that made sense to a private soldier on operations in Northern Ireland – ‘the
Major’ was constantly on the ground every day, visiting each of his platoons and subunits. He was not caught up in as much burdensome administrative work as the Battalion
Commanding Officer or negotiating with Brigade HQ. Battalions were often broken up –
units of 1st Battalion, the Argylls were sent to Dungannon, Newry, and South Armagh
(all very different operating environments) – whereas Companies tended to stay
together.297 Chapter 3 will explore this concept further through case studies as well as the
role of informal and formal rank structures in helping soldiers to adjust to their tasks and
environment.

Isolation, Retribution and Denial
As casualties mounted, so did soldiers’ desire for retribution. In late 1971 a journalist
from Soldier magazine visiting 1 Scots Guards captured the contradiction between the
‘warrior’ self-image of soldiers and the extreme frustrations of soldiering in a domestic,
low-intensity conflict,
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The implicit threat in the proud motto of the Scots Guards – Nemo me impune
lacessit (Nobody provokes me with impunity) – has been quietly shelved by the
1st Battalion during its four month stint in Belfast, where the provocation is
constant and considerable ... This attitude is particularly marked towards local
children - in a city where a friendly word to a child may be rewarded with a torrent
of abuse, a brick in the face or even a burst of fire from an automatic weapon.298

Mounting losses on the part of the Army, vengeful or extreme acts of violence such as
the events of Bloody Sunday, combined with brutal retribution by the IRA on those who
‘collaborated’ with the Army, meant that acts of kindness between soldiers and the local
population became increasingly rare between the beginning of 1971 and the end of 1972.
Those in Catholic areas who were overtly friendly to soldiers risked ‘tarring and
feathering’, torture and possibly death. The IRA left the local population in no doubt that
they would quickly punish anybody did not treat soldiers like ‘lepers of old’:

How do you deal with informers, touts and those who break the law and to escape
prison become RUC informers? When the IRA warn, they warn only once. Tar
and feathers is as old as the Black and Tan days, and others beware lest the tar
spills again…299

Upon returning for yet another tour in Londonderry in April 1974, Major Hugh Lockhart,
an officer in 1st Battalion, Grenadier Guards, wrote to Bishop Edward Daly, the recently
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appointed Bishop of Derry. Lockhart confided that it was difficult to get his soldiers to
even think about trying to win over the local population. ‘Hearts and minds’ was fine
rhetoric but a hard sell to his soldiers in the Creggan and Bogside because of their
previous experiences there in 1972 and 1973:

One of the main problems of changing patrolling policy is the bitterness that
exists. As you said the people have no confidence in the army after four years, but
our soldiers are equally bitter after several years of stoning, shootings, and
constant rebuffs, and it will be a hard task to convince and inspire them to put into
practice on the ground a policy which we at command level agree is correct…300

Bishop Daly was convinced that the Grenadier Guards were meting out collective,
retributive punishment to the general population in Derry and he wrote an angry letter to
the GOC, Lieutenant-General Frank King. Other Army units have behaved well prior to
the Grenadier Guards arrival; support for the IRA had diminished due to the diligent work
of soldiers and community leaders. Now months of work was being undone in a few days,
or, as he put it to Major Lockhart: “Your men are antagonizing a whole population, and
you are playing right into the hands of the Provos.”301

When Taoiseach Liam Cosgrave - whose new Fine Gael-led government improved
security cooperation with London - raised the issue of the ‘overly-zealous’ behaviour of
the Grenadier Guards in Derry, SSNI Francis Pym and General King were outraged:
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“SSNI said how annoyed he had been by complaints to the Taoiseach about the 1 GREN
GDS behaviour and attitude in Londonderry. GOC explained how well 1 GREN GDS
had done in the area and that violence had in fact decreased. He drew comparisons to the
smear campaign against 3 PARA in the Ardoyne in 1973.”302 Meanwhile, the GOC wrote
to Bishop Daly, putting the blame on the people of the Creggan: “I cannot think of a such
a difficult community as the Creggan in terms of self-discipline and self-behaviour
anywhere in Northern Ireland … as you and I know, the remedy is really in their hands
and in the hands of their elected leaders. They can throw out the evil men…”303 The
reactions of both Pym and King were instinctively defensive and dismissive, despite
Bishop Daly’s praise for other Army units that had pursued a different approach to 1
Grenadier Guards. Senior Catholic clergymen and political leaders were convinced that
some Regiments were worse than others. Gerry Fitt, the Nationalist MP for West Belfast,
complained that the behaviour of British Army Regiments differed considerably - the
return of some units would guarantee an increase in harassment of the local Catholic
population and a surge in support for the IRA.304

Sectarianism and the Attempted Co-Option of Scottish Regiments
Republican literature often stressed that Scottish Regiments could not be trusted due to
the inherent bias of Scottish ‘Orange’ soldiers 305 and the general prevalence of
sectarianism in Scotland, ‘…little enough had changed, with bigoted Scotsmen simply
replacing the hated RUC as the primary aggressors’. 306 Some Scottish soldiers were
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indeed in the Orange Order – a Quartermaster of the Scots Guards was a senior member
of a lodge in Glasgow.307 Gerry Adams wrote that, “The use of Scottish soldiers, amongst
whom support for Orange bigotry was strong, guaranteed that provocation and abuse
would be directed against residents.”308 Scottish soldiers were the ‘quislings’ of England:

Are things so perfect in Scotland that men are prepared to force the imperialistic
policies of England down the throats of Irish people? Don’t members of the
Scotch Regiments of the British Army serving now realize that when Scotch pride
of race reasserts itself once more as it will under the present conditions to which
they are being subjected to, then quislings of the British Army will be sent to their
country to carry out the dirty work that they have been doing here.309

Attempts to stir up Scottish nationalism failed to have much of an impact on Scottish
soldiers.

Occasionally provocative incidents did take place: one Scots Guardsman recalled an
incident when 1 Scots Guards came under attack before they even left Britain. Waiting to
board a troop ship on Merseyside bound for Northern Ireland, a piper decided to play ‘the
Wearing of the Sash’ – the emblematic song of the Orange Order. Guardsmen quickly
found themselves dodging nuts and rivets thrown by outraged Liverpool-Irish dockers
working nearby.310
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Most Guards officers, NCOs and Guardsmen interviewed were adamant that, albeit very
occasionally, sectarian tensions did not arise between soldiers - Catholic Guardsmen did
not break with Protestant Guardsmen as a result of the conflict. In a group interview, a
former officer described how upon joining the Scots Guards as a young platoon
commander, “one of my Lance-Sergeants had a fairly swift word in my ear, explaining
why there should be no Roman Catholics in his section, which is something I had never
even thought about, you know.”311 A former senior NCO sitting next to him during the
interview was outraged, “I would have sacked him. If somebody said to me, ‘don’t have
any Catholics in your thing mate’, I would have put him so far inside the jail he would
have need fed by a pole.”312 The relatively large number of Catholic officers and NCOs
in the Scots Guards meant that overt sectarian bullying or tension within the Regiment
was usually swiftly dealt with. Guardsmen with ‘King Billy’ or other Orange Order
emblems tattooed on their arms were told to wear their sleeves rolled down.313 But most
soldiers interviewed also accepted that sectarian opinions were sometimes (very rarely)
voiced in Northern Ireland: for example, one 2 Scots Guards officer was deeply
suspicious of the Commanding Officer of 8 Brigade, Brigadier David Mostyn, partly
because he was a Catholic.314

Less than a week after his arrival in Derry, the Commanding Officer of 2 Scots Guards,
Colonel Tony Boam, wrote that some of his area of operations was “rabid Catholic and
contains some fairly barbery fellows.”315 The phrasing is unfortunate especially for a man
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of Colonel Boam’s evident intelligence. However, Boam was expressing his shock at the
level of hatred that his troops encountered, one that he viewed as inherently sectarian and
local in its origin. He also could not fathom the sheer absurdity and inhumanity of
internecine violence in a small place like Northern Ireland.316

Although Britain in the 1970s had its own racist and sectarian problems, many Scots
Guards and Argyll soldiers were taken aback at the ferocity of feeling they encountered
in Northern Ireland. This distaste could quickly turn to outright repugnance. In
condemning what he saw as ‘hatred masquerading as virtue’, one officer described
meeting a local Unionist dignitary in Lurgan, County Armagh:

I went to take tea with him – it was no more than tea because he was strictly
teetotal and extremely religious. The second or third time he was describing how
they would put Catholics down man-holes and then plant a truck on top of a man
hole cover. This was done all the while when we were sitting very pleasantly
having tea. I kept my mouth shut because I needed the contact with him. But an
awful lot of my time was spent talking to evil.317

Efforts by Loyalists to co-opt Scottish Regiments were generally unsuccessful. Although
there was some fraternization between some Argylls and Loyalist paramilitaries during
the early 1970s, relations soon soured. Sergeant George Spence, an uncompromising
‘bruiser’ of an Argyll, “used to go drinking with Gusty Spence [UVF leader] – until they
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fell out. George thought he was the tougher Spence.”318 Both the Scots Guards and the
Argylls were wary of being ‘captured’ by Loyalists for political purposes; officers
particularly were repulsed at the extreme sectarian language used by some Loyalists to
describe Catholics. Argyll officers were enraged by Loyalist support for an A Company
soldier, Private John Brown, who was fined by his Regiment for swearing at a child.
Ulster Loyalists raised thousands of pounds for the soldier ‘to pay his fine’, condemning
the ‘animal-like behaviour’ of the Catholic child who they believed abused the soldier.319
The truth was very different,

A soldier in A Company, Private Brown, was fined for swearing at somebody, but
it wasn’t an Irishman, it was the son of RAF Corporal. The mother was shopping
in Dungannon and this young guy, who on every patrol he had been out on had
behaved badly, said something he shouldn’t have to the young boy. The mother
of the young boy was right to complain. Private Brown came sauntering into Ian
Purves-Hume’s office [A Company’s Commander] and Ian blew a fuse and sent
him marching about pretty quickly.320

Argyll officers believed that Private Brown made approximately £5,000 from the
incident. They were disgusted at ‘the stupidity’ of Private Brown’s Loyalist supporters.321

When Loyalist paramilitaries sought to challenge the Argylls on the Shankill Road in
Belfast in 1976, the response was an all-out escalation by the Argyll soldiers. Loyalist
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paramilitaries were beaten up, UDA clubs were raided and money ‘confiscated’. A
Loyalist leader, Hughie Smyth, called the Regiment ‘a highly organized criminal
syndicate’ after several soldiers were convicted of stealing from Loyalist-controlled
businesses and committing other robberies including on Royal Avenue in the centre of
Belfast.322 The Argylls in turn generally had a very low opinion of Loyalist paramilitary
groups - especially their mimicry of military organisation.323 A handful of soldiers did
declare sympathy for one side or another – one former Argyll started fund-raising for the
UDA in Scotland.324 Another ex-Argyll started raising money for the IRA.325

Considering the strong Presbyterian make-up of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders,
the familiarity or even identification of some of the soldiers with the Orange Order in
Scotland, the Regiment would have been an obvious candidate to harbour stronger
Loyalist sympathies, with the potential to cause problems for the Army. Scottish
extremists did try to incite soldiers, including the Argylls. After one protest at the opening
of the General Synod of the Church of Scotland in 1973 – where the guard of honour was
provided by the Argylls, the Scottish Protestant View reported that, “The Argylls gave
Pastor Glass the thumbs up as they left in their coaches after the parade. They obviously
appreciated the protest against the IRA Catholic extremists.”326

In the month – July 1972 – that the Argylls deployed to Ulster, over 6,000 Orangemen
marched through the North Ayrshire coastal town of Saltcoats and pledged their support
to William Craig, the former Home Affairs Minister of Northern Ireland and leader of the
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Ulster Vanguard movement, who also attended a number of rallies in 1 Argylls’ recruiting
area.327 Thousands of Orangemen travelled from Northern Ireland to the Glasgow and
Clydeside areas in the same month to march with their Scottish brethren – the Grand
Orange Lodge of Scotland promised recruits to Loyalist paramilitary organisations if they
were needed.328

Republicans drew their own conclusions – the Argylls must be more sympathetic to, or
even in collusion with, Loyalists. The reality was much more complex: for example,
most of the Argyll soldiers came from, or near, ‘Red’ Clydeside – an area saturated with
ideas about working class (non-sectarian) solidarity. Socialism was much more of a creed
than any adherence to the Orange Order – and soldiers were influenced by the
overwhelming left-wing sentiment in their local areas. The Greenock Telegraph was
quick to condemn William Craig and his Vanguard movement, claiming that they were
“…to all intents and purpose Fascist in their outlook.”329 Moreover, the Argylls seemed
to clash with any other group of young men, including Loyalists, who sought to establish
dominance over what the Argylls thought to be their ‘patch’. Contrary to the view of
inherent Argyll ‘Orange bigotry’ so frequently expounded by Republicans, the Argylls
loyalties lay within, to the group – any rival group of young men, Loyalist or Republican,
that sought to challenge the Argylls’ supremacy on the latter’s ‘patch’ would not be
tolerated. A third of all Argyll soldiers in 1972 were Catholics.330 Catholic and Protestant
soldiers would unquestioningly work together against all such challengers, who would
occasionally be mocked and ridiculed using whatever lexicon hurt most - in the same way
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as ‘rampaging’ Royal Irish Rangers would sing Irish rebel songs to irritate English
policemen.331

Misconduct and Military Justice
Other Regiments, including the Parachute Regiment, also had a difficult relationship with
Loyalist Belfast. Following a series of clashes between the UDA and the Army, UDA
leaders Tommy Herron and Jim Anderson met with the GOC on October 18 1972 to
demand that 1 Parachute Regiment (the unit responsible for the Bloody Sunday shootings
in Londonderry) be withdrawn from Loyalist areas. Herron and Anderson complained
that soldiers from 1 Parachute Regiment had ‘executed’ Robert Johnston. On the night of
September 7 1972 Robert Johnston was drunk, wandering up Berlin Street, when he
encountered a group of soldiers. One witness described what happened: “I went out to
see what was happening. I saw the man shouting down at the troops at the bottom of
Berlin Street on the Shankill Road. The words I heard him say were, ‘I run about in my
bare feet thirty years ago … The weak shall inherit the earth.’ Then he was shot.”332
Another witness in the Shankill Road recalled soldiers driving around the area shouting:
“Come out and fight like men you Orange bastards, we fucked your wives and daughters
and now we will kill you, take down your Union Jacks, you’re nothing but a lot of Irish
bastards.”333

Loyalists were not alone in questioning the negative relations that had built up between
individual Regiments and the local populace. In 1975 the Northern Irish Office asked the
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Ministry of Defence to consider the “habits and traditions of individual Battalions” in
order to see whether they were suitable for service in Northern Ireland. Another official
was concerned that too many Belfast Battalions “are Scottish or have a strong Scottish
element and that there might be scope for discussing with MOD the deployment of
particular units to Northern Ireland and within the Province.”334

Prime Minister Ted Heath refused to countenance the idea that some units in Northern
Ireland had behaved particularly badly. He responded testily to Taoiseach Liam
Cosgrave’s criticisms of that the Parachute Regiment. Cosgrave had contrasted the
Parachute Regiment unfavourably with the good work of other Army units:

It is not in fact correct that the Parachute Regiment is the only unit to be criticized.
Scottish Regiments are frequent targets. Any effective unit, deployed in a notable
troublespot, must expect the propaganda treatment … the Protestant extremists
certainly wanted the Parachute Regiment removed. Parachute Battalions are
extremely effective units, but no different from any other in their rules and
methods. They are noted for their excellent NCOs, who ensure tight discipline.335

Heath and General Tuzo simply would not, or could not, countenance serious acts of
indiscipline on the part of Army units. Very few soldiers were prosecuted for offences
committed in Northern Ireland between 1969 and late 1972. In 1970 the then GOC,
General Freeland, concluded an agreement with the Chief Constable of the RUC on the
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investigative process that should be followed if allegations of misconduct were made
against the Army: the Army alone would interview military witnesses, and the RUC
would speak to civilians. Only a handful of cases ever made it to court – according to an
RMP SIB Major, this was a ‘honeymoon period’ for the Army,

With both RMP and RUC sympathetic towards the soldier, who after all was doing
an incredibly difficult job, he was highly unlikely to make a statement
incriminating himself, for the RMP investigator was out for information for
managerial336, not criminal purposes, and, using their powers of discretion, it was
equally unlikely that the RUC would prefer charges against soldiers except in this
most extreme of circumstances.337

Direct rule brought this agreement between the RUC and the Army to an end. In March
1972 the British government appointed a Director of Public Prosecutions for Northern
Ireland, Sir Barry Shaw, who reviewed procedures for the investigation/referral of
allegations against the Army and found them “far from satisfactory.”338 Shaw was not
alone in his believing that due process was not being correctly followed: in 1974 the Lord
Chief Justice of Northern Ireland, Sir Robert Lowry, during the trial of a soldier accused
of the manslaughter of 13 year-old Kevin Heatley, condemned ‘the curtailment of the
function of the police’ in investigations of allegations of Army criminality during the
early years of Operation Banner.339
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At the end of 1972 Sir Barry Shaw revoked RUC discretionary powers, ordering all
allegations against the Army to be passed to him for examination.340 And, under scrutiny
from the DPP, the RMP SIB were forced to conduct more thorough, ‘normal SIB
standard’341 inquiries into alleged abuses. Soldiers were outraged: “Who the hell were
SIB working for anyway? Whose side were they on? RMP investigators in Belfast, who
hitherto had been regarded as the soldiers’ friend, suddenly began to encounter all sorts
of difficulties with the units on the ground.” 342 The GOC, General Frank King,
complained to the Attorney General on January 8 1974 that there had been a big increase
in soldiers charged on manslaughter or attempted murder (the first such charges were
brought in 1973). He admitted that, “looked at in isolation, each individual case is, I
suppose, supported by some evidence against the soldier which in strictly legal terms
justifies the prosecution.” But these soldiers were making ‘lightning decisions’ on the use
of violence. For the State to then prosecute them was ‘nothing short of monstrous.’
General King was more than defensive; he was deeply angry. His soldiers were constantly
in danger yet both communities in Northern Ireland were “hovering in the wings ready to
pounce on him and prosecute him in the courts while many of the real lawbreakers remain
free.” King rejected any insinuation that the Army was failing to properly investigate
itself.343

Internal inquiries within the Army could also be unsatisfactory: General Tuzo was
worried about increasing incidents of commanding officers covering up the misdeeds of
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their soldiers so as to not embarrass their Regiment – a misplaced loyalty of, ‘My soldiers
right or wrong’. But he did little to act upon his concerns.344 General King (and General
Tuzo before him) could respond defensively when dealing with allegations. For example,
Tuzo conceded that the abduction and severe beating of two Legion of Mary workers,
Raymond Muldoon and Francis Creagh, by soldiers from 1 Parachute Regiment, did
indeed happen (Interestingly one of the soldiers involved later exaggerated his unit’s
crimes, saying they had castrated the men. They hadn’t).345 But, instead of focusing on
the need to swiftly punish the soldiers who committed such a crime, Tuzo’s anger focused
on the victims, Muldoon and Creagh, because they did not seek Army or RUC assistance
to investigate their allegations: “One is forced”, Tuzo wrote, “to the conclusion that they
are more interested in propaganda than in the redress of grievance.”346

A more considered reflection on why Muldoon and Creagh and other alleged victims of
Army maltreatment did not liaise directly with the Army and the police might have
appreciated the following prevailing factors: i) the dangers for residents of West Belfast
and other areas with a significant Republican presence of being seen to cooperate with
the Security Forces and ii) victims may not have had confidence in the desire of the
Security Forces to investigate such abuses. Both were legitimate concerns. Considering
the ‘agreement’ between the RUC and the RMP – the fact that only a handful of serious
complaints of Army misconduct referred to the RUC Chief Constable from August 1969
to August 1972 went to trial – and that the RUC had lost the trust of the Catholic
community during the violent days of the Civil Rights marches and associated riots, the
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GOC should have been less mystified as to why local people ceased making official
complaints.

Some officers may have also mistrusted the ability or desire of their superiors to take
firms measures against other units that used excessive force. The Army would deny any
serious misconduct on Bloody Sunday, even though it was later revealed that the CO of
1 Parachute Regiment Colonel Derek Wilford disobeyed orders from the CO of 8 Brigade,
Brigadier Pat MacLellan. Both men were subsequently rewarded for their operational
tours in Northern Ireland during 1972. Nothing was wrong, or so it appeared: Wilford
received an OBE and MacLellan was promoted to the rank of Major-General. 347
However, there are examples of officers taking measures to mitigate the behaviour of
errant officers or units that were believed to be too violent – despite the non-recognition
of any problem on the part of HQNI. For example, Major Tony Wilson, a Light Infantry
Company Commander who was deployed to Newry during late 1971, was awarded a
Military Cross for his service in Northern Ireland and put on a track to promotion as a
Lieutenant-Colonel. He returned to the 3 Brigade area of operations for an emergency
tour in early 1972 - the Intelligence Officer of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards recalled
his arrival: “Major Tony Wilson of A Coy 2LI – ‘the Beast of Newry’ – reappeared having
flown out from UK for an emergency tour. He was promptly told by Brigade on no
account to show his face in Newry.”348 Officially there was no problem; but operationally
3 Brigade knew that Wilson’s return would incite the local population, who believed that
2 Light Infantry had behaved in a wilfully violent manner. Brigadier Tony Wilson later
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refused to cooperate with the PSNI Historical Enquiries Team in relation to the killings
of three men in Newry in October 1971.349

Such behaviour was profoundly contradictory – the Army was rewarding soldiers who
had made the situation worse through their actions. One Argyll officer in Newry later
reflected that to win back the population’s trust – using violence very selectively - he had
to forego any thought of medals; the Army incentive system was self-evidently tilted
towards aggression. 350 However, a Scots Guards Company Commander in Belfast in
1971 reflected that offensive operations were the last of many priorities for the Army in
Northern Ireland: “The most important thing was public relations, second was
intelligence and quite a long way last was the military operation. Not everybody
necessarily grasped that order of things straight away. Different Regiments, Battalions
took varying amounts of time to adjust.”351 Two very different approaches, the aggressive
Colonel Derek Wilford and Major Tony Wilson, and the more cautious instincts of
Battalion Commanders such as 2 Scots Guards CO Tony Boam and Company
Commanders such as Major David Thomson, were both being praised and rewarded
simultaneously.

The shift to the Diplock court system – where hearings were held out of public view and
without juries - was of some benefit to the Army. Diplock got rid of “the Belfast juries
that would never convict a soldier or a policeman, nor the Londonderry juries who would
never convict an IRA man, and the outcome of a case now depends solely upon the
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evidence presented before the court.”352 The Diplock Court system made results far more
consistent, but Army officers still felt that the burden of proof and procedures insisted
upon by Northern Irish judges remained too high. Senior Army officers compared the
swift and successful prosecutions of the perpetrators of the Birmingham bombings with
what they regarded as the excessively pedantic approach of the Northern Irish judiciary
in the trial of alleged terrorists. The ‘Birmingham Six’ convictions were later found to be
unsafe and overturned sixteen years later.353

During the early years of Operation Banner there were a number of barriers towards
uncovering the truth behind allegations of misbehaviour on the part of soldiers. First,
there was a somewhat pejorative view of the Army towards the population – an
underlying assumption that local people inevitably made things up or grossly exaggerated
incidents and were not to be believed. There was something ‘wrong’ with the Irish. The
GOC, Harry Tuzo, approvingly quoted the writer Honor Tracy to describe the Irish:

‘If anyone lays a finger on them [the Irish] the world must hear of it with
embellishment. And like children they believe in their fantasies … Furthermore,
nothing that happens, no action of troops or police, relates in any way to anything
done by themselves. Nothing is ever their fault, nor do they ever do wrong.’
Because the world at large is unaccustomed to this style of behaviour, complaints
and allegations by Irishmen against the Army are apt to shock and disturb…354
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Tuzo’s quoting of Honor Tracy reveals that the Army’s occasional anti-Irish attitudes
were not out of sync with the type of views that were expressed and accepted in British
society. Such an attitude bred complacency when it came to investigating incidents of
misbehaviour. Overwhelmed by complaints about behaviour, denied by officers he
respected, Tuzo may simply have become what Bruna Seu describes as a “desensitized
subject”. 355 But ‘switching off’, or blaming the victim or the community the victim
belongs to, is still a conscious choice.356

Inexcusable behaviour was excused on the basis that the victims were somehow at fault.
An example of such a reflexive defensiveness and denial was the attitude of the
Commanding Officer of 3 Parachute Regiment, Colonel Peter Morton, who robustly
defended a soldier in his Battalion, Private Michael Williams, who shot and killed a
twelve year old girl Majella O’ Hare in South Armagh on August 14 1976. Colonel
Morton even went so far as to carelessly insinuate that Majella O’Hare’s father may have
been (or at least knew who was) the IRA gunman who was alleged by Private Williams
to have been in the area: “As Majella lay mortally wounded in the road her father appeared
from the churchyard where he had been cutting the grass in approximately the area where
the GPMG gunner had seen his gunman.”357 Majella O’ Hare’s father was the caretaker
at the local school and held his daughter while she was dying.358 The PSNI HET later
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concluded that no IRA gunman had been in the area and that 3 Parachute Regiment’s
account of the incident was not credible.359

Local people did make frequent complaints, which increased soldiers’ scepticism - senior
Republican (the future Lord Mayor of Belfast) Alex Maskey’s father called up 39 Brigade
HQ to ask why soldiers were observing his house and ‘harassing’ his family by asking
them questions. 360 But, particularly in 1971 and 1972, the Army did not show due
diligence or conduct SIB investigations of a ‘normal standard’. The military instinct,
practised at every level in Northern Ireland, was to turn inward and defend itself against
all outsiders.

iii. Conclusion
In the initial years of its deployment to Northern Ireland after 1969 the Army found
waging war against the IRA extremely disorientating. It could no longer employ tactics
that it used in all of its wars (with the exception of Suez) over the last two decades. A
senior officer in the Ulster Defence Regiment recalled the difference between the
campaign in Yemen and Northern Ireland. In Yemen in the early 1960s, people were
“…driven from their homes and villages, their crops burned, their houses levelled, their
livestock scattered and their grain stores destroyed.”361 Colonel Dewar, in his account of
the Army’s experiences of Northern Ireland also underlined the divergence between
colonial and domestic operations: “In a colonial situation it was acceptable to impose
curfews, to issue identity cards, to control food supplies and even to move the entire
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population of a village to a fortified government location to protect it from terrorist
intimidation.” 362 The legal powers of the Army in a domestic, UK context, such as
arresting or shooting a British citizen, as opposed to a colonial subject, were uncertain at
the beginning of the Army’s deployment – a degree of caution was required. The longer
Operation Banner continued; the more the use of force was officially restricted.363

Different authors have concluded that there was a direct, unbroken continuum between
military practice in the colonies and in Northern Ireland. Aaron Edwards has argued that
minimum force characterized Britain’s counterinsurgency approach before and during
Northern Ireland.364 Coming to a starkly different conclusion, Niall O’ Dochartaigh and
David Benest have claimed that the excessive use of force by the Army in the early days
of Operation Banner was symptomatic of a direct continuation of colonial operations.365
Britain’s counterinsurgency approach in its colonies may not have been of the scale and
intensity of violence perpetrated by the French military in Algeria 366 , but ‘minimum
force’ creates a misleading impression of the surgical, precise punishment of terrorists.

The Army did not behave according to a strict colonial template in Northern Ireland –
there was never any question of the forcible movement of people or destruction of villages
in places such as Fermanagh or South Armagh. As John Newsinger has observed, “…the
Army fell between two stools: it was not brutal and oppressive enough effectively to
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intimidate the Catholic working class, but it was brutal and oppressive enough to
successfully alienate it.”367 The Army neither employed ‘minimum force’ nor did it clamp
down as it had done in the colonies. Much harsher measures would have been introduced
in Northern Ireland if Secretary of State for Northern Ireland William Whitelaw bowed
to military pressure and introduced some form of ‘martial law’ in areas of Northern
Ireland in autumn 1972. If he had done so it may have been more plausible to draw direct
analogies with colonial counter-insurgency campaigns.

The relatively small geographical area of Northern Ireland did not prevent the
development of highly localized and self-contained areas of operations. In the same way
that the South Armagh IRA operated relatively autonomously from the rest of the IRA
organisation, so did the local British Army units set to combat them. Because the war was
relatively stagnant and reactive, at least for the Army, soldiers found themselves
continuously observing and interacting with the same area and its inhabitants. Attitudes
between soldiers and locals could harden very quickly as a result of a single incident such
as an IRA deadly attack or the retribution of soldiers – changing soldiers’ and civilians’
attitudes after such an event was very difficult. Brigade and Battalion HQ set operational
priorities. But Company Commanders, usually of Major rank, were critical in setting the
tactical tone, tempo and morale for soldiers on Operation Banner. Soldiers came under
relentless scrutiny from both communities in Northern Ireland; however, government
oversight was initially limited by disbelief, defensiveness and deference to the Army.
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Senior commanders in the Army displayed a disbelieving attitude to allegations made
against soldiers but they also lacked compliance from more junior commanders who
sometimes preferred to keep disciplinary matters ‘in house’. Unit cohesion was vital for
soldiers to survive and make sense of their duties – but, if improperly managed, risked
turning inwards, frustrating criminal investigations and proper oversight of small units.
Even senior military commanders occasionally found it difficult to get to the bottom of
allegations of misconduct as units closed ranks.

Nevertheless, the IRA used every such incident of abuse or excessive violence to its
advantage, also pointing out the lack of official punishment for such incidents. In my
reading of contemporaneous IRA and other Republican publications, the only time that a
normally bullish, defiant organisation seems to be truly unnerved by British Army tactics
was when a Welsh Regiment 368 arrived in Ardoyne in 1972 and adopted a friendly,
restrained attitude towards the local population, despite provocation. The Ardoyne
Freedom Fighter adopted a somewhat panicked, even pleading tone to local residents:

The soldiers stationed in Ardoyne are nice for one reason and that is to win the
people over so that if any of this Regiment are wounded or killed by the Ardoyne
Unit, this will automatically turn the people against the Irish Republican Army.
This Regiment has been sent in to soft soap the people and it looks as if they are
succeeding. Don’t forget you once depended on the Ardoyne Freedom Fighters…
So now help those who in the past have helped you.369
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The deep animosity that set in between the Grenadier Guards and the people of the
Creggan was much more to the IRA’s liking.

The UK government’s introduction of direct rule restricted the Army’s ability to prioritize
a military solution to the conflict. The Secretary of State became the unequivocal political
authority in Northern Ireland. Whitelaw also quickly appointed an energetic and capable
Director of Public Prosecutions. The Northern Irish courts system also played its role in
ensuring that, in future, allegations against the Army would be investigated with sufficient
vigour. The operational and social landscape in Northern Ireland from 1971 to 1972 was
in flux. The Army was evolving, seizing back ‘No Go areas’ but making mistakes based
on poor intelligence, the occasional employment of tactics unsuited to the UK (such as
the disastrous Falls Curfew, a type of measure introduced as standard in colonial
‘emergencies’ but quickly abandoned in the case of Northern Ireland) - and, slowly,
improving.
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Chapter 3: The Experiences of the Scots Guards and Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders Regiments from 1971 to 1972: Understanding Unit Culture, Combat
and Cohesion

Chapter Structure
i. ‘Who’s in Charge’? Levels of Authority and Charisma in the Battalion
ii. Soldiers as Victims
iii. Discipline and Shifting Attitudes Towards the Local Population
iv. Retribution: ‘Giving Some Back’
v. Intelligence
vi. Combat
vii. Conclusion

“To understand the conditions under which we made decisions you have to put yourself
in the position of a young officer wearing a gas mask, which in those days greatly
restricted your line of vision, trying to see shapes moving through a blackened, burning
city filled with gas and smoke. Those were the conditions.”370

This Chapter provides a deep analysis of the operational experiences of the Scots Guards
and the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in order to test and highlight the themes and
features of the conflict in Northern Ireland discussed in previous chapters. The Chapter
focuses particularly on questions of leadership, victimhood or grievance, retribution,
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intelligence/situational awareness and experiences of combat. I will also occasionally
draw on the experiences of other units that served in the same area of operations (for
example, the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards – who served alongside 1 Argylls in RUC H
Division) to further illustrate these themes and feature of the conflict.

i. Who’s in charge? Levels of Authority and Charisma in the Battalion
Chain of Command: The Relationship Between Brigade and Battalion
Battalion Commanding Officers in Northern Ireland were mostly left to get on with their
task, dominating their area of operations and trying to win the support of the local
population. The role of Brigade Commanders often seemed distant, while GOCNI and
his deputy, CLFNI, were rarely seen. One Argyll Company Commander recalled that,

Battalions by and large did what they wanted to do. You were very seldom told
what to do by Brigade headquarters. Brigade Headquarters liaised quite closely
with the police, passed information down, took information back up and looked
over it with the police. Most of them were there for 2 years. They were a different
outfit, they were had a nine to five culture. Not far away you had a 24-hour a day
Battalion operating according to its own way of doing things. And each Battalion
liked coming in and doing their own thing. This is what happened the Argylls.
They came in – didn’t like what they saw. And got stuck in.371

The Battalion Commanding Officer and his Headquarters staff dealt with demands from
Brigade. Most Brigade Commanders, particularly Brigadier David Mostyn (CO, 8
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Brigade – 2 Scots Guards) and Brigadier Peter Bush (CO, 3rd Infantry Brigade – 1
Argylls) left their units to manage the details of their daily operations – albeit while
providing some intelligence and occasionally coordinating a larger multi-Battalion
operation.372 1 Scots Guards in West Belfast in late 1971 saw a lot more of 39 Brigade
Commander, Brigadier Frank Kitson than was the norm (one Company Commander,
Major Michael Nurton of Left Flank373, recalled waking up to find Kitson sitting at the
end of his bed waiting for a debrief on a night operation).374

Some Battalion officers saw Brigade HQ as being completely out of touch with reality.
Lieutenant Colin Mitchell (not to be confused with Colonel Colin Mitchell of 1 Argylls),
was Intelligence Officer with the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards, a cavalry Regiment that
served alongside the Argylls in 1972. Mitchell was young, eloquent and strongly
opinionated – and he dutifully kept a diary of his time in Northern Ireland. He could not
hide his contempt for the leadership of 3 Brigade (and HQNI), which boiled over when
the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards were questioned on why they had used so much
ammunition in a three-hour fire fight with an IRA unit led by Martin Meehan on the
border near Forkhill, County Armagh on January 27 1972,

Brigade acted like a lot of hysterical old women and couldn’t believe it when we
told them that we had fired 5,209 rounds … Then they pulled the final treachery
and with the crack of umbrellas going up, issued a directive. I strongly suspect on
the order of the old maids of Lisburn [HQNI] that major border confrontations are
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to be avoided at all costs and only minimum fire returned, ‘Sufficient to disengage
from enemy’. I don’t know whether it is ignorance, a complete lack of
understanding or concern for the morale of the soldiers, or sheer moral cowardice
to political pressure that prompted this infamous signal.375

The OC of the unit involved, C Squadron, Royal Scots Dragoon Guards, was also furious
with Brigade Headquarters. Major Charles Ramsay stressed that the fire fight was, “…a
welcome opportunity to avenge the previous attack in this area … Terrorists who fire on
our forces from the sanctity of the Republic with intent to kill must expect a very full
dose.”376

A Scots Guards Company Commander expressed a similar resentment of Brigade
Headquarters. Brigade were living behind a desk, issuing directives and warnings about
minimum force that meant nothing to the soldier being sniped and ‘bricked’ on the streets
of Londonderry. The Company Commander described how, as orders filtered down the
chain of command, there was a hardening of approach by the commanders on the
ground.377 Soldiers, including 1 Scots Guards in 1971, would sometimes shoot out the
street lights in their areas so as to avoid being targeted by snipers - such a decision was
understandable, but local residents were angered that their streets were now plunged into
darkness.378
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The health of the relationship between Brigade and Battalion depended on utility – the
predominantly rural 3 Brigade was badly resourced compared to 8 Brigade
(headquartered in Derry) and, even more so, when it came to 39 Brigade, which was
centred on Belfast. 3 Brigade and 8 Brigade were very short of actionable intelligence for
much of 1972. Arriving in the streets of Derry and the hills of South Armagh just before
Operation Motorman, 2 Scots Guards and 1 Argylls had comparatively far less
information on which to plan operations and counter threats than units in Belfast.

Colonel Paddy Palmer, the CO of 1 Argylls, was an experienced and intelligent officer
who had commanded a company in Aden under Colonel Colin Mitchell. But he could not
supervise or direct the daily operations of his Companies along the border. Nor did he
want to: even getting to B Company, headquartered in the RUC Station at Crossmaglen,
required a time-consuming improvised explosive device (IED) route-clearing operation
or the use of helicopters. He largely let his Company Commanders ‘get on with it’,
facilitating what he could in terms of occasional advice, intelligence, other
police/community liaison and dealing with a stream of requests from Brigade. Such
delegation took its toll on Palmer who was a good field officer. An Argyll officer recalled
the atmosphere at Battalion Headquarters in Bessbrook Mill:

The Ops Room was a long narrow thing, a couple of chairs and some tables for
the CO and 2IC. Paddy Palmer used to pace up and down breaking paper clips.
Meanwhile, the 2IC [Major] Alastair Scott-Elliot needed specs but couldn’t get to
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an optician. He had this big magnifying glass, which he was pouring over
documents with.379

The Commanding Officers of 1 Scots Guards (Lieutenant-Colonel Murray DeKlee and
Lieutenant-Colonel Richard Mayfield) and 2 Scots Guards (Lieutenant-Colonel Tony
Boam) were able to exercise more supervision over operations. The officers of 2 Scots
Guards saw their CO, Tony Boam, as a competent, tough Commanding Officer who
emphasized attention to detail and discipline, but was not particularly charismatic. 380
Boam was known for his exceptionally keen attention to detail. He stopped short at telling
Company Commanders how to deploy their patrols on a daily basis but he constantly
visited Company locations to gauge performance for himself.381 Boam was meticulous –
but he could also leave out some material from Battalion reports that might upset Brigade
Headquarters, particularly when it came to engagements that pushed the boundaries of
the Yellow Card – the Army’s rules of engagement. In a letter to the Regiment’s
Lieutenant-Colonel Commanding, Colonel Gregor MacGregor of MacGregor, Boam
described how in the immediate aftermath of Operation Carcan, 2 Scots Guards,

…Continued the role of controlling the City and dominating it for about 2 days
during which we got 2 gunmen from the G Company area. One was on the top of
the Rossville Flats and the other was down in the Bogside. The Ops on the City
walls have the most marvellous observation and opportunities for good shots. The
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only casualty we had as a minor flesh wound to a sniper left behind in G Company
area by 3RRF.382

Another officer also later recalled that snipers from Recce Platoon shot suspected IRA
Volunteers who were preparing for an attack in the Gasworks in Derry’s
Bogside/Brandywell area. 383 ‘Snipers on the City walls’ was not something for the
Battalion records, and indeed there is no mention of Scots Guards snipers’ shooting
gunmen in the aftermath of Operation Carcan (Motorman) in the log-books, incident
reports or intelligence summaries of the period. Ten shooting incidents were recorded in
the Battalion Watchkeeper’s log at 0400 on the August 31st – the time scheduled for the
start of Operation Carcan (Motorman) in Londonderry – but, unusually, there is no
description of what occurred. 384 Corporal Nimmo, a sniper attached to 3 RRF in the
Bogside, received ‘a minor flesh wound’ to the shoulder (although Piper McQuarry was
later cited as the Battalion’s first Ulster casualty, shot in the left shoulder on September
6 1972).385

A 2 Scots Guards officer also recounted that in the days after Operation Carcan
(Motorman), snipers shot some IRA Volunteers carrying Thomson SMGs near the
Bogside Inn from almost a kilometre away.386 These incidents figure prominently in the
memories of interviewees. Later the 2 Scots Guards operational magazine hinted that
officers knew they were teetering on the verge of falling off the Yellow Card – the rules
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the engagement – on such occasions. In a spoof article the services of one of the
Battalion’s “troubleshooters” was advertised: “Out of work film star, aged 26 seeks
employment, preferably as a sniper, but anything illegal considered. Ring G Company
and ask for Sgt. Hughes, N.”387

Company Commanders – Decisive Leadership
Almost all interviewees, of all ranks, agreed that the Company Commander was the
officer who ‘stamped his personality’ over operations in Northern Ireland. A
Commanding Officer might not visit a company for a few days but a Company
Commander “would see every man in his company every day”. 388 A senior officer in 1
Argylls Battalion Headquarters observed that Company Commanders “were very much
in their own little worlds.”389 Proximity was everything to soldiers – they could usually
only see as far as the Company Commander; much of the strain of operational leadership
fell on him. And soldiers could be exacting; the relationship was built on two-way respect.
Lieutenant Mitchell recalled in his diary how an uncaring Company Commander could
destroy morale very quickly,

Charles seems to be doing his level best to wreck C Sqn [Squadron]. Not only is
he completely impersonal to the soldiers, leading to their dislike and distrust, to
the point where last week when Chas got two bullets through his Landrover at
Newcastle the soldiers drank to the next time, that it might go through his head.390
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Interviewees often talked about wanting a Company Commander they could look up to,
a man of action but also consideration. Company Commanders could exert a unique
authority over their respective ‘patches’ in the early years of Operation Banner. Local
people knew it; the British Army was by far the most visible arm of the UK government
– many requests and complaints would be put ‘to the Major’.391 Major Smith of the 2nd
Battalion, Grenadier Guards, the unit that preceded the Argylls’ tour of Ardoyne in RUC
C Division, in late 1973/early 1974, described his ‘tough but fair’ approach to his ‘patch’
in North Belfast,

When we took over from the Parachute Battalion it was too dangerous to drive
down the Old Park Road in Belfast; we could only patrol on foot. I never allowed
more than four Irishmen to group together. At night I switched off all street lights
with the master key so the IRA couldn’t see us. But they had a key too, so switched
them on to set up ambushes for us. I twice shot out the lights, just as we shot at
petrol bombers … I was known as the Reverend Bastard.392

Smith used to systematically ‘tear up’ a house if the IRA used it as sniping position –
walls were knocked in, floor boards removed and the garden dug up using Royal Engineer
mechanical diggers: ‘The locals soon got the message.’ 393 Smith’s rather punitive
approach to Ardoyne was by no means government policy or Army strategy. But he was
very much in charge.
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Major Johnny Clavering, OC, Right Flank, 2 Scots Guards, was the most charismatic and
aggressive of 2 Scots Guards’ Company Commanders in Londonderry. A big, ‘rugby
player’ type, Clavering was brave to a flaw.394 On October 5 1972 he personally searched
a garage for a bomb that was supposed to go off at any second.395 When a soldier, LanceSergeant Thomas McKay was killed by a sniper who fired on the last vehicle (an
armoured Land Rover) in a mobile patrol, Clavering insisted on going out almost every
day on patrol as ‘tail-end Charlie’ or gunner in the last vehicle of a mobile patrol.396 He
was later awarded the Military Cross for his bravery during this tour of Derry.397

Clavering was also a man who liked to get even: IRA snipers killed 5 Guardsmen in
Londonderry during the 1972 tour (including three from Right Flank); more were
wounded. The Rose and Thistle recorded how Major Clavering became a ‘resident expert’
on pub searches.398 Clavering used to report up to Brigade headquarters that gunmen had
gone into a pub such as the Brandywell Inn. According to one Right Flank soldier,
Clavering would then go up with some of his men and ‘kick the shit’ out of the
Brandywell Inn. 399 In the early days of the Londonderry tour, Clavering became
concerned that snipers were operating with impunity from the walls of a convent near to
his Bridge Camp. He ordered his men to give the convent walls ‘a barrage of fire.’ It was
not Yellow Card rules but it was believed to be effective. 400 And his men loved him for
it.401
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Clavering was fundamentally different to his fellow 2 Scots Guards Company
Commanders. Major Robin Buchanan-Dunlop, the OC of Left Flank, was regarded as
‘utterly dependable’ if very deliberate and cautious. Meanwhile, Major Richard JennerFust, the OC of G Company, was regarded as the weakest Company Commander, if still
relatively competent. According to another officer, Jenner-Fust was “a very nervy
individual. He was very musical, really a very talented, other-than military person. You
would never have thought he was a soldier to meet him.”402

1 Argylls offer a highly instructive example of very different Company Commanders
within the same Battalion - all with divergent views on how operations should be carried
out.403 Delta or D Company’s OC is worth discussing in depth – since D Company is also
the focus of a subsequent chapter. Jeremy Mackenzie was the 1 Argylls Company
Commander who would rise highest, finishing his career as a four-star general and
NATO’s Deputy Supreme Allied Commander Europe (DSACEUR): “He was one of the
most outstanding young officers of his generation: he was just better at everything. He is
not necessarily a popular man around the Army. I think that is mainly jealously. He was
a great soldier, a great artist, a great sportsman, an incredible shot - a really good man.”404

Mackenzie was of Scottish, colonial stock, the son of an officer in the Seaforth
Highlanders who later moved to Africa, serving in the King’s African Rifles and as a
Senior Superintendent of the Tanganyika Police Force. Jeremy Mackenzie had spent
much of his childhood in Kenya, before following his father into the Seaforths, who were
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then amalgamated with the Cameron Highlanders, to form the Queen’s Own Highlanders.
He had worked for ‘E Group’, a special paramilitary unit reporting to the Secret
Intelligence Service, and sent to live among the tribes of Borneo for 2 years to counter
Indonesian influence during the early and mid-1960s. Another key officer in Borneo
during the Operation Claret raids was Brigadier Harry Tuzo. 405 Tuzo’s 51st Gurkha
Brigade and Mackenzie’s E Group (or Branch) frequently conducted operations with the
SAS and SBS in Borneo from 1963 to 1965. Mackenzie successfully completed Ranger
training in the United States and passed through the Canadian Staff College while still in
his late twenties. Tempted by the opportunity to become an Acting Major at a relatively
young age, he transferred to the Argylls from the Queen’s Own Highlanders in the spring
of 1972.406

Mackenzie’s soldiers in D Company were impressed by their Company Commander’s
professionalism and charisma: “He was a fit, fit man. He could bollock you with a
smile.”407 They also respected D Company’s Sergeant Major, John Higgins: “We called
him ‘Hig the Pig’ but he was a great teacher. If you misbehaved in such a way and you
could be charged he would give you a cuff and tell you, ‘Come on, you should know
better’, and he would make you feel ashamed yourself rather than putting you in front of
the Company Commander.”408

Mackenzie soon had D Company ‘humming.’ In the summer of 1972, 14 Platoon, D
Company, and 15 Platoon, D Company, came first and second in the Argylls’ Inter-
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Platoon March and Shoot Competition. 409 However, D Company’s officers were
disappointed not to be given a bigger ‘patch’ on arrival in Bessbrook, South Armagh in
July 1972. 410 Nevertheless, D Company threw itself into its operations in Northern
Ireland. One D Company platoon guarded the Battalion Headquarters camp at Bessbrook,
the airfield and the RUC Station as well as providing escorts. Meanwhile, the Patrols and
Intelligence Platoon went on patrol throughout the immediate area around Bessbrook
during the day and at night “sneaked around villages on a peculiar form of patrol called
‘blackface’.” The final platoon manned the main Dublin Road VCP, searching
approximately 40 cars a day and clearing roads for IEDs. This platoon was also
responsible for helicopter patrols – “swooping down on unsuspecting cars anywhere in
the area.”411

In total D Company searched 25,611 vehicles during its four-month tour of South Armagh
and South Down. 412 The soldiers of D Company were frustrated not to make more
significant arms finds, although their haul did include 600 lbs. worth of explosives,
including one remote controlled 200 lbs. and a 300 lbs. car bomb.413 Major Mackenzie
became known for his unceasing demands for better intelligence from Battalion and
Brigade Headquarters.414 Mackenzie also revelled in the element of surprise – he used the
Army’s helicopters regularly to oversee operations and move soldiers quickly into
ambush or search positions.
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The Irish authorities south of the border noted a change in the tempo of British Army
operations along the border in autumn1972. According to the Garda Síochána and the
Irish Army, the Argylls were persistently (and illegally) crossing the border. The Argylls
were contemptuous of the Garda ability or willingness to pursue IRA units that attacked
British patrols along the border.415 On August 14 1972 Commandant Fogarty of the Irish
Army reported that seven or eight Argyll soldiers were deployed by the helicopter to the
border, which they crossed before taking up position 100 yards south of the Irish Customs
Post at Drumbilla. Irish Customs officials reported that the Argylls stayed in the South
for 45 minutes despite repeated requests to leave; they conducted a search of a vehicle in
the South during their ‘visit’ South.416 Mackenzie also trusted his key NCOs; He expected
results and expected his Platoons to ‘use their initiative’.417 The Argylls were impressed,
exhausted and occasionally amused by Mackenzie’s operational zeal. At the end of the
tour, 15 Platoon, D Company, in a humorous article in The Thin Red Line wrote that the
only remaining question on Major Mackenzie’s mind post-Bessbrook was, “When can he
take over everything else in Ireland?”418

Major David Thomson, the Commanding Officer of Support Company, headquartered at
the UDR Centre in Newry, was known for his intellect. He was also evidently brave,
having won an MC in Borneo – as described in Chapter 1. Thomson was also quick to
realize that the relatively brutal ways of counter-insurgency in the colonies had no place
in the UK, including in Northern Ireland. As an officer in the Argylls’ Balaclava
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Company in Gibraltar in 1971, Thomson had written an after-exercise summary under
the heading in capital letters, ‘WE MUST ERADICATE ADEN TENDENCIES’. Other
officers were also of the same mind-set. Reforming officers were determined to adapt the
Argyll approach away from the ‘Argyll Law’ punitive, colonial operations of the Colonel
Colin Mitchell era. But shifting operational culture took time.419

Support Company was responsible for security in much of Newry, including the town
centre and the docks. Thomson was fortunate to have an extremely capable second-incommand, Captain Rod Liddon, formerly of the Parachute Regiment and the SAS (and a
future candidate for the Scottish National Party).420 Support Company was a good fit for
Newry. Its soldiers tended to be older, wiser, less likely to take things personally. Made
up of anti-tank and mortar platoon as well as more eclectic units such as the Pipes and
Drums, Support Company quietly rebuilt relations in Newry between the Army and the
local populace. 421 One of the first challenges Thomson faced in August 1972 was a
potentially violent protest on the first anniversary marking the introduction of internment.
An angry crowd gathered outside the UDR centre. Instead of deploying water cannon,
Thomson used the bagpipes instead. The Newry Reporter, not known for its overt British
Army sympathies, reported on what took place:

At the UDR Centre, slogans were shouted at the Army personnel. A piper inside
began to play Amazing Grace and some of the younger members of the
demonstration could not resist joining in and singing this popular hymn. But they
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were silenced by their leaders who reminded them they were playing with the
Army.422

According to another reporter from the Oban Times, among the other tunes played was
the ‘Minstrel Boy’: “Before long the whole incident turned into a sing-song, much to the
annoyance of the Provo organisers of the demonstration.”423

A gentler approach was relatively typical of Support Company. Catholic Argyll soldiers
started attending mass at Newry Cathedral. Thomson even went so far as to salute the
funeral cortège of an IRA volunteer.424 Newry was much quieter than predicted, in part
due to the death of five local IRA volunteers in August when two bombs prematurely
exploded during separate attacks, but also due to the decision of Major Thomson to
‘throttle back’. During Support Company’s four-month tour presence in Newry only 30
shots were fired at the Argylls and eight bombs exploded (three more were defused).
Unlike in South Armagh, local IRA volunteers proved to be poor shots – Argyll patrols
were missed at relatively short-range by IRA snipers. Weapons finds were disappointing
– 2 x .30 M1 carbines, 1 x Thomson SMG, 1 x .30 SAKO rifle, 1 x .303 rifle and 1 x
9mm Pistol. 295 lbs. of explosives were also recovered. But Newry was certainly more
secure at the end of the Argylls’ tour even if a lack of operational intelligence remained
a problem.425
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B Company was given what would arguably prove to be the most difficult area of
operations for the British Army during Operation Banner – South Armagh; its
experiences are also worth considering in some detail because of the relevant operational
detail that follows later in this chapter. B Company’s OC was Major Robin Buchanan.
Buchanan was older than Mackenzie and Thomson, a true Regimental officer – he loved
the music and the other traditions of the Argylls - who probably knew he was not going
to progress beyond the rank of Major.426 In the late 1970s a full Battalion would be tasked
with patrolling South Armagh, and many more assets including air, Special Forces and
fixed OPs would be made available to units there. D Company could occasionally be
called upon to reinforce B Company, but this happened only occasionally – D Company
was needed for Bessbrook security duties and to control the Dublin Road VCPs.427

The Strain of Command: B Company in South Armagh
Buchanan’s second-in-command, Captain David Watson, and two successive
Commanders of 6 Platoon, B Company (2nd Lieutenant Stewart Gardiner and Colour
Sergeant Jimmy Struthers) were to die in South Armagh. Meanwhile, B Company
suffered a steady flow of other casualties. Nobody had predicted the ferocity of the IRA
onslaught on the border in late 1972. The strain began to show; some officers began to
question if Major Robin Buchanan had suffered a mental breakdown. He appeared to
never sleep and, if he did lie down for a brief time, he did not take off his combat gear.
Buchanan was also not a charismatic leader – some men in B Company began to blame
him for a lack of initiative in responding to their mounting casualties.428
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Tensions in B Company cracked open during the fire-fight on September 23 1972 that
claimed the life of 2nd Lieutenant Stewart Gardiner, OC of 6 Platoon, who had recently
joined British Army after serving in the Australian Army in Vietnam. Lieutenant Gardiner
was shot at Drumucknavall, right on the border and approximately a mile and a half from
the Argyll base in Crossmaglen RUC Station. Gardiner had been fatally wounded and
radio operator Private Jimmy Taylor badly hurt in the initial burst of fire. The Platoon
had been sent to the area to check out reports of an IED. Private Jimmy Chestnut had
been collecting part of a command wire on a road along the border, set by the IRA so as
to be ready to be fitted with explosives at a later point. Hearing a burst of fire he jumped
to the ground and began to crawl towards the rest of the patrol where he found that,

…Our platoon commander was lying on his back with blood spurting out of a hole
in his side. We put a bandage on the hole and blood came through; another
bandage and it still came through. We used about four altogether although we
knew more than two and it was pointless. He was in deep shock, not registering
anything. His face was draining of colour and it was as if he was clenching his
teeth, breathing hard through them, so we gave him morphine, which didn’t really
help.429

Chestnut, trained as a radio operator, took the A41 set from the wounded Private Jimmy
Taylor, called in a report of two casualties and requested support from Company
Headquarters. The request was denied by Major Buchanan – the patrol must first get out
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of the ‘kill zone’ before help could arrive. Led by Colour Sergeant Jimmy Struthers, the
patrol picked up the dying Gardiner and wounded Taylor and moved up the road towards
Crossmaglen, where they again radioed for help. Once more, 6 Platoon’s request for
reinforcements was denied. One soldier recalled Chestnut cursing Company
Headquarters on the radio. Meanwhile, back at Crossmaglen, soldiers were ‘crying with
frustration’.430 They could hear the sounds of firing and the increasingly desperate calls
for back-up being radioed in by Private Jimmy Chestnut. Some Troopers from B
Squadron, the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards volunteered to go down in an Alvis FV601
Saladin armoured car to extricate Gardiner’s patrol. Buchanan refused, fearing that any
attempt to relieve the men at Drumucknavall could lead to a further ambush and more
casualties – this was what the IRA expected them to do, he said. B Company Headquarters
began to fall apart,

One of tankies [RSDG], a big guy from Aberdeen, got the Company Commander
by the throat against a wall and threatened to kill him … Our CSM Danny the
Chin who was a hard man, grabbed this guy and led him off, talking quietly to
him.431

Only the firm actions of Danny ‘the Chin’ Mullen, B Company’s highly respected
Company Sergeant-Major, pulled the men of B Company, 1 Argylls, and B Squadron, the
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards, back from near-mutiny. Meanwhile, Lieutenant Gardiner’s
Platoon Sergeant, Jimmy Struthers, bundled some local people out of two passing cars
and got the patrol (Gardiner and Taylor included) out of the ambush area. Two RUC
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officers were later shot and badly wounded trying to recover an Argyll SLR that had been
left at the ambush – reportedly by the same weapon they were trying to locate. The mother
of one of the RUC officers (Constable Sam Malcolmson) later suffered a suspected heart
attack at her son’s bedside and died before he regained consciousness.432

A month later, on Halloween night, the Argylls filled up a basin for ‘ducking for apples’
and invited Major Buchanan to have a go. As he bowed his head “a gang of Jocks
descended on him and gave him a good baptizing… Morale was very good that night.”433
The Argylls’ Commanding Officer, Colonel Paddy Palmer, noting the exhaustion of his
Company Commander, considered replacing Buchanan. He consulted with some other
officers – but concluded that he simply could not humiliate Major Buchanan by sacking
him from command. One of these officers reminded Colonel Palmer that Buchanan had
a challenging job trying to get on top of his area of operations with such few resources.434
The Regiment was fond of Buchanan and tried to look out for him – officers in the
Regiment knew that relieving him of command would be a devastating personal blow.435
Such an approach was quite different to the ruthlessness displayed by the Commanding
Officer of 1 Scots Guards, Colonel Murray DeKlee, who unceremoniously sacked
officers he did not believe were up to standard including just prior to deployment in the
summer of 1971.436 It was a difficult decision; but Buchanan stayed.
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After the death of Buchanan’s 2IC, Captain Bill Watson, Colonel Palmer did switch
Captain Rod Liddon from Support Company to B Company. Liddon expected very high
standards from his men, and usually got what he wanted. He made a point of exposing
himself to danger, although he always seemed in control of any situation.437 When, on the
last morning of the Argylls time in Crossmaglen, the RUC Station was hit with RPGs and
small arms fire, Liddon ordered his soldiers to go out and find the firing point, even
though they had already handed in some of the their weapons and kit prior to departing
for Scotland. He was not a man to say no to.438

Major Buchanan was desperately short of men: within a few years the British Army would
deploy more than 800 soldiers to South Armagh. B Company’s Commander also saved
lives by obsessively sandbagging and reinforcing the RUC Station at Crossmaglen, which
proved critical when the RUC Station was attacked with RPGs on the morning of
November 28 1972. 439 But Buchanan’s lack of charisma and the failure to project an
image of controlled aggression made him unpopular with his men. Buchanan was also an
older type of officer, one whose formative years as a young officer had been in the 1950s,
the era of conscription. A new, younger generation, including Thomson and Mackenzie,
loved their craft, their profession at arms more than they did the trappings of Regimental
tradition. The soldiers of B Company could tell the difference.440

NCOs, Leadership and ‘Switching On’
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Patrols in 1971 and 1972 were normally carried out in sections or half-sections. Section
patrols were more common in the early days of Operation Banner, before the concept of
‘working in multiples’ or half-sections became standard procedure.441 Corporals would
often lead section patrols, and a Lance-Corporal would take charge of a half-section. One
Scots Guards NCO described the routine, and weakness, of Section patrols in the early
years of Operation Banner:

When you were out on patrol there was none of this working even two half
sections together. You went out and you patrolled and you were out on the ground
for eight hours. You only came in for your meals and when you came in they sent
out another one of the Sections of the Patrol Platoon and they drove around your
area. Given the size and saturation of the areas the IRA could usually predict that
you would pass almost all the streets once in eight hours and that reinforcements
would not be immediate. That certainly helped them set up ambushes.442

In Derry 2 Scots Guards did a lot of ‘hard targeting’ - “Each patrol that went out was
eight-strong, divided into two, and loosely working together. You didn’t walk from A to
B. You ran from a far fire position to a far fire position with three other people covering
you. And the children would laugh and sing ‘Ran Run rabbit run’ and throw stones.”443
In the case of 1 Scots Guards, Sections would patrol for three days, then were assigned
standby or QRF duties for another three days and then did three days guard or other camp
tasks.444 Other, more senior NCOs, would pass on instructions but Section and even half-
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section commanders had significant autonomy in deciding how they carried out their
patrols. One senior Scots Guards NCO recalled that,

I could give out a set of orders to a Lance Sergeant, a Lance-Corporal. I would
say ‘You’re doing this, you’re doing that. And I would be quite exact.’ There
would be timings etc. But they would still put their own interpretation on the
orders you gave. It would never, ever exactly work as they way you gave the
orders for - Unless you rehearsed it endlessly - and you rarely had time to do that.
You had too many patrols, operations - you would always get some divergence.445

1n 1971 and 1972 NCOs often gave out the orders or the plan for a given day’s operations.
By the end of the decade junior officers increasingly took on this role – an important
switch in emphasis. As Anthony King has noted, the giving out of orders, the making of
a plan or a rehearsal of concept, is a crucial means of giving soldiers both situational
awareness but also binding the group to shared expectations of outcome for any
operation.446

The balance of power and relationship between junior officers and NCOs has occasionally
fluctuated in the British Army. The early 1970s was a period where NCOs enjoyed more
power than the late 1970s. According to a number of senior NCOs interviewed, by the
end of the decade a more assertive junior officer had emerged within the British Army:
“There had been a massive change in attitude from officers. The Platoon Commanders
became much more professional – less bowler hat, more visor and riot gear. They are not
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figure-heads as much as they used to be. They are now soldiers as much as the rest.”447
In the early 1970s, within the Argylls, there was some resentment among NCOs for
officers sometimes known as ‘the Lairds’, those officers from traditional, sometimes
aristocratic families who would stay in the Army for three years to keep up a family
tradition and wear the Regimental tartan, but who neither wished to make the Army their
profession nor took sufficient pride in their combat skills.448

NCOs played a vital role in keeping soldiers ‘switched on’. One Argyll Private soldier
recalled, “You actually want somebody to kick your arse to keep you switched on. If
nothing happens you for a few weeks, you can easily get complacent and then you get
hit.”449 The same soldier went on to describe the seemingly endless drills the soldiers had
to do after operations in Northern Ireland; cleaning kit, foot inspections for blisters etc.
and how his Section Commander would insist that they all went to the dining facility
together when most of his section just wanted to sleep.450

Drill helped soldiers to ritually ‘switch on’ and ‘switch off’ 451 – the soldier’s mind
relaxed, his focus tightened accordingly.452 Sometimes NCOs would deliberately increase
the anti even though an immediate threat was not present, just to ward off complacency.
Arriving for the first time in Crossmaglen, after landing in Sioux helicopters on the local
football pitch, one private soldier recalled the Platoon NCOs “screaming at us… ‘Get on
the Ground, Get on the fucking ground’… Throwing ammo at you. I thought we were
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under fire. But it was just [6 Platoon, B Company, Colour Sergeant] Jimmy Struthers’
way of waking you up.”453

A Guardsman from 1 Scots Guards recalled his Section Commander as, “a God. A hard
cookie and for an urban tour in Northern Ireland he was very, very streetwise. He was a
Glaswegian. He was also respected because he was a boxer.”454 The Lance-Sergeant in
question kept him safe, and the Guardsmen were also afraid to make a mistake. An Argyll
Private soldier also recalled how the fear of mild physical punishment also taught him to
stay alert: “The radio was too heavy to be lying down and getting up all the time. Once I
stayed standing when I was supposed to lie down. [The NCO – Platoon Sergeant]
whacked me on the head with the butt of his rifle. That taught me a lesson.”455 However,
as well as keeping soldiers ‘switched on’, operational experience brought an unusual level
of familiarity and a blurring of formal rank distinctions. In some cases Argyll privates
began to call their Platoon Sergeants by their first names.456 NCOs also played a vital role
in generating and containing anger. An NCO who served in 1 Scots Guards recalled that
the most effective way to stop soldiers lashing out after provocation or abuse from the
local population was to point out that they were putting other soldiers’ lives at risk by
escalating the situation unnecessarily: “Don’t use us as a shield. He is now walking away
laughing because you lost your cool. So keep it.”457

A Scots Guards officer reflected that a bad Platoon Sergeant could completely ruin what
was previously an effective platoon. He described how a Sergeant in Left Flank during
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the 1971 1 Scots Guards tour of West Belfast, “used to gripe constantly and he very badly
affected his Guardsmen who began to emulate him. He was just a poor operational
sergeant.”458 Emulation could work positively or negatively – Guardsmen were still likely
to seek to emulate the older man, unless it was clearly obvious that he lacked good
professional soldiering skills. Platoon Commanders and Platoon Sergeants were
important for general morale and situational awareness. Nevertheless, most interviewees
– officers, NCOs and other ranks - concluded that the most important operational units
for command and control in Northern Ireland were the Company and section/half-section.

Crossing the Border: Small Unit Autonomy
Border incursions into the Republic of Ireland provide a good example of the degree of
autonomy enjoyed by local units. The 303 miles of international boundary between the
UK and the Republic of Ireland was occasionally difficult to locate, since it followed no
natural boundary such as a river. Increasingly the British and Irish governments took to
clearly marking all ‘approved’ and even some ‘unapproved’ border road crossings. In the
case of the Scots Guards and the Argylls, accidental crossings of the border certainly did
happen – on one occasion a group soldiers from 2 Scots Guards were dropped ten miles
into County Donegal across the Irish border, instead of near Creggan, west of the River
Foyle in County Londonderry. The pilot somehow mistook Lough Swilly for Lough
Foyle. The Guardsmen walked back to Derry - not encountering any Gardaí or Irish
soldiers along the way.459
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But there were also instances of deliberate border crossings, most particularly by the
Argylls whose area of operations in South Down/South Armagh (and briefly Fermanagh)
ran along the border. On September 7 1972 a 14 Platoon, D Company, 1 Argylls patrol
led by Corporal McCulloch was fired on near the border at Ballybinaby in County Louth.
The Argylls believed they had stumbled upon an IRA unit planting a roadside bomb. Six
rounds were fired at the patrol and Corporal McCulloch was shot in the thigh. The Argyll
patrol returned fire, called for reinforcements, including from 6 Platoon, B Company at
Crossmaglen, and managed to briefly pin down at least one IRA volunteer at a farm on
the Southern side of the border.460 Meanwhile, a patrol led by 14 Platoon’s Commander,
Colour Sergeant Arthur Cairns, commandeered a local civilian truck to get to the fire fight
as quickly as possibly – an action which, to the Argylls’ disgust, they would have to later
justify to Brigade Headquarters. 461 Medic Jackie Stilley managed to reach Corporal
McCulloch and he was evacuated soon after.462 An Irish Army incident report on the
incident, dated September 14 1972, describes what happened afterwards. The Argylls,

…Believed that the man [suspected IRA volunteer] had taken cover in a cattle
truck… parked near the house, and they fired at it. There were 5 to 7 bullet holes
in the cab and evidence that other rounds had struck the vehicle just under the cab.
It is thought a total of 12 rounds hit the vehicle. The subversive fled southwards.
British personnel crossed the border and pursued him in to the Republic for a
distance of about half a mile.463
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Half a mile was a considerable distance.464 The Argylls expended a lot of ammunition –
at one point a GPMG was brought into action. After initially ignoring protests from local
Gardaí, an Argyll officer, 2nd Lieutenant Stewart Gardiner, OC of 6 Platoon, B Company
– who would die in an IRA ambush a week later - eventually spoke to a Garda Inspector.
The Inspector noted that Gardiner had taken a weapon from a firing point south of the
border.465 One soldier recalled that the Gardaí tried to arrest some of the Argylls but were
firmly told to ‘fuck off.’466

Many of the Argylls, including officers, had a very negative attitude towards the Gardaí.
One D Company soldier recalled that, “We absolutely hated the Gardaí as a result of our
encounters with them… Our section treated them like the enemy. They never showed us
any favour or any willingness to do something when they had an opportunity to do it,
especially when a soldier was being killed.”467 An Argyll officer recalled that,

The border was a free area from the IRA’s point of view. The more noise you
made the further back the Garda went. There was no cross border liaison at all.
We regarded them, the other side of the border as hostile – you could be shot at
any time and indeed you were. The IRA brought in a Garand .50 calibre sniper
rifle. A .50 calibre sniper rifle is a big brute and you can shoot somebody up to 2
kilometres with that thing.468
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The Argyll relationship with the Gardaí was not helped by an incident early in their tour
when a Garda near the border at Flurrybridge in South-East Armagh permitted the Army
to send an ATO twenty metres over the border to defuse a bomb in an abandoned shop.
HQNI promptly released a press statement praising a new spirit of border cooperation –
the Gardaí, fearful of the political response in the South, were less than amused by this
perceived breach of trust.469

Deliberate Argyll border incursions into the Republic of Ireland were not Brigade
sanctioned operations. But, within the Argylls, it was accepted, as explained by one
Argyll officer: “We were a self-contained unit. We were more or less on our own and we
had to get on with it … Although not encouraged or frequent, crossing the border was not
forbidden if it was in ‘hot pursuit’ to kill or capture a terrorist.”470 ‘Visits to the South’471
were dictated by local events; junior officers and NCOs on the scene took the key
decisions – 14 Platoon, D Company, 1 Argylls would also cross the border near Belleek
in order to gather intelligence about a suspicious vehicle.472 The Argylls were frustrated
by their inability to seize IRA firing points and weapons south of the border. They also
wanted to even the scores with the IRA after taking a casualty. 14 Platoon later wrote a
poem about the incident,

Our man we did find
Behind a wall he hid
Surprise, Surprise when he saw us
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Because the line was North of us.

But triumph was ours to be
His Hide, his Lair for all to see
Guns and bullets, Explosives too
Were there by you know who
His life preserved was all his thought
For fighting spirit he had nought.473

3 Brigade Headquarters did occasionally chastise the Argylls for ‘visits to the South’.474
But there was little prospect of formal charges or disciplinary measures being taken
against any officer or patrol commander who made such a deliberate encroachment into
the Republic of Ireland. As Henry Patterson has concluded, such incidents were
considered in London to be relatively ‘harmless’: “British politicians and officials, while
ready to point out that the IRA was a threat to both states, found it difficult to
acknowledge that incursions in to the Republic by its troops might also be considered a
violation of Irish sovereignty.”475

ii. Soldiers as Victims
Soldiers’ Responses to Coming Under Attack
An IRA attack on soldiers usually involved a single gunman, firing one shot from a
concealed position.476 An account by a soldier in Right Flank, 2 Scots Guards of the
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shooting of Guardsman Fee in Derry on September 22 1972 highlights the disorientation
and frustration in responding to such an attack,

It took ages to identify where the shot came from. We went haring off to the right.
We found the weapon and there was a man painting who claimed he did not see
anything. I don’t know why the painter wasn’t picked up. He probably got on the
ladder after having done the shooting… Chair and a skylight and wait for a patrol
to come by, which was very likely, given the frequency of how many times we
had to patrol those streets.477

The temptation for soldiers to blame ‘the painter’ is obvious – the soldiers clearly
suspected that he was either involved in the ambush or knew who was involved.
Meanwhile, one member of the patrol is lying on the roadside fighting for his life.

The IRA had developed a rudimentary but effective way of planting roadside IEDs,
particularly along the border. At approximately 1400 on August 24 1972, Trooper Ian
Caie, a 19 year-old Royal Scots Dragoon Guards driver of a Ferret Scout armoured car,
was killed in an explosion near Moybane in South Armagh – the area of operations of B
Company, 1 Argylls. The blast occurred on the driver’s side of the vehicle, propelling it
off the road into a nearby field. The Ferret Scout commander, Trooper Kieran, was hurled
ten feet from the vehicle – the turret in which he was standing was found thirty feet away.
The over-turned remains of the Ferret Scout car caught fire – the patrol commander and
two other troopers who had been travelling in the lead Saladin vehicle tried to retrieve
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Trooper Caie’s body from the vehicle “but the fire and explosions from ammunition that
was contained on board made these efforts impossible until support arrived.”478

The Argylls’ Medical Officer, Captain Charles Boyle and a patrol from 6 Platoon, B
Company, 1 Argylls were on the scene minutes after the explosion. Captain Boyle
reported that Trooper Caie was dead upon arrival on the scene at 14.25; later, he had some
difficulty in keeping the badly wounded Trooper Kieran from throwing himself out of a
Scout helicopter when accompanying him to hospital in Belfast.479

Trooper Caie was killed instantly – the State Pathologist later found that, “No fumes had
been inhaled and there was no sign of carbon monoxide after death.” 480 But some of the
Argylls and an RUC officer at the scene believed that he had burned to death. RUC police
Constable Sam Malcolmson told journalist Toby Harnden that he had seen Trooper Caie’s
hand move while trapped under the burning vehicle. Malcolmson and the Argylls also
recalled that a hostile crowd gathered at a road cordon nearby and began mocking the
soldiers.481

An Argyll soldier who arrived at the scene minutes after the explosion remembered
feeling a burning sense of anger. The Argylls had worked closely with B Squadron, Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards; ‘Scotland’s Cavalry’ were respected and liked by the Argylls.482
The same Argyll soldier thought briefly about shooting the people shouting abuse at him
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at a road cordon he was guarding, but then calmed himself down. The horrific prospect
of Trooper Caie burning to death and the jeering crowd accelerated mounting Argyll illfeeling towards the local populace. Constable Sam Malcolmson only found out the truth
– that Trooper Caie had died instantly - forty years later, following a PSNI HET
investigation into the incident. The Argylls, as with the deaths of so many other soldiers,
were also upset that nobody was charged with the murder of Trooper Caie. A fingerprint
taken from a cup retrieved from the firing point – on a hillside 600 metres away - was
later misplaced by the RUC.483

A common theme raised among soldiers who served in Northern Ireland during the early
years of Operation Banner is the difficulty of seeing known IRA men released without
charge soon after being arrested by the Army for suspected terrorist activities. The
operational magazine of 2 Scots Guards in Derry acknowledged the strain this placed on
morale and, in an attempt to reassure Guardsmen, presented statistics relating to
convictions for terrorism offences.484 This was not enough for many Guardsmen. Eight
years after serving as OC of Left Flank, 2 Scots Guards in Londonderry, Major Robin
Buchanan-Dunlop, now the Commanding Officer of 8 Battalion (County Tyrone), UDR,
met with Sir Maurice Oldfield, Security Coordinator for Northern Ireland and former MI6
Chief,

[Oldfield] put the following question to the meeting: ‘Are we winning?’ There
was a short silence after which I replied, ‘No, we are not winning, and the
members of my Battalion will not be convinced that we are winning while they
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can meet people in the streets who they know have committed murder or have
aided and abetted in murder, and yet are untouchable by the Law.’ I was told later
that this comment made a distinct impression him.485

Soldiers often felt that ‘the Law’ was not on their side. Soldiers were understandably
frustrated that Republican activists were able to openly taunt and threaten them. For
example after Operation Carcan in Derry, local Republican leader, Barney McFadden
addressed a meeting together with local left-wing activists Eamonn McCann and
Bernadette Devlin MP (Later McAliskey): “We will strike [back] when the time comes
and we will take a larger toll of death than before” 486 Under Whitelaw’s ‘go softly’
approach, soldiers believed that Republicans like McFadden were able to openly threaten
the Army and organise armed attacks with impunity.487

Nevertheless, the Scots Guards and the Argylls were involved in multiple court cases, to
do with physical attacks on soldiers (rather than threats). On September 10 1972, a D
Company, 1 Argylls patrol led by 2nd Lieutenant Andrew Snowball was fortunate to
escape a remote-controlled IED explosion at a crossroads in Dromintee village, South
Armagh.488 On this occasion, thanks to a quick follow-up by an Army helicopter pilot and
the foolhardiness of two 18 year-old IRA volunteers, who were followed from the scene
to a nearby pub, charges were brought for the attempted murder of Lieutenant Snowball
and other members of his patrol.489
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D Company, 1 Argylls, may have had a lucky escape on the morning of September 10
1972 but their comrades in A Company in East Tyrone were not so fortunate. Later that
day, between 2200 and 2230, an A Company Saracen vehicle was blown up by a huge
roadside bomb at Saranaghanroe, on the Dungannon to Benburb Road. The explosion
was heard for several miles; the force of the blast hurled the Saracen twenty yards from
the road, landing upside-down in a field. The explosion left a 30 feet wide, 20 feet deep
crater in the road that a local woman later drove into (She was later treated for shock).490
Three Argylls were killed, two instantly – Privates Douglas Richmond and Duncan
McPhee, both 21 years old. Lance-Corporal Billy McIntyre lingered on, mortally
wounded, dying in a Belfast hospital at 0645 the next morning. The other soldiers in the
Saracen were also badly hurt – Private George Collins suffered a serious brain injury and
was not expected to survive. He later made a remarkable, if partial, recovery – and still
suffers from some neurological disability. 491 The other soldiers suffered multiple
fractures – including broken arms, jaws and skull fractures. Only one soldier from the
Section, its Commander, Corporal John Mackay, returned to active duty in Northern
Ireland. The deaths and injuries to so many men effectively wiped out an entire Section.
Lance-Corporal McIntyre had recently transferred to the Argylls from 1 Queen’s Own
Highlanders in Germany so that he could be nearer to his baby son in Scotland, who
suffered from a kidney defect. Private Richmond’s elderly parents both suffered from
serious speech and hearing impediments - he was their only child.492
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An A Company patrol went back to the scene of the explosion on September 11 1972 to
set up a cordon for the REME recovery section that were removing the wreckage of the
Saracen.

… [The Saracen] had landed nose down in a field, two of the three wheels on one
side had been completed ripped off. We had to make sure that all the equipment
that was left inside was secure or, if it wasn't, then we had to remove it. The rifles
were all bent nearly double by being wrapped round the bodies of the crew. The
Section 2IC’s brains were spread across the inside of the turret and the whole back
of the crew compartment was inches deep in blood, which was spilling over the
doorsill. There were no seat belts in those vehicles and the soldiers in the back
had more or less all ended up in a compacted mass in the front of the vehicle when
it landed in the field.493

According to A Company, several passing vehicles had refused to help the survivors of
the explosion. Lieutenant Donald Ross told the Falkirk Herald that the lack of concern
or assistance made the Argylls ‘sick’: “We realize that some civilians dare not be seen
talking to security personnel but the least they could have done was telephone the police
or the military. As it was none of the wounded men was able to get medical attention until
we sent out a carrier to look for them.”494 The incident changed the atmosphere in A
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Company and had a knock-on effect throughout the Battalion. One Argyll interviewee
described the shift in attitudes towards the local population, “On days like that, if people
spat at you, you spat back. You begin to think ‘This is for keeps. They really hate you.’
After a while you start taking it personal.”495

Fatigue and Stress
The threat of ambush from snipers or IEDs took its toll on soldiers. Struggling to stay
alert during an incessant routine of patrolling and guard duties, some began to see things
that weren’t there. For the Argylls, on night patrols in isolated, rural parts of the border,
the problem was particularly acute. Soldiers would fire their weapons thinking they had
seen a gunman creeping up on their position. Occasionally, another Section would then
hear the round and also start firing.496 The night before Operation Carcan (Motorman),
soldiers from 2 Scots Guards on duty in an OP on top of the Embassy building in Derry
city, were convinced they saw a gunman crawling along a ridge – and fired. The effect
was dangerously contagious,

We had another patrol down below, probably slightly sleepy. Suddenly there was
a bullet winging over their heads [the Embassy OP] and they fired back. Then
about a mile down a UDR Section commanding a checkpoint up towards Donegal
and they were convinced that they were being fired at – God knows how – they
decided to shoot out all the remaining street lights in the area as a result. There
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was now a major fire-fight going on! You can stare at something long enough in
the night and be persuaded it was moving. I don’t believe it was an IRA sniper.497

As the 2 Scots Guards 1972 Londonderry tour went on, Guardsmen from Left Flank
became more and more obsessed about the threat from snipers operating from the spire
of St. Eugene’s Cathedral, on the edge of the Bogside. Shot Reports flooded into Battalion
headquarters. In response, Guardsmen fired at the Cathedral spire on several occasions.498
On August 6 1972, a patrol reported that they had seen the glow of a sniper’s cigarette.
An officer from Left Flank decided to investigate the ‘sniper’s nest’ in the Cathedral:

Eventually I managed to persuade a very senior policeman called ‘Paddy Mary’
to go and search the Cathedral. We went together. Obviously I couldn’t be armed.
We went into the Cathedral. We looked into one or two confessional boxes. I’m
not very good on heights. You had to climb ladders to get up onto the bell tower.
And sure enough you could see the whole of Derry down below you. I looked for
things like cigarette butts. There were some expended bullets there that had pinged
off the bells – not from my guys but from other soldiers.499

The officer was convinced that his Guardsmen were ‘seeing things’: “Patrols were
constantly sniped at, usually missed, but it is very difficult to know where a shot has come
from. You look around at umpteen open windows and then up there, towering above you,
is the Cathedral.”500 Soldiers also believed that a number of Catholic priests in Derry were
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actively helping the IRA.501 According to Bishop Edward Daly, 2 Scots Guards were not
the only unit to target St. Eugene’s – eventually the roof was replaced in 1989, partly
because ‘it had been shot so many times’.502

The threat of imminent death and injury had a very obvious, debilitating effect on some
soldiers; one wounded soldier in 6 Platoon, B Company, Lance-Corporal Jimmy Boag
(an experienced soldier who had served in Aden), had premonitions of his death in
Northern Ireland.503 Several 1 Scots Guards soldiers were treated for ‘shock’ after being
near to explosions. 504 One Guardsman in 2 Scots Guards was admitted to hospital in
Londonderry on October 16 1972 suffering from hysteria and hyper-ventilation.505 Some
soldiers also resorted to self-inflicted wounds,

One guy was lying on top of his bunk and put his SLR between his toe like that,
pulled his trigger and the bullet went between his big toe and the next toe. They
actually found the bullet in the pocket of a combat jacket in the end. It went
through his locker at the end of the bed. He got charged. It [such behaviour] was
actually surprisingly common.506

During 1 Scots Guards tour of West Belfast, strikingly, three Scots Guardsmen shot
themselves in the foot in ‘accidental discharges’.507 However, the reasons for deliberate,
self-inflicted wounds are more complex than they first might appear. Many young
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soldiers had married equally youthful wives – allegations of infidelity or other domestic
problems could cause significant strain while soldiers were on operations.508 It is also
important to note that the vast majority of soldiers simply ‘cracked on’ and did not exhibit
any obvious sign of debilitating mental disorders while on operations. One senior officer
has argued that many of the soldiers came from tougher social backgrounds than is the
case today.509

Although there was a greater stigma over mental health problems in the Army during the
early 1970s and cases of mental trauma can take some years to present themselves, Army
psychiatrists during the early 1970s observed less, not more, instances of psychiatric
problems during times of operational intensity. As one Army psychiatrist put it during
the early 1970s, “The incidence of psychiatric illness amongst troops in Northern Ireland
remains low and it is noticeable that as tension heightened and operational activity
increased in 1971, so the rate of psychiatric referral fell.”510 One 6 Platoon, 1 Argylls
soldier recalled that returning to Northern Ireland was the only thing that mattered – it
kept him sober and focused, “Continuity was the important thing. I volunteered for
everything in Northern Ireland. I wanted to be there. I wanted more tours, the more the
better. When I wasn’t there I didn’t know what to be doing with myself. It gave me
somewhere to focus my anger. I hoped I would get even.”511

iii. Discipline and shifting attitudes towards the local population
Skiving and Glory Hunting
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Formal discipline and informal Regimental traditions were sometimes in conflict in
Northern Ireland. According to the testimony of former Argylls and other soldiers, the
Argylls had been involved in looting in Aden. 512 Thieving was also reasonably common
in the rest of the Army. At the Scottish Infantry Training Depot in Glencourse, some
NCOs would steal equipment and blame the recruits, who would then be forced to pay.513
In Northern Ireland, D Company soldiers referred to looting as ‘glory hunting’. 15
Platoon wrote that,

Our two ‘Super Heroes’ Major MacKenzie (Batman) and his right hand man CSM
Higgins alias (Robin) have tried to thwart all our efforts at glory hunting. One of
our moments of glory was thwarted when the owner of a house we were searching
came back from America after having been there for two years. If only he had
come back an hour earlier. It really was tough luck.514

A certain ‘Clydeside cheekiness’ was a common trait of the Argylls - keeping such habits
in check was difficult. The Argylls would also poke fun at the fact that many of its soldiers
had joined the Army after being in trouble with the police. Describing B Company’s
position in Crossmaglen, one Argyll wrote, “The camp itself is like Barlinnie Prison…
with its high fences and guard posts at each corner, but that is why the Jocks settled down
quite quickly.”515 However, a lot of the talk about ‘glory-hunting’ was just that; the scale
of looting or theft in Northern Ireland was greatly diminished from the ‘glory’ days of
Aden.
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One Argyll officer drew a distinction between looting, which he regarded as
unacceptable, and ‘spoils of war’ – the taking of a flag or a small pistol as a memento of
service, which he permitted during his time in Northern Ireland. 516 The Argylls of D
Company became obsessed with a tricolour, the flag of the Republic of Ireland, flying
above the Derrybeg estate in Newry. The disorientating effect of low-intensity counterinsurgency warfare, with so few fixed physical objectives and unending, routine tasks,
was temporarily alleviated by the desire to seize the flag over Derrybeg. “For us it was
the command post of the enemy … Eventually we got it down. It was something to focus
on when you were in there. ‘That tricolour is coming down. It is going to be ours.’”517
Soldiers also kept souvenirs or trophies that reminded them of a near miss - One soldier
kept part of the device that nearly killed him in an explosion at Dromintee in South
Armagh.518

The habit of ‘skiving’ – a mild defiance of military authority by eluding mundane tasks
– was also in evidence in Northern Ireland.519 One group of soldiers in A Company, 1
Argylls, fed up with the strain and boredom of constant patrols of east Tyrone, would
“find a relatively safe lane where they could park up. They would bring sleeping bags
with them. They would park up in the back lane. One guy would send duff radio reports.”
Unfortunately, on one occasion the patrol sent a grid reference that identified him as being
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in the middle of Lough Neagh.520 Guardsmen could also occasionally fail to meet the
standards of discipline expected in Guards’ Regiments. During 2 Scots Guards tour of
Londonderry, Lance-Sergeant Iley in Right Flank in 2 Scots Guards was caught ‘skiving’
– his night-patrol routine often consisted of handing over to his Section 2IC and then
going to spend the night with a young Protestant woman who lived on the Abercorn
Road.521

Soldiers’ Encounters with Local Women
Most Scots Guardsmen and Argylls were in their late teens or early twenties. The
Commanding Officer, a man usually in his early 40s, seemed quite ancient by
comparison. Women were a constant obsession for these young men – pornography was
a valuable commodity. Some soldiers, especially the youngest, were given female names
such as ‘Sexy Sue’ or ‘Sweetheart’, out of sheer boredom.522 Local men were convinced
that soldiers were spying on their women for personal enjoyment. A John Doherty of
Limewood Street in Derry once rang up 2 Scots Guards Battalion headquarters to let them
know that, “I don’t mind enquiries at the front door. But don’t want Fuckin’ Peeping Tom
at the back window. Next time it happens I will get an axe to them.’”523 An employee of
the Londonderry Development Commission, James Doherty, refused to tell soldiers the
names and addresses of his sisters. The head of the Commission had to intervene to
prevent him being arrested.524
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As the conflict in Northern Ireland escalated, social interactions between soldiers and
local Catholic girls became almost impossible, if not very dangerous for the women
involved. Guardsman McKay of Right Flank, 2 Scots Guards, began a relationship with
a girl from Newtownstewart in County Tyrone. On August 25 1972 he went absent
without leave; searching his possessions his Platoon Sergeant found a letter from his
girlfriend saying she had been tarred and feathered. McKay was later picked up near the
town of Strabane in County Tyrone by the RUC and sent back to Londonderry.525 A week
later two sisters from the Coyle family, who lived in Melmore Gardens, were shot and
wounded by the IRA. Both had come to Battalion headquarters the day before (September
1 1972) to make a complaint about the behaviour of the Scots Guards.526 Such actions
had a deep effect on 2 Scots Guards – and left them in no doubt as to the brutality of the
IRA.

The Argylls had a similar experience of IRA actions against local women suspected of
‘collaborating’ with the Army. One D Company soldier told of how, in the early days of
their deployment to South Armagh, they used to stop at a farmhouse near the border.

This family always gave us a tea and a sandwich at night. But we would always
go late at night. We would put a half-section on sentry and half a section would
go and get their tea and sandwiches and we would swap over. They were a
Catholic family. The question was never asked but you could tell by the pictures
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on the walls and the cross, crucifix and that. They were the nicest people in the
world. We were very close to the family.527

The family had a daughter, Nancy McCumiskey. 19 years old and apparently very pretty,
“She was like an island, a little paradise island in the middle of a rough sea. She was
always there, lovely sandwiches and that…” 528 Nancy McCumiskey’s family was
relatively well-disposed to the Army, her brother was believed to be serving in the
military. Her worst mistake, however, was to talk to Lance-Corporal Boag of D Company
during the afternoon of the 13th of August shortly before he was shot by an IRA sniper in
the hip. 529 A few days later, when arriving for Mass at St. Brigid’s Church in
Glassdrumman, she was dragged from her family’s car, tied to a pole beside the church
where tar and feathers were poured over her.530

The assault on Nancy McCumiskey was a watershed moment for D Company; “It cut us
off from the population. No more tea stops, no more regular visits to anybody. We were
only putting them and us to danger.”531 Such ‘tarring and feathering’ attacks dehumanized
the victims but also the soldiers themselves – by association they had become somehow
unclean or hateful, like ‘lepers of old’. Insulted, shocked and deeply angry, they sought
ways to get revenge.532
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Soldiers found that verbal and physical abuse from women was particularly hard to take.
One 2 Scots Guards officer recalled that,

The women would stir it up. Once I caught this little bugger who was throwing
bricks. I marched him over to the nearest woman and said ‘Who are the parents
of this child?’ And before I knew what was happening my glasses were torn off
and stamped on. I had a rifle but I couldn’t do anything with it. You are in an
impossible situation.533

Soldiers also could not search women and, in the early days, there were not enough female
military or police personnel around to do the job for them. They were convinced that the
IRA used women to move weapons and small amounts of explosives – which fuelled
greater resentment of the local population.534 The IRA organised patrols of women to
harass soldiers and warn any IRA units of their movements: During 1 Scots Guards tour
of Ballymurphy in 1971, “Big Alice Franklin… made the air blue with the names she
called the Brits.”535 A rumour circulated in 2 Scots Guards that local women were putting
ground glass in cups of tea and offering it to Guardsmen.536

Moral Distancing: The Primacy of the Group
Soldiers, particularly junior officers from more sheltered privileged backgrounds,
recoiled from the poverty they encountered in Northern Ireland, particularly in Catholic
areas. But even tough NCOs from relatively deprived areas of Scotland were deeply
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affected. An NCO from 2 Scots Guards recalled scenes of ‘horror’ – dirty houses,
screaming women, dogs encouraged to attack soldiers.537 The historian and former Army
officer Anthony Beevor also reported a similar resentment of house searches among
British soldiers. 538 Initial shock and even sympathy at the conditions in which some
Catholics lived in in Northern Ireland gave way to contempt on the part of some soldiers
as both Regiments suffered mounting casualties on operations in 1971 and 1972. The
constant verbal abuse of soldiers took its toll – any perceived weakness (physical
appearance, a stutter etc.) would be exploited. One black soldier was called ‘Banana
muncher’ by the Derry IRA newspaper, Volunteer, and advised to “find a tree to hide
in”.539

In response, some soldiers began to demonize the Catholic poor as inherently ‘dirty’ or
savage – indirectly emphasising a moral or social distance between themselves and the
local inhabitants. 540 Locals were either helping the IRA, or knew who they were, but did
nothing to prevent soldiers being killed. Pictures drawn by soldiers showed primitive
looking, drunken Irishmen, lurking behind corners with barely concealed guns and bombs
along with captions such as, ‘An innocent Irish bystander about to do an honest day’s
work.’ 541 An article written in the Argyll Regimental magazine, The Thin Red Line,
offered a prize for a picture of an ‘intelligent Irishman.’542 Others now saw the Irish as
somehow culturally inferior – one soldier vented his feelings about the ‘backwardness’
of Ireland in a poem,
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In Ireland they call themselves heroes
But women there still dress in black
Oh tell me please tell me why heroes
Must always shoot in the back.543

2 Scots Guards also produced a joke Battalion log-book of the ‘good old days’, the first
Scots Guards deployment to Ireland in 1642: “Event: we have stopped at a road check
barrier a potato cart with 6 arrows hidden. Action: peasant’s ears cut off and sent on his
way.”544 The Scots Guards also reached back to Pirbright training camp for labels for the
local population – brand new trainee Guardsmen were called ‘crows’, the lowest
specimen on the Guards’ food chain. Now, Guardsmen called the Derry children
‘Crows’. 545 In the eyes of the soldier in Derry or South Armagh, the ranks of the
‘innocent’ looked increasingly thin.

Soldiers began to refer to their ‘patches’ of Northern Ireland, particularly its rural areas,
as ‘Apache country’ - East Tyrone was called ‘Ponderosa’ by A Company, 1 Argylls, the
RUC Station in Crossmaglen was ‘High Chaparral’”.546 Argyll soldiers particularly loved
holding their self-loading rifles up ‘cowboy-style’ for posed photographs. 547 On preNorthern Ireland training in Lydd and Hythe, Sergeant Kilcullen of 6 Platoon, B
Company, somehow acquired a local horse, “put his Glengarry sloped to the side, his rifle
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up like the Magnificent Seven and rode up the road.”548 The locals were ‘the Indians’.549
Much of this behaviour was harmless fun - The Argylls had grown up in an era marked
by cowboy films. But the ‘Indian country’ comparison, also present in the US war in
Vietnam, reinforced the division between the soldiers and the local population.550

Service in Republican or Loyalist areas was often called ‘paddybashing’ – an officer in
the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards used to refer to ‘paddy drives’ – as opposed to a pheasant
drive – southwards from Gosford Castle near Markethill towards the border. 551 Such
labelling could create a sense of contempt for the local population with negative
consequences for the soldiers’ treatment of the local population. One Argyll soldier,
Lance-Corporal Iain Chestnut of D Company, was particularly known for his verbal abuse
of the local population.552 Unchecked, he went on stuff bolts into a gun and fire them at
local people including a local man working at a petrol station – and was later involved in
the murder of two men in Fermanagh.553 Mounting casualties for 1 and 2 Scots Guards
and 1 Argylls saw a marked escalation in racial abuse against the local population. But
so did the desire to ‘do something physical’, described by Bernd Greiner as the desire “to
prove that they themselves could seize the initiative and free themselves of the stigma of
a loser secretly mocked by the enemy or a plaything in the games of anonymous
powers.”554
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Soldiers enjoyed opportunities for violence. One 2 Scots Guards officer recalled that
firing rubber bullets at a riotous crowd was like ‘grouse shooting on the 12th’ and, in
another game analogy, referred to shooting ‘a brace’ of terrorists. The same officer also
began to put notches on his table for every alleged IRA volunteer he shot. 555 On 29
September, in a follow up operation following the shooting of Guardsman Hoodless,
Guardsman Logie “was at long last able to fire his ‘Secret Weapon’ [likely some
improvised weapon]. He scored a possible and now has two notches on his barrel!”556 For
some soldiers, violence became a game, an opportunity to collect ‘notches’, souvenirs
etc. – a mechanism by which they made sense of conflict.

The ease with which new group identities and enmities can be created may be gleaned
from the pre-Northern Ireland training exercises in Lydd and Hythe in 1972. Companies
formed up in the square of the mock Ulster village – one playing the ‘enemy’, namely
rioting civilians. One Argyll soldier recalled,

After days, never mind weeks, of this training, you would forget that it was your
mates opposing you and injuries would occur. I remember a guy being hit in the
chest with a rubber bullet, whilst other people had fingers broken with rifle butts.
‘Civvies’ were instructed to throw only empty beer cans at troops, but not only
were stones thrown, but we had one memorable night where petrol bombs were
thrown.557
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When D Company, 1 Argylls took the turn of playing the ‘enemy’, things began to
escalate still further, “Half way through they started filling the tins up with gravel and
started lobbing big rocks at us. One guy was hit by a plastic bullet. A serious riot broke.
One guy had a bite mark on his leg. Quite a few fingers were broken, a lot of cuts and
bruises.”558 After the riot was officially over, “a jealous ‘enemy’ managed to split the
skulls of two 6 Platoon heavies.”559 According to one senior NCO the rivalry between A
Company and D Company was particularly fierce – sometimes things went too far: “D
Company really hated A Company. We called them the bullshitters. A Coy and D Coy
simply never got on, all through the 1960s and 1970s.”560

Extreme rivalry and violence between soldiers and those playing ‘civilians’ in simulation
training was not uncommon – other units, including the Scots Guards, would describe the
same phenomenon.561 The training was almost too realistic.562 NITAT trainers had taken
events that might only happen once or twice, or indeed never at all, during a Battalion
tour and made the soldiers think that these were commonplace. The effects used were
highly realistic – pigs’ bodies were dressed up in uniform and blown up (the smell from
burnt human flesh is remarkably similar).563 The soldiers were certainly revved up – 13
Platoon, D Company, later described how, “On our arrival there was a bomb under every
bush and a mad Irishman behind every tree, but they have now realised that this
unfortunately is not so.”564 Initially NITAT training provided a ‘one-size fits all’ military
guide to soldiering in Northern Ireland. Soldiers could find themselves in environments
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(South Armagh or Fermanagh) that were very different to the predominantly urban ranges
they had trained on, a situation that was exacerbated by the frequent switching of
Battalion deployment location at the last moment.565

The Scots Guards Versus the US Navy
The soldier’s first loyalty was to his immediate group, most importantly his Section and
his Company. Anybody who challenged that group security and ascendency would be
self-evidently hated and targeted: “On the streets the Jock didn’t care who the hell you
were. You got a rap over the knuckles, followed by a rap over the head if you didn’t push
off.”566 2 Scots Guards hatred of rival groups in Londonderry included the US Navy – a
US Naval Communications Station (NAVCOMMSTA) operated in Derry until 1977.
Many US sailors evidently sympathized with the negative attitude expressed by many of
the city’s inhabitants towards the British Army. One US Navy Seaman, not of Irish
descent, recalled that he and a number of other American sailors had married local girls.
He described visiting his wife’s relations and friends in the Rossville flats in the Bogside
area of Derry during the shootings of Bloody Sunday.567 The same sailor claimed to have
been beaten up by the Army when walking in the Brandywell in 1971.568 After Bloody
Sunday he and another US Navy sailor decided that they wanted to do something to help
the IRA. After a few weeks the men were brought by an IRA contact to a meeting in a
house in the Bogside, where they were met by a group of IRA men, led by Martin
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McGuinness. According to the American sailor, McGuinness “thanked us for offering to
help, that he appreciated our sympathy but that the best thing we could do is stay out of
it.”569 Local Protestants were aware of the close ties between some of the US sailors and
Republican families in the city. One US sailor recalled being sent with another group of
naval personnel, armed with rifles, to protect Dungiven US Navy Transmitter site,
following information that it might be attacked by Loyalist paramilitaries. 570 Bomb
threats were also made against the US Naval Base in Derry including during a Command
handover ceremony on July 28 1972.571

When American sailors verbally abused Scots Guardsmen, the gloves were off – 2 Scots
Guards not only reported such incidents but also alleged that one sailor was guilty of a
homosexual assault against a local man, having paid him to keep quiet. According to an
intelligence report, a US sailor, J.L. Smith, may have acted as a driver for the IRA. 572 A
2 Scots Guards officer recalled that he discovered US sailors moving weapons on behalf
of the IRA. Relations continued to worsen right up to the departure of 2 Scots Guards
from Londonderry. 573 A US Navy Yeoman based in Londonderry during 1972 also
remembered occasional brawls between a group of ‘anti-British’ US Navy personnel and
various British Army units during 1971 and 1972: “I would say their sentiments most
likely derived from their anti-British Army girlfriends from the largely nationalist
"Derry" side of the river. These guys treated the [British] Army with the sort of hostility
that they would show the police in the United States. They tended to view things in black
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and white.” 574 One of out of every three single US sailors married local girls when
stationed in Northern Ireland. 575 A mixture of US Sailors’ genuine Irish Republican
sympathies and a dislike of other groups of young men with some training in violence is
likely behind the occasionally adversarial attitudes between US Navy sailors and their
British Army adversaries during 1971 and 1972.

It is very striking that all the respective groups of young men in Londonderry at this time
believed that they were responding to aggression. As the Derry political activist Eamon
McCann observed, “After Bloody Sunday the most powerful feeling in the area was the
desire for the revenge.” According to McCann if a bomb in Aldershot, which killed six
innocent people, had killed soldiers, “…there would have been dancing in the streets of
Derry.” 576 The many recruits to the IRA in early 1972 wanted revenge for Bloody Sunday
and earlier killings by British soldiers, the Scots Guards looked for retribution for their
casualties on the streets of Londonderry and the US Navy sailors were out to avenge the
mistreatment of them and their in-laws by overly aggressive soldiers. Each group hits
back, for very local reasons. Each group saw itself as the victim.

Soldiers’ Opinions of the IRA as a Military Force
Scots Guards’ interviewees’ opinions of the IRA’s military capability tended to be
derisive. All ranks of the Scots Guards voiced a strong sense of anger at their losses, but
this rarely, if ever, translated into demonstrating professional respect for the IRA’s
capabilities. The urban IRA in Belfast, Derry (and indeed in Newry) were seen as
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relatively amateurish, mostly teenagers who were bad shots. One Scots Guards’ NCO
described his encounter with such a gunman,

A wee laddie, 16 years old, stupid wee boy, on the Springfield road stood up –
he’s only 40 metres from me - with a Thomson machine gun. But as luck would
have it, he’s only a young guy, and the Thomson goes up and to the right. And I
had made it to the other side of the pavement by then. A poor taxi driver came
down road and he was shot in the leg… The young laddie about three days later
blew him and his girlfriend up. They were making a bomb.577

The IRA lacked sufficient numbers of skilled bomb-makers. The log-books of the Argylls
in Newry and 2 Scots Guards in Londonderry are full of details of failed bomb attempts
and there are several incidents where the bomb-makers blew themselves up.578 However,
as discussed in Chapter 2, even though the IRA was in the very early stages of developing
its bomb-making capabilities - making a number of very fatal errors - its shooting
accuracy was reasonably good, considering the very young age and recent recruitment of
many IRA Volunteers.

Argyll interviewees had a more complex opinion of the IRA. Some had changed their
opinions after years of reflection. “At the time I had no respect for the IRA. Just hatred.
Later I knew that all that stuff about ‘dumb Paddy’ was far from the truth. But at the time
I had this real hatred for all Catholics, all Republicans and all their women.”579 An Argyll
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officer thought that the IRA in South Armagh were “amongst the best insurgents the
British Army had ever faced.” 580 Argyll interviewees had much more ‘professional
respect’ for the South Armagh IRA than other IRA units. The IRA on the border in the
early 1970s often wore combat gear and berets. They even occasionally patrolled country
areas. Interestingly, an Argyll officer observed that soldiers from rural backgrounds did
better in South Armagh. 581 The South Armagh IRA thought the same about their
Volunteers – Belfast IRA Volunteers Martin Meehan and Terence ‘Cleeky’ Clarke were
thought to be brave but clueless when operating in a rural environment. It was soon made
clear to them in 1972 that they should leave the area.582

An Argyll soldier described a rare ‘live and let live’ encounter - an agreement to
disengage without either side opening fire - between an Argyll patrol and an IRA unit in
Jonesborough, South Armagh during the autumn of 1972.

I remember we were out on a night patrol with Moose [Corporal Campbell, 6
Platoon, B Company], in the top end of Jonesborough. We got the old double tap
on the magazine. You could nae see hand signals… And the word came back that
there was another fighting patrol on the other side of us. We were up the top end
of Jonesborough and we were on the left hand side and they were on the right
hand side. We didn’t know which patrol it was, an Army patrol or what. But it
shouldn’t have been there. The Section Commander, Moose, said, ‘Right, I’m
going to go for them’. He went up and spoke to the guy. They went back that way
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and we went our way. It was later Moose says ‘Aye, you were lucky tonight boys.’
And that was when we found out that it was one of their patrols. He more or less
said that ‘If we all start shooting, then most of us will get killed here because we
were so close.’ Moose comes walking down, ‘Come on, let’s go.’ And we walked
down the hill.583

The IRA on the border frequently intercepted the British Army’s communications. The
IRA also had their own radio communications, which British Army wireless operators in
turn could listen into.584 One Dundalk-based Republican could do a passable imitation
of B Company’s OC, Major Buchanan, in an attempt to lure the Argylls into an ambush.585
Although the Argylls clearly despised the IRA, their ‘shoot and scoot’ ambushes, their
bullying treatment of young girls such as Nancy McCumiskey, they could at the same
time admit some professional respect for their rural enemy. The Scots Guards were much
less impressed by the IRA units they encountered in the urban areas of West Belfast and
Londonderry.

iv. Retribution: ‘Giving Some Back’
Visiting Derry at the end of 2 Scots Guards’ tour in November 1972, Alan Cameron of
the local Argyllshire The Oban Times captured some of the frustration expressed by the
Guardsmen he met. A Guardsman in Left Flank told the reporter that the Rossville flats
‘stank with hostility’. Another Guardsmen was quoted as saying that,
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These people in the Bogside are always trying to make fools of us. They curse and
swear at us and are always making filthy gestures in our direction. Even the little
kids chuck bricks at us. If we could only get stuck into them it would not be so
bad, but we are not allowed.586

An Argyll soldier, the target of yet another border ambush, admitted that he did ‘get stuck
in’. An Argyll vehicle had been shot at, and it ended up in a ditch – four soldiers lay dazed
or unconscious. The Argyll soldier interviewed was the first on the scene. Furious, he
looked around and saw a local young man standing watching them from a field. The
soldier shouted at him and the young man started running. That was enough for Soldier 8
who ran after him and proceeded to beat him up,

We bounced him all the way back to the bloody PIG. ‘Where’s the gun that you
used? We’ll bring you back to Newry and we’ll test you for gunpowder traces so
you might as well tell us anyway.’ I hugely believed that he was responsible for
firing that shot. It later turned out that he wasn’t but there was nothing I could do
about that. I went to court for assault and was let off by the judge because of the
circumstances. It was not one of my proudest moments. It’s not being shot at. It’s
when you see your mates lying there and they’re injured.587

Here the soldier in question acknowledged that he needed to vent his anger – because the
local man was nearby, he was possibly the gunman, but his immediate desire for
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vengeance overwhelmed any possible doubts. He was the gunman; he and another soldier
treated him accordingly.

Soldiers knew that they had to account for every round, not only to the Battalion but also
to the Royal Military Police. Soldiers found ways around this – for example, in 1973
when 2 Scots Guards took over their area of operations from 3 Royal Green Jackets in
West Belfast, Scots Guards NCOs were alarmed to discover that individual Green Jacket
riflemen were passing on ‘Buckshee’ ammunition (extra rounds not listed as Army
ordnance) to Guardsmen: “I got the platoon together and told them – ‘right we have an
amnesty, give me all your rounds’ and eventually they handed over 120 for a platoon of
30. Which is a lot of ammunition. You could do a lot of damage with that.”588 Only for
the diligence of Scots Guards NCOs, Guardsmen could have fired rounds that were
impossible to trace.

The Scots Guards and the Brandywell
The death of individually charismatic and popular soldiers could also have a profound
influence on how soldiers viewed and treated the local population. One such soldier for
2 Scots Guards was 26 year-old Guardsman John Van Beck. Van Beck was shot in the
back by a sniper while on patrol with Right Flank on September 17 1972: “Van was larger
than life. And if anybody was going to survive it was going to be him. Not only physically
but also mentally.”589 On September 27 a patrol found graffiti on a Bogside corner, “Van
Beck is dead. Ha Ha.”590 At 1700 on September 23 1972, another Right Flank soldier,
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Guardsman George Lockhart, was shot while on patrol on the Lecky Road - also in the
back. Lockhart was enormously popular, even if not the most effective combat soldier,
he was a type of mascot for 2 Scots Guards - the Commanding Officer even called him
by his first name. George Lockhart, who worked in the Company stores at Bridge Camp,
had frequently begged to go out on patrol; he was shot on his first one.591

Morale in Right Flank’s Bridge Camp plummeted after the death of Van Beck, the
shooting of Guardsman Fee on September 22 and the mortal wounding of George
Lockhart the following day – all by snipers whom Right Flank struggled to identify, let
alone kill. On a phone call home to Aberdeen a Right Flank Guardsman’s conversation
about mounting 2 Scots Guards casualties was interrupted: “A voice broke in [on the line]
which said ‘and you’ll be next’”592 The Guardsmen in Right Flank wanted revenge: a
Right Flank officer recalled how challenging it was to keep the Guardsmen in line: “It
wasn’t easy - I remember going into the barrack room afterward and the men were asking
me ‘Who is going to be next sir?’”593 Another officer recalled Colonel Boam having
“some difficult conversations with Right Flank. Some of the Guardsmen were saying,
‘Come on Sir, let’s go and rip them apart.’” Boam took to visiting Right Flank more
frequently, listening to his Guardsmen and telling them how counter-productive a more
aggressive approach would be.594 A Guardsman later revealed (during a court case taken
against a local woman for affray) that on the afternoon of September 21 1972 he and other
Guardsmen baited a crowd of local protestors with a song celebrating the shooting of
local people on Bloody Sunday earlier that year.595
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Right Flank, 2 Scots Guards, thought they had a reasonably good idea of names of the
IRA men most likely to have shot Guardsman Lockhart. Alleged IRA volunteers, John
‘Gurky’ Gallagher, James Yinty Coyle and possibly William McGuinness, had been seen
in the area where the single shot was fired – on the corner of Quarry Street and Lecky
Road.596 Battalion Headquarters, meanwhile, were convinced that Martin McGuinness
had been the sniper who killed Lockhart, “We thought he shot George Lockhart. We were
told afterwards we missed him by around 50 seconds. We had a very good follow up.
Martin McGuinness was very much [the CO’s] opposite number! To this day I believe
that he shot one of our Guardsmen.”597

Local Republicans were quick to complain about ‘the good follow up’,

An hour after a British soldier had been shot by a sniper in Lecky Street, a hoard
of Scotch soldiers screaming obscenities, invaded the streets, pushing the people
in from their doors and not allowing them out of shops; which were full of busy
Saturday evening shoppers. They even began a house-to-house search of the area,
shouting that the district was full of ‘fucking Fenian gunmen.’ The district was
sealed off for four hours. Some people were beaten up. “Needless to say, the
British Army made it quite clear that they regarded the people as a lot of Fenian
bastards and Irish pigs, and promised to be back, ‘to take it out on them’.”598
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The tone of the article is predictably hostile. But some of the basic details are indisputable
– Right Flank did indeed seal off the area, searching 62 houses. And relations, as soldiers
agree, between the Scots Guards and the people of the Brandywell had reached a new
low.599

As Guardsman George Lockhart lay dying in the Royal Victoria Hospital in Belfast, Right
Flank decided to ‘give some back’ to the people of the Brandywell. At 0600 on the
morning of the 25th September, local political activist, Ivan Cooper, called 2 Scots Guards
Battalion Headquarters to complain about a Saracen dragging a piece of tin around the
Brandywell.600 Later that day an angry crowd assembled at Bridge Camp, “with a REP
[representative] from every st [street] in the Brandywell. They said martial law had been
declared in the Brandywell. Called the Saracen ‘the tank’ and that it had been towing 6
metres of corrugated iron for 2 and half hours this morning and 30 miles per hour.
Children get no sleep and in addition soldiers were swearing at them.”601

Republican activists took full advantage of the further deterioration in relations between
the 2 Scots Guards and the people of the Brandywell. The Derry Volunteer wrote that,

The retaliation [after the death of Lockhart]… took the form of midnight patrols
kicking doors, ringing door bells, while a Saracen armoured car trailing
corrugated sheeting drove around the streets. The army patrols next day went
about shouting that the ‘Irish pigs did not get much sleep last night’. Others sealed
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off the area and began house-to-house search operations. This was as much as the
people could stand and men, women and children came out and sat down on the
street in protest. A chorus of jeering from the British soldiers was answered by
the younger element with a hail of stones. The British replied with baton
charges… That night the windows of an old age pensioner were broken and a
‘Bloody Sunday’ memorial cross and other articles were stolen. Many residents
woke in the morning to find slogans scrolled ‘Fucking Irish Pigs’, ‘Fenian
Bastards – we will get you’, and a large slogan on Lone Moor Road, ‘Fuck the
Pope’.602

Nationalist leader, Eddie McAteer, also condemned the actions of Right Flank in the
Brandywell: “I have been shocked at the reports of the Glasgow Rangers language and
general Catholic-baiting behaviour of British troops in the search of the Brandywell
area… I just wish that the old dears at Darlington [Whitelaw-brokered UnionistNationalist power-sharing negotiations] would put down their tea cups and face the crude
realities of Britain’s last colonial war.”603 The local Civil Rights Association also reported
allegations of harassment by Right Flank in Brandywell at the end of September:

They [the Scots Guards] drive along the footpaths and the people have to run for
their lives. When the soldiers that nobody takes them on they circle the estate and
try to get the young lads going. The Colonel of this Regiment said that he wanted
to soften good relations with the people of this area… We say to you now Colonel
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and to you Willie Whitelaw, control your troops, investigate these incidents and
publish the facts...604

One Right Flank officer acknowledged that he knew what was going on but that he
tactfully went to bed on the nights in question. He described how Right Flank Guardsmen
painted ‘Up Rangers’ and other offensive slogans on pieces of corrugated iron and hung
these from their vehicles and then drove around the Brandywell ‘to piss off’ the locals.
This led to 3 days of rioting, which, in the view of the officer, was no bad thing –
Guardsmen were able to let off some steam.605

The response from Battalion Headquarters was one of surprise and confusion. They didn’t
know which story to believe and presumed that the complaints were exaggerated.
Meanwhile, the officers and NCOs of Right Flank were not going to tell them
otherwise.606 Despite the ramped up atmosphere after the death of Lockhart, this was not
the first time that graffiti on Saracens and other vehicles had been used to antagonize the
local population. On August 6 1972 Brigade Headquarters sent the following message to
2 Scots Guards and other units: “All Graffiti and soldier inspired writings to be taken off
all Saracens.” 607 And the communication or baiting was very much both ways –
Republicans had been quick to mock the death of Van Beck and other soldiers.

The day before Lockhart was shot, Guardsman Fee was badly wounded by a sniper in
Deanery Street.608 Forty minutes later a G Company patrol was also shot at by a sniper –
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a quick follow up saw the arrest of Charlie McSheffrey and Brian Ward at a house in
Durra Street. The soldiers succeeded in recovering an Armalite rifle and transferring the
two men to RUC Victoria Station, despite being targeted by a small crowd of local men
who threw stones and bottles at the patrol. 2 Scots Guards believed that McSheffrey was
a senior member of the Derry IRA. An internee, he had had been released by William
Whitelaw following an appeal by his wife – to the considerable annoyance of the Army.609
The night of his arrest by 2 Scots Guards, at approximately 0400, McSheffrey and Ward
alleged that they received a visit from the G Company arresting soldiers at the Strand
Road RUC Station, where they were being detained. McSheffrey gave his version of what
occurred,

I was made to stand in the corner with my hands on my head. A soldier then hit
me under the throat with his fist. I fell to the floor He then put his hands around
my neck and nearly choked me. I thought I was going to pass out. I was then
dragged to another corner by the neck and all 3 soldiers started to kick and punch
me. After about 15 minutes I was made to stand in the corner with a blanket over
my head. I was made to stand like that for about 1 hour. All the time I could hardly
breath because of a pain in my chest. The next day I asked to see a doctor but it
wasn’t until my wife came to see me at 7pm that I asked her to get my own doctor
who sent me to hospital for an x-ray.610
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Brian Ward alleged similar treatment but added another detail – that one of the soldiers
told him that “his cousin had been blown up in Crossmaglen by us bastards”611 Local
Sinn Féin representatives later reported that the doctor who treated McSheffrey
complained to the Army and to the RUC, “Following a strong protest made to Inspector
Frank Lagan of the RUC and to British army officers, an assurance was made that no
military personnel would be allowed near McSheffrey during the period he would be at
the RUC barracks in Strand road.”612

The end of 2 Scots Guards tour brought a welcome last day ‘bonus’, two would-be IRA
bomb-makers, John Brady and James Carr, were killed. At 1140 on November 28 1972,
a G Company patrol was passing a house along Meenan Drive when it suddenly exploded.
The soldiers lost their hearing; when the dust finally cleared they saw that the house had
completely disappeared – nothing but rubble and strewn body parts remained.613 Colonel
Boam went to view the damage and couldn’t resist walking back through the area.614 It
was revenge, of a sort.

The Scots Guards and West Belfast
Only occasionally did soldiers have the satisfaction of arresting the men they strongly
believed had killed their comrades. At 1620 October 4 1971 a house at 240 Cupar Street
in Ballymurphy was destroyed by a bomb of 70-100 lbs. that had been placed in a
Butcher’s shop next door. 240 Cupar Street was an OP for 1 Scots Guards. One
Guardsman was killed - Guardsman Brian Hall who was trapped beneath the rubble for
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an hour and a half and tragically died due to the inhalation of carbon monoxide fumes.615
Several other Guardsmen were badly wounded – Lance Sergeant Whittle lost his right
eye. One NCO described the explosion and the immediate, chaotic aftermath:

We were in one of these four man patrols; we were heading towards it, when the
thing went up. And, like, if you are caught in an explosion, things move in slow
motion, as you get thrown up in the air and come down. We found this guy
[Guardsman Brian Braun] – his legs were on fire. He was burning. His legs were
really bad. So we managed to put it out. We put water on his legs.616

The same NCO was also on the scene during another explosion at a house OP at 217
Springfield Road at 1230 on October 30 1971. Two men, believed to be bricklayers, went
into the house next-door, claiming that that they had to block up the windows.617 The
‘brickies’ were searched but succeeded in concealing the explosives. Guardsman Norman
Booth, a cook attached to 1 Platoon, Right Flank, 1 Scots Guards, was killed immediately,

…Wee laddie, I had just been speaking to him. I walked upstairs. Up it went. And
when I went downstairs, he was lying there and he was dead. He looked fine, just
full of dust. I grabbed an arm – we got an arm each – and I put my hand around
his head and, well, the concussion had just blown his head in. A lovely wee guy,
do anything for you, talking to him five minutes earlier.618
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Some of the Scots Guards soldiers were angry at the vulnerability of such OPs, referring
to them as ‘death houses’ due to their vulnerability to such attacks.619 They also believed
that Official IRA senior volunteers, Eamon ‘Hatchet’ Kerr and Jim Sullivan were
responsible. The NCO who witnessed both incidents had the satisfaction of arresting
Sullivan on a street just off the Springfield Road later in the tour, “… we knew they were
tooled up. So I got my lad Ferguson to search him, he didn’t find anything. So I searched
him myself and there was a Luger [pistol]. We got him for possession.”620

1 Scots Guards also had some problems with discipline. One Platoon Sergeant recalled
how one of his Section Commanders had beaten up a local man – an event of which he
had no knowledge until contacted by another unit.621 According to the officers and NCOs
from 1 Scots Guards that were interviewed, the Battalion was normally very firm about
clamping down on such behaviour if it could be proved beyond doubt to have taken place,
“There were some who got above their station. Cowboys who wanted to have a go at
somebody … One guy was taken to Springfield Road, held for two days and then sent
back to Britain. They were really a problem. If you got a clown like that, it can affect the
whole company.” 622 Criminal charges did not necessarily follow; the soldier was
normally sent home and discharged from the Regiment at the first available
opportunity.623

Local man Thomas Sinclair claimed that he, together with his friend Mick Murphy, were
assaulted by soldiers from 1 Scots Guards when they went to buy beer in Ballymurphy.
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He was knocked unconscious and woke up in the Vere Foster School, HQ of Right Flank,
1 Scots Guards. Upon regaining consciousness he alleged that he was beaten up again.
Sinclair’s wife later enlisted the help of the Warden of the Crumlin Road prison to make
a complaint.624

Another West Belfast man, George Burt, also made allegations of mistreatment by 1 Scots
Guards. On December 11 1971, Burt was arrested following an alleged shoot-out with
soldiers. He was treated in the Royal Victoria Hospital, where he claimed soldiers ordered
the doctors and nurses out of his room and then proceeded to beat him up. Burt claimed
that the soldiers kept asking him about whether he had shot a soldier on St. James’ Street
- a possible reference to Guardsman Paul Nicholls who was shot dead by a sniper on
November 27 1971 at St. James’s Crescent in West Belfast.625

Some reports of abuse were dismissed out of hand, particularly because they came, not
from the police, but from NICRA or others seen to be close to the Republican movement.
One Northern Irish Minister of State, Peter Mills, believed that such complaints were part
of, “a Republican/IRA campaign to denigrate the Army or Police in NI … launched by
Fr. [Denis] Faul.”626 Under difficult operational circumstances, many conscientious Scots
Guards officers and senior NCOs did try to investigate such allegations. But they often
met a wall of silence from the group of Guardsmen believed to have been involved in an
incident: “NTR [Nothing to Report] was a very frequent report if such an event
happened.”627
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The Argylls in South Armagh: The Death of Edmund Woolsey
One Argyll officer believed that his Battalion began to “get personal” in Northern Ireland
after taking a number of casualties in September 1972: “The soldiers would have been
cross about that and there would have been a bite to their business afterwards.” 628 A
soldier from B Company, described in an interview how the Argylls had found an
abandoned car on a road near Crossmaglen, but did not investigate further. When a man
returned to collect the car, he was ‘blown to bits’. The Argylls who arrived on the scene
saw an opportunity for further retribution. Having found the man’s feet some distance
from the explosion, they picked them up and tied them to the front of a Saracen APC.
They then placed a sign above the man’s limbs that read, ‘Here’s one who won’t run
away’.629

There was only one such explosion near Crossmaglen during the Argylls’ 1972 tour.
Edmund Woolsey, the 32 year-old owner of the Ulster Hotel, was killed when a bomb
went off as he opened the door of a car near Crossmaglen. Woolsey was alleged to have
had contacts with the Official IRA in South Down and across the border in County
Louth. 630 However, there is some confusion in the narrative – the Argyll soldier
interviewed said that the car belonged to a ‘known IRA man’ who was later killed in the
explosion, and that the Argylls had allowed him to approach the car knowing that it was
booby-trapped. 631 But Woolsey did not own the car. He was merely accompanying a
friend, Michael O’Reilly, who had borrowed the car, a Ford Cortina 1600E, from another
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Warrenpoint man on September 9 1972.632 The car was stolen on the night of September
9 while O’Reilly was at a dance at the Derryhale Hotel in Dundalk, a town across the
border in the Republic of Ireland. O’Reilly reported the stolen car to the local Gardaí who,
in turn, passed on the description of the vehicle to the RUC in Newry.633

At approximately 0900 on Monday September 18 1972, Michael O’Reilly’s employer634
in Newry told him that, while driving in the South Armagh area the previous day, he had
seen the car described by O’Reilly that was parked on a rural road near Ballsmills.635
O’Reilly’s employer then spoke to the police at Forkhill RUC Station; an RUC Constable
told him that the car was not in their area of responsibility but that they would contact
Crossmaglen RUC Station and call Michael O’Reilly back directly.636 According to the
witness deposition of the RUC Forkhill Station Duty Officer at the Coroner’s Inquest into
Edmund Woolsey’s death, as there was no RUC presence in Crossmaglen that morning,
he spoke to a soldier, the B Company NCO responsible for intelligence, who informed
him that the car had been checked out by an Army helicopter and that the owner could
now proceed to take it. The NCO in Crossmaglen should have known that standard
procedure for dealing with a suspected booby-trapped car and declaring it safe to move
did not involve merely checking it from the air. An Argyll NCO later clarified in his
Inquest witness deposition that, “The procedure for checking whether a vehicle is boobytrapped internally is to have the bonnet and boot blown off by an expert.”637 The Forkhill
RUC Constable rang Michael O’Reilly and confirmed that it was the car he was looking
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for and that he should ring Crossmaglen RUC Station himself prior to traveling to the
area.638

In the afternoon Michael O’Reilly telephoned Crossmaglen Police Station from his place
of work and spoke to “a Scotchman”639, later identified at the Inquest as the same B
Company NCO responsible for intelligence. 640 As O’Reilly appeared to have some
problems making himself understood, his employer later told the inquest that he
intervened on his behalf. The NCO also told O’Reilly’s employer that a helicopter had
checked out the car. According to the employer’s deposition, he then asked, “‘Is there
any chance of a bomb or a bobby-trap [sic] in the car?’ He told me, ‘No, the car has been
checked out.’”641

Another friend of Edmund Woolsey’s, Jack Tinnelly, described how, between 1730 and
1735 on the evening of Monday, September 18 1972, he had gone for a drink in the Ulster
Hotel in Warrenpoint and there agreed to accompany his friends Michael O’Reilly and
Edmund Woolsey to collect the missing Ford Cortina. Michael O’Reilly later told the
Newry Reporter that on the way to the Ballsmills/Glassdrumman area of South Armagh,
the three men called at the RUC Station in Forkhill, where O’Reilly told a Constable that
he was on his way to collect the car. The constable told him he would accordingly make
a log entry at the Station. Finding the car at a crossroads near Ballsmills, O’Reilly told
the journalist what happened next,
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‘We got out of our own car. We went over and looked inside the car. There did
not seem to be anything in it. We opened the boot. There was nothing in it. We
did notice that there was a cassette stolen out of the car.’ He said Jack Tinnelly
was standing between five and 10 yards in front of the car. Mr. Woolsey was
going to open the driver’s door. ‘I was standing behind him. As soon as he opened
the door all I could remember was a bang and black smoke in front of me. I was
blown back. Then Tinnelly shouted, ‘God it has blown up.’ Mr. O’Reilly said he
and Tinnelly then ran down the road and later they saw that the car had
disintegrated.”642

The two survivors also recounted that they had been joking moments before the explosion
that the car might be booby-trapped. The last remark Woolsey made was to tell them that
there was a cassette missing, indicating that he had perhaps travelled in the car sometime
previously.643 At the inquest one of the two men who accompanied Mr Woolsey went on
to describe the aftermath of the explosion,

…We ran down the road maybe fifty yards. Down the road a piece there was
people coming out of a house. I shouted to them, ‘For Christ’s sake come up and
give us a bit of help.’ They came anyway and some man came over to me and I
told him that my mate was opening the car door and she blew up. Him and I
walked up towards the car and when we got up to it I could see pieces of debris,
but I could see no sign of Edmund. We walked up the side of the road and looked
in the drain on my right. This man said, ‘That looks like something there.’ I looked
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in and saw this part of the body. There were no clothes on it so I turned and walked
away. This chap jumped into the drain and came back to me in a few minutes and
he said to me, ‘Your friend’s dead.’644

Prior to submitting his witness account to the Inquest, the Argyll NCO responsible for B
Company intelligence, amended his statement to read, “I said that the car had been
checked out”, crossing out the words “from the air”.

Why would the NCO tell the RUC and O’Reilly’s employer that the car had been checked
out, when he knew that the abandoned car was regarded as suspicious and had not been
inspected by an ATO? The Argylls may have been happy that a local Republican was
killed – it did not matter that Woolsey was suspected of being connected to the Official
IRA, which was still on ceasefire. But such ‘retribution’ was likely unplanned; the Argyll
Private soldier’s account somewhat exaggerated. According to one officer, relying upon
written accounts from the time, the Argylls only discovered Woolsey’s identity and
suspected OIRA links after the explosion. Woolsey did not own the car, he had not
borrowed it, and he was not on the Argylls’ list of suspected IRA or OIRA activists – it
appears to have been chance that he was the first of the three men to try the door first.645

According to the Argyll officer’s contemporaneous notes, a foot patrol from Crossmaglen
had reported finding the car on September 13 1972. The patrol conducted a brief but
careful examination of the car – but did not touch it – and reported not seeing any wires
or anything else suspicious (such as the smell of explosives). There were no RUC
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Constables in Crossmaglen for much of this period – and the Argylls had not received
any report that the car in question had been reported stolen. According to the officer:
“They wouldn’t have gone too close, mind you, or poked around. They would have given
it a wide berth. The ATO wasn’t called. He would have been called if there was a strong
suspicion that it was wired. It would have been pretty low down the league tables of the
many suspicious vehicles we were dealing with.”646

A helicopter check on the vehicle was completed on the morning of September 18 - and
nothing suspicious was reported. There is no doubt that an ATO should have been called
– the car was located in the midst of an area with a high level of insurgent activity and
the IRA was occasionally known to leave such devices in South Armagh (even if the vast
majority of them were defused or failed to explode). However, the failure to do so is likely
more down to a communication failure between B Company, 1 Argylls and the RUC and
complacency on the part of 1 Argylls. The Argylls were also under pressure: if the car
was not a direct threat to their soldiers, they had more immediate things to be doing than
securing a vehicle that was potentially left as a ‘come on’ for an IRA ambush - Or so the
logic went.647

Brian Hanley and Sam Millar in their book Lost Revolution have suggested that more
sinister elements, including possibly a link with the State, might have deliberately
conspired to bring about the death of Woolsey because of his links with the OIRA.648
Based on the evidence presented here, chance, complacency and error seem to be a more
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likely explanation. However, what Edmund Woolsey’s death does reveal is a casualness
or disregard towards the welfare of the local population. The Argylls were primarily
concerned with their own survival; they should have properly considered the risk to the
local population – if they, the soldiers, were not to approach the car, neither should any
local civilians have been cleared to do so until an ATO had been called. In the aftermath
of the explosion local people told the Newry Reporter that the car had been in the area for
eight days.649 Unfortunately, the inquest into Edmund Woolsey’s death seems to have
been conducted in some haste, beginning at 1630 on Friday March 23 1973 and
concluding that same day with an ‘open’ or inconclusive ‘verdict’ on Woolsey’s death.
Important questions seem not to have been posed to the Army, which might have revealed
some of the errors that led to the explosion.650

What about the Argyll interviewee’s reference to Edmund Woolsey’s legs being used as
some sort of trophy - would the Argylls even have the opportunity do such a thing? Half
an hour after the explosion, after being attended to by a doctor for minor injuries, Tinnelly
and O’Reilly left the Ballsmills area after securing a lift to Warrenpoint. The two men
wished to inform Anne Woolsey of her husband’s death before she heard it from other
sources. Edmund Woolsey’s body was taken away by ambulance. Both legs were missing
below the knee, according to the ambulance driver and the RUC Scene of Crime officer.
651
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The explosion that killed Edmund Woolsey occurred at approximately 1900 on
September 18 1972. By the time the RUC Scene of Crime officer responsible for evidence
collection arrived from Newry, it was almost dark. Due to the security threat in South
Armagh he was unwilling to examine the scene by torchlight and left the area. Returning
the next morning at 0930 he took swabs from the car that later revealed traces of the
explosive mix including Nitrobenzene. He also reported that, “The method of initiation
may have been the courtesy light switch connected to an electrical detonator in intimate
contact with a substantial charge of explosive substance placed inside the car”. 652 The
constable found fragments of money, which he diligently handed over to Anne Woolsey
two months later.653 The RUC Constable also found Edmund Woolsey’s “shattered pair
of slip-on brown shoes” 27 yards from the scene of the explosion.654

No post-mortem was conducted on Edmund Woolsey’s body due to a dispute at the time
between pathologists and the government. However, the doctor who examined Mr
Woolsey’s body in Newry on behalf the RUC found that he had suffered catastrophic,
“multiple blast injuries”. The force of the explosion had propelled Woolsey’s body into
the roadside drain where he was later found. Given where his shoes were later discovered
– 27 yards from the rest of his body, and that much of his legs appear not to have been
recovered, it is indeed possible that his feet/parts of his lower legs could have been
separated from the rest of his body, removed by Argyll soldiers from the scene before the
collection of evidence on the day after the explosion, the morning of September 19 1972
when the RUC returned to the scene – having been absent for approximately 12 hours.655
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The description of Argyll soldiers using Edmund Woolsey’s feet as a trophy of sorts
cannot therefore be discounted. Another Argyll interviewee, an officer, also confirmed
that shortly after the incident he had heard such an account of soldiers ‘mucking about’
with Woolsey’s legs, which they had found still in his shoes some distance from the
explosion.656 Neither would such behaviour be unique to the Argylls. Antony Beevor has
written how soldiers from the Royal Artillery, when recovering the body-parts of IRA
bombers killed in an ‘own goal’ explosion, picked up a head and played catch with it.657
Edmund Woolsey’s death occurred at a very difficult time for the Army – a time when
procedure and good judgment could be clouded by the sheer tempo of operations and a
hardened, resentful attitude towards the local populace.

v. Intelligence
A lack of actionable intelligence - ‘the most vital element in successful counter-terrorism’
- was a constant problem for the Scots Guards and the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders.658 1 Scots Guards made a considerable number of arrests in and around the
Ballymurphy/Turf Lodge/St. James’ area following the introduction of internment in
August 1971; the addresses were often wrong, some of the wanted men were dead: “There
was a lot of misunderstandings as to who was who in the area. We had only 2 or 3 RUC
officers and they never went out.”659 Meanwhile, the highly aggressive behaviour of 1
Scots Guards predecessors, 2 Parachute Regiment, in the Ballymurphy area (culminating
in the ‘Ballymurphy massacre’ between August 9-11 1972 - 1 Scots Guards took over
responsibility for the area on August 26 1971) saw relations between the British Army
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and the people of West Belfast hit its lowest ebb.660 In the absence of a police presence
in the hardest Republican areas, the Army often generated much of the available
intelligence, but 1 Scots Guards soon found that the intelligence produced by 39 Infantry
Brigade was insufficient – they found it very difficult to map the local IRA units operating
in their area.661 Another Army intelligence unit – the Military Reaction Force (MRF) –
were regarded as errant ‘cowboys’.662

Soldiers felt exceptionally vulnerable, surrounded by the watching eyes of the local, ‘100
per cent hostile’ population. “For us it was like a POW camp. Everybody was watching
us all the time.” 663 Units lacked ‘street-level intelligence’ for their patch. Instead of
relying upon others, they began to build this themselves, trying to observe ‘patterns’ in
the streets they constantly patrolled. Observation Posts were critical, and were now placed
on the top of tall buildings such as the Rossville Flats in Derry. 664 Soldiers were also
allocated particular streets and patches for which they were expected to be the
‘intelligence expert’, remembering the names of families and studying pictures of wanted
men who lived or operated in their area.665

Left Flank, 2 Scots Guards in Londonderry also introduced ‘squirrel patrols’ – these were
four-man teams led by a Corporal/Lance Sergeant and were outside the normal patrolling
patterns. The intent was simple: “They would just hang about, talk to as many people as
possible and try to pick up information. They were not a huge success but we did get to
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know people and begin to understand the neighbourhood, who lived there, associations
etc.” 666 2 Scots Guards, in particular, watched for ‘pressure points’ – pieces of
information that would allow them to possibly turn IRA volunteers into informers.
Examples of such information included the accumulating of information on the
movements of Bernadette Canning, the future wife of Martin McGuinness. Infidelity was
a potential weapon.667

Sometimes, however, Battalions were passed misleading information that was designed
to lure them into an ambush. In the case of 2 Scots Guards in Londonderry sources of
such questionable information included ex-internee, Charlie McSheffrey, a local
Republican who was later arrested by the Battalion after a failed attack. In the days after
their arrival 2 Scots Guards received information from McSheffrey that there were mines
and booby-traps “in the area south of Creggan Street and west of Little Diamond”. Such
information may have been an attempt to slow down the advance on the morning of
Motorman.668

The Tide Turns Against the IRA
As 1972 progressed the Army began to note that the IRA was its best recruiting sergeant
for informers – the stream of tip-offs about IRA plans steadily increased. IRA tactics
increasingly outraged local sentiment: the punishment shootings and beatings, the tar and
feathering of local women and the blowing up of popular local amenities such as shops
and restaurants. Towards the end of 1972, an Intelligence Summary for 2 Scots Guards
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in Londonderry noted that, “The residents of north end of Stanleys Walk have openly told
patrols they are fed up with Barney McFadden, and that since he has been ‘king of the
gasworks’ he has done nothing but cause trouble.”669 After the Argylls helped to put out
a fire started by the IRA in a school in County Armagh they were tipped off about a
nearby booby trap by locals normally considered hostile to the Army.670 Similarly, in the
aftermath of an IRA bomb that exploded prematurely at the Newry Customs Station,
killing three IRA Volunteers and six local men, the local Civil Rights Association
launched a ‘Say No to the Provos campaign’ – the local Newry IRA in turn condemned
those who questioned their tactics as, “the Irish Quislings of this generation … get the
hell out our country”.671

Given the occasional examples of excessive violence and the generally acrimonious
relationship between the Army and the Catholic population in 1972, it took extreme IRA
insensitivity to push a sizable number of local people in nominally ‘hard green’ areas into
passing information to the military. Even in Londonderry, where relations between the
Army and the inhabitants of Derry had reached a nadir, 2 Scots Guards made most of
their limited weapons finds because of local tip-offs.672 In 1971, the situation for 1 Scots
Guards was more challenging – the IRA had yet to lose the goodwill, or passive
ambivalence, of much of the local population. Weapons finds often occurred due to
‘hunch’ searches rather than specific intelligence. By the end of 1972, the IRA’s
campaign was seriously out of step with Catholic mainstream opinion in the urban areas
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of Northern Ireland – it had squandered the enormous opportunity of internment and the
Bloody Sunday killings.673

Misguided Tactics and the Persistent Problem of South Armagh
3 Brigade had almost no informants in South Armagh, apart from one or two beleaguered
Protestant farmers, among an overwhelming Catholic majority, who were not in the
‘information cycle.’674 3 Brigade visits to Crossmaglen and the border were relatively
infrequent, with one exception. Colonel Joe Starling, 2IC of 3 Brigade, would disregard
the Argylls’ warnings and careful, painstaking approach to clearing roads of IEDs:
“…you would suddenly find Joe Starling driving up the middle of all of this, right through
south Armagh and arriving at Battalion headquarters.”675 Starling was keenly interested
in Argyll fire fights on the border areas but he had nothing to offer in terms of intelligence.
The Argylls also had a problem in that the responsible Military Intelligence Officer for
the area was exceptionally rank-conscious and wanted to only pass on information to the
Commanding Officer of the Argylls rather than the responsible intelligence officer.676
The situation was steadily deteriorating in the rural areas along the border and the Argylls
were running to stand still. The IRA was also increasing its bomb-making capabilities
along the border.677

Intelligence was much better in Newry – where some IRA volunteers had been correctly
identified. The RUC in Newry had good senior officers and were broadly accepted by
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most of the Catholic community. 678 However, the Argylls could quickly whip up
resentment through a less than judicious application of the law, such as when D Company
confiscated civil rights literature, a tricolour and a song-book about Kevin Barry - a young
man executed by the British government for his part in the IRA insurgency of 1919-1921
- from a local woman on the basis that these were seditious materials.679

Army units in RUC H Division also took advantage of Operation Motorman to crack
down heavily on areas believed to harbour Republicans. Some locals saw their actions as
collective punishment, an excuse to vent aggression. Civil rights activists in Castlewellan
and Hilltown, County Down reported what they alleged to have occurred - local people
were assembled outside their houses and made to stand with their legs spread, hands
outstretched against the wall. Soldiers swore at them, and one ‘Scottish soldier’ allegedly
told the residents of one area that they were being targeted because they were members
of ‘an inferior race’.680 A few soldiers tied residents’ hands and then made them lie face
down on the street – allegations that resemble the Argylls’ frequent treatment of suspects
in Aden, but seldom seen in Northern Ireland. Some abuse or excessive violence by 1
Argylls of the local population during their tour in 1972 did take place, as seen earlier,
and this was enough for potentially exaggerated accounts to be widely believed. Reports
of such incidents had a negative effect upon the willingness of local people to cooperate
with the Army. Misguided ‘hearts and minds’ initiatives also backfired: on August 2
1972, the Argylls give local children a lift to school in their Saracen vehicles from the
Derrybeg estate in Newry. They were quickly accused of using children as human shields
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– a charge angrily denied and ridiculed by the Argylls, but more plausible to a suspicious
local population.681

Lessons Not Learned
Some Argyll interviewees blamed their predecessors, the Duke of Wellington’s
Regiment, for the negligible amount of intelligence they received upon their arrival in
Crossmaglen. Moreover, the training in Kent was also primarily aimed at preparing
soldiers for operations in urban areas such as West Belfast. Although 1 Argylls also spent
a few days in May 1972 at the Stanford training range in Norfolk, sharpening their rural
patrolling skills – the IRA campaign in South Armagh was yet to escalate and Army
‘lessons learned’ and simulations on combating IRA tactics in the hilly terrain of the
border counties were relatively limited.682 The Argylls were also not adequately briefed
upon IRA tactics in the area – including the use of decoy incidents and roadblocks. They
learned the hard way. However, Major Peter Morton of 3 Parachute Regiment, would
later complain of the same knowledge/intelligence deficit when he arrived in Armagh in
1973, highlighting once again the apparent difficulty of maintaining operational
knowledge – the Parachute Regiment does not seem to have had to the opportunity to
learn from the Argylls’ experiences,

…Although the Company had lots of Belfast experience it was almost totally
unprepared for the rural area of South Armagh … Regrettably but inevitably we
learnt the hard way. Radio-controlled and electrically detonated landmines
occurred with alarming frequency – often several in one day. Four of my soldiers
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were killed … I felt their deaths very personally because I knew that with better
training and less ‘gung-ho’ attitude at least some of those men would be alive
today.683

The IRA in South Armagh and East Tyrone was a learning organization. For example,
IRA volunteers observed that soldiers always came back to search for spent cartridges
after a fire fight. When A Company did this after an incident in East Tyrone, the IRA
rigged a mine among the cartridges. But for a cow becoming the unintended victim of the
device, the IRA may have taken more Argyll lives.684 An IRA volunteer in Crossmaglen
later reflected how they would think up different ‘ruse’ incidents – burning down a
school, leaving a bomb in a car, so that they could then ‘score a hit’,

There’d be a phone call or a car would drive into the street and one of the boys
would say: right, there’s a Brit patrol coming out of Crossmaglen heading down
the Monog road… Immediately, the operations officer would say: ‘Look, I think
they are heading there. Let’s get there before them and have a reception committee
meeting.’ It was a war of wits.685

In South Armagh and along the border, the IRA had the initiative, and they had
intelligence. In such trying circumstances one Argyll officer opined that the best they
could hope for was a ‘score draw’ – until the Army slowly mustered the resources and
knowledge to hit back.686
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vi. Combat
Discipline
Soldiers enjoy debating whether a good garrison soldier – neat, well-drilled, punctual –
translates into a good combat soldier, or whether the ‘bad boys’ of peacetime make the
best fighters during wartime.687 Colonel Tony Boam of 2 Scots Guards had no doubts
about where he stood on the matter. Writing to his soldiers in the days after assuming
command for the Bogside, Boam began by telling them that, “As Guardsmen I believe
that we start with a considerable advantage over most units. Our general bearing,
smartness, behaviour, discipline and good manners are all qualities which impress the
public…”688 Bad drill, bad dress infected operational behaviour, including fire discipline.
The Scots Guards officer and NCO hierarchy was notoriously tough when it came to dress
discipline – this was occasionally resented by young Guardsmen, but mostly accepted.
Guardsmen liked to look smart, even on operations – it was part of the image they had
learned to project.689 For Colonel Tony Boam, CO of 2 Scots Guards, looking smart was
a way of reassuring the local populace that they were the efficient representatives of law
and order. A smart bearing discouraged the ‘opposition’ from having a go; if you did
everything else efficiently, you were also likely to kill efficiently.690

Unlike other units, such as the Parachute Regiment, Boam was not looking for a fight,
especially against crowds of young, angry adolescents who were only a few steps away
from being radicalized and joining the IRA if they got an unnecessary beating from a
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British soldier. On September 17 1972 he pulled his troops back during a march by a
crowd 300-strong, some of whom were carrying improvised weapons such as bicycle
chains, tricolour flags and wearing masks. After half an hour, with no punitive action
forthcoming from the Army, the bored crowd dispersed, to the considerable irritation of
some of his junior officers who wanted to ‘get stuck in’.691

Northern Ireland Minister, Michael Mills, noted a similar, very selective approach to the
use of force when he met Boam while 2 Scots Guards were on operations in Belfast at the
beginning of 1974. Boam’s strategy, he concluded, was one of “winning the people over
rather than having a ‘damn good kill’… he does not want the public to be influenced by
genuine reports of Army harassment.”692 The fact that Boam’s soldiers did harass the
residents of the Brandywell in September 1972 is perhaps evidence of the complexity of
command rather than any ill-intention on the Commanding Officer’s part.

Scots Guards officers and NCOs constantly reminded Guardsmen of the need for
exceptional fire discipline in Northern Ireland. On no account were soldiers to shoot
without first locating a firing point. In urban areas this was exceptionally difficult: “When
you did come under fire it was just ‘crack crack’ from some flats a long way away. And
if you didn’t have a target you couldn’t return fire… if you did fire back – the SLRs, they
go straight through a block of flats anyway - and so you kill some granny. They would
have got huge propaganda out of that.”693
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An example of good 1 Scots Guards fire discipline during the 1971 Belfast tour was heard
during the inquest into the death of an 18 months old baby girl, Angela Gallagher, at the
junction between Iveagh Street and the Falls Road on September 3 1971. Despite coming
under fire from an IRA unit - four or five shots were fired in total - the patrol commander,
a Lance-Corporal, told his men not to shoot back as they were unable to locate a firing
point. A ricochet from an IRA bullet killed Angela Gallagher, who was with her sisters
on a nearby street. A Provisional Sinn Féin leader later described Angela Gallagher’s
death as “one of the hazards of urban guerrilla warfare.”694 The Scots Guards may not
have ‘got even’ - the Army killed very few IRA gunmen even in this most violent of
periods - but, by and large, they kept their discipline.

Nevertheless, there were occasional exceptions to the good fire discipline of the Scots
Guards: 1 Scots Guards in 1971 came under fire on a daily basis – sniping attacks were a
constant feature of patrolling in West Belfast in the months after the introduction of
internment. As the days wore on the frustration of not returning fire became almost
intolerable. A Guardsman who served in 1 Scots Guards recalled that, on one of his last
patrols in Belfast in 1971, an NCO told him to take a 600 yard shot at a block of flats in
the dark.695 Bishop Edward Daly reflected that the last week of every Battalion’s tour in
the early was a dangerous time – Soldiers wanted “to settle the score… In the last week
of every tour they took out their aggression. People were very scared of each Battalion in
its last week.”696
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‘Player’ Units
The Argylls prided themselves on being the British Army’s most combat experienced
Regiment since the end of World War 2. Many Argylls were exceptionally tough men,
even by Army standards. Within 1 Argylls, D Company ‘enjoyed’ the reputation of being
home to the hardest of the hard – one group of soldiers was known as ‘The D Company
Plastic Surgery Society’.697 D Company relished the riot situations they encountered in
Newry: “What the Jock really liked was being part of was the snatch squad. He would
rush out with ‘gym shoes’, light kit and a truncheon and lay about them. Both sides quite
enjoyed that. First of all the Irish quite enjoyed throwing huge clods onto the Jocks and
the Jocks quite enjoyed welting people over the head.”698

B Company, 1 Argylls were ‘the nice guys’ even though they had some discipline
problems: “B Company had a group in Germany called ‘the Bacardi boys’ – they were
always in trouble, up to their neck in it, always in the shite.”699 Some Argyll soldiers in
Northern Ireland took to carrying personal weapons, such as knives, and there was also a
noticeable slip in the rules regarding combat dress. One Argyll carried a small hand axe
when on patrol. He had allegedly used it in Glasgow against a Celtic fan and been charged
for the offence.700

As in Aden, in Northern Ireland many soldiers divided infantry Regiments into ‘Players’
and ‘Crap-hats’. ‘Players’ were aggressive Regiments who were willing to bend, or even
break, the rules in order to get the job done – and these were often the Regiments who
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traditionally had most combat experience during the colonial counterinsurgency era (For
example Gurkha Regiments, Highland Regiments, the Royal Green Jackets, the Parachute
Regiment). Or as Brigadier Joe Starling put it, “Battalions at that time divided naturally
into ‘gentlemen’, who kept a low profile and hoped to live a quiet life, and ‘Players’, who
sought to dominate their operational area and to confront the terrorists head on. 1 PARA
was a ‘Player’ Battalion.”701 Lieutenant A.F.N. Clarke, in his memoir about serving as an
officer in the Parachute Regiment in Northern Ireland, described the hostility ‘Player’
Battalions’ felt for ‘Crap-hats’: “We arrive up at the Glosters, and stand sneering at them.
Crap-hats.”702

The Argylls met the criteria for being a hard, ‘Player’ Regiment in the British Army, even
if not to the level of Clarke’s Paratroopers. The Argylls believed they had been severely
let down by the Army hierarchy who had failed to back them in Aden and in preventing
the breaking up of the Regiment two years later. Deborah Norden has described how such
a rupture in the ‘parental duty’ of the Army hierarchy can have a debilitating effect on
discipline, respect for hierarchy and can lead to the hyper-investment of small units.703

Although the Scots Guards produced a steady flow of SAS officers, they were sometimes
mocked for being insufficiently aggressive or ‘gentlemen’.704 Scots Guards officers and
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many NCOs wore their ‘gentlemen’ image with pride. One officer who served in
Ballymurphy, Left Flank, 1 Scots Guards recalled that, “We were very gentlemanly. We
weren’t kicking in doors unless it was absolutely necessary. Michael Nurton [Company
Commander, Left Flank] took the ‘hearts and minds’ approach very seriously.”705 1 Scots
Guards approach to patrolling in West Belfast was substantially ‘toned down’ compared
to their 2 Parachute Regiment predecessors – a deliberate and wise decision on the part
of more cerebral officers such as Major Nurton.

Contacts: Automatism and Leadership Under Fire
Both the Scots Guards and the Argylls had the opportunity to be involved in prolonged
fire fights with the IRA during 1971 and 1972, as well as also suffering from more
frequent attacks from single-shot snipers. A young 2nd Lieutenant called John Holmes,
who would later go on to command 22 SAS and become Director of Special Forces, was
involved in a shoot-out in the Turf Lodge, West Belfast for six hours while serving as
Commander of 12 Platoon, Left Flank, 1 Scots Guards in 1971. Holmes was on patrol in
the area with a half-section when he noticed a crowd building a roadblock and burning
tyres at Turf Lodge Roundabout in West Belfast – which in the past had marked the
prelude to an ambush on soldiers investigating such an incident. Lieutenant Holmes took
cover near the roundabout and observed two British Army Ferret Scouts cars approaching
the roundabout. The cars saw the roadblock, stopped, did a three-point turn and proceeded
to head back in the direction they came from. The last Ferret’s wheels went over the edge
of the roundabout and tipped over, ‘like a turtle on its shell’.706 The Commander of the
Ferret opened a hatch door, then slammed it shut again when he saw the crowd surge
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forward towards him. Holmes believed that things were about to turn very ugly, that the
soldiers were likely to be lynched. John Holmes “fired some shots over the crowd’s head,
shouted ‘Let’s do this’, then ran forward and laid into the crowd”. The crowd scattered,
and Holmes and his men were able to get the two men out of the Ferret.707 At that point
a number of gunmen, operating from the Turf Lodge flats, opened fire on the Guardsmen,
who had now been joined by the other half-sections from 12 Platoon who were patrolling
nearby. The soldiers took cover in a nearby farmhouse – Turf Lodge was a partly rural
area in 1971 – and returned fire for almost six hours. Holmes contacted his Company
Commander by radio - Major Michael Nurton asked him if he could handle the situation
and decided not to send reinforcements: “Michael Nurton was good at leaving a young
officer alone and to get on with doing his job.”708 Although nobody seemed to have been
hit in the exchange of fire, Holmes and his platoon thoroughly enjoyed the encounter.
One soldier recalled that the family at the farmhouse “brought us tea and sandwiches at
half-time. The IRA later burned it [the farmhouse] down, possibly in revenge.”709

Lieutenant Holmes was awarded a Military Cross for his actions. Holmes met the criteria
for good officership established by his men: he was brave and competent, a front-foot
soldier constantly seeking to engage the IRA - but he would not risk his Guardsmen’s
lives needlessly. He was not ‘a hero’ – the derogatory term used for a junior officer using
his platoon simply to inflate his ego and for self-advancement.710 Soldiers were confident
in his professional skills and his loyalty towards the group’s key interests: survival and
positive, but not reckless, action. One Guardsman recalled how, after the death of
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Guardsman George Hamilton (shot in the back by a sniper in Ballymurphy), Lieutenant
Holmes gathered his men and told them if they continued to do their jobs properly, they
would get revenge. The more professional they were, the more they relied upon their
skills and discipline, then the more likely they were to get results. 12 Platoon looked up
to Holmes, he was a new type of junior Scots Guards officer – middle-class, the Army
was his chosen profession.711

The incident in Turf Lodge was relatively unique – in Belfast and Londonderry
engagements with the IRA tended to be short and sharp affairs. Substantial British
reinforcements usually arrived within seconds in urban areas – the IRA felt outmatched
and at risk of encirclement in such circumstances. But in Armagh and along the border
the IRA was more confident of holding their own against isolated units of British soldiers.
Most attacks still took the form of ‘shoot and scoot’ but in 1971 and 1972 a number of
prolonged fire fights also took place. Not only (Provisional) IRA units were involved but
also, until the Official IRA ceasefire in May 1972, Official IRA volunteers who
frequently ambushed the Army, especially around the Forkhill area, where they had most
support.712

One of the most significant fire fights with the IRA in 1972 occurred before the Argylls’
arrival in South Armagh – a two and a half hour contact on the morning of January 27
between an IRA unit that included Martin Meehan and soldiers from the Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards and the Devonshire and Dorset Regiment. The detailed written accounts
of the incident provided by both sides offers an instructive guide into combat experiences
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along the border. On the morning in question a patrol of C Squadron, Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards – operating out of Gosford Castle in County Armagh, under the
command of Lieutenant McSwiney - travelled to an area south of Forkhill, near
Dungooley in County Louth. Their task was to provide a Saladin escort for a patrol led
by members of Support Company, Devon and Dorsets who were operating out of the
RUC Station at Forkhill. S Company, the Devon and Dorsets, wanted to check out a
suspected claymore bomb that had reportedly been placed near two burned out vehicles
(one lorry and one van).

Arriving at the border at approximately 0810, an Intelligence Officer from the Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards described what happened next, “Sure enough, EOD found a milk
churn with 100 lbs. of gelly [gelignite] in it and the wires leading from it over the border.
He cut the wires and that was the signal for the battle to start. Felix [the EOD officer]
disappeared under a bush and stayed there for the next three hours. For the next 3 hours
battle raged. Eight gunmen in a farmhouse blazed away at our people who blazed
back.”713

There was a lull in the fighting at 1045 – the RSDG were running out of ammunition.
Shortly afterwards a helicopter arrived nearby, bringing with it Major Charles Ramsay,
OC of C Squadron, Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and more ammunition, but the IRA unit
seems to have retreated by 1100. The Gardaí had arrived nearby but did not approach –
they were unarmed. Major Ramsay later reported that the IRA unit was intercepted by the
Irish Army but let go – they were arrested in Dundalk the following day and, to the
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outrage of the RSDG, released following ‘lack of evidence’.714 The Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards and the Devon and Dorsets went through a remarkable amount of ammunition
during the contact at Dungooley – just under 3,700 rounds. Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
officers were annoyed when 3 Brigade queried the large number of rounds used during
the battle. In his diary, Lieutenant Mitchell of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards wrote
scathingly about, “the idiots in Brigade headquarters… The rather tense suggestion that
they come down and do better themselves shut them up, but honestly, how out of touch
can these people get!”715 The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards were relatively impressed by
the IRA action: “Again the IRA used extremely well-concealed fire posns [positions],
and again the sun was in our eyes – damn it! It is probable that they had pre-recced their
concealed escape routes, which they must have used after 1045 hrs.” The Royal Scots
Dragoon Guards were also deeply concerned that the IRA had used what they believed
was some type of ‘Anti-tank gun’ and recommended to Brigade that they be allowed to
use their 76mm ammunition – which would result in much greater IRA casualties if such
an incident arose in the future.” This request was denied.716

C Squadron, RSDG, thought they had inflicted multiple casualties on the IRA – this was
not the case. Martin Meehan, one of the IRA gunmen, thought that he had also killed or
wounded some soldiers.717 Although there were no casualties on either side, the incident
was, according to Major Ramsay, “a classic example of an IRA staged border incident.
They provide the bait, booby-trap it and ambush it, in the sure knowledge that the Army
will investigate.” But Major Ramsay was generally pleased with these increasing border
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incidents, “which have been very successful in: 1) Achieving a high attrition rate; 2)
Demonstrating our potential force; 3) Raising our morale; 4) Retaining control of the
actual Border.”718 Ramsay cautioned that radio communications were extremely poor in
South Armagh. He also wrote of the need to ‘avenge’ previous attacks on British soldiers.
Four days later C Squadron was involved in another fire-fight at Narrow Water near
Warrenpoint in which 5,209 rounds of ammunition were fired across the border into a
house in the Republic of Ireland.719

As well as demonstrating a relative contempt by the RSDG for 3 Brigade Headquarters,
the above incidents also highlight some early lessons learned about IRA tactics in RUC
H Division. These were somehow not passed on to the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders, in the same way that 3 Parachute Regiment in 1973 would subsequently also
not learn from the Argylls. On August 8 1972 approximately a week after arriving in
South Armagh, 2 Section, 6 Platoon, B Company, 1 Argylls were ambushed for the first
time. Patrolling near Cullaville, the Argylls were approached by a local woman who told
Sergeant Jimmy Kilcullen that there was a burning butter lorry blocking the road near
Drombue townland. Revved up, the Argylls ran down the road towards the incident: “We
could have been walking into an ambush but we were hyped up, our training almost taking
over.”720

Private James Chestnut later recalled that the patrol stopped short of the burning lorry,
but seeing no enemy activity nearby, slowly approached the scene. They tried to radio B
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Company Headquarters to call for assistance, but the A41 radio was not working.
Sergeant Kilcullen decided to head back towards base – but on taking the most direct
route from the Drombue to Crossmaglen found the road blocked by a burning car. The
men had stumbled upon a ‘classic’ South Armagh ambush – except the IRA, expecting
the burning lorry to be reported to B Company HQ in Crossmaglen, had not anticipated
a patrol coming from the other direction. The IRA volunteers waiting in a concealed firepoint now hurriedly improvised upon seeing Kilcullen’s section arrive at the burning car.
Chestnut later recalled that a local man asked them to look at something in the ditch near
the burning car,

We were all crowded around this oil drum when someone shouted that it was a
bomb. We scattered, maybe getting sixty feet from it when there was an almighty
explosion. Everything stood still; we were on the deck watching this cloud of dirt
and rubble slowly rising. It was quite a sight. A falling rock snapped the pistol
grip of one rifle and one man was knocked unconscious – we thought he was dead.
We got up and stood around shocked and confused. Then the ground started
kicking up around us and the Sergeant shouted that we were under fire.721

Despite the the days of simulated explosions and ambushes in Lydd and Hythe, some of
the soldiers of 6 Platoon became disorientated. One soldier recalled watching a telegraph
pole shot into the air like a javelin by the force of the explosion - he couldn’t believe his
eyes. Two key individuals helped the Section snap them out of their potentially fatal
torpor. Sergeant Jimmy Kilcullen shouted at the soldiers that they were under fire, so that
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they remembered their training instincts, took cover and returned fire. Kilcullen was also
the first to return fire. Meanwhile, Corporal Alec Henderson, another Aden and Borneo
veteran, shouted at Chestnut to follow him and proceeded to ‘advance towards fire’ –
using the infantry’s fire and manoeuvre drill, moving along a wall, returning fire and
covering each other, until they reached a farm building where they believed the firing was
coming from.722 6 Platoon reported that they returned 20 rounds to the 150 rounds fired
at them by the IRA unit and the shooting stopped.723

The Argylls made a mistake in approaching the ambush site with such a lack of caution
and by crowding around the suspected device – an example of raw enthusiasm rather than
‘training kicking in’. Some soldiers were also struck by a sense of stunned disbelief when
they came under fire from a ‘real enemy’ for the first time. However, they were quickly
snapped out of their torpor by their NCOs; their training worked and saved them from
taking casualties. By moving towards the firing-position, they forced the IRA unit to
retreat and got their unit out of the ‘kill zone’. One soldier recalled Sergeant Jimmy
Kilcullen constantly hammering home the fundamental message of why his sections
needed to ‘fire and manoeuvre’: “If we come under fire, you locate the fire. Advance
towards the fire and clear it. If you sit down, you die.”724 Others reported that the intense
familiarity with this infantry drill was critically important – responses learned in training
kicked in: “All you think about is the next ten metres.”725 An Argyll officer later noted
that,
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People can function when they are kicked into it. Heat of the moment stuff is never
a problem for soldiers … The big problem is that they will do too much, they will
loose off all their ammo at the general area. It’s a common reaction. The instinct
for the first time soldier in an ambush is that, ‘I’m frightened, I’m going to frighten
him more.’ Well-trained soldiers, who’ve done it before – they’re the ones who
‘get down, crawl, observe, sights, fire.’ It can happen in a flash. Good NCOs get
others to do that. Not blaze away.726

In describing responses to coming under the fire the Argyll officer elucidates the essential
difference between ‘forward panic’ as defined by Randal Collins and observed in the
murderous, chaotic waves of trench assaults by conscripts in World War I, and
professional soldiering – the controlled and very deliberate response to coming to under
fire, aimed at minimizing losses and using a set of drills to steadily outmanoeuvre the
enemy. 727 Wild-eyed heroism is not prized in such a situation if it interrupts the
synchronization of collective group movements – individual acts of ‘glory hunting’ can
turn a set of movements instinctively understood by the group into chaos. However, fear
and adrenalin could also be used to good purpose in the professional era, if controlled
within a pre-ordained and understood drill context:

Fear kicks in. Big time. It can make you do a lot of things. You would be amazed
at how quickly you can move your body over what looked like an impenetrable
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object. You can use that fear positively. It is not always negative. Adrenalin and
fear are both important. In some Regiments there is a fair degree of macho. And
that can also be helpful as long as it is contained. A good officer is able to direct
and channel these emotions.728

Again the Argyll officer’s observation chimes with research elsewhere including by
Anthony King. King draws upon a US Marines’ colour scheme of emotional responses
to events between white and black: ‘White’ representing boredom, ‘Yellow’ signified
initial arousal, ‘Orange – significant levels of concentration, while ‘Red’ demonstrates
some levels of adrenalin, complete concentration but substantial autonomy over thoughts
and actions. ‘Black’, by contrast, was not desirable for professional soldiers since it was
unpredictable, “a state of panic or rage when individuals are overwhelmed by the situation
which confronts them and are dominated by adrenalin-induced physical responses of
flight or fight.” King notes that ‘Black’ was the state often experienced by conscripts in
trench warfare. Red is the optimal level of arousal for professional soldiers.729

Moderate levels of fear can trigger positive levels of alertness – soldiers are in control
and they reach for the drills or procedures they have learned and rehearsed endlessly.
They can operate coherently as a group – there is no individual panic.730 A Scots Guards
NCO, who had been ambushed several times, believes that the key motivation to conduct
professional, but dangerous, manoeuvres under fire was discipline and conditioning – it
had very little to do with social cohesion, or looking after your friends. In such situations
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soldiers did not weigh up relationships, rather they looked to their leaders and performed
familiar manoeuvres designed to allow a group to advance and withdraw together as the
situation required.731

The experiences and training of the Argyll NCOs are repeatedly apparent in accounts of
the other fire fights the Argylls experienced along the border during their 1972 tour. On
October 30 1972, after setting up camp near the ‘Southern Mushroom’ mountain near
Drumuckavall on the border, an IRA unit of approximately eight men opened fire on 1
Section, 6 Platoon, B Company. The IRA had driven a herd of cows in front of them in
order to approach the Argyll position. Hearing the noise, the Argyll patrol put up a flare,
which was answered by a barrage of accurate IRA fire. Seconds before coming under fire,
6 Platoon’s Commander, Colour Sergeant Jimmy Struthers, told his Section to ‘get
down’, possibly saving some of their lives. Struthers then immediately got his soldiers
out of the ‘kill zone’ towards better cover, withdrawing half section by section, again
using a ‘fire and manoeuvre drill’. B Company’s 2IC Captain Bill Watson was on the
radio; GPMGs were brought into position and put down covering fire – a lot if it. Another
soldier admitted that he found the Garand armour piercing rifles, used by the IRA during
this engagement, to be very unnerving, but only after the engagement when he had time
to think about the prospect of being shot with such a round – “That was scary. It made
you a little wobbly.”732

On November 3 1972 the Argylls decided to try to turn the tables on the IRA. A D
Company platoon with a range of weaponry including sniper rifles and machine guns was
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flown into Drumucknavall together with a half a troop of 17th/21st Lancers who had taken
over from the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards in Gosford Castle. They dug in along the
Southern Mushroom during the night and then waited for an opportunity to ambush the
IRA. A soldier from 6 Platoon, B Company, recalled that, “We were then set up as a sort
of duck-shooting gallery in an area where everything happened. We spent a few hours
walking up and down a road waiting for something to happen but hoping it wouldn’t.”733
The firing, when it came, was from an unexpected direction. The Argyll ambush party
had themselves been ambushed. The IRA had located the unit the previous evening and
moved into the area under the cover of darkness. As different Argyll units moved towards
the sound of the firing, there was some confusion and firing at each other. Meanwhile, up
on the ridge, the Argylls had suffered a casualty – Private Ronnie Hewins was hit in the
thigh in the initial burst of fire and lay exposed in the ‘kill zone’. A soldier from 6 Platoon
recounted the incident,

Ronnie was hit almost immediately. I looked at Jimmy McCormack. We didn’t
say anything. We just both stood up and moved forward, moving ‘by fire’ or ‘fire
manoeuvre’. Move, down, fast burst, move. We got to Ronnie – he was lying on
the wrong side of the wall. Jimmy laid down fire and I managed to haul him over
back on our side. We kept trying to stick morphine into him – it took us a few go’s
to do it properly but then we gave him too much. He went from screaming like a
stuck pig to babbling like a baby.734
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The interviewee distinctly recalled feeling empowered as the adrenalin kicked in: “My
hearing was so sharp. I felt I could see for miles. Time slowed down.”735 By this time, at
the end of their tour, the soldiers of 6 Platoon, B Company had been under fire on multiple
occasions. Reactions kicked in much more quickly. It took another half an hour before a
helicopter could get in to evacuate Private Hewins from the area. The Medical Officer,
Captain Charles Boyle, was immediately pinned down – only by some remarkable flying
by an Army pilot were the Argylls able to get Hewins off the hill and to Musgrave
Hospital, Belfast where he made a partial recovery from his wounds.736

The Problem with ‘Cold Kills’
Soldiers enjoyed the adrenalin of combat, even if these incidents could also be
emotionally scarring. Too much adrenalin - the ‘Black’ state described by King and
Sebastian Junger - could, however, cause the soldier to miss his target. A sudden increase
in heart rate causes the hands to tremble, with knock-on effects for a soldier’s aim.737
However, one Argyll officer noted another persistent, and unexpected, problem that
affected soldiers in Northern Ireland – an inability to take life. Soldiers could respond to
being under fire without much problem. Survival instincts and training drills would kick
in reasonably quickly. But when presented with an opportunity to kill an IRA gunman
from an unseen position - taking the first shot - many soldiers froze. The same officer had
run the British Army sniper’s course:
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The final piece of sniper training would be up at the Duke of Argyll’s estate, where
he allowed us to cull deer. I decided that we weren’t convinced that these guys
who could hit a mark on a piece of paper target at 700/800 yards could actually
kill something when faced with a live thing. And that proved to be absolutely the
case – ‘Buckfever’ its described as, is a very good description. It’s when you face
a large living creature. They freeze and the sights go all over the place. And so we
used to only allow snipers to get their full qualification if they killed a living being
– we would make them shoot a deer on the Duke of Argyll’s estate, culling a hind
usually. No great range; that was not the message. The message was can he
actually do it … 150 metres, 200 metres, easy shot. It was surprising how many
couldn’t, from Gurkhas to anybody else – they were just hopeless. They would
miss or wound it.738

Unable to shoot a deer in a ‘cold kill’, soldiers could not be relied upon to do so in the
case of a human being. The longer the range, the more likely a concealed sniper was to
take the shot.739 A distancing of the soldiers from identifying with the local population
also became more important. It can be argued that a process of ‘making an other’ of the
Irish was, to a degree, an inculcated survival mechanism, as well as a means of venting
anger over casualties - if the soldier is to take life, it cannot be the lives of his kith and
kin. One Argyll NCO from D Company - an Aden veteran - briefly left the Army to
become a debt collector in Greenock in the West of Scotland. He found that he couldn’t
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do it - he knew these people, he sympathized with them and the idea of using any threats
or violence, even in self-defence, was too odious.740

A Royal Marine Captain and the future leader of the Liberal Democrats Party, Paddy
Ashdown, later recalled that he felt out of step in 1971 with his fellow officers and
marines in Northern Ireland (Ashdown has always been proud of his Irish identity, having
spent much of his childhood in Comber in North Down),

But for me it was different. This was my city as well as my theatre of operations.
Suddenly I found the Irish jokes increasingly tiresome and the black-and-white
certainties of our operational assumptions increasingly inappropriate. For the first
time I was beginning to see military operations not just from the viewpoint of the
soldier patrolling the street, but from that of the person living on the street as well.
And I found it very uncomfortable.

Captain Ashdown left the Royal Marines in 1972.741

Too much familiarity or affinity could be a threat to military performance; too little could
lead to atrocity. The sociologist Erella Grassiani, in her work on the Israeli military in the
Occupied Territories, had noted that it is particularly difficult for soldiers to take life when
they are operating among a civilian population in a low intensity operation: “Seeing these
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people as ‘individuals’ can make it harder for the soldier to carry out work…” 742 A
separation of identity became a professional necessity,

I found the problem was to get guys to shake off the view – ‘Am I really right to
be doing this between WH Smith and a Marks and Spencers’. And, meanwhile,
seeing granny pushing grandchild down the road in a pram. This makes a big
difference. All the other places, wherever we had been had been peasant countries
where you are in a different country – where natives are natives. Here they are not
natives, they are your kith and kin. The topography is exactly as you recognise it
at home. Yet you have a rifle in your hands. You are faced with a situation and
your first instinct is, ‘This can’t be happening.’ And that takes training and time
– it made Ireland such a unique operation.743

In such circumstances, the separation of the Irish from ‘us’ becomes more than casual
like – but also a professional necessity. Even so the same Argyll officer reported his
consistent disappointment that, after days of planning and execution, Argyll snipers in
concealed positions would not be able to shoot IRA volunteers. These were the same
soldiers who would not hesitate to hit back if provoked or attacked.744 The Argyll officer
is convinced that such ‘inefficiency’ led to the death of more soldiers because of an
inability to shoot IRA volunteers in such circumstances,
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An ambush is set. The ambush is set around a weapons hide. And you know that
whoever is going to come to that weapons hide is going to be IRA to come to
collect the weapons so they would stake these things out for days. And the afteraction report shows that when asked why it was the IRA had escaped, they would
say ‘I had to challenge them first’ rather than ‘just shoot them dead.’ So when
they put their hands in and picked up the Armalite or the AK47 that was the
moment where they were legally allowed to kill him. They couldn’t do it, so they
would say ‘Halt’ and the chap’s reflexes were over the hedge and gone before
they fired. That happened lots of time and it is because of this inability to kill
somebody ... You trained him, you gave him specific orders and he couldn’t do it
.745

The Battalion log books and diaries of 2 Scots Guards have many accounts of missed
shots, sometimes at close range. Adrenalin takes effect, some doubt creeps in and the
target gets away. Typical of such an incident is the following account of an ambush in a
2 Scots Guards Intelligence summary report: “On 22 Nov, an ambush was set up at GR
43041701. At 2200 Z, a gunmab (sic) appeared at GR43071697; two rounds were fired
at him, but he was seen to run away. A follow up search of the buildings and around the
slaughterhouse proved negative.” 746 And exactly the ‘halt’ situation described by the
Argyll officer interviewee occurred on October 29 1972, “On 290035 Oct, a patrol
moving from the alley into the Lecky Rd saw a man with a weapon moving from
Brandywell Ave into Quarry St. The gunman was ordered to stop but failed to do so, one
round was fired, but no hits were claimed. The patrol was in no doubt that the man was
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carrying a weapon. This area had been the scene of a number of sniping attacks in the
past.” 747 Embarrassed, soldiers would often claim a hit, perhaps even convincing
themselves that their shooting had been more accurate, and it would be assumed that the
IRA had ‘spirited’ their wounded across the border. The Knights of Malta were presumed
to connive in the setting up of IRA ‘field hospitals’748 Tiredness could also play a role.
18 hour days or, in the case of the Argylls, seven-hour patrols would wear soldiers out
quite quickly. Tired men began to see things; fatigue affected not only general
performance, but also aim and decision-making. One exhausted B Company, 1 Argylls
patrol once fell asleep as a group on a hill overlooking a farm of interest.749

vii. Conclusion:
Soldiers crave certainty, an identifiable, known enemy on whom they can exact revenge
for their own casualties.750 Northern Ireland was anything but certain – tip-offs about
bombs by ‘concerned locals’ could be a lure towards a prepared ambush. The few locals
who mocked the death of soldiers such as Trooper Ian Caie or Guardsman John Van Beck
could stimulate a general hatred among soldiers for the local population as a whole.

The more the desire for revenge, the less exacting soldiers became about who fit the
classification of ‘the enemy’. Operations in Northern Ireland contained a paradox: young
men trained to dominate a situation overseas had to show remarkable restraint on
domestic operations. They enjoyed combat, but were uncertain of whether they really
were inflicting the same level of losses on ‘the opposition’. As casualties mounted, they
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occasionally engaged in occasional, punitive attacks on the local population. Individual
companies and Section commanders enjoyed significant autonomy. Competent and
respected officers and NCOs were critical to ‘keeping a lid’ on such indiscipline, not only
through fear of punishment but also out of mutual respect: “Young soldiers knew that if
they did something wrong, it would hurt me more. They didn’t want to disappoint you.”751
Soldiers could often tell when an officer was willing to turn a blind eye to abuses – such
as when an officer in Right Flank, 2 Scots Guards in Londonderry went to bed while
soldiers engaged in the harassment of the residents of Brandywell after the death of a
number of Guardsmen. In the absence of a functioning and respected police force in some
Nationalist areas, it was often a case of a local civilian’s word versus that of a soldier.

Isolated, hated and taking casualties in a majority Catholic city of Londonderry, soldiers
began to believe that even relatively benign movements such as the Knights of Malta, the
Catholic Church and nominal allies, the US Navy, were working against them.
Occasionally they were right - some priests and US sailors were openly hostile to the
Scots Guards and sympathetic to the IRA. The Knights of Malta ambulance service was
reluctant to overtly cooperate with the Army, lest their members come under threat for
being ‘spies’. The behaviour of a few, however, came to be seen as representative of the
whole of these institutions. Meanwhile, narrative descriptions of the local population
tended to dwell particularly on the heinous behaviour of local women and children – who
would bait and assault the soldiers. Soldiers seemed to have expected a higher level of
feminine passivity or sympathy. Local women could indeed be very hostile and even
violent – but they weren’t doing the shooting.
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The retribution meted out by the Scots Guards to the residents of the Brandywell at the
end of September 1972 occurred in other units during the early days of Operation Banner.
A former Queen’s Own Highlander described how his regiment responded to the death
of 21 year-old Private James Hesketh on December 10 1973,

‘Paddy bashing’ took off for the next days. Our patrols would be in wait outside
the church youth clubs and discos for when the boys came out and they got the
shite beaten out of them. You can get in a fair head-butt with your helmet on and
its visor down. One night some of them with a girl fought back outside a disco on
Broadway. One of our lads hit the deck so one of my platoon used his rifle muzzle
across the girl’s face. He split it open right down the side. She’d not got a
boyfriend for a while after that one...752

Soldiers, imbued with a hyper-masculine identity, found it hard to adjust to being ignored
or hated by the local Catholic female population (who dressed and looked like girls back
in Scotland). The reference to the girl in question ‘not having a boyfriend for a while’
highlights such frustrations – the soldiers clearly enjoyed punishing the girl for her
antipathy towards them.

Scots Guardsmen were convinced that the Catholic Church allowed the spire of St.
Eugene’s Cathedral to be used as a sniper’s nest. Priests in Derry were accused of hiding
weapons for the IRA. A convent near Bridge Camp in the city was used as cover by
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snipers – Right Flank, 2 Scots Guards gave it a ‘barrage of fire’. Such a generalized,
suspicious view of the population of an area as a whole had detrimental consequences levels of empathy among soldiers with the local population occasionally dropped to
dangerously low levels. A disregard for civilian lives arguably contributed to the very
casual attitude of B Company, 1 Argylls in the events leading up to the death of Edmund
Woolsey in a VBIED explosion in South Armagh on September 18 1972.

There are some similarities between counterinsurgent symptoms experienced in Belgium
1914 and those in Northern Ireland in 1972. John Horne and Alan Kramer have described
German soldiers’ obsession with the idea that Belgian insurgent snipers were using
church towers: “Fear of the person was transposed onto his setting so that the church and
its tower aroused particular suspicion as the site of the deadly machine-guns and of
communication with the enemy.”753 German soldiers also came to view the Red Cross as
an enemy – wearing the symbols of goodwill and neutrality but in reality working with
the insurgents, similar to accusations in Londonderry about the role of the Knights of
Malta.754

Horne and Kramer have also written about the extra weight given in soldiers’ accounts of
counterinsurgency to the alleged role played by women and children: “Women and
children thus symbolized the intrinsic treachery of the enemy civilian in its most extreme
form, and served to warn German troops against trusting any inhabitants.”755 The Sunday
Mail noted a particular vitriol expressed by Scottish wives of soldiers towards Derry
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activist, Bernadette Devlin, who was a high profile MP during the early 1970s – one
soldier’s wife told journalists that, “I get so angry when I see what women and children
in Ulster are doing to our men. If Bernadette Devlin walked down our street at this
moment there wouldn’t be anything left of her.”756 Soldiers, and their families, expressed
a deep hatred and contempt for ‘cowardly snipers’. An Argyll Private Soldier’s wife wrote
a poem to express her hatred for the IRA:

You hid behind the kids
Who set up an ambush for you
While their mothers rattled lids.
You slunk in darkness at the rear
A yellow sweating skunk
Take a shot and disappear
‘Some hero’….

But here’s a little food for thought
That you may contemplate
The British Army fear for nought
And Rats Exterminate.757

In Belgium in 1914 accounts circulated of German soldiers being given water laced with
arsenic – some soldiers in Northern Ireland believed that ‘friendly’ locals put ground glass
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in soldiers’ tea.758 Soldiers’ hatred of Catholics living in ‘hard’ Republican areas was
encouraged by local ‘friends’: for example, false atrocity stories were circulated in
Northern Ireland about the alleged torture of three young Royal Highland Fusiliers
soldiers, John and Joseph McCaig and Dougald McCaughey on March 9 1971, claiming
that they had been castrated before death. Individual Unionists and Loyalists told the
soldiers that the IRA were ‘inhuman’, ‘bestial’, the families of local children arrested for
rioting were ‘animals’.759

Horne and Kramer have also described the propensity for false accounts of the grotesque
deaths, injuries and mutilation of soldiers. 760 But although the groups of soldiers
examined here, especially in Derry, had their suspicions about the role of the Catholic
Church and other local organisations, it is important to ask why things did not get worse
than they did. Whereas German soldiers in 1914 frequently acted upon their suspicions,
committing large-scale and very brutal atrocities, British soldiers in Northern Ireland only
rarely carried out their more extreme desires for revenge. By and large, officers and NCOs
in Northern curbed their soldiers’ desire for revenge, keeping them the right side of the
law.

Soldiers were often disgusted by the intense bigotry they encountered in Northern Ireland.
For many in Scotland, and soldiers in mixed, but cohesive units, open sectarian violence
amounted to clashes between Rangers and Celtic twice a year – they had no desire to
emulate Northern Irish levels of hatred. Soldiers generally despised the IRA (although
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the Argylls had some admiration for the South Armagh IRA’s military competence); they
also disliked the pseudo-military organisation of Loyalism.

The more restrained approach towards internment and arrest introduced by William
Whitelaw took some of the sting out of Catholic grievances in Northern Ireland. But
Whitelaw’s policy was deeply resented by soldiers of all ranks. There was a temptation
for soldiers to conclude that because ‘the Law’ was not on their side, they needed to find
other methods to get retribution. Only they knew who was guilty of crimes. The most
egregious example of a ‘Player’ unit exacting frequent and brutal retribution from the
local population is that of the Parachute Regiment.

Both the Scots Guards and the Argylls also had their incidents of retribution. But such
incidents were not a typical or regular feature of their behaviour. For the most part, the
Argylls did not behave like they did in Aden. The crucial difference was good officership.
Although some senior officers such as General Tuzo pushed for a return to some form of
colonial tactics, mid-ranking officers such as Colonel Boam and Colonel Palmer knew
that they were soldiering in a different era. They impressed on their officers and NCOs
of the need to act with restraint towards the local population. Sectarianism, although it
occasionally reared its head, was generally discouraged among the ranks. Verbal abuse
of the local population occurred, but was frowned upon by many officers and NCOs alike.

I have examined at length why singular transgressions happened – why sometimes
Company, Platoon Commanders and NCOs got it wrong. The domestic and global uproar
that followed Bloody Sunday and the presence of British and international media left
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more perceptive officers in no doubt that such punitive acts would be counter-productive
in the court of public opinion in Northern Ireland and abroad.

Coercion was no longer an option. Soldiers vilified the BBC for not presenting their side
of the story. But, as Colonel Palmer noted, the British public were far more squeamish
when it came to punitive actions close to home than they had been during recent colonial
wars. Something had changed: Palmer concluded that, like it or not, “the enemy can only
be fought by methods which public opinion at home, and indeed fair minded opinion
abroad, finds acceptable.”761 Hard, colonial tactics quickly proved impossible in such an
environment. And, although many soldiers grew to dislike Northern Ireland, mutual
loathing between counterinsurgent and the local population never reached those levels
seen in Aden or in Kenya. Unlike in the colonies – and despite attempts to vilify the local
Irish - there was still an enduring sense of familiarity.

When 2 Scots Guards returned to Derry in 1976 they noticed a significant shift in
operational initiative in their favour. If 1972 was about ‘holding the line’; 1976 was about
consolidating gains. Royal Signals’ observation and listening equipment was ‘state of the
art’ and there was considerable assistance from the civilian and military intelligence,
which now had many active sources of information among the local population.
Operations were much more targeted. Even by 1973 senior officers in 2 Scots Guards
observed a shift in momentum - they were watching the IRA more than the IRA was
watching them.762 Sadly, however, by that time irreparable damage had been done to the
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social landscape of Northern Ireland – for example, virtually the entire Protestant
population west of the Foyle in Londonderry had moved.763

A tired and sore 1 Argylls, carrying dogs and other pets adopted in Northern Ireland,
disembarked from The Sir Galahad at Yorkhill Quay in Glasgow at 0700 on November
29 1972 – they had been cheered all they way up the banks of the Clyde by different
groups of dock workers.764 Despite a ‘respect’ for soldiers in Scotland, some still found
it a disorientating experience to find themselves very suddenly back in Britain,
geographically so close to the hills of South Armagh or alleys of the Bogside, sometimes
hours after being shot at in Northern Ireland. On their first night back in Scotland some
soldiers from 2 Scots Guards decided to re-create Derry in Edinburgh. They stopped cars
on Prince’s Street, told the drivers to get out and then used the cars as roadblocks. They
then began to conduct VCPs on oncoming vehicles as they would on the Lecky Road in
Londonderry barely 24 hours previously. The police dealt tactfully with the drunk
Guardsmen - who eventually abandoned their makeshift VCPs. The Guardsmen were
adjusting to their new surroundings, having fun but also reminding the people of
Edinburgh of where they had just come from.765 A few weeks earlier they had mocked a
drunk Derry man who, with blood streaming down his face, had tried to construct a roadblock on Henrietta Street.766 Northern Ireland had a way of leaving its mark.
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Chapter 4: Murder

Chapter Structure
i. The Killing of Michael Naan and Andrew Murray
ii. Fermanagh Goes to War: Internecine Suspicion and Atrocity in 1972
iii. Prelude to Murder: A Breakdown in Command and Intelligence
iv. Conclusion

“Mr. Snowball agreed to make a written statement and during this time he stopped and
muttered, ‘I never thought they would do it’. When Chief Inspector Scott asked what he
meant he informed us that they were always joking in the camp as to what they would do
with McGuinness or someone like that but it had never crossed his mind that they would
ever carry it out.”767

On October 21 1972, D Company, 1 Argylls, moved, in their capacity as Reserve
Company, 3 Brigade, from Bessbrook, County Armagh (RUC H Division) to South
Fermanagh in RUC L Division768 for a period of six days. The aim was to prevent further
IRA attacks on local Protestants along the border, including on businesses and part-time
UDR soldiers. Major Jeremy Mackenzie’s reputation for competency in Borneo - where
he was deployed in the same area of operations as then Brigadier Harry Tuzo - may have
further recommended D Company as a short-term solution to the Army’s problems in
Fermanagh, especially as Special Forces were not yet deployed in Northern Ireland at this
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time.769 Borneo was the most fulfilling campaign in Tuzo and Mackenzie’s careers –
aggressive patrolling, cross-border raids and infiltration, ambushes along rivers and in
thick, mountainous jungle. Major Mackenzie was ideally suited to such missions – he was
remarkably tough, clever and brave. During pre-Northern Ireland training Mackenzie
insisted that he and he and his men in D Company would camp out under the stars, in
‘bashas’ – a word for a makeshift sleeping place used on operations – and would catch
and cook their own food.770 Fermanagh - its lakes, wooded hillsides and porous border was his chance to finally claim more operational space. Even prior to their deployment to
South Fermanagh, IRA ambushes of Argyll soldiers had been steadily increasing and the
desire for positive action, to go on the offensive against an elusive enemy, had become
increasingly attractive.

‘The Pitchfork Murders’
On the night of October 24 1972 the Battalion Watchkeeper for the 16th/5th The Queen’s
Royal Lancers, the 3rd Infantry Brigade unit with lead responsibility for security in L
Division (Fermanagh), typed an entry into the Battalion Log: “At 1830 a Mr. T P Hannah
reporter to the Newtownbutler RUC that he had found two bodies [sic] NANN’S [SIC]
farm. The bodies found were that of: Michael Nann (31 (RC) Andrew Murray 24 (RC).
Both had been stabbed to dead with a hay fork.”771 News of the murders of local farmer
Michael Naan and farm labourer Andrew Murray at an isolated farm in the townland of
Aughnahinch, south of the small rural town of Newtownbutler, spread fear through
Fermanagh and a few miles across the border in County Cavan.

Interestingly, General Tuzo, Major Mackenzie and David Lowry Cole, 6 th Earl of Enniskillen all had strong Kenya connections –
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Like the Lancers, locals believed that Naan and Murray had been murdered in a frenzied
attack with a pitchfork. In the days after the murder, a Cavan newspaper, The Anglo-Celt,
reported that, “As there was no sign of a struggle, it is believed that the two victims were
surrounded by men with pitchforks and graipes and had no chance either to resist or
escape.”772 The murders appeared eerily reminiscent of another sectarian incident, ‘the
Macken fight’, that took place in 1829 and was etched into the folklore of South
Fermanagh: in a clash with Orangemen on their traditional annual celebration of the
Battle of the Boyne on 12 July, Ignatius McManus “twice stabbed Robert Mealey with a
pitchfork.” In total four Protestants were killed at Macken: “… the affair has come down
in tradition as a great Catholic victory.”773

An autopsy soon made clear that the two victims were not stabbed to death with farm
implements. According to the deputy State Pathologist the murder weapon was a knife at
least five and half inches long.774 Both men had been stabbed in the heart multiple times.
Naan had also been stabbed in the neck – the men were victims of a prolonged, vicious
attack.775 Local Nationalist MP Frank McManus concluded that soldiers had carried out
the killings,

‘The only doubt is whether they were in or out of uniform. All opinion agrees that
it was a professionally done job … A double-edged weapon was used. The
bayonet is the Army and UDR possess a double-edged weapon …’ There was
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intense local feeling, said Mr. McManus, that the security forces’ approach to the
murders was almost casual. As a result of official disinterest an independent
investigation had been launched.776

McManus was right that the killings were committed by the military, but he was wrong
in pointing the finger at the UDR. More than nine years later, in January 1981, three
former soldiers of 13 Platoon, D Company, 1 Argylls, were eventually convicted for their
involvement in the murders of Michael Naan and Andrew Murray. Former Platoon
Sergeant Stan Hathaway was convicted on two counts of murder and sentenced to life
imprisonment. A Section Commander, Corporal John Byrne, was convicted of one count
of murder (Murray) and received a life sentence. Meanwhile, Lance-Corporal Iain
Chestnut, who already had a criminal record for firing pellets at local people in Newry,
was sentenced to four years on a conviction of manslaughter. The OC of 13 Platoon in
1972, 2nd Lieutenant Andrew Snowball, was convicted of withholding information,
receiving a one year suspended prison sentence.777

Lieutenant Snowball was the maternal grandson of Viscount Knollys, ex-Scots Guards,
and his father, Brigadier Ted Snowball, was a highly distinguished Argyll officer. 778
Snowball - 19 at the time of the killings, making him one of the youngest officers in the
Army779 - was not believed to have been part of the four-man unit that murdered Naan
and Murray, but he admitted learning about the murders while he was still in Fermanagh.
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The four convicted Argylls had done well in the years after the killings - Stan Hathaway
had gone on to be a Staff Sergeant in the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers;
John Byrne rose to become a Sergeant in the Military Provost Staff Corps and was based
at the Maze Prison in Northern Ireland when he was arrested in 1979; Iain Chestnut had
been dishonourably discharged from the Army shortly after his conviction in Northern
Ireland in 1973 for assault and malicious damage (the shooting of rudimentary pellets at
local people in County Down on the 1972 tour). But he later began a career as a crane
operator and crew supervisor on a North Sea oil-rig for Santa Fé and was very well
thought of by his superiors. 780 Andrew Snowball had been promoted to the rank of
Captain in 1 Argylls and had a promising military career ahead of him. The last member
of the four-man unit that visited Naan’s farm on the day of the murder, Private John
McGuire, was not charged with any crime and later became Regimental Sergeant Major
of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders. Military witness testimony at the trial
confirmed that Hathaway and Byrne were excellent soldiers.781

Police officers at the trial outlined the sequence of events that led to the convictions: in
the summer of 1978 a former Argyll, horrified at the Yorkshire Ripper killings, contacted
police to report that the murders were being carried out by a serving soldier - he knew the
Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders were now based at Catterick in Yorkshire and
believed that one of the soldiers that killed Murray and Naan was now committing similar
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crimes in England. That information prompted an RUC and RMP investigation that led
police officers to the soldiers of 13 Platoon.782

i. The Killing of Michael Naan and Andrew Murray
The Argylls’ intensive operations in South Fermanagh included camping out at night in
order to observe and search farms where suspected IRA activity took place. Michael Naan
was alleged to be the Quartermaster for the Fermanagh IRA.783 During the early evening
of October, Sergeant Stan Hathaway admitted to leading a four-man unit (himself, Byrne,
Chestnut and Private John Maguire – the A41 radio operator) that went to Naan’s farm.784
One of the four soldiers785 believed that they were on a reconnaissance mission prior to a
full search of the farm the next morning. However, his opinion soon changed on arriving
at the lane leading up to Naan’s farm,

It became apparent to me at that stage that the patrol was not the normal recce
patrol as you would normally approach without being seen and then snoop about.
On that patrol we just walked up the lane. As we got to the edge of the farmyard
Sergeant Hathaway told us to get behind a wall on the left of the farm. We got
down behind a wall and we then heard a noise which sounded like a tin bucket, in
an adjoining building. Sergeant Hathaway handed his rifle to Corporal Byrne and
went off round the corner of the building…786
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Hathaway’s handing of his rifle to Byrne suggests that he was going to at last grab Naan,
if not do more violence to him from the outset. Byrne, meanwhile, followed his Platoon
Sergeant and covered him with his rifle. Hathaway later admitted in an interview with
RMP investigators that he went into a byre on the farm where he found Naan ‘mucking
out’, “We started asking him questions about who he was, where he had been in the last
two or three hours. He wouldn’t answer the questions.”787 Naan, according to Hathaway’s
account, became aggressive:

He then said he knew us and that he was going to get the IRA boys onto us. He
knew people who were quite capable of knocking off troops. He knew where we
were and could get quite a few of them to cause us trouble. He continued to be
abusive and knew we couldn’t harm him or lift him. I can’t remember if he went
for me. Byrne said, ‘Do him in’ or something like that. I had the knife in my
pocket. I had taken it off one of the Platoon who had it on his belt. I got it out and
struck him in the stomach. He started screaming, ‘I’ll get the boys onto you.’ He
was still standing up. I must have carried on stabbing him. He was shouting for
someone else. He tried to run out of the stable. Byrne blocked the door. I went
after him to keep him quiet. He was shouting at someone to get the boys. He
stopped screaming. He must have died on me.788

Hathaway claimed that some minutes after leaving the farm he encountered his Platoon
Commander, who later got rid of the murder weapon.789
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Confession and Exculpation
Hathaway’s account is full of self-justification for the murder of Naan – Naan was a bad
individual who was going to get the IRA to murder Argylls. Moreover, Hathaway
emotionally distances himself from the actual killings. ‘He died on me’ – he was trying
to ‘keep him quiet’, lest he alert the IRA. In the months after the murders Lance-Corporal
Chestnut bragged to another soldier about the killings in a pub in Scotland. By Chestnut’s
account, the Argylls had posed as an IRA unit by disguising their uniforms. Upon arriving
at the farm, Naan fell for the ruse and believed that they were an IRA patrol, saying, ‘I
didn’t tell them nothing.’ In this version Chestnut also makes the link between Naan and
the IRA – even though the story is not contained in any of the official court witness
statements.790 Byrne’s recollection of Naan’s death is also one of exculpation – the patrol
was in imminent danger and had to keep Naan quiet. After Hathaway had finished
stabbing Naan in the byre, there was a discussion about what to do with Andrew Murray
who had been also been found working in the farmyard, “We came outside and talked
about it … I remember us saying nobody is going to believe our story that Naan attacked
us.”791 They decided to kill Murray.

The soldier who had initially apprehended Murray at the entrance to the farmyard
described Murray’s death,
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I heard this terrible scream, a very high-pitched scream… Hathaway and Byrne
then came down the path towards us. At this time the man [Murray] at the gate
was lying down in the path and nobody was touching him. Sgt. Hathaway then
straddled this man. Sgt Hathaway put his legs on either side of this man’s head
and started to stab him. I was standing two yards away and was violently sick.
After this Sgt. Hathaway asked me to help move the body. I refused and was told
to go down to the main road and make sure that everything as clear. The second
man did not scream. I only heard grunts coming from him. During this time I also
heard cows mooing and a dog barking.792

At the trial, Dr Martin Whittet, a psychiatrist occasionally employed by the military in
Scotland, offered further mitigating circumstances for the murders. Hathaway claimed
that Naan had attacked him with a pitchfork. According to Dr. Whittet this could have
triggered a childhood trauma for Naan – he had witnessed a man falling into a thrashing
machine when he was a boy of eight or nine in Morayshire. Hathaway now had ‘a
pathological fear of spikes, prongs and knives’. 793 Hathaway’s former D Company
comrades do not recall such a fear of knives – the Platoon Sergeant frequently handled
bayonets. He was known as an exceptionally tough soldier, ‘not a man you would
cross.’794 Moreover, Hathaway and Byrne’s version of events - that Naan attacked the
Argylls first with a pitchfork - was later dismissed as highly unlikely by the Deputy State
Pathologist, Dr. Derek Carson, who noted that, “… the absence of wounds to the hands
and forearms of the two victims seemed to indicate that they had not fought or struggled
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with their attacker.”795 One participant in the trial of the soldiers at Belfast Crown Court
in January 1981 recalled watching the men for traces of emotion, “There was no weeping
from Hathaway. I remember thinking he had a very lined face. He looked like a hard man,
a man who had lived a hard life. He and Byrne were both hard, strong men. Hathaway
was the man in charge.”796

D Company Closes Ranks: The Open Secret of the Murders of Naan and Murray
John Hanna, an oil company representative, calling to the farm to collect a bill, found the
body of Andrew Murray at 1805 the evening of October 24, half-buried in a swamp
thirteen yards from the right side of the lane leading up to Naan’s farm. According to the
RUC, this was the first report they ever received about any incident taking place at Naan’s
farms – approximately 24 hours after the murders took place. The RUC at Newtownbutler
then accompanied him back to the farm where the body of Naan was located.
Approximately two hours after being discovered the bodies were removed from the scene
and taken to Erne Hospital mortuary in Enniskillen. When Inspector Patrick Gilligan, a
senior RUC CID officer, arrived at Naan’s farm at 10.15 on the morning of October 25
to collect evidence, he found no trace of ‘graipes, pitchforks or farm implements’.797 The
post-mortem was carried out later that day by Dr. Carson at the Erne Hospital in
Enniskillen – and the account of a pitchfork murder, recorded by the 16/5 Lancers, would
be found to be false – but Inspector Gilligan was not to know this when he was initially
looking for a murder weapon.
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It is difficult to trace the origin of the account that Naan and Murray were stabbed with a
pitchfork – and that being relayed to Battalion Headquarters, 16/5 Lancers in Omagh
within 24 hours of the murder. It is highly unusual that there were no such implements
at the farm by the time the RUC arrived on the scene, especially since the Argylls
responsible for the murders later described finding Hathaway ‘mucking out’ a byre where
a cow and new born calf were kept – the place where he died.798 The most persistent
reference to a pitchfork comes from D Company itself, including Sergeant Hathway, who
claimed Naan used it as a weapon. Since soldiers are already armed, the suggestion of a
pitchfork as a murder weapon may lead the casual observer to initially, and wrongly,
conclude that the two men died as the result of an internecine or sectarian dispute.

Naan’s dog also disappeared; Hathaway and another soldier present at the scene of the
murder both mention a dog being at the farm.799 Hathaway recalled the unceasing barking
of Naan’s dog after the murders when he confessed to the murders to RMP investigators
(the RUC were not present during the interview): “Yes, yes I did it. I’ve been having
nightmares about it. That bloody dog at the farm must have found the bodies and kept
howling when we got back to the location. I have been hearing that dog ever since.”800
Naan’s neighbours confirmed that Naan had a black and white border collie at the time
of the murder.801

The local oil company representative was not, however, the first on the scene after the
murders of Naan and Murray. Lance-Corporal Joe Burke of 13 Platoon, D Company, 1
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Argylls, recalled in his Witness Statement that on the night of October 23 1972 (hours
after the murders and a full day before the RUC claimed to know about them) he was
tasked by Lieutenant Snowball and Sergeant Hathaway to seal off the entrance to Naan’s
farm because there had been a murder there. His half-Section set off for the farm and
mounted a cordon at the entrance, as per his instructions. The men had orders not to allow
anybody into the farm and were in direct communication with D Company Headquarters
at the RUC Station in Lisnaskea. But a car and a group of men wearing work overalls did
gain access,

Sometime during the night I stopped and checked a shooting brake, I don’t know
the make, coming up the laneway towards the farm. There were four male
occupants of the shooting brake802, they were dressed in light overalls and said
that they were from Clones. The particulars were circulated to Company
Headquarters and I was informed to allow them to proceed to the farm. The
shooting brake left the farm again after 10/15 minutes. I stopped and searched the
occupants and vehicle before allowing it to leave the area. After first light we were
withdrawn back to base camp.803

Another soldier, Private Joseph Clarke, on the cordon at the entrance of Naan’s farm on
October 23 also remembered a group of men dressed in overalls arriving at the cordon in
a shootingbrake vehicle and that they were cleared by D Company Headquarters to gain
access to Naan’s farm. However, he did not recall searching the car, instead he told the

A ‘shooting brake’ was a long and spacious vehicle originally used for shooting parties. See W. Diem, ‘The Shooting Brake
Makes a Comeback’, New York Times, November 26 2006, http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/26/automobiles/26BRAKE.html?_r=0
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RMP SIB/RUC that he recognised the passengers. Strikingly, despite this highly relevant
visit of another party to the murder scene hours after the death of Naan and Murray (with
their bodies still in situ), neither the RUC nor the RMP appear to have asked Clarke the
names of this second group of men who were in Naan’s farm on the night of the murders.
The reference to ‘Clones’ is striking - Clones was a border town in the South of Ireland
known to the Army as a ‘hotbed’ of IRA activity.804 The lack of farm implements and the
visit of this group of men to the farm suggests some sort of tampering with the scene of
the murders. The cordon on the night of the murders was ostensibly set up by D Company
Headquarters based in the RUC Station at Lisnaskea to preserve a murder scene – in itself
remarkable since the RUC had apparently not been informed that any crime had taken
place. The sentries at the cordon then radioed D Company Headquarters with the
identities of the four men and they were cleared to enter the farm.805 It seems unlikely
that Company Headquarters would let a group of local men, let alone from across the
border in Clones, into a murder scene. Remarkably, more than forty years later, we still
do not know their identities.

At 1930 on October 23, the evening of the murders, a local woman driving to
Newtownbutler saw a group of soldiers very near to the lane to Naan’s farm talking to
two occupants of a black Morris Minor car. Thinking she was going to be searched she
dipped her lights and slowed down, only to be told to be waved on by one of the soldiers
standing by the car. The Morris Minor car then moved out onto the road in front of the
woman before turning of down the nearby Galloon Island road. 806 One of the soldiers
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who was at Naan’s farm at the time of the murders later recalled that, upon leaving the
farm, he had seen a ‘young girl’, later identified as Dympna Brady, stopping her car near
Naan’s farm and that she was told to continue by another member of the patrol. However,
investigating officers from the RUC and RMP SIB do not seem to have asked this witness
about the Morris Minor seen by Dympna Brady at this time.807 Investigators also did not
follow up on the suggestion by Sergeant Hathaway that there may have been ‘somebody
else’, a fifth member of the patrol that went to Naan’s farm on the night of the murders.808

One of the soldiers convicted of involvement in the murder of Naan and Murray informed
the RMP SIB and the RUC that D Company Sergeant Major John Higgins told him that
the OC of D Company, Major Mackenzie, was observing Naan’s farm when the murders
happened. He also recalled that Major Mackenzie arrived at 13 Platoon’s camp near
Naan’s farm shortly after the murders and told them to move camp – to the Crom estate.809
Interestingly, the transcripts of the interview with the soldier - compiled by the two RMP
SIB investigating officers and an RUC Detective Sergeant who also interviewed
Hathaway in early June - all contained references to Major Mackenzie allegedly being at
an OP overlooking Naan’s farm at the time of the murders. But when an official statement
(MoD Form 266C) was compiled later the same day (June 7 1979) on the soldier’s behalf
(he was apparently too distressed to write it himself) – only CSM Higgins was mentioned;
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No reference was made to Major Mackenzie allegedly being at the OP at Naan’s farm.
This official statement was later used as a key piece of evidence used during the trial.810

Another soldier also reported to the RMP SIB and the RUC that CSM Higgins told him
that he was watching the farm on the night of the murders. 811 Under questioning D
Company CSM John Higgins initially could not recall if anybody was watching the farm
(and Hathaway’s patrol) on the night of October 23 1972. CSM Higgins later admitted at
the trial that he himself had set up an OP on a slightly elevated position in a nearby field
to watch Naan’s farm at the time of the murders:

Captain Higgins said that on the night before the bodies of Mr. Naan and Mr.
Murray were discovered, he travelled to a hill overlooking Naan’s farm and
viewed it through a nightsight. He told the court he could remember seeing what
appeared to be a four man patrol on the roadway in front of Naan’s farm, but he
could see nothing else suspicious.812

CSM John Higgins does not appear to have ever been asked about the whereabouts of his
Company Commander at the time.813 Although Higgins was in an OP overlooking Naan’s
farm he claimed that he did not see the murders take place, nor did he see the bodies of
Naan and Murray; nor did he recall being stopped by a UDR patrol on his way back from
the area around Naan’s farm. The reference to being stopped by a UDR patrol is important
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– the RUC had information that such an encounter had taken place.814 If Higgins was in
a military vehicle such as a Saracen, it is unlikely he would have been stopped, but if he
travelled in a civilian car he would have encountered the UDR roadblock.

Hathaway was on edge after the murders. On the morning of October 24, the day after
the murders, he was bitten by an Army dog on a search operation near the border.815 Other
members of 13 Platoon were also uneasy. One soldier who was at the farm at the time of
the murders recalled being unable to sleep – when he did lie down he always kept his rifle
by his side.816 A few days after the murders a soldier in 13 Platoon recalled that, “the
whole of No. 13 Platoon were paraded by Sgt Hathaway. I was present at the time. Sgt.
Hathaway instructed everybody to keep their mouths shut or else they would be next in
line.”817

At his trial at Belfast Crown Court in January 1981, Hathaway initially did not plead
guilty to the charges.818 One legal professional present later speculated that Hathaway did
not want to take ‘the fall’ for killings that he believed were, at least tacitly, condoned by
his superiors. Hathaway’s barrister, Dick Ferguson QC – one of the outstanding British
advocates of his generation (and a Fermanagh man), pleaded with the judge for more time
to consult with his client who was suffering from ‘hysteria’. Hathaway eventually agreed
to plead guilty.819
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In summing up his judgment, Mr. Justice McDermott told the court that he was confused
by many aspects of the events surrounding the deaths of Naan and Murray, “My
knowledge … of what happened is little better than those who may have read the [news]
papers about this case.” He expressed sorrow for the victims and their families and also
went on to sympathize with the four men found guilty of murder, manslaughter and
withholding information: “It [October 23 1972] was also a sad and tragic day for each of
you who have destroyed your careers and brought grief on your families, and it was also
a sad and tragic day for your Regiment.” He went on to praise the men for pleading guilty
and for showing remorse. 820 The judge addressed Captain Andrew Snowball directly,
saying that he was pleased that Snowball accepted that he should have informed the police
of the murders but that many others faced with “the enormity of that dilemma as it
appeared to you, and if so tested, would be found wanting.’” The soldiers were in a
wartime situation and the strain of the circumstances should be understood.821 Instead of
trying to resolve the inconsistencies of different soldiers’ accounts of the events of
October 23 1972 and explain the circumstances that led to the brutal killings of two
British citizens, the State decided to let the matter rest.

ii. Fermanagh Goes to War: Internecine Suspicion and Atrocity in 1972
To understand why Michael Naan and Andrew Murray were murdered it is necessary to
closely analyse the dynamics of D Company, 1 Argylls. It is also important to examine
the escalating sectarian conflict in South Fermanagh, into which D Company arrived,
poorly briefed, on October 21 1972 to help improve security along the border.
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The insecurity felt by Protestants in Fermanagh stemmed from their status as a minority
in the county - Catholics numbered just over 50 per cent. As the IRA continued to increase
its cross-border raids in 1972, launching attacks on what it called ‘military and economic’
targets in Fermanagh, long-standing sectarian tensions moved closer to boiling point. In
the town of Irvinestown, the local GAA club was blown up; shortly afterwards the town’s
Orange Hall was bombed.822 In Enniskillen, the local Alliance Party alleged that Catholic
businesses were being intimidated and forced to close against their will by Loyalist
paramilitary groups.823

In South Fermanagh, the main street in Lisnaskea was bombed on several occasions –
clothes shops and supermarkets being among the premises damaged (a mother and her
baby were also hurt in one incident). Protestant businesses in and around Newtownbutler
also came under attack. ‘Economic targets’ was a euphemism for a general campaign of
sectarian attacks against local Protestant interests, an attempt to intimidate a community
into acquiescence with Republican aims.824 Wider police-community tensions in Belfast
and Derry also affected Fermanagh where the regular RUC had enjoyed a reasonably
good relationship with the Catholic population – now Civil Rights representative and
Republican activist Tom Flatley accused the RUC of ‘informing to the Army’.825

The Pressure to Retaliate Against the IRA: Loyalist Mobilisation and IntelligenceGathering in Fermanagh
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In October 1972 Loyalist leader Basil Anderson established a club of Loyalist Defence
Volunteers in Lisnaskea; its aim was to unite Loyalist paramilitary groups and
associations in Fermanagh. The Ulster Special Constabulary Association – some of
whose members were now serving in the UDR – joined.826 Anderson told Fermanagh’s
The Impartial Reporter that Loyalist paramilitaries had undertaken a ‘serious and detailed
study’ of the IRA’s cross-border attacks on Protestant homes near the border. A UDA
representative added that,

Intelligence files compiled by the loyalist militant organisations in the county
reveal a very strong gathering of known IRA men in Clones, Monaghan and
Bundoran. A detailed and complete list, along with photographs of IRA and their
supporters in Co. Fermanagh has been compiled and their movement noted.

Another Loyalist representative emphasized that Catholic neighbours of Protestant
victims of the IRA played a key role in facilitating the cross-border attacks,

It is known … that local supporters of the IRA are used to compile a detailed list
of the movements of the movements of an intended victim, probably a neighbour.
This list is then passed to the murder squad in the South. The murder squad travel
across the Border, commit their foul deed and retreat to safety in the South.827
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Anderson and other Loyalist leaders also told the Impartial Reporter that, following this
border study, discussions had been held between Loyalists and senior representatives of
the security forces in Fermanagh.828 After the murder of Robin Bell on October 22 1972
(the day before the killings of Naan and Murray), Loyalist paramilitaries warned the
security forces that, “should another loyalist be murdered or intimidated, immediate
retaliatory action would be taken in their respective areas.”829

4th Battalion (County Fermanagh), UDR was made up of a large number of former USC
police officers. One full-time British officer attached to 4th Battalion recalled that, “My
key challenge was to get them to switch from thinking as policemen to being soldiers in
aid of the civil power. 90 per cent were former B Specials [USC]. Only five Catholics
joined [4th Battalion, UDR] and they never went on patrol. The rest all reckoned they
knew a Catholic at 50 paces.”830 Full-time officers – taken from regular British Army
Regiments - spent a lot of time trying to contain the suspicions and personal grievances
that had built up among their UDR recruits.831

Two weeks before the arrival of D Company, 16/5 Lancers, with the support of Chestnut
Troop, RHA, had launched an operation along the border to reassure the local population.
Two squadrons, one on foot and dropped on the border by air, the other mounted and
pushing down towards the border from the north, had been involved in the operation.832
The Lancers’ CO advised his soldiers,
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…Dump personal non-attractive items at a friendly farm since you are not issued
with the correct equipment with which to walk long distances. You are to visit
each farm and dwelling in your area of responsibility and speak with the occupier.
Find out anything unusual and names of known gunmen. Try to re-establish public
confidence.833

Not only did the Lancers lack the right equipment for long foot patrols but they were also
trying to pick up intelligence about ‘known gunmen’ from friendly farms. In the febrile
atmosphere of South Fermanagh in October 1972, such a casual attitude to intelligence
gathering is questionable. It is possible that professional practices of gathering and
grading intelligence were not adhered to in the case of Fermanagh in 1972. Regrettably
D Company, 1 Argylls had also left their NCO responsible for intelligence gathering and
evaluation in Bessbrook, in order to provide ‘some continuity’ on their return to their
normal area of operations.834

D Company in Fermanagh: A Different Approach
The Army was under pressure: Loyalist vigilante patrols along the border were a
challenge to the British Army’s security role on the border.835 Even when the Army in
Fermanagh arrested an IRA unit it was mostly due to chance or an observant soldier,
rather than good intelligence.836 Relations with Gardaí across the border were mixed, at
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best – the Gardaí at Clones in County Monaghan were regarded as ‘extremely
uncooperative’.837

The Argylls were sent to Fermanagh to reinforce 16/5 Lancers and Chestnut Troop, the
Royal Horse Artillery. Both were not infantry Regiments, used to patrolling on foot in
adverse conditions. D Company, 1 Argylls, were sent to Fermanagh to reassure the local
Unionist population, significantly increasing foot patrols in order ‘to show a presence’.838
D Company was not under the operational orders of 16/5 Lancers when they arrived in
Lisnaskea on October 21 1972. According to one officer, the Argylls ‘were completely
independent of these people but worked in conjunction with them’.839

The three D Company Platoons were spread out - 13 Platoon under 2nd Lieutenant
Snowball was initially deployed to Lisnaskea on October 21, then were sent to ‘camp out’
along the border south of Newtownbutler, being based largely in the area around Crom
Castle. 15 Platoon under 2nd Lieutenant McKillop patrolled the rural areas to the north,
west and east of Newtownbutler. 14 Platoon under Colour Sergeant Cairns was sent to
the south-west of Fermanagh, to patrol the border at and near the town of Belleek.
Company headquarters was based at Lisnaskea RUC Station. Belleek was too far away
for radio communication and had to be contacted by telephone and visited by helicopter
– the other platoons were in touch by C42 radio to Platoon headquarters and from platoon
to section level by A41 sets.840
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iii. Prelude to Murder: A Breakdown in Command and Intelligence
IRA assassinations of UDR part-time soldiers living in isolated areas along the border
peaked during 1972 - 4 UDR headquarters in Enniskillen had decided to move some
families of part-time soldiers away from the border. 841 The security situation in
Fermanagh had continued to worsen during the summer and autumn of 1972 – five UDR
soldiers were killed in the months leading up to D Company’s arrival in Fermanagh. In
October 1972 Conservative MP, John Biggs-Davison, Harry West and Captain John
Brooke toured Newtownbutler and the border area. Biggs-Davison described the attacks
on UDR men as ‘the acts of animals’.842

Michael Naan: From a Suspect to a ‘Known IRA Gunman’
Where did D Company get their list of names? The obvious candidates were the RUC –
however, a UDR officer claimed that RUC Special Branch were very short of actionable
intelligence on the young IRA volunteers that had emerged in South Fermanagh in
1972. 843 Mackenzie also met with an unnamed local UDR officer and ‘several local
dignitaries’, including Lord Erne, who spoke with D Company’s officers on several
occasions (including hosting a drinks reception for some officers and NCOs from D
Company on the evening of October 24 1972).844 No clear account has been given as to
how Michael Naan ended up being listed as the local IRA Quartermaster.
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It is highly unlikely that Michael Naan was ever a member of the IRA – he was never
claimed as an IRA Volunteer, unlike Louis Leonard who was killed at his butcher’s shop
in Lisnaskea in December 1972.845 But Naan was heavily involved in the Fermanagh
Civil Rights movement – and for some that was very close to, if not equivalent, being a
member of the IRA. Naan also had some relationship with the Fermanagh Resistance
Committee or group, an organisation with strong Republican ties and on the extreme edge
of the Civil Rights movement.846 Michael Naan was a vocal individual, unafraid to air
grievances if he felt himself slighted or discriminated against.847

In the weeks before Naan’s death, relations between Newtownbutler activists in the
Fermanagh Civil Rights Association and the local UDR C Company were highly
acrimonious. Newtownbutler Civil Rights representatives - including very possibly
Michael Naan - travelled to Enniskillen in early October 1972 to hear a Nationalist
political meeting that was addressed by SDLP MPs, Austin Currie and John Hume. Currie
was confronted by an unnamed man from Newtownbutler about his support for the UDR,
“Mr. Currie was also heckled and there were shouts of ‘What about the UDR in
Newtownbutler?’”848 Worse for Naan, he was seen to fall out with one of the Bell brothers
serving in the UDR, the week before Robin Bell was shot dead – and the day before
Michael Naan was murdered by the Argylls,
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The week before Michael was killed, the UDR was out in town and one of the
Bells was there. Michael parked his car and they wanted to search it. Seemingly
there were words between them, but people were watching and the UDR
subsequently withdrew.849

Local people who knew Michael Naan also recall that he was accused of buying extra
food in Boyd’s shop in Lisnaskea to feed IRA men on his farm. Naan was the presumed
IRA man. Andrew Murray, by contrast, was not under such local suspicion. Andy, one
man recalled, was “a lovely person… I was fond of Andy. He would be there and we’d
be after the cattle and Andy would say ‘don’t hit them with the stick; you’ll only put them
mad.’ He didn’t like that.”850 One of Murray’s uncles had spent 17 years in the British
Army; another uncle was decorated for his service in World War II.851

D Company Operations: October 22-23 1972
Soldiers on sentry duty in 13 Platoon’s camp reported patrols coming and going during
the night of the murders. The journalist Martin Dillon found this timing confusing. In his
account of the killings, he quoted Private Robert Turnbull Hoggan’s account of the night
of October 23 1972: “…I was told to keep my eyes open for a patrol coming in between
2.00 am and 3.00 am. I saw four soldiers enter the camp and I heard a lot of shouting and
heard voices shouting ‘keep the noise down’.”852 However, there were other patrols active
in the area on the night of Naan and Murray’s murders. One was discovered by an offduty Garda across the border in the nearby village of Ballyconnell, County Cavan. In an
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incident report sent by Colonel Dempsey of the Irish Army to the Department of Defence
in Dublin, he reported that, “At 2345 hrs an off-duty Garda on his way home met three
armed British soldiers at Point A on sketch map enclosed. This point is about 0.8 miles
from the Border. The soldiers were heading back towards the border.” 853 An Argyll
officer later recalled the incident, claiming it was an accident. 854 However, according to
the Garda, the soldiers ‘stayed in the area for some time’ – and may well have been
observing a house or building. 855 During the course of October 23 soldiers from 13
Platoon had searched an island in Upper Lough Erne, near Crom Estate. Some could have
continued on by foot to the County Cavan side of the Lough to observe another suspected
IRA man’s home – linked to the ambush on Chestnut Troop on October 22 - before
making their way back to camp that night.856 Nevertheless, the night of October 23 does
appear to have been a night of unusual operational intensity, and not only in the area in
and around Michael Naan’s farm.

At 0253 on October 22 1972, the day before the murders, a patrol of Chestnut Troop,
RHA, were ambushed along the border, not far from the site of the Bullock murders, and
in the vicinity of the towns of Derrylin and Ballyconnell. Five hours later, and two miles
to the north-east, Private Robin Bell (4 UDR) was ambushed and mortally wounded while
driving with his father and brother on the Galloon Island road on their way back from
tending to the family’s cattle. The Galloon Island road runs close to Naan’s farm.857 The
Argylls and Chestnut Troop were involved in the follow up cordon and search operation.
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264 cars were stopped, 240 were searched, the hijacked car was located and Chestnut
Troop fired three shots across the border at a suspected IRA unit.858

On the night of October 22 1972, 13 Platoon camped out near the border, on or near the
Crom estate situated along the banks of Upper Lough Erne. Earlier that day they had
visited a number of farms, including at least one that had been abandoned by a family
targeted because of UDR service. On the morning of October 23 1972 13 Platoon
conducted a search of an island on Lough Erne and later visited Crom Castle where they
met with Lord Erne. Later that day 13 Platoon then moved camp to a second location,
almost adjacent to Naan’s farm. 859 At some point during this time, Snowball briefed his
platoon, stating that Naan was a Quartermaster for the IRA.860

Major Mackenzie insisted on a high tempo of operations; the pace of the Argylls’
operations was frenetic – 13, 14, and 15 Platoons had little time for sleep, conducting
patrols along the border, searching farms, setting up ambushes and providing a security
cordon for 4 UDR Private Robin Bell’s funeral. Added to the tiredness that many soldiers
in D Company felt during their time in Fermanagh was the stress of a soldier going
missing: Private ‘Fluff’ Owens, a soldier in 15 Platoon, operating to the east of
Newtownbutler - was unaccounted for more than seven hours (1400-2115) on October
23, before eventually turning up at D Company Headquarters at Lisnaskea RUC Station.
He had got lost or been left behind while on patrol. By mid-afternoon, and at the time of
Naan and Murray’s murders, 13 Platoon knew Owens was missing; the prospect that an
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Argyll might have been captured, tortured or killed by the IRA in the area could have
given an extra incentive for Hathaway’s patrol to ‘get some back’ against a (suspected)
IRA man like Naan.861 Indeed one of the questions put by Hathaway to Naan before he
killed him related to his whereabouts in the last ‘two or three hours’.862

When D Company returned to their base in Bessbrook on October 26 1972, the following
entry was made in the Battalion diary, “D Company came back from their sojourn in
Fermanagh, tired, but apparently happy and full of war stories.”863 However, during their
time in Fermanagh, D Company did not locate any IRA arms, despite searching a number
of farms and businesses. The only find of note was a military hand torch and a Schermuly
flare found by 13 Platoon at the farm of local man, Michael McManus. Nor did they
engage in any fire fights with IRA units.864

iv. Conclusion
Why did Michael Naan and Andrew Murray die? One Argyll soldier put the blame
squarely on the Argylls’ experiences in Aden; that a ‘hard core’ in the Battalion still
celebrated the ‘atrocious things’ they had done on that operation and, at least temporarily,
reverted to that mind-set.865 The scale of violence perpetrated by the Argylls in Northern
Ireland was much lower than in Aden, even though the Argylls suffered far more
casualties on Operation Banner. However, unlearning tried tactics and behaviour –
putting into practice Major David Thomson’s message about eradicating ‘Aden
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tendencies’ – took time. It was especially challenging in the case of D Company.
According to one officer,

D Company in Aden was the hard, cutting edge of the Argyll and Sutherland
Highlanders, commanded by Ian Mackay, one of the best soldiers I ever served
with. To some extent Mackay’s aura, his attitudes, lived on, particularly with the
NCOs...866

D Company found it more difficult to cast off the shadow of Aden. Aden was something
to be proud of, not rejected – the reputations of Sergeant Hathaway, Corporal Byrne and
Lance-Corporal Chestnut had been made there. D Company had an image to project –
uncompromising, unorthodox but got the job done, the ‘Player’ Company in a Battalion
that prided itself on being one of the toughest in the British Army.

A few days before the murders, Corporal John Byrne gave an interview to Les Wilson, a
visiting journalist from Byrne’s home town of Greenock. Byrne had been involved in two
near-miss ambushes: the second ambush occurred when he was traveling in a mobile
patrol – his driver, Private Paul Carson, swerved off the road to avoid the bullets, crashing
the vehicle and breaking his arm in the process. On both occasions Byrne never saw the
gunman. However, things were improving - Byrne told Wilson that, “Often the locals tell
us things the IRA would rather we didn’t know about. Then we can prevent things from
happening rather than waiting for action.” Byrne and his Platoon Sergeant would get
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information, by harsh means if necessary, in order to take the initiative, ‘to do something
physical’.867

Sergeant Hathaway very likely went out to hurt Michael Naan from the outset. Chestnut
immediately reverted to Aden tactics upon seizing Andrew Murray, making him lie flat
on the ground (a typical practice when rounding up suspects in Crater district in 1967).868
The 6’2” Lance-Corporal Iain Chestnut (a relative giant among the generally diminutive
Argyll Private soldiers and NCOs), or C/nut, as he was known by other Argylls, had a
reputation for enjoying violence, meeting what anthropologists would describe as a ‘selfimage promoter’ – men who “are sensitive to attempts to question their claims to
precedence and habitually precipitate violent situations in which they can demonstrate
their power, courage and importance.”869 Sergeant Hathaway, a ‘hard man’ but one who
clearly cared for his Platoon, fits more under the category of a ‘self-image defender’ –
men who are “sensitive to any actions that appears to discredit their image of themselves
as persons with whom others do not trifle.”870 Challenges or resistance to that notion of
physical supremacy could not be permitted and would be severely punished.

To his soldiers, Hathaway did not seem a man ‘on edge’. He was a man in control and
they looked up to him: “He had Aden experience. You respected him very quickly and
when he said something ‘You did it at the double’. I liked him and the more into the tour
the more I liked him. He was genuinely human. But hard. He could enjoy a laugh with
the boys.”871 Hathaway was charismatic – he had also effectively led 13 Platoon for some
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time, the last Platoon commander had apparently been a ‘disaster’. Lieutenant Andrew
Snowball had the respect of his men, even if Hathaway was the dominant figure of 13
Platoon; Snowball was seen as a good, albeit a very young and inexperienced, junior
officer.872

Lieutenant Snowball observed that his Platoon had often boasted of what they would do
if they got their hands on an IRA Volunteer.873 They were out for revenge after a period
of mounting casualties. The disappearance of Private Owens may have added an extra,
immediate incentive. Hathaway, Byrne and Chestnut were certainly familiar with
violence: Hathaway, Byrne and Chestnut were all Aden veterans, Chestnut carried both
knife and bullet wound scars.874

In the preceding months, D Company appears to have made several deliberate border
incursions – including by helicopter875 - and Mackenzie was one of the first (in the days
before the deployment of the SAS to Northern Ireland) to set up ambushes to target
suspected IRA men along the border.876 D Company was prepared to stretch the official
rules in order to take the war to the IRA.

In Major Mackenzie, D Company had a much admired leader who relentlessly wanted to
‘get in the face’ of the IRA. But Mackenzie and other D Company Argyll officers
ultimately failed to restrain the aggression and desire for revenge unleashed in D
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Company through their experiences along the border. There were already a number of
warning signs before the Fermanagh murders: several soldiers, including Lance-Corporal
Chestnut, had assaulted civilians. But Major Mackenzie received no indication that HQNI
or 3 Brigade or his Battalion Commander were in any way unhappy with his performance
or that of his Company. On the contrary, Mackenzie was regarded as an outstanding
officer. Sending D Company to Fermanagh can even be interpreted as a vote of
confidence. A more rigorous assessment of D Company might have concluded that this
was the Argyll unit that need to ‘throttle back’, to be more judicious and less punitive in
its dealings with the local population.

According to an Argyll interviewee, Corporal John Byrne, convicted of the murder of
Andrew Murray and sentenced to life imprisonment, refused to socialize with ex-Argyll
‘criminals’ while in prison - He was not a criminal; he had done what was necessary.877
At least two of the soldiers convicted of the killing of Naan and Murray believed that they
had received assurances from CSM Higgins in late 1972 that the incident was known
about by those in higher authority and would therefore be ‘covered up’. The Regiment
would take care of them.878

Many of the former Argyll officers interviewed justify the killings of Naan and Murray
as an effective ‘means to an end’ – there was a downturn in IRA activity after the killings;
Hathaway’s patrol had got the right guys.879 One officer recalled that the security forces
in Fermanagh, “knew exactly who had done things a lot of the time but trying to prove it
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was another question.”880 Stanley Cohen’s work on perpetrator mechanisms of excusing
atrocity guilt helps illuminate why this might be the case. Cohen points out that
perpetrators – or those closely linked to them - often acknowledge the unseemly nature
of the deed but argue that it was practically necessary.881

Lieutenant Snowball’s statement on intelligence and Naan’s presumed guilt is
particularly instructive,

After our arrival at the site I became aware that a nearby farm was occupied by a
man named Naan who was on our suspect list. Though it was known by then that
Naan was a Provisional no instructions were ever issued by myself in relation to
sightings or action to be taken in the event of meeting him. As it was known that
he was involved in everything that went on down there his name was discussed on
occasions. [Author’s emphasis]882

The murders were the culmination of a group process in D Company that fixed Naan’s
guilt, and left no room for his possible innocence. 883 Fermanagh, its isolation, the
mounting suspicions of local leaders and security forces towards their Catholic
neighbours, and a breakdown in intelligence structures in RUC L Division, provided the
essential context behind the murders of Michael Naan and Andrew Murray. October 23
1972 was the end of a process. Restraint, the management of violence - the particular
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vocation of a commissioned officer - was absent in 13 Platoon, D Company in Fermanagh
during October 1972.

The killings of Naan and Murray bear some resemblance to the death of teenager Shidane
Arone at the hands of Canadian paratroopers who were in Somalia as part of a UN
peacekeeping operation on March 16-17 1993. Canadian paratroopers beat Arone to death
over two days after accusing him of stealing supplies from the their camp. The murder
occurred after weeks of escalating vilification of the local Somali population. Donna
Winslow, in a study of the unit that murdered Arone, recorded one soldier as saying that,

So for an order, treat them a little rough and they’ll respond. The tougher we look
the better respect we’ll get. You can only play that so far. What you do is you up
the ante each time. Okay we’re the toughest sons of bitches here now and anybody
that crosses this line is history. I know when the murder happened, tensions were
very high. ‘We’re going to sort them out, we’re going to teach them a lesson.’884

The more you talk about what violence you will do or exaggerate what you have done –
narratives of mythic violence - the more pressure you put on yourself to meet those
standards or risk losing face in front of the group. Hathaway frequently talked about what
he would do if he got his hands on a member of the IRA. In Naan he believed he had
found one. Argyll soldiers expressed no doubt then, and very little now, over the assumed
guilt of Naan, and, more bizarrely, Andrew Murray.
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There are a number of questions that were never posed by the investigating authorities or
at the trial: who visited the farm in the hours after the killings? Why did Naan’s farm
tools disappear? Why did the reference to Major Mackenzie observing the farm not
appear in Hathaway’s official statement? How did Naan’s name get on an intelligence list
of local IRA Volunteers? A sizeable group of soldiers in D Company were aware that
soldiers from 13 Platoon had committed murder – a number could have joined Snowball
in the dock for withholding information, had the Director for Public Prosecutions been so
inclined. The wider context and circumstances of Naan and Murray’s murders, local and
institutional, was lost. Hathaway and his fellow defendants became Grassiani’s ‘rotten
apples’.885
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Chapter 5: Conclusion
This thesis has collected and analysed a significant amount of primary material on the
conflict in Northern Ireland, giving new insights into the experiences of infantry soldiers
in West Belfast, in Derry’s Bogside and along the border in South Down, Armagh and
Fermanagh during the early years of Operation Banner. As well as making an original
research contribution to the existing literature on the Army in Ulster, the thesis also has
put forward a number of key arguments:

First, I have concluded that small units of infantry soldiers enjoyed considerable
autonomy during the early years of Operation Banner and could behave in a vengeful
manner towards the local population. When asked about the possibility of variations in
operational conduct, the bulk of interviewees pointed to the Company Commander as
having most influence. It was he, more than the CO, who set the local operational tempo
and restraints on his soldiers. He could initiate his own operations (as long as they were
limited in scale), set his own patrol routine, standard procedures and collect intelligence
as he saw fit. He could become the ‘Reverend Bastard’ over an area, or he could send his
Catholic soldiers to Mass and salute IRA corteges as gestures of goodwill.

Both approaches - the punitive and the conciliatory, co-existed simultaneously; HQNI
and Brigade Headquarters failed to ensure operational consistency among its Battalions
in Ulster. The Army also failed to prevent ‘hyper-investment’, those units whose
aggressive self-image was out of step with the Army’s general aims and rules of
engagement in Northern Ireland.886 Unlike the contention of Edwards, that the Army was
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exceptionally good at learning lessons in the early years of Operation Banner, I have
argued that while many individual officers (including Battalion COs examined here)
grasped the political complexity of waging war at home in the UK, GOC General Harry
Tuzo consistently pushed for an approach that reverted to internal security practices that
had been employed in the colonies. 887 Meanwhile, handovers between Battalions,
particularly in South Armagh, remained inadequate – mistakes were repeated. The
Army’s own 2006 ‘End of Mission’ report into Operation Banner hinted at such a ‘laissez
faire’ relationship between ‘9 to 5’ Brigade officers on a two year deployment and the
‘four-month, 24 hour’ Battalions under their command.888 This research has confirmed
such a finding.

Second, I have also concluded that, although King is right to stress professional training
and ethos as an important factor in determining soldiers’ combat behaviour, soldiers were
also strongly motivated by their emotions. Charles Townshend’s work on British counterinsurgency operations in Ireland during 1919-1921 offered a valuable account of a
hardening of attitudes and the collective punishment of the local population among British
Army units during that time.889 Meanwhile, Richard English has argued that the deaths
of three Royal Highland Fusiliers in 1971, murdered off-duty by the IRA, also saw a shift
in soldiers’ behaviour; shock and disgust found expression in a punitive approach towards
the local population in general.890 Both accounts – how emotional responses by soldiers
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to events changed the conflict by leading to further polarising acts of vengeance and
violence, offer an invitation for further research, including part of the rationale for this
thesis. Retributive violence and grievance have been well documented in the case of
paramilitary organisations, including by English. But scholars have yet to sufficiently
examine similar motivations on the part of soldiers.

Operations in the Bogside or Crossmaglen could quickly descend into very local
confrontations between groups of young men, eager to provoke, escalate and react.
Participation in violence for both groups was seen as highly desirable, if not status
defining. New soldiers were fascinated by ‘mythic violence’; as in gangs, combat is an
initiation for ‘real soldiers’. 891 The temptation for cohesive, small units of soldiers fuelled on a hyper-masculine, aggressive self-image – to challenge rival groups, including
the local constabulary or even other soldiers during peacetime, is obvious. Again, a gang
analogy comes to mind: once Loyalist paramilitaries in the Shankill Road challenged the
authority of the Argylls on what the Scottish soldiers regarded as their ‘patch’, the Argylls
took a particular relish in punishing them. Similarly, the Scots Guards hated the US Navy
– they weren’t the only ones; British Army fights against US sailors were commonplace
in Londonderry in the early 1970s.

Although senior officers at HQNI did not directly sanction small infantry units taking out
their grievances against the local population or collectively punishing the areas in which
they operated, some did share an engrained contempt for the people who lived in those
working class areas where the IRA operated. Senior officers betrayed a disbelieving, even
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callous attitude to allegations of abuse – General Harry Tuzo was furious with the two
Legion of Mary victims that were abducted and assaulted by the Parachute Regiment for
not making their complaints through the security forces. General King’s contempt for the
Creggan – the inhabitants knew who the gunmen were and could have thrown them out
– was symptomatic of a trend whereby soldiers began to widen the definition of guilt or
culpability to the inhabitants of whole areas. HQNI’s own attitudes, mirrored at an
operational level, were not conducive to good discipline – as soldiers came to regard
whole areas through a prism of complicity in the deaths of soldiers. Almost nobody was
presumed innocent in the Creggan or the Bogside. In South Armagh even victims such as
Majella O’ Hare’s father could be regarded as somehow culpable. The American author
Leon Uris, who stayed with B Company, 1 Argylls in Crossmaglen on October 2-3 1972,
compared South Armagh to a ‘leper colony’ - such was the polarization between the
soldiers and the local community.892 The death of Edmund Woolsey in South Armagh on
September 18 1972 also demonstrated a lack of consideration for the local population.

In 1971 and 1972, except for the most egregious cases of abuse, Battalions looked after
and disciplined their own. Successive governments also failed to respond to complaints
of Army excesses; pre-existing and complacent notions of inherent Irish dishonesty meant
the government consistently dismissed complaints of abuse in Northern Ireland - Ireland
was after all ‘a land of clinging mythology’. 893 Much of the Catholic population in
Northern Ireland came to believe that London either deliberately encouraged such

RMASH: D71 ‘Historical Record 1 ASH’, 1972-1973.
Letter from UK Ambassador in Dublin, Adrian Galsworthy to Kelvin White, Republic of Ireland unit, dated May 25 1973,
quoted in Patterson, Violent Frontier, 57.
892
893
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behaviour or failed to prevent and investigate it. Both conclusions were damaging for the
Army and for British strategy in Ulster.894

The fundamental distinction between gangs and the military is that the military adheres
to, and should act on behalf of, the law. Without such restraint and punishment, ‘Player’
or hyper-invested units can come to resemble gangs, out for retribution using methods
that go against the standards of the wider institution and State they are supposed to serve.
Indeed, Ruth Horowitz has described how the extreme violence and collective
punishment meted out by US soldiers in Vietnam fascinated gang members in Chicago –
“Vietnam seemed to some of the younger males a glorified extension of their world in the
streets.” Some gang members who enjoyed violence found the Army an attractive
opportunity, but others noted that it carried risks – you didn’t always get away with it:
“Calley [Lieutenant William Calley, a Platoon Commander convicted for his role in the
1968 My Lai massacre in Vietnam] ended up in jail, just like us.”895

Soldiers in small units such as Battalions or Companies could, and did, become too
exclusively loyal to the immediate group rather than the institution that employed them.
The soldiers of D Company, 1 Argylls were able to conceal two murders for over seven
years because of misplaced loyalty. Lieutenant Snowball came across ‘mythic violence’
when he listened to the stories of his Platoon inventing accounts of violence they would
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In the aftermath of the Falls Curfew in 1970, Paddy Devlin, a labour activist in West Belfast and later an outspoken opponent of
the Provisional IRA, tried to get support from the Labour Party for an official independent investigation into the behaviour of
certain Regiments in Belfast: “I was disappointed to realise that Westminster MPs, of whatever party, did not like their army
criticised, even when the criticism was true. That was the reality of a colonial empire in action – ‘our boys’ – right or wrong.’”
Devlin, Straight Left, 131.
895
Horowitz, Honor and the American Dream, 84.
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inflict on Martin McGuiness and other IRA Volunteers prior to the killings of Michael
Naan and Andrew Murray.

Unchecked cohesion had a way of turning on its master. Too often a detrimental,
excessive and ultimately deviant loyalty to the Regiment or its sub-units could seriously
damage British policy and the reputation of the British Army in Northern Ireland. The
fear of ostracism from the group, away from leaders that have taken on a charismatic role
of influence, is often too great for young soldiers to refuse to carry out collective tasks or
stand witness against other soldiers. As an NCO in 1 Scots Guards observed a deviant,
but charismatic, Sergeant could ‘ruin’ a Platoon in weeks, as young soldiers began to
emulate him. Only sound officership and a strong Sergeants’ Mess can stop such a rot.
But a ‘hyper-invested’ group, one that contains soldiers with proven combat records, can
sometimes be confused for a high-functioning one in overly aggressive units. It takes a
good commander to know the difference.

Third, this thesis has concluded that soldiers’ use of anti-Irish sentiment and, more rarely,
sectarian language was a means of retaliation to physical attack and abuse; such abuse
was also symptomatic of a perceived need to create some moral distance between soldiers
and the local population. Anti-Irish sentiment was indulged in at all levels – and, at least
to some degree, mirrored sentiments occasionally heard at home in Britain. But rather
than exhibiting entrenched sectarian or anti-Irish attitudes before deployment, Scottish
soldiers were surprised and very often appalled by the scale of sectarian hatred and
violence they encountered in Northern Ireland. Creating a moral distance between them
and the local population was partly utilitarian – a soldier does not want to take the life of
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‘kith and kin’, better ‘an other’; it took time for soldiers to adjust to the occasional need
of taking lives ‘between a WH Smith and a Marks and Spencer’. The Parachute Regiment
dismissed the Loyalist population as ‘Irish bastards’ during clashes in October 1972.
However, the deaths of soldiers were also sufficiently gruesome for many to loathe the
IRA and the people who supported them – the slow, lingering end of Lance-Corporal
Billy McIntyre (1 Argyll), blown up near Benburb on September 10 1972, being a case
in point.

The Army could also occasionally exhibit some limited signs of sectarian language or
behaviour – it was not completely immune from being affected by the tensions of Ulster.
This was most apparent in the case of 2 Scots Guards in Derry, a ‘rabid Catholic’ city in
the words of its CO. The contempt of one Company Commander for the decisions of
Brigadier Mostyn, CO of 8 Brigade, led him to question whether loyalty to his Catholic
faith had superseded his obligations as an officer, an interesting correlation with the
behaviour of 2 Argyll officers towards their CO in Mayo in 1922 (that resulted in an
informal ban on Catholic officers). Such reasoning also had a purpose; it helped justify
the Company Commander’s resistance to orders from 8 Brigade for 2 Scots Guards to go
‘softly’ in its dealings with the local population. Sectarian language was, very
occasionally, used to ‘bait’ the local population in an area where soldiers had taken
casualties. Given the large number of Catholic soldiers in Scottish Regiments, it is not
surprising that anti-Irish sentiments were the preferred means of venting abuse against
the local population.
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Fourth, British Army operational leadership and combat training worked. Despite the
occasional instances of abuse examined, many mid-ranking and junior officers
distinguished themselves in Northern Ireland during the early years of Operation Banner.
This thesis has described such officers, among them Colonel Tony Boam and Colonel
Paddy Palmer. Good officers and NCOs recognised that to prevent criminal retribution
after taking casualties they needed to manage soldiers’ desire for revenge. Lieutenant
John Holmes, 1 Scots Guards, was in many ways a model junior officer – catering to his
men’s need and desire for combat, insisting on good discipline and refusing to risk their
lives unless he had a positive objective in sight. After the death of Guardsman George
Hamilton, Lieutenant Holmes told his soldiers that they would have revenge, but they
would do so within the limits of the law. An Argyll senior NCO who served in the Royal
Highland Fusiliers during 1971 took firm action in the aftermath of the killing of the three
Fusiliers by the IRA on March 9 1971, executed by the IRA after an evening’s drinking
in a Belfast pub, “I had to disarm the soldiers and prevent them from going out the gate.
I told them to wait, to wait for the right moment. There will be an opportunity to get even
and when it comes along, we will be sure to take it.”896 Junior officers and NCOs were
critical in channelling and restricting soldiers’ desire to do violence against a perceived
threat.

The Major and the Corporal were the ranks that most defined combat experiences at the
tactical level in Northern Ireland during 1971-1972. In 1971-1972, Section Commanders
and more junior NCOs (half-Section Commanders) were the patrol leaders who got
soldiers through fire fights. NCOs helped soldiers overcome shock and disorientation
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Interview with Argyll Soldier 22 (NCO), Scotland, March 2015.
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under fire and reach for readily available skills and mechanisms that helped them fight
they way out of an ambush. The remarkable forbearance shown by 1 Scots Guards on
many occasions in West Belfast in 1971, not returning fire because they could not
positively identify a firing point, provides a clear illustration of motivated, disciplined,
and soldiery behaviour – the type of response that separates soldiers from gangs.

It is difficult to surmise exactly what trajectory the conflict in West Belfast might have
taken if 1 Scots Guards had been in Ballymurphy at the beginning of Operation Demetrius
– instead of arriving shortly afterwards. But the Scots Guards’ general comportment and
fire discipline does appear to have been markedly better than that of 2 Parachute Regiment
during August 1971, when the now infamous ‘Ballymurphy massacre’ took place. Clearcut discipline was everything – soldiers had to know that excessive use of firepower or
other forms of violence was not only frowned upon, but would be punished. Revenge was
an important motivation for many soldiers but it could be controlled, its range limited.
The murders of Naan and Murray by soldiers from D Company, 1 Argylls offers an
exceptional lesson on the dangers of hyper-investment among small infantry units.

In Northern Ireland soldiers generally found that their combat training worked: Hew
Strachan has defined the aims of infantry combat training as “the inculcation of battle
drills, a set of procedures, so that when exhaustion makes rational thought impossible, or
when fear has taken over, individuals react without thinking.”897 Under fire soldiers from
the Scots Guards and the Argylls generally responded well, using drills to repress fire,
move out of the ‘kill zone’ and work as teams to move towards firing points. Training

897

Strachan, ‘Training, morale and modern war’, 211.
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may even have been too intense; many soldiers were hyper-vigilant after the realistic
training in Lydd and Hythe, expecting trouble from every quarter – not necessarily a
reassuring posture to local residents. When it came to initiating contact – shooting a
suspected IRA volunteer, some soldiers hesitated. ‘Buckfever’ was not uncommon; the
cultural similarities between Britain and Northern Ireland meant that a deliberate process
of emotional distancing became a practical, informal, but also potentially dangerous,
response to the need to occasionally take life.

The research presented here does not pretend to be a complete account of the British
Army’s campaign in Northern Ireland during 1971-1972. This thesis has focused
predominantly on the experiences of only two infantry Regiments. Even within these
Regiments’ operational units, particularly at the Company level, there were divergent
experiences of the conflict. But by drawing on a wide range of sources and disciplines,
this thesis contends that a close analysis of the experiences of small infantry units has
made it possible to discern some important themes, features and lessons from soldiering
in Northern Ireland. There is significant scope for future research and comparison.
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Appendix 1 – Chronology

1st Battalion, Scots Guards tour of West Belfast, 39 Brigade, 25 August 1971 – 30
December 1971
Unless otherwise stated, the following (lightly edited) entries have been extracted from
the Adjutant’s Diary, 1st Battalion, Scots Guards, Wellington Barracks, London.

8 July: Internment is introduced in Northern Ireland.

9 August: Operation Demetrius began – Army launches campaign to arrest and intern
suspected IRA Volunteers. 11 local residents of Ballymurphy are shot dead by 2
Parachute Battalion during August 9-11.

26 August: 1 Scots Guards assumed control of operations from the 2nd Battalion The
Parachute Regiment. Area of responsibility includes Ballymurphy, St. James’,
Beechmount, Lower Falls (part of Turf Lodge later added). Initial locations were:
a. Tactical Headquarters - Springfield Road Police Station
b. Right Flank – North Howard Street Mill - Major Johnson
c. B Support Company – Paisley Park - Major Smart
d. G Company – North Howard Street Mill (Later RVH) - Captain Leask
e. Left Flank – Vere Foster School/Henry Taggart Hall - Major Nurton
f. Echelon – Carmoney Factory (Quartermaster)
g. Regimental Aid Post – Musgrave Park hospital.
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Under command - for the first six weeks - No. 2 Company 1st Battalion Grenadier
Guards.

31 August: 2240 - ‘G’ Company operating in Beechmount Drive was fired upon in
Beechmount Drive by unknown gunmen. 2 shots were fired and Gdsm. Telford was
wounded in the back of the neck (shallow wound). He was taken to Royal Victoria
Hospital where his condition was not serious.

3 September: Gdsm. Mudie, LF, was wounded by a sniper at Henry Taggart Hall.
Condition not serious (left hand).

11 September: No. 2 Company, Grenadier Guards, revert to 1 Bn, Grenadier Guards.

14 September: 1914 - Henry Taggart Hall – Gdsm. McGuire, LF, was wounded by a
sniper (GSW neck and spine). He was taken to RVH and his parents were flown to
Belfast from Glasgow. He died on November 4 1971.

17 September: 0120 - Gdsm. Kean, G Company, was wounded (right buttock) by
shrapnel when several rounds were fired into the back of an Armoured PIG in the St.
James area in which he was travelling. Not serious – RVH.
1545 - L/Cpl Marr of G Company (attached to Recce Platoon) was wounded (chest) in
the side in Rossnavere [sic] Gardens, Andersontown. Condition not serious - RVH.
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18 September: 1615 – Gdsm. Cox (GSW right arm) and Gdsm. Hart, G Company
(fragmentation wound left thumb), were wounded in an ambush in St. Katherine Road
in St. James area of Belfast. Not serious - RVH.

21 September: 2055 – Gdsm. Arnott (GSW – both legs) and Morris (GW left shinbone),
G Company, wounded in an ambush in Nansen Street in the Iveagh area of Belfast. Not
serious – RVH.

24 September: G Company move from North Howard Street Mill to buildings in the
RVH in the Broadway.

29 September: A party of reinforcements, 37 men, arrived at Donegall Quay at 0730
hours.

4 October: 1620 hours - 240 Cupar Street, occupied by 2 Platoon Right Flank was
destroyed by an explosive device of 70-100 lbs. placed in a Butchers shop next door.
Casualties:
Gdsm. Hall - died as result of injuries
L/Sgt. Whittle - lost right eye and severe laceration to head
Gdsm. Braun - Serious burns right through thigh and foot
Gdsm. Bush - Severe shock and bruising
Sgt. Fraser - Grazes
L/Sgt. Boyle - Lacerations Right Arm
Gdsm. Cochrane - Lacerations right forehead.
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5 October – Lieutenant-Colonel Richard Mayfield took over command from Lt. Col
Murray de Klee – scheduled appointment of Lieutenant-Colonel de Klee to London
District.

17 October: 1417 - Gdsm. Hamilton, Left Flank, (GSW - in back) was killed by a sniper
whilst on foot patrol in Glenalinn Park in the Ballymurphy area of Belfast.
C Company Royal Scots commanded by Major GL Purves came under command for
operations and were based at Blackmountain School.

23 October: 1605 - Gdsm. Cowie, RF, wounded in O’ Neill Street after 4 buses had
been burned at the Falls Road, Springfield Road junction. Condition not serious.
2113 - L/Cpl Smith (GSW left wrist), Gdsm. Marr (GSW right thigh) Waller (GSW left
thigh were wounded at the Falls Road Whiterock junction in an ambush. None serious.

25 October: G Company, Gdsm. McIntosh (GSW left calf). Not serious.

30 October: G Company, Gdsm. Black (GSW left thigh) - Fractured femur and
damaged sciatica nerve, subsequently amputated.

30 October: 1230 - A bomb, planted by two ‘Brickies’ who claimed they had come to
block up the windows, exploded in 217 Springfield Road. No 1 Platoon, Right Flank
were occupying 219 Springfield Road at the time and the Platoon cook, Gdsm Booth,
was killed in the explosion. Three other Guardsmen were ‘shocked’ but there were no
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other casualties. The equipment carried by the two ‘Brickies’ had been searched but the
explosives had been hidden in the breeze blocks.
Injuries:
Gdsm. Purdham – Fractured head and shock
Gdsm. McLeod – Fractured Head and Shock
Gdsm. McLean – Shock
Gdsm. Baker Shock.
1717 - Gdsm. Block, G Company, was shot in the thigh while on sentry at a VCP at the
Falls Rd./LaSalle Drive Junction.

31 October: 1446 - Sgt. Patterson (GSW – right thigh) and Gdsm. Ferguson (GSW
upper back) were wounded while working on the defences of Henry Taggart Hall.

1 November: Gdsm. Cowie RF, was wounded by two shots (Left upper arm and in
back). Not serious. This was the second time Gdsm. Cowie has been wounded in nine
days.

8-9 November – Operation ‘Beat Group’ took place in the Turf Lodge Area. This
operation consisted of searching known houses and screening suspects. The Battalion
was supported in the operation by 1st Battalion, the Parachute Regiment 1st Battalion
Black Watch, 45 Commando Royal Marines, 1st Battalion, Royal Scots. 33 suspects
were detained for further questioning at Prisoner Holding Centre 1 at Holywood
Barracks. The following arms, ammunition and explosive were found.
600 assorted rounds of ammunition
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2 x Pistols
2 x M1 carbines
2 x .303 Rifles
1 x .65 Thompson SMG
2 x Pistols
2 x Shotguns
1 x Air Rifle
2 x Nail Bombs

8 November: LF – L/Cpl. Cunnea shot (right thigh).

12 November: 0545 - Finds by LF in Gransha Rise – 1 x .38 Pistol, 1 x .55 Boys AntiTank rifle.

13 November: 1650 - 700 rounds of associated ammunition were found in a car in
Iveagh Street by G Company. The occupants were questioned by RUC Special Branch;
led to the discovery of a large arms dump at a farm in Co. Antrim. The dump involved
50 weapons and 57,000 rounds of ammunition.

16 November: Recce. Platoon Commander, Lt. JAS Lancaster (GSW - right shoulder)
and Gdsm. Sokolowski (GSW right thigh) both wounded by M1 Carbine fire at the
junction of Hugo Street and the Falls Road. Not serious.
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19 November: IRA Chief of Staff Seán MacStíofáin is arrested in the Republic of
Ireland –widespread protests North and South.

23 November: Operation Dancing Mood – took place in the Westrock area from 04000800 hrs. The Battalion was supported in the Operation by 1st Battalion, The Parachute
Regiment, and 1st Battalion, Royal Scots. 24 suspects were sent to PHC1 and the
following were found:
2 x M1 Carbine (new)
1 x revolver
1 x Colt .32 pistol
1 x 177 Air Rifle
2 x Pistols
1 x Star 9mm Pistol
1313 - Gdsm. Macdonald, RF wounded by M1 Carbine at VCP in Cupar Street.
1321 - Gdsm. Moffat, RF (GSW – left lower side), wounded by an M1 Carbine outside
the sentry box at North Howard Street Mill. Condition not serious.
Gdsm. Mudie, G Company – (GSW right foot - accidental discharge own weapon)

27 November: Gdsm. Nicholls, G Company was shot dead in an ambush in St. James
Road.

28 November: 1140 - RF Patrol chased a gunman who left the following in Clonard, – 1
x M1 Carbine, 1 x .45 Pistol, 253 rounds.
Gdsm. Audas G company GSW right foot (Accidental Discharge – Lost toe).
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29 November: 2140 - G Company found the following in 67 Rockmore Road after a
patrol had chased a well known Republican Brian ‘Rocky’ Morgan.
1 x Mk 2 Sten gun
1 x Luger Pistol
1 x .45 Automatics
9 Nail bombs – all half pound. 3 half pound blast bombs. 20 x 4 pound gelignite
sticks.168 assorted rounds of ammunition.

8 December: 1054 - L/Cpl Kirkpatrick G Company was wounded (GSW – Chest) by an
M1 Carbine at the end of Rochdale Street. Serious - Recovered after an operation.

9 December: 0230 find by RF at 28 Colligan Street.
1 x 45 Thompson SMG
1 x Schmeisser SMG
1 x Enfield Martini Action .22 rifle
1 x 25 Star Pistol
1 x AR. 18 Armalite Rifle
1 x . 45 Webley Pistol
27 magazines – assorted
1 x .45 Browning Automatic
1 x Sawn off shotgun
10 lbs gelignite
1 x HF receiver and transmitter
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1 pair of bloodstained trousers
3445 associated rounds of ammunition
71 x 7.62, 1036 x 9mm, and 290 x .303

13 December: 0340 - G Company found 10,251 rounds of ammunition in box buried at
the corner of a field near the M1 Motorway.

18 December: Gdsm. Cochrane, RF, (GSW – Right arm) - shot by a sniper.

20 December: Gdsm Gillan (GSW – Stomach) at 1530 shot in the back outside N.
Howards Street Mill. Very serious at first. Next of kin came to see him. Recovered
fully.

29 December – At 1200 hrs 1 KOSB assumed operational control of the Battalion area.
During 4 months in Belfast the Battalion had arrested 439 men of whom 240 were
subsequently charged or interned. One third of those interned were IRA officers.

The total number of incidents involving members of the battalion were as follows.
a. Shooting: 166 – 144 of these were major incidents when fire was returned and/or
casualties inflicted.

b. Explosions: 63 – 9 of these were major incidents when casualties were inflicted
and/or structure damaged.
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Total Casualties: 55
- Dead – 5
- Wounded, GSW – 30
- Wounded, bomb attacks– 10
- Minor Injuries - 8

Fatalities
Guardsman Brian Hall, 4 October
Guardsman George Hamilton, 17 October
Guardsman Norman Booth, 30 October
Guardsman Stephen McGuire, 4 November
Guardsman Paul Nicholls, 27 November

1st Battalion, Scots Guards Awards
DSO
Lieutenant-Colonel R. Mayfield

MC
Major Michael Nurton
Lieutenant John Holmes

Military Medal
L/Sgt J. Ball
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Mention in Despatches
Capt. Allen, IO
Lieutenant E.A. Woods

2nd Battalion, Scots Guards tour of Londonderry, 8 Brigade, 28 July 1972 – 28
November 1972
Unless stated otherwise, the following entries are extracted from the Adjutant’s Diary,
2nd Battalion, Scots Guards, Wellington Barracks, London.

29 July: 2nd Battalion moved to Londonderry and took over as City Battalion from 3
RRF. The battalion took over operational control at 1800. Battalion deployed as
follows:

Tac. HQ – Victoria RUC Station
Right Flank – Craigavon Bridge
G Company – Masonic Car Park
Left Flank – Waterloo Bus Station Park
The Battalion was responsible for the security of the city centre and commercial areas.
Special attention was paid to the prevention of bomb attacks in the city centre which
had been badly damaged in recent weeks.

31 August: Operation Carcan begins (2 Scots Guards secure the ‘start line’ for other
units to enter the ‘No Go’ areas in the Bogside, Creggan, Brandywell).
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1 August: 4 shooting incidents and 2 bomb hoaxes. 1 x HV shot from St. Eugene’s
Cathedral reported.

6 August: A patrol saw a light, possibly a cigarette, in the Spire of St. Eugene’s
Cathedral. Father O’ Neill and a platoon commander searched the tower. No trace of
anybody found. Shortly after this two more shots were fired from the Cathedral.
3 RRF – SG, 0450: Gunman confirmed in Cathedral.
SG – 3 RRF, 0455: We have a sub unit with the priest checking the Cathedral.
SG – 3 RRF, 0457: Cathedral now clear of our sub unit.
Bde – GS 0505: 0500 1 HV shot fired from Cathedral spire GR 43051718. 5 x 7.62
returned. No casualties.
Comment: A weapon would either have to be hidden in the Cathedral or taken out by a
vehicle. The Knights of Malta ambulances have been seen in the grounds. It would not
be difficult for a gunman to mingle with the congregation after a service in the
morning.898

2 September: 2nd Battalion hand over responsibilities as City Battalion and take up new
area of operations – Bogside and the Brandywell.
Battalion HQ – Saracen Factory
Right Flank – New Bridge Location
G Company – Masonic Car Park
Left Flank – Saracen Factory

898

TNA WO 305/4272 2nd Battalion Scots Guards, Operational record of Brigade Net Communications, August 1972.
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Recce Platoon – Gas Works

4 September: Guardsman Spinks shot in back; bullet passed through baton gun and
lodged in his flak jacket.

6 September: Piper McQuarry – was wounded by an unidentified sniper. The shot, fired
from behind, hit him in the lower left shoulder. Patrick Barr’s daughter went to help
him and was subsequently threatened by the IRA.899
2125 – “The search is now ended and nothing apart from the shotgun was found. Two
people in the section definately (sic) claim a hit although the search did not reveal any
blood in the immediate vicinity.”

14 September: 1 x round was fired at 2nd Battalion party who were searching the Lecky
Road gasworks. L/Cpl Harker, REME, (attached to G Company), was hit in the neck.
He was placed on the very serious ill list (died December 24 1972).

17 September:
IRA Volunteer Michael Quigley is shot dead by a Soldier in the Creggan.
2010 One shot (Armalite Round) was fired at 2nd Battalion patrol in the Lecky Road.
Guardsman Van Beck was placed on the seriously ill list.
2034: RF OC (Major Clavering) - Sitrep on Incident: “Place shot came from is rather
confused. Man seen running towards house at back of Lecky Road. Mob gathered and it
would have been easy for man to get away. Aim at moment. Searching houses in Lecky

899

TNA WO 305/4273 Intsum, 2nd Battalion, Scots Guards, 25 September to 1 October 1972.
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Road but intend to search houses in Quarry Street as that is where shot possibly came
from. Man shot in the back. Condition not known.”900

18 September: Guardsman Van Beck of 2nd Battalion died in Altnagelvin Hospital,
Londonderry. Shot by Armalite round.

22 September: At 1510 shot was fired at a 2nd Battalion patrol in Deanery Street.
Guardsman Fee (Right Flank) was shot in the back. He was placed on the Very
Seriously Ill List in hospital (Survives but permanent spinal injuries).

23 September: 1 x round was fired at a 2nd Battalion patrol on the Lecky Ground.
Guardsman Lockhart (Right Flank) was shot in the back. He was placed on the Very
Seriously Ill List in hospital. 62 houses searched in follow up.

26 September: Guardsman Lockhart died in the RVH.

29 September: 1 x round was fired at a 2nd Battalion patrol in Wellington Street.
Guardsman Hoodless (LF) – shot with Armalite round - was wounded in the chest. He
was placed on the Seriously Ill list. In the follow up search an Armalite rifle, a
magazine were found in 22 Westland Street.

7 October: During a shooting incident in New Street Guardsman Williams was shot in
the left shoulder.

900

TNA: WO 305/4273: Commander’s Diary, 2nd Battalion, Scots Guards, 31 August 1972 to 30 September 1972.
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8 October: 0530 - Drummer Howlett in L/Sgt Iley’s Section, RF, spotted a man with a
weapon through his starlight scope. The gunman was on a high bank above Lone Moor
Road, when Dmr. Howlett fired at him. Another gunman opened up on the patrol from
the direction of the Old City Dairy in Letterkenny Road. Fire was returned at both
gunmen and the Section chased the first one up the bank. Missed. Escaped in the
direction of the Creggan.
0555 - 5-6 shots fired at two gunmen. RF – Gunman in garage off Letterkenny road
who fired two shots. And one in area of (Brandywell) football field who fired four
shots. The gunmen ran off, one over the football field and one down Letterkenny road.
RF fired 13 shots. Gunmen fired 8.

28 October: 1638 - L/Sgt McKay (Reconnaissance Platoon) was shot – front seat
passenger in last Landrover, mobile patrol - at Bishop Street Without. He died at 1701
in Altnagelvin Hospital. Boy, James Morrison aged 10 also hit in leg in same incident.

21 November: Gunman seen at the entrance of the Stardust Club, another one at nearby
slaughterhouse. Ambush set for 22 November at slaughterhouse. Two shots fired.
Missed.

23 November: 1849 - A pram was left outside Eakins Garage on the Foyle Rad. It is
thought that a man accompanied by a woman and three children was responsible for
leaving the pram by the garage. The bomb, estimated to consist of 20 lbs. of Co-op mix,
caused only superficial damage to windows and cars in the show room.
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25 November: A 15-20lb Co-op mix bomb was placed against the wall of the Abercorn
Garage. Windows broken. “This is the fifth attempt to destroy the garage, the last
attempt was on 3 Nov 72, when a 20 lbs. gelignite bomb was successfully defused.”

28 November: 1200 - 2nd Battalion handed over command of the Bogside to 16 Light
Air Defence Regiment, RA. The Battalion moved into Dunmahoe Factory where it was
non-operational for 24 hours prior to departing for Northern Ireland.

Fatalities
Lance-Corporal Colin Harker, REME (Attached to HQ Company), September 14, 1972
Guardsman John Van Beck, September 18 1972
Guardsman George Lockhart, September 24 1972
Lance-Sergeant Thomas McKay, October 28 1972

2nd Battalion, Scots Guards Awards
OBE
Colonel Tony Boam

MC
Major Johnny Clavering

Mentioned in Despatches
Major Robin Buchanan-Dunlop
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Sergeant J.P. MacDonald

1ST Battalion, Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (Princess Louise’s) tour of RUC
H Division (South Down and South Armagh), 3 Brigade, July 28 1972 – November
28 1972
Unless stated otherwise the following entries are taken from - The National Archives
WO 305/4407 The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders Battalion Diary, April 1969 to
March 1974.

28 July: 1220 Lieutenant-Colonel Paddy Palmer, 1 Argylls, assumes command of RUC
Police Area H (South Down and South Armagh).

Bn HQ and Headquarters Coy – Bessbrook Mill
A Coy – Dungannon (Not under 1 Argyll Command)
B Coy and 6 Pl – Crossmaglen
5 Pl – Forkhill
7 Pl – Newtownhamilton
S Coy HQ, Anti-Tank Pl and Pipes and Drums – UDR Centre, Newry
Mortar Platoon – Div Police HQ, Newry
D Coy – Bessbrook Tech School901

Operational Statistics – First 27 days (Excluding A Company):

901

‘Operational Statistics’, Glengarry Tales, August 1972.
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Shootings – 7
Bombs Found (758 lbs.) – 8
Explosions (765 lbs.)
Cases of Arson – 8
Armed Robberies – 10
Hijackings – 3
Shots fired at Battalion – 258
Shots Returned – 63
Terrorists Killed (All by own bombs) – 3
Bomb Hoaxes – 12
Baton Rounds fired – 1
Petrol Bombs – 2
Arrests – 17
Weapons Found – 12
Ammo found – 371 rounds
Explosives found - 9 lbs.

31 July: Operation Motorman – D Company, 1 Argylls and B Squadron, RSDG move
into Derrybeg housing estate, Newry. Nine wanted men were picked up and one rifle,
three shotguns and an assortment of ammunition were found. D Coy entered the
Derrybeg housing estate to the accompaniment of banging dustbins, whistles, bottles
and rocks.
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3 August: A car bomb exploded in the garage between the UDR centre and the
telephone exchange in Downshire Road, Newry at 2203.

9 August: During the afternoon four men drove into Connely’s Garage on the Dublin
Road, Newry and ordered the staff out. One of the men went into the building carrying a
bomb. At 1637 the bomb exploded as the man, later identified as Colin Murtagh a
member of the IRA was setting it up. Bits of his body were recovered from the
telephone wires. The other three men made off South in a car.

13 August: Lance-Corporal Boag wounded near Glassdrumman by sniper. Serious –
GSW left side.

22 August: The Customs Clearing House on the Dublin Road was blown up at 0945.
Nine people killed including four customs staff and three IRA Volunteers.

24 August: 1440 - Ferret Scout Car of the Scots DG was blown up by a mine near
Moybane. The vehicle was blown 10 metres over a wall, landing on its side in a field.
The Commander was thrown clear but the driver, Tpr. Caie, was crushed to death under
it.

2 September: 0510 – Pig of D Coy fired at in Camlough. Six and ten rounds, possibly
Thomson SMG, were fired at OC SP Coy’s vehicle as he was passing the Drumblane
estate, no casualties. The shooting was at 1631.
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7 September: 1100 – At about 1100 a patrol of D Coy commanded by Cpl. McCulloch
was fired at near the border south east of Crossmaglen. It appears that the patrol
stumbled on terrorists planting a bomb. Six rounds were fired at the patrol and Cpl.
McCulloch was hit in the thigh. A .303 rifle and a quantity of miscellaneous ammo was
recovered by Sgt. Allan in the follow up – he is rumoured to have been a visitor to the
Republic for a short time! Cpl. McCulloch was flown to Musgrave Park Hospital, not
serious.

10 September – 1210 a bomb concealed in a milk churn at the side of the road was
detonated just in front of a D coy patrol in Dromintee. No casualties. 2 men arrested
after being spotted by eagle (helicopter) patrol.
2200: “A Saracen of A Coy was blown up between Benburb and Dungannon. Ptes.
Richmond 54 and McPhee were killed outright. L/Cpl McIntyre is very seriously ill and
not expected to survive. Pte. Collins is very seriously ill with sever head injuries. Cpl.
Mackay and Pte. McGinness are seriously ill but ‘walking’ and Driver Besby seriously
ill with broken arms, jaw, ankle and fingers. The Saracen was blown 20 yards and
landed upside-down. The crater was discovered by a woman driving into it.”

18 September: Warrenpoint hotelier Edmund Woolsey killed in a VBIED explosion at
Ballsmill, South Armagh.

22 September: 1730 – While investigating a bomb at Drumuckavall, 2nd Lieutenant
Gardiner was shot and fatally wounded.
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24 September: 2000 - A civilian told SP Coy that he had seen a bomb planted at the
steps of the court house in Newry. ATO was asked to come, and having failed to
explode it by firing 5 x 84mm, caused it to explode in an attempt to separate the bomb
from its timing device. The court house was extensively damaged.

25 September: 0700 - a house in Patrick Street, Newry was raided. A wanted man was
detained and in a search of the building a quantity of ammunition, bomb making kit,
detonators, a Garand rifle .303 . 30 with telescopic sight and a Thomson SMG. A
hostile crowd gathered in Patrick Street, they hijacked and set fire to a bus.

28 September - SP Coy arrested two youths in a car in Newry. One had a loaded and
cocked 9mm pistol.

6 October: Headmistress, Killeen School phoned to report a bomb near the school. At
1230, D Coy found the ‘package’, it was a drum containing plastic bags with det cord
and wires visible. ATO blew the bomb which contained between 15 and 20 lbs of
explosives.

10 October: 0830 – Colour Sergeant John Ruddy of 3 UDR was murdered outside his
house in Drumalane, Newry. During the subsequent search, 10 rounds of ammunition
were found in the nearby Old People’s Home through which it is thought the terrorists
escaped.
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12 October: In a search of a house South of Newry at the request of the Special Branch,
D Coy found an M1 Carbine, thought to be the weapon used to murder Colour Sergeant
Ruddy.
1442 Sioux helicopter carrying a member of Recce Platoon was fired on from
Drumuckavall. No casualties.

21 October: D Coy, in their role as Brigade Reserve, left this morning for Co.
Fermanagh where they will be operating under command of 16/5 Lancers. Our own
cavalry squadron, A Sqn 17/21 Lancers have moved into Bessbrook Tech to take over D
Coy’s area till their return.

26 October: D Coy came back from their sojourn in Fermanagh, tired, but apparently
happy and full of war stories. The Lancers vacated the Tech (Bessbrook) and have
returned to their Castle (Gosford).

28 October: Another shooting incident in the area of Drumackavall at 1420. A foot
patrol and helicopter were engaged from two positions. About 50 rounds were fired at
the patrol who returned fire with their GPMG.

30 October: B Company had a busy day in Drumuckavall area. Their first encounter
was at 1222 when a section acting in two halfs (sic), each covering the other’s moves,
was fired from near crossings 26 and 28. The fire came from two positions and was of
both single round and automatic type , in all about 130 rounds being fired at the patrol.
The second contact was in the same approximate area and occurred at 2200. The firing
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followed closely after the patrol had sent up a Schermuly flare on hearing a noise. The
terrorists fire was accurate, although there were no casualties, and came from a Bren
type weapon and possibly a Garand. The patrol returned about 180 rounds and
withdrew.

3 November: 1343: Drumackavall, Pte Hewins was hit in the thigh. The terrorist gunfire
came from several positions and they fired about 400 LMG and 80 Armalite. The two
sections of 6 Platoon, initially involved in the first contact, were supported by a platoon
from D Coy which had been flown into the area the previous night and a half troop of
17/21 Lancers. A total of eight men were detained after the contact.

12 November: Pte David Harper of D Coy was struck by a train whilst acting as sentry
at the Dublin Road VCP at the railway bridge south of Newry. He died shortly after the
RMO reached him.

20 November: 0810 - The suspected booby trap at Cullyhanna exploded, killing Capt
Bill Watson and Csgt James Struthers who were conducting a last minute check of the
building prior to the arrival of the ATO.

28 November: 1215 – Two minutes after having been warned by BN HQ of the
possibility of a rocket attack the RUC Station at Crossmaglen was under rocket and
automatic fire. The rear sangar was engaged with AP rounds and whilst the sentry was
pinned down, 2 rockets were fired at the main building. The roof was damaged and one
of the radio masts brought down. 2nd Lieutenant Alan Roberts was the only casualty,
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receiving a small splinter in the back. The rockets were Russian made RP67s. Bullets
went through the KVA generators.
1337, a tragic accident at the Dublin Road VCP, Pte John McGarry of D Coy was shot
and killed (by another Argyll soldier).
1440 1st Battalion, the Royal Hampshire Regiment relieves 1 Argylls and assumes
command of Police H Division.

Fatalities
Private Duncan McPhee, September 10 1972
Private Douglas Richmond, September 10 1972
Lance-Corporal William McIntyre, September 11 1972
Second Lieutenant Stewart Gardiner, September 22 1972
Private David Harper, November 12 1972
Captain William Watson, November 20 1972
Colour Sergeant James Struthers, November 20 1972
Private John McGarry, November 28 1972

1st Battalion, The Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders (Princess Louise’s) Awards
Mentioned in Despatches
Lieutenant Karl Barclay
Private Jimmy Taylor
Sergeant Jimmy Struthers
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APPENDIX 2 – ETHICAL APPROVAL FROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ST.
ANDREWS
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APPENDIX 3 – PROJECT DESCRIPTION (As Sent to Prospective Interviewees)
Project Title: The experiences and unit culture of 1st Bn and 2nd Bn Scots Guards
and 1st Bn Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders in Northern Ireland from 1971 to
1973.

Name of Project Leader: Edward Burke, PhD Candidate, The University of St.
Andrews, CSTPV, Arts Faculty Building, Library Park, The Scores, St. Andrews, Fife
KY16 9AX, Scotland.
Email: eb77@st-andrews.ac.uk Phone: 07799905327

Project Description: I am undertaking this research for a PhD thesis at the School of
International Relations, St. Andrews University and possibly for wider publication. I
have selected these units because of their prestigious history and regimental pride but
also because both were deployed in difficult areas at critical times of the Northern Irish
conflict.
The aim of my research is twofold: First, it is historical. It seeks to gather personal
accounts through extensive interviews from the veterans of 1st Bn and 2nd Bn Scots
Guards and 1st Bn Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders about their soldiering experiences
in Northern Ireland. The period 1971 to 1973 was the most challenging of the conflict.
My research will look at how Battalions and smaller units learned from, and adapted to,
their environment and diverse tasks in Northern Ireland.
Second, this research will also look at unit cohesion – in other words what was the
necessary ‘glue’ that held different units together and allowed them to make sense of an
extremely complicated environment and set of tasks in Northern Ireland. This will
provide more knowledge of what soldiering meant for the men who fought a war
against the IRA in Northern Ireland from 1971 to 1973. The author will examine
convergences and anomalies in regimental cultures and views on operations in Northern
Ireland within these two regimental case studies. The results may also be useful for
military operations in the present day.

Project Practicalities: From approximately September 2013 to March 2015 I wish to
conduct a wide range of interviews with veterans of 1st Bn and 2nd Bn Scots Guards and
1st Bn Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders who served in Northern Ireland from 1971 to
1973. I am happy to travel to meet with veterans at a place of their convenience in the
UK.

Biography: From 2006-2010 I worked for a foreign policy and security think tank FRIDE, including stints in Yemen, Iraq and the wider Gulf. From 2010 to 2011 I served
as a Political Officer in Afghanistan with the EU. Since September 2012 I have been a
PhD candidate at the University of St. Andrews.
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PhD Supervisor: Professor Richard English, Director, CSTPV, The University of St.
Andrews, Arts Faculty Building, Library Park, The Scores, St. Andrews, Fife KY16
9AX, Scotland.
Email: rle2@st-andrews.ac.uk Phone: 01334 462988
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APPENDIX 4 - ETHICAL COMMITMENT TO INTERVIEWEES (As Sent to
Prospective Interviewees)

The experiences and unit culture of Army Regiments in Northern Ireland from
1971 to 1973
Edward Burke, Ph.D Candidate, University of St. Andrews
Email: eb77@st-andrews.ac.uk Phone: 07799905327
NOTES TO INTERVIEWEES:
Objective
To conduct a series of interviews with former soldiers of the British Army to better
understand their roles, motivations, unit culture, and responses to the war in Northern
Ireland from 1971 to 1973. The results of my research will be used for a PhD thesis and
possibly wider publication.
Commitment to Interviewees
My first and constant priority is to show respect to interviewees. Therefore I will
undertake the following steps:
1.
All interviewees will be guaranteed anonymity. If a quotation is used the
person’s name will not be used. Moreover, attention will be paid to rank, date and place
to ensure that the interviewee is not readily identifiable.
2.
After each interview I will send the interviewee by email/post a copy/read out by
phone (as he prefers) those quotes that I would like to use. I will not use any quotation
if I have received notification from the interviewee that he does not wish me to do so.
Moreover, the interviewee can change and/or expand on any quote if they wish to do so.
3.
If acceptable to the interviewee, a recording of the interview will be made. The
advantages of having a recording are the following: it allows much greater clarity on
what exactly was said – the researcher does not have to use sparing notes written down
in the full-flow of a conversation. Once the recorded interview is completed I will listen
to the recording, select possible quotations, send these to the interviewee who has three
options:
a) grant permission for a quotation to be used;
b) refuse permission for a quotation to be used;
c) give permission but with a change provided by the interviewee to the original
quotation.
Only two people will have access to recordings to the interviews - me and, if necessary,
my academic supervisor, Professor Richard English of the University of St. Andrews.
The recordings will be stored in a secure place to which I alone have access.
4.
I do not wish to speak about subjects that interviewees are uncomfortable talking
about. The interviewee should inform me at any stage if this is the case and I will not
raise such a question/topic again. I would also urge interviewees to take a break any
time they feel like it and will suggest this at different points during the interview.
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5.
If for any reason an interviewee feels that the interview process has affected
them negatively please contact me immediately, but also a GP and/or the Combat Stress
charity (24 Hour Helpline 0800 138 1619).
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